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Introduction
Dr. Evan Freeman and Dr. Anne McClanan

Map with Rome and Constantinople (underlying map © Google)

The course of the Roman Empire, established by
Augustus Caesar in 27 B.C.E., was altered by two
significant events that occurred in the fourth
century C.E. First, in 313 C.E., the Roman Empire
legalized Christianity, which soon became the
predominant religion in the empire. Second, in 330
C.E., emperor Constantine moved the empire’s
capital from Rome to an ancient Greek city known
as Byzantion, which he renamed Constantinople
and New Rome (today this city is known as
Istanbul, Turkey). Western European historians
since the Enlightenment era (the 18th century)
have often described the period that followed as
the history of the “Byzantine Empire,” or simply
as “Byzantium” (after Constantinople’s original
name). But despite its new religion and capital,
the Byzantine Empire was very much a continu-

ation of the Roman Empire. Its citizens even
referred to themselves as Romans. Because of this,
many scholars now believe that the Byzantine
Empire is more accurately termed the “medieval
Roman” or “Eastern Roman” Empire.
Like its name, the art and architecture of the
Eastern Roman (Byzantine) Empire have often
occupied a position in the academic discipline of
art history that is ambiguous, if not misleading. Art
history textbooks tend to squeeze Byzantine art
between late Roman and Islamic arts. The problem
with this structure is that Byzantium then appears
to have little to do with the arts of western Europe
during the middle ages and renaissance—which is
not the case. [1]
xv
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The “Beginner’s guide” introduces foundational
concepts, such as the chronology of Byzantine
history, sacred imagery, and wearable objects.
Subsequent sections are arranged chronologically,
covering the Early Byzantine period (c. 330–700),
the Iconoclastic Controversy (c. 700s–843), the
Middle Byzantine period (843–1204), the Latin
Empire (c. 1204–1261), and the Late Byzantine
period (c. 1261–1453) and beyond.

Partially restored Theodosian walls of Constantinople with
garden plots in the moat, 412–13, Istanbul (photo:© Robert G.
Ousterhout)

The Byzantine Empire endured for some 1,123
years from the dedication of Constantinople in 330
until its fall to the Ottomans in 1453 (a year after
the birth of Leonardo da Vinci, to put things in
perspective). So, despite its dislocation in modern
textbooks, Constantinople was well connected
through trade and diplomacy with western Europe,
eastern Europe, and Asia. Byzantine art and
architecture
widely
influenced—and
was
influenced by—these many connections with
lands and peoples far and near.

These sections include thematic essays on
Byzantine art and architecture, essays that focus
on key works (subtitled artworks in focus or
architecture in focus), and essays that explore
Byzantium’s relationships with other cultures
(subtitled cross-cultural perspectives). Finally, we
have included questions for study or discussion
to encourage teachers, students, and other readers
to engage with videos and other content on the
Smarthistory website which could not be included
in this book format but which we believe richly
compliments what is presented here.

In recent decades, several blockbuster museum
exhibitions have helped make the arts of the
Byzantine Empire better known among the public.
Byzantium’s sacred art in particular—its golden
icons and domed churches—have become well
known. Such works are well represented in
textbooks and museum catalogues. But the
Byzantines were, like any people, more than their
religious rituals and artifacts. They also left behind
clothing, jewelry, vessels, and many other nonsacred objects, as well as building palaces,
fortifications, and other non-sacred structures.
This book seeks to introduce both the sacred and
secular art and architecture of the Eastern Roman
(Byzantine) Empire within the larger context of
Byzantium’s cross-cultural exchange with near
and distant neighbors.

Tunic with Dionysian Ornament, probably 5th century, said to
be from Panopolis (Akhmim, Egypt) (The Metropolitan
Museum of Art) <https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/
search/447844>
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This is a first edition of what we envision to be an
ongoing collaborative project. We look forward to
expanding the range of perspectives on Byzantine
art at the Smarthistory website and in this
companion ebook as scholars continue to share
their expertise. For now, we hope that this book
will enable first-time and longtime learners alike
to explore and better understand the art and
architecture, cross-cultural connections, and
enduring legacy of the Eastern Roman, or
Byzantine, Empire.
[1] Robert S. Nelson, “Living on the Byzantine
Borders of Western Art,” Gesta 35.1 (1996): 3–11;
Robert S. Nelson, “The Map of Art History,” The
Art Bulletin 79.1 (March 1997): 28–40.

Mosaic icon of the Virgin Glykophilousa, late 13th century,
Triglia in Bithynia, near Constantinople, 107 x 73.5 cm
(photo: George E. Koronaios, CC0) <https://tinyurl.com/
rmhrnjxs>
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1.
About the chronological periods of the Byzantine Empire
Dr. Evan Freeman

This essay introduces the periods of Byzantine
history, with attention to developments in art and
architecture.

The use of the term “Byzantine” only became
widespread in Europe after Constantinople finally
fell to the Ottoman Turks in 1453. For this reason,
some scholars refer to Byzantium as the “medieval
Roman” or “Eastern Roman” Empire.
Byzantine History

The history of Byzantium is remarkably long. If
we reckon the history of the Eastern Roman
Empire from the dedication of Constantinople in
330 until its fall to the Ottomans in 1453, the
empire endured for some 1,123 years.
Scholars typically divide Byzantine history into
three major periods: Early Byzantium, Middle
Byzantium, and Late Byzantium. But it is important
to note that these historical designations are the
invention of modern scholars rather than the
Byzantines themselves. Nevertheless, these
periods can be helpful for marking significant
events, contextualizing art and architecture, and
understanding larger cultural trends in
Byzantium’s history.

The Colossus of Constantine, c. 312–15 (Palazzo dei
Conservatori, Musei Capitolini, Rome) (photo: Steven Zucker,
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/dvXsPj>

From Rome to Constantinople

In 313, the Roman Empire legalized Christianity,
beginning a process that would eventually
dismantle its centuries-old pagan tradition. Not
long after, emperor Constantine transferred the
empire’s capital from Rome to the ancient Greek
city of Byzantion (modern Istanbul). Constantine
renamed the new capital city “Constantinople”
(“the city of Constantine”) after himself and
dedicated it in the year 330. With these events, the
Byzantine Empire was born—or was it?
The term “Byzantine Empire” is a bit of a
misnomer. The Byzantines understood their
empire to be a continuation of the ancient Roman
Empire and referred to themselves as “Romans.”

Map with Rome and Constantinople (map © Google).
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Sant’Apollinare in Classe, Ravenna (Italy), c. 533–49 (apse mosaic, 6th century, triumphal arch mosaics,
likely c. 7th–12th centuries) (photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/CQ3P4f>
Early Byzantium: c. 330–843

Scholars often disagree about the parameters of
the Early Byzantine period. On the one hand, this
period saw a continuation of Roman society and
culture—so, is it really correct to say it began
in 330? On the other, the empire’s acceptance of
Christianity and geographical shift to the east
inaugurated a new era.
Following Constantine’s embrace of Christianity,
the church enjoyed imperial patronage,
constructing monumental churches in centers such
as Rome, Constantinople, and Jerusalem. In the
west, the empire faced numerous attacks by
Germanic nomads from the north, and Rome was
sacked by the Goths in 410 and by the Vandals in
455. The city of Ravenna in northeastern Italy rose
to prominence in the 5th and 6th centuries when

it functioned as an imperial capital for the western
half of the empire. Several churches adorned with
opulent mosaics, such as San Vitale and the
nearby Sant’Apollinare in Classe, testify to the
importance of Ravenna during this time.
Under the sixth-century emperor Justinian I, who
reigned 527–65, the Byzantine Empire expanded
to its largest geographical area: encompassing the
Balkans to the north, Egypt and other parts of
north Africa to the south, Anatolia (what is now
Turkey) and the Levant (including including
modern Syria, Lebanon, Israel, and Jordan) to the
east, and Italy and the southern Iberian Peninsula
(now Spain and Portugal) to the west. Many of
Byzantium’s greatest architectural monuments,
such as the innovative domed basilica of Hagia
Sophia in Constantinople, were also built during
Justinian’s reign.

A beginner's guide 5

Approximate boundaries of the Byzantine Empire under emperor Justinian I, c. 555 (Tataryn, CC BY-SA 3.0)
<https://tinyurl.com/yeyfvop6>

Isidore of Miletus & Anthemius of Tralles for Emperor
Justinian, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul), 532–37
(photo: © Robert G. Ousterhout)

Constantinople (map: Carolyn Connor and Tom Elliot,
Ancient World Mapping Center, CC BY-NC 3.0)
<https://tinyurl.com/ykypcrxv>
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Following the example of Rome, Constantinople
featured a number of outdoor public spaces
—including major streets, fora (in ancient Roman
urban planning, the city center: an open space used
for markets and gatherings of citizens, surrounded
by temples and public buildings), as well as a
hippodrome (a course for horse or chariot racing
with public seating)—in which emperors and
church officials often participated in showy public
ceremonies such as processions.
Christian monasticism, which began to thrive in
the 4th century, received imperial patronage at
sites like Mount Sinai in Egypt.

Against this backdrop, and perhaps fueled by
anxieties about the fate of the empire, the so-called
“Iconoclastic Controversy” erupted in Constantinople in the 8th and 9th centuries. Church leaders
and emperors debated the use of religious images
that depicted Christ and the saints, some honoring
them as holy images, or “icons,” and others
condemning them as idols (like the images of
deities in ancient Rome) and apparently destroying
some. Finally, in 843, Church and imperial
authorities definitively affirmed the use of
religious images and ended the Iconoclastic
Controversy, an event subsequently celebrated by
the Byzantines as the “Triumph of Orthodoxy.”
(Orthodoxy refers to right Christian belief,
believed to be essential for salvation.)

Monastery of Saint Catherine, Sinai, Egypt (photo: Joonas
Plaan, CC BY 2.0) <https://tinyurl.com/yj9t2yyn>

Yet the mid-7th century began what some scholars
call the “dark ages” or the “transitional period” in
Byzantine history. Following the rise of Islam in
Arabia and subsequent attacks by Arab invaders,
Byzantium lost substantial territories, including
Syria and Egypt, as well as the symbolically
important city of Jerusalem with its sacred
pilgrimage sites. The empire experienced a decline
in trade and an economic downturn.

Apse mosaic with Virgin and Child, c. 867, Hagia Sophia,
Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: Evan Freeman, CC
BY-NC-SA 4.0)
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Middle Byzantium: c. 843–1204

In the period following Iconoclasm, the Byzantine
empire enjoyed a growing economy and reclaimed
some of the territories it lost earlier. With the
affirmation of images in 843, art and architecture
once again flourished. But Byzantine culture also
underwent several changes.
Middle Byzantine churches elaborated on the
innovations of Justinian’s reign, but were often
constructed by private patrons and tended to be
smaller than the large imperial monuments of
Early Byzantium. The smaller scale of Middle
Byzantine churches also coincided with a
reduction of large, public ceremonies.
Monumental depictions of Christ and the Virgin,
biblical events, and an array of various saints
adorned church interiors in both mosaics and
frescoes. But Middle Byzantine churches largely
exclude depictions of the flora and fauna of the
natural world that often appeared in Early
Byzantine mosaics, perhaps in response to
accusations of idolatry during the Iconoclastic
Controversy. In addition to these developments in
architecture and monumental art, exquisite
examples of manuscripts, cloisonné enamels,
stonework, and ivory carving survive from this
period as well.

The Middle Byzantine period also saw increased
tensions between the Byzantines and western
Europeans (whom the Byzantines often referred
to as “Latins” or “Franks”). The so-called “Great
Schism” of 1054 signaled growing divisions
between Orthodox Christians in Byzantium and
Roman Catholics in western Europe.
The Fourth Crusade and the Latin Empire:
1204–1261

In 1204, the Fourth Crusade—undertaken by
western Europeans loyal to the pope in
Rome—veered from its path to Jerusalem and
sacked the Christian city of Constantinople. Many
of Constantinople’s artistic treasures were
destroyed or carried back to western Europe as
booty. The crusaders occupied Constantinople and
established a “Latin Empire” in Byzantine
territory. Exiled Byzantine leaders established
three successor states: the Empire of Nicaea in
northwestern Anatolia, the Empire of Trebizond in
northeastern Anatolia, and the Despotate of Epirus
in northwestern Greece and Albania. In 1261, the
Empire of Nicaea retook Constantinople and
crowned Michael VIII Palaiologos as emperor,
establishing the Palaiologan dynasty that would
reign until the end of the Byzantine Empire.

Katholikon church, 11th century, Hosios Loukas,
Boeotia (photo: Evan Freeman, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)
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The route and results of the Fourth Crusade (Kandi, CC BY-SA 4.0) <https://tinyurl.com/2xam8xdb>

While the Fourth Crusade fueled animosity
between eastern and western Christians, the
crusades nevertheless encouraged cross-cultural
exchange that is apparent in the arts of Byzantium
and western Europe, and particularly in Italian
paintings of the late medieval and early
Renaissance
periods,
exemplified
by
new depictions of St. Francis painted in the socalled Italo-Byzantine style.

Eutychios have been preserved in frescos from the
late 13th and early 14th centuries.
Yet the Byzantine Empire never fully recovered
from the blow of the Fourth Crusade, and its
territory continued to shrink. Byzantium’s calls for
military aid from western Europeans in the face of
the growing threat of the Ottoman Turks in the east
remained unanswered.

Late Byzantium: 1261–1453

Artistic patronage again flourished after the
Byzantines re-established their capital in 1261.
Some scholars refer to this cultural flowering as
the “Palaiologan Renaissance” (after the ruling
Palaiologan dynasty). Several existing churches
—such
as
the
Chora
Monastery
in
Constantinople—were renovated, expanded, and
lavishly decorated with mosaics and frescoes.
Byzantine artists were also active outside
Constantinople, both in Byzantine centers such as
Thessaloniki, as well as in neighboring lands, such
as the Kingdom of Serbia, where the signatures
of the painters named Michael Astrapas and

Mosaic of Theodore Metochites offering the Chora church to
Christ, Chora monastery, Constantinople (Istanbul) c.
1315–21 (photo: Evan Freeman, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)
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Süleymaniye Mosque in Istanbul, designed by Mimar Sinan and inaugurated 1557, was
influenced by Byzantine architecture (photo: Evan Freeman, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)

In 1453, the Ottomans finally conquered Constantinople, converting many of Byzantium’s great
churches into mosques, and ending the long
history of the Eastern Roman (Byzantine) Empire.
Post-Byzantium: after 1453

Despite the ultimate demise of the Byzantine
Empire, the legacy of Byzantium continued. This
is evident in formerly Byzantine territories like
Crete, where the so-called “Cretan School” of
iconography flourished under Venetian rule (a
famous product of the Cretan School being
Domenikos Theotokopoulos, better known as El
Greco).
But Byzantium’s influence also continued to
spread beyond its former cultural and geographic
boundaries, in the architecture of the Ottomans,
the icons of Russia, the paintings of Italy, and
elsewhere.

Andrei Rublev, The Trinity, c. 1410 or 1425–27,
tempera on wood, 142 × 114 cm (Tretyakov
Gallery, Moscow) <https://tinyurl.com/58pnau2h>

2.
Icons, an introduction
Dr. Evan Freeman

What is an icon?

In our time, we often refer to celebrities as cultural
icons, pop icons, and fashion icons. Rebels are
sometimes labeled iconoclasts. Icons are also the
little images that populate the screens of our
computers, phones, and tablets, which we click to
open files and apps.
The word “icon” comes from the Greek eikо̄n, so,
“icon” simply means image. In the Eastern Roman
“Byzantine” Empire and other lands that shared
Byzantium’s Orthodox Christian faith, “holy
icons” were images of sacred figures and events.
When art historians talk about icons today, they
often mean portraits of holy figures painted on
wood panels with encaustic or egg tempera, like
this tempera icon of Christ from fourteenthcentury Thessaloniki. But the Byzantines used the
term icon more broadly, as this statement made by
Church authorities in 787 C.E. shows:
Holy icons—made of colors, pebbles, or any other
material that is fit—may be set in the holy churches
of God, on holy utensils and vestments, on walls
and boards, in houses and in streets. These may
be icons of our Lord and God the Savior Jesus
Christ, or of our pure Lady the holy Theotokos
[“Theotokos” is a Greek term for the Virgin Mary
that means “God-bearer”], or of honorable angels,
or of any saint or holy man.

Icon of Christ, late 14th century, Thessaloniki, egg tempera on
wood, 157 x 105 x 5 cm (Museum of Byzantine Culture,
Thessaloniki) <https://mbp.gr/en/object/christ-pantokrator>

– Council of Nicaea II, 787 C.E.
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The Byzantines created icons in virtually every available medium. Left to right: heliotrope (bloodstone) cameo
icon of Christ, 10th century, Byzantine (The British Museum); ivory icon with the Koimesis (Dormition of the
Virgin), late 10th century, Constantinople (The Metropolitan Museum of Art); miniature mosaic icon of the
Virgin and Child, early 14th century, Constantinople (The Metropolitan Museum of Art)

In Byzantium, icons were painted, but they were
also carved in stone and ivory and fashioned from
mosaics, metals, and enamels—virtually any
medium available to artists.
Icons could be monumental or miniature. They
were located in a variety of religious and nonreligious settings, including as decoration on
functional objects like this Eucharistic chalice.
(The Eucharist is the Christian offering and
blessing of bread and wine, which are then
consumed as the body and blood of Christ.)
And icons could depict a wide range of sacred
subjects, such as Christ, the saints, and events from
the Bible or the lives of saints.

Chalice decorated with icons of holy figures, 500–650,
Attarouthi, Syria (The Metropolitan Museum of Art)
<https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/466136>
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The iconophiles maintained that rather than
worshipping inanimate objects, they honored icons
as a means of honoring the holy figures
represented in icons.

Mosaic icon of Christ above the entrance to the 11th-century
katholikon church at Hosios Loukas Monastery, Boeotia,
Greece (photo: Evan Freeman, CC BY-SA 4.0)

Imperial and Church authorities in favor of icons
gathered at a council in the city of Nicaea (modern
İznik, Turkey, an ancient city in northwestern
Anatolia) in 787 to try to resolve the controversy,
but it was not until 843 that the Church definitively
affirmed the use of images, ending the Iconoclastic
Controversy in what became known as the
“Triumph of Orthodoxy.”

Iconoclasm and the “Triumph of Orthodoxy”

Christians initially disagreed over whether
religious images were good or bad. Texts from
as early as the second and third century describe
some Christians using religious images, which
they illuminated and adorned with garlands, but
these practices were not universal or standardized.
Church authorities often criticized these practices,
which reminded them of customs associated with
pagan Greece and Rome, where images of gods
and emperors were widely venerated.
By the eighth and ninth centuries, icons were
increasingly popular, and arguments about
religious images boiled over in what is called the
“Iconoclastic Controversy.” The so-called
“iconoclasts” (literally, “breakers of images”)
opposed icons, arguing that God was transcendent
and could not be depicted in art. The iconoclasts
feared that Christians praying before icons were
worshipping inanimate objects.
On the other hand, the “iconophiles” (literally
“lovers of images”), also known as “iconodules”
(literally “servants of images”), defended icons,
arguing that since Jesus, the Son of God, was born
with a visible human body, he could be depicted in
images.

Iconoclasts whitewashing an icon of Christ, miniature in the
Theodore Psalter (Add MS 19352, fol. 27v), 1066,
Constantinople (The British Library) <http://www.bl.uk/
manuscripts/FullDisplay.aspx?ref=Add_MS_19352>

To this day, icons continue to play important roles
in the faith and worship of the Eastern Orthodox
Church, which is heir to the religious tradition of
Byzantium. (The Orthodox Church is the second
largest Christian community after the Roman
Catholic Church. Christianity split between
Orthodoxy in the East and Roman Catholicism in
the West in 1054, an event known as the Great
Schism.)
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before and kiss icons, light candles and lamps,
and burn incense before them. All of these acts
of devotion directed at images were intended to
pass to the holy figures represented. As a modern
analogy, we might consider the ways many people
frame and hang photos of loved ones in their
homes, sometimes even embracing or kissing such
images.
Reading icons

Imperial and church authorities affirm the use of images in
this Icon of the Triumph of Orthodoxy, c. 1400, Constantinople, tempera on wood, 39 x 31 x 5.3 cm (The British
Museum) <https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/
H_1988-0411-1>

In addition to affirming Christian images, the 787
Council of Nicaea II and subsequent 843 Triumph
of Orthodoxy also enshrined devotional practices
associated with icons. Christians should bow

Today, many people identify art with creativity and
self-expression. But this was not always the case.
Icons were meant to represent historical figures
and Christian teaching in a manner that was
recognizable and understandable for viewers.
Since icons were venerated as a way of showing
devotion to the figure represented, understanding
who was depicted was particularly important. To
achieve this, artists often relied on established
artistic conventions.
For example, Saints Peter and Paul appear much
the same through the centuries: Peter is an old man
with white wavy hair and a short beard; Paul has
balding, brown hair and a pointy beard. Modern
viewers may dismiss such repetition as unoriginal.
For viewers familiar with these conventions, the
figures in icons were immediately recognizable,
like seeing the faces of old friends.

Peter and Paul appear much the same through the centuries. Left: glass bowl base, 4th century, Roman (The
Metropolitan Museum of Art); center: mosaics, 11th century, Hosios Loukas Monastery, Greece; right: panel
icon, 17th century, Greek (Temple Gallery)
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Saints with their iconographic attributes. Left to right: Evangelist Matthew with Gospel Book (The
Metropolitan Museum of Art), the deacon Saint Stephen swinging a censer (The Menil Collection), the healer
Saint Panteleimon holding a medicine box (byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0), and the martyr Saint Barbara
holding a cross (byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kcdwof>.

Artists also used what art historians call
“iconographic attributes” to identify figures. For
example, evangelists (authors of the Gospels)
often hold Gospel books. Clergy saints wear
church vestments and hold liturgical objects, such
as censers, which were used by the clergy in
church services. (The term “clergy” refers to
church leaders; in Byzantium, the three major
orders of the clergy were the bishops, priests, and
deacons.) Healer saints hold boxes of medicine.
Martyrs—saints who had died for their faith
—often hold crosses to associate their sacrifice
with the death of Christ on the cross.These
attributes helped identify the holy figures
represented. But there were no rulebooks
governing these conventions, so iconographic
attributes were subject to change. It was only in the
post-Iconoclastic period, for example, that artists
regularly depicted soldier saints in military garb,
as seen in this tenth- or eleventh-century ivory
icon of Saint Demetrios.
Another way of guaranteeing that viewers
recognized the figures in icons was by including
texts that labeled the icon’s subjects. Although
labels were sporadic before Iconoclasm, they
became normative in the post-Iconoclastic era. So,
icons of Christ are labeled “IC XC” (the Greek
abbreviation for “Jesus Christ”). Icons of the
Virgin Mary are labeled “MP ΘY” (the Greek
abbreviation for “Mother of God”).

Icon with Saint Demetrios, 950–1000, Byzantine, ivory, 19.7 x
12.1 x 1cm (The Metropolitan Museum of Art)
<https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/465946>

Icons of most other holy figures are labeled ὁ ἅγιος
(o agios, meaning “saint,” or more literally,
“holy”), sometimes abbreviated with as an “Α”
within an “Ο” as seen in this tenth- or eleventhcentury ivory icon of Saint Demetrios.
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Consider how these elements work together in this
late-fourteenth-century icon of Christ. Christ
appears with his conventional long brown hair and
beard. Iconographic attributes describe him
further: The artist has sought to portray Christ in
clothing from the ancient era in which he lived;
Christ holds a Gospel book displaying his own
words from Matthew 6:14–15; and there is a cross
in Christ’s halo because he was crucified to save
the world. Finally, the text identifies this as “Jesus
Christ,” and also includes a more particular title:
“the Wisdom of God.” Together, all these elements
enabled Byzantine viewers to recognize the figure
who gazed out and blessed them.
Variety and creativity

Icon of Christ Pantokrator, late 14th century, Thessaloniki,
egg tempera on wood, 157 x 105 x 5 cm (Museum of Byzantine
Culture, Thessaloniki)

While the use of artistic conventions, attributes,
and inscriptions made icons recognizable through
the centuries, it would be wrong to suggest that
all icons were the same. Icons varied based on the
scale and medium in which they were depicted,
as well as across periods and regions, where they
were often the product of local materials,
workshops, and tastes. Artists also regularly
experimented with new compositions. Depictions
of the Virgin and child, among the most popular
subjects of Byzantine icons, took numerous forms
through the centuries.

Depictions of the Virgin and Child varied widely in icons. Left to right: Enthroned Virgin and Child, 950–1025,
Byzantine (The Cleveland Museum of Art); Virgin orans, 13th century, Yaroslavl (byzantologist); Virgin
Eleousa, early 14th century, Byzantine (The Metropolitan Museum of Art), Virgin Kykkotissa, 13th–14th
century, Cyprus (Byzantine Museum of Saint Ioannis at Kalopanayiotis, Cyprus)
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An early example of the Anastasis appears on this reliquary (container for relics) (left), located on the bottom
right corner of the inside of the lid (right). The Fieschi Morgan Staurotheke, early 9th century,
Constantinople(?), gilded silver, gold, enamel worked in cloisonné, and niello, 2.7 x 10.3 x 7.1 cm (The
Metropolitan Museum of Art) <https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/472562>

Sometimes, artists invented new images that were
widely imitated. The Anastasis (Greek for
“Resurrection”), which depicted Christ descending
into Hades (the underworld) to raise the dead from
their tombs, first appeared in the eighth century
and has remained a common image in Orthodox
churches to this day.
Another example, the tenth-century ivory
Crucifixion at The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
drew imagery from church hymnography (the
poetic songs sung in Byzantine churches) to show
Christ’s cross impaling a personification of Hades.
It was apparently one of a kind; no comparable
images survive. (See illustration below.)

Anastasis fresco, c. 1315–1321, Chora Monastery,
Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jMQ8s2>
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Miniature depicting monks praying with icons in a church, in
codex containing the Heavenly Ladder of John Climacus
(Sinai cod. 418, fol. 269), 12th century (The Holy Monastery
of Saint Catherine, Sinai, Egypt)

Icon with the Crucifixion, mid-10th century, probably made in
Constantinople, ivory, 15.1 × 8.9 × 0.8 cm (The Metropolitan
Museum of Art) <https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/
search/464428>

Icons also served as a focus for prayer and
devotion, both in church services and in private
settings. The frontality of portrait icons facilitated
face-to-face encounters between holy figures and
worshippers who wished to address the holy
figures in prayer. The eleventh-century Theodore
Psalter anachronistically imagines such an
encounter between King David (from the Hebrew
Bible) and a Byzantine icon of Christ.

Functions of icons

Icons had a wide range of functions in Byzantium.
Their readability enabled them to illustrate
Biblical texts, hagiographies (written accounts of a
saint’s life), and theological ideas. It was a truism
in the middle ages that images functioned as
“books for the illiterate.” Before the age of the
printing press and inexpensive books, few people
owned books, and many could not read. While
biblical passages were read aloud in church
services, icons offered visual depictions of biblical
events that all could see whenever they entered a
church.
King David praying before an icon of Christ,
miniature in the Theodore Psalter (Add MS
19352, fol. 15v), 1066, Constantinople (The
British Library) <https://tinyurl.com/4452fw2n>
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processed around city walls in times of distress,
and even carried into battle. A fourteenth-century
fresco at Markov Manastir in North Macedonia
depicts both the Byzantine emperor and Church
officials in procession with an icon of the Virgin
and Child. In Hagia Sophia, the great cathedral
of the Byzantine capital, mosaics depicted haloed
emperors and empresses within the same frame
as Christ and the Virgin. Icons of Christ even
appeared on Byzantine coins during the reign of
Justinian II around the turn of the eighth century,
where God and emperor were literally on two sides
of the same coin. (Emperor Justinian II reigned
from 685–94 and again from 705–11.)

Fresco depicting the emperor and church officials in a
procession with an icon of the Virgin and Child, c. 1380,
Markov Manastir, North Macedonia (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2ka9aYn>

Solidus of Justinian II showing Christ on one side (left) and
the emperor on the other side (right), 692–95, Constantinople,
gold, 4.43 g, 2cm (Yale University Art Gallery)
<https://artgallery.yale.edu/collections/objects/93256>

In many instances, the saints were believed to
work miracles through their icons. Numerous
Byzantine texts describe the figures in icons
coming alive to defend or heal people. Icons could
even be worn as jewelry, and inscriptions suggest
that their wearers hoped these wearable icons
would protect or heal them.
And in a culture with no notion of separation of
church and state, icons frequently blurred the
boundaries between religious and political
imagery. Icons were carried in public processions,

Mosaic of Christ (center) with emperor Constantine IX (left)
and empress Zoe (right), 1042–1055, Hagia Sophia,
Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kafHiG>

Adorning icons

Increasingly in the Late Byzantine periods,
wealthy patrons affixed thin pieces of precious
metal, or “revetments,” to icons as a way to honor
the holy figures depicted. These metallic
adornments often included ornamental motifs,
additional icons, and sometimes even images of
the patrons and poetic inscriptions known as
epigrams, which recorded the donor’s prayers.
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Triptych with the Mandylion, 1637, Moscow, Silver, partly gilt,
niello, enamel, sapphires, rubies, spinels, pearls, leather, silk
velvet, oil paint, gesso, linen, mica, pig-skin, woods: Tilia
cordata (basswood or linden), white oak, 68.6 x 90.8 x 12.7 cm
(The Metropolitan Museum of Art)

The modern “discovery” of icons
Icon of the Virgin and Child, silver revetment: late 13th–early
14th century, Constantinople, tempera painting: 15th century,
Moscow (Tretyakov Gallery, photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kakbkY>

An icon in the Tretyakov Gallery in Moscow
preserves silver revetment from thirteenth- or
fourteenth-century Constantinople, although a
later, fifteenth-century painting has replaced the
original, which was likely lost or damaged. This
revetment covers much of the wooden surface with
a swirling filigree pattern, and smaller icons of
various saints populate the icon’s frame. Two fulllength portraits of the Byzantine donors appear in
the lower corners of the frame.
After the fall of Byzantium to the Ottomans in
1453, the tradition of affixing precious materials to
icons endured in places like Russia, where the icon
cover was referred to as an oklad or riza. Russian
oklads were often elaborate, covering the entire
icon except for the face and hands of the holy
figures represented, as seen with a seventeenthcentury icon depicting the face of Christ at The
Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Use and the passage of time often left icons worn
out or damaged. Icon varnish tended to darken
with age, obscuring the icon’s image. In an age
when modern restoration techniques did not yet
exist, artists often painted directly over the
darkened images so that an icon could be seen and
used once again.
But at the turn of the twentieth century, new
restoration techniques enabled conservators to
uncover the original layers of many old,
overpainted icons. In Russia, countless icons were
stripped of oklads, darkened varnish, and layers of
overpainting to reveal their original images. Such
was the case with the fifteenth-century icon of the
Trinity attributed to Andrew Rublev, restored in
1904 and again in 1918. While the restoration of
Rublev’s Trinity revealed the brilliant colors and
balanced composition of the original image, it also
erased the many acts of devotion and overpainting
that occurred through centuries, to which nail
holes across the scarred surface of the image still
attest. Walking through museums in Russia, one
finds that many icons bear similar nail holes that
once affixed oklads to the icons’ surfaces.
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Left: 1904 photograph of Rublev’s Trinity before restorations showing the oklad and later overpainting; right:
current state of Rublev’s, Trinity, c. 1410 or 1425–27, tempera on wood 142 x 114 cm (Tretyakov Gallery,
Moscow; photos: Wikipedia) <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trinity_(Andrei_Rublev)>

icons in Russia in 1911, Henri Matisse famously
commented: “French artists should come to study
in Russia: Italy offers less in this field.”
Viewing icons then and now

Detail showing the scarred surface of Andrei Rublev’s Trinity,
c. 1410, tempera on wood 142 x 114 cm (photo: byzantologist,
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kakE49>

Many of Russia’s newly-restored icons were
transferred from churches and exhibited in
museums, which drastically changed the
circumstances of their viewing. Such newly
cleaned icons offered art historians valuable
insights about the past and inspired modern artists
in the present. After viewing an exhibition with

Both the restoration of icons and their subsequent
interpretation in the twentieth century were
strongly influenced by modern tastes and theories
of art. Today, the earliest painted image is prized,
while the oklad is often dismissed as an
ornamental addition that is foreign to the nature of
the painted icon. Drawing parallels with modern
art, art historians and critics like Clement
Greenberg described icons as non-naturalistic, and
many art historians have interpreted this aspect of
icons as symbolizing spirituality and the figures in
icons as distant from viewers.
More recently though, art historians have noted
that the Byzantines consistently described the
sacred figures in icons as accurate and lifelike.
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Preaching in 867 about a new mosaic installed in
the apse of Hagia Sophia following the Triumph of
Orthodoxy over Iconoclasm, patriarch Photios, the
leader of the Byzantine Church, stated:
With such exactitude has the art of painting, which
is a reflection of inspiration from above, set up
a lifelike imitation…You might think her not
incapable of speaking, even if one were to ask her,
“How didst thou give birth and remainest a virgin?”
To such an extent have the lips been made flesh by
the colors…Photios, Homily 17

Such texts remind us that the ways we view
artworks are often highly contingent on our own
cultural contexts.

Apse mosaic depicting the Virgin and Child, dedicated 867,
Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kafJ8x>

3.
The lives of Christ and the Virgin in Byzantine art
Dr. Evan Freeman

Depictions of these events appeared in a wide
range of media, on different scales, and in public
and private settings. It would be inaccurate to
imply that these scenes were always the same; they
varied depending on the circumstances of their
production as well as the periods in which they
were made. Acknowledging the risk of
oversimplifying an artistic tradition that endured
for more than a millennium, this essay
nevertheless seeks to introduce the stories and
common features in Byzantine depictions of the
lives of Christ and the Virgin.

The Byzantine Empire under the Emperor Justinian, c. 550
C.E.

The Byzantine Empire spanned more than a
millennium and penetrated geographic regions far
from the capital of Constantinople. As a result,
Byzantine art includes works created from the
fourth century to the fifteenth century and from
such diverse regions as Greece, the Italian
peninsula, the eastern edge of the Slavic world,
the Middle East, and North Africa. So what is
Byzantine art and what do we mean when we use
this term?

Commonly depicted subjects in Byzantine art

The Birth of the Virgin

The Washing of the
Feet

The Presentation of the
The Crucifixion
Virgin
The Annunciation
The Nativity of Christ

Events from the lives of Jesus Christ and his
mother, the Virgin Mary, were among the most
frequently depicted subjects in Byzantine art.
Many of these events were recorded in the four
Gospels in the Christian Bible, but others were
also inspired by non-biblical texts, such as the
“Protoevangelion of James,” a second-century
narrative of the life of the Virgin which was
nevertheless read by Byzantines. The Byzantines
commemorated these events as church feasts
according to the liturgical calendar each year (as
does the Eastern Orthodox Church today, which is
heir to Byzantium’s religious tradition).

The Meeting of the Lord
The Baptism of Christ
The Transfiguration
The Raising of Lazarus
Entry into Jerusalem
The Last Supper
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The Deposition
The Lamentation
The Resurrection
The Anastasis
The Incredulity
Thomas
The Ascension
Pentecost
The Dormition

of
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Birth of the Virgin fresco, c. 1314, King’s Church, Studenica Monastery, Serbia, with annotations (photo:
Blago, CC BY-NC-SA 3.0) <https://tinyurl.com/2hnr678f>
The Birth of the Virgin

Drawn from non-biblical accounts such as the “Protoevangelion of James,” the Birth of
the Virgin is commemorated as a Church feast on September 8. Anna, the Virgin’s mother,
lies on a bed. Midwives bathe the newborn Mary. Other women bustle about, attending to
Anna. Joachim, the Virgin’s father, sometimes appears as well. At Studenica Monastery
in Serbia, Joachim stands beside the Virgin as she lies in a cradle after her bath in the
lower right.
The Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple

The Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple is based on non-biblical texts and is
commemorated on November 21. The Virgin Mary is a child. She processes with her
parents, Joachim and Anna, along with several candle-bearing maidens, toward the
Jewish temple. Joachim and Anna offer the Virgin to God and the priest Zacharias
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receives her into the temple. As the narrative continues, Mary dwells within the temple,
where an angel feeds her bread. The earliest examples of this image date to the tenth
century. The hymnography (the poetic songs sung in Byzantine churches) for the feast
emphasizes that the Virgin herself became a temple by allowing God to dwell in her
when she conceived Christ. At the Chora Monastery, the procession to the temple takes a
circular form to accommodate the vault where it appears (view annotated image below).

Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple, c. 1315–1321, Chora Monastery, Constantinople (Istanbul), mosaic,
with annotations (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
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Annunciation mosaic, Daphni monastery, Chaidari, c. 1050–1150, with annotations (photo: Mark L. Darby,
all rights reserved) <https://flic.kr/p/2hUgs2n>
The Annunciation

The Annunciation (Greek: Evangelismos) is recorded in Luke 1:26–38 and
commemorated on March 25. Simple compositions, such as the mosaic found at Daphni,
show the archangel Gabriel approaching the Virgin Mary to announce that the Holy Spirit
will come upon her and that she will conceive the Son of God, Jesus. Other images show
the Spirit descending as a dove on a ray of light. Artists sometimes include additional
details from a non-biblical text known as the “Protoevangelion of James.” The Virgin
may hold scarlet thread to weave a veil for the temple or appear near a well where she is
drawing water when the angel approaches.
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Nativity of Christ miniature in the Menologion of Basil II, c. 1000, with annotations (The Vatican Library,
photo: Wikimedia Commons) <https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Menologion_of_Basil_053.jpg>
The Nativity of Christ

The Nativity of Christ depicts the birth of Jesus. It is drawn primarily from Matthew
1:18–2:12 and Luke 2:1–20 and is commemorated on December 25. The newborn Christ
appears in a manger (a feeding trough for animals) near an ox and ass. The Virgin
sits or reclines near Christ, but Joseph is usually relegated to the periphery (appearing
in the lower left corner in the miniature from the Menologion of Basil II, a book
containing descriptions of saints’ lives and sacred events arranged according to the date
of their commemoration in the Church calendar) to minimize his role in the Christ’s
birth (emphasizing Mary’s virginity). The narrative continues with one or two midwives
bathing Christ. Angels announce the good news to shepherds. The star that guided the
Magi (also known as the “wise men” or “three kings”) from the east shines down on the
Christ child.
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The Presentation in the Temple, 15th century, Byzantium, tempera on wood, gold ground, 44.5
x 42.2 cm, with annotations (The Metropolitan Museum of Art) <https://www.metmuseum.org/
art/collection/search/435828>
The Meeting of the Lord in the Temple

The Meeting of the Lord in the Temple (Greek: Hypapantē) is described in Luke 2:22–38
and commemorated on February 2. Mary and Joseph enter the Jewish temple to sacrifice
two birds and offer Jesus to the Lord, in accordance with the Jewish law. They encounter
the prophet Simeon (shown taking the Christ child in his arms in this image from The
Metropolitan Museum of Art) and the prophetess Anna, who identify Christ as the
Messiah. The temple is often visualized as a Christian church, indicated by a Christian
altar and other church furniture.
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Baptism of Christ, 11th century, mosaic, Hosios Loukas Monastery, Boeotia, with annotations (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jNb1E4>
The Baptism of Christ

The Baptism of Christ (sometimes called “Theophany” or “Epiphany”) is recounted in
Matthew 3:13–17, Mark 1:9–11, and Luke 3:21–22, and is commemorated by the Eastern
Orthodox Church on January 6. John the Baptist, or “Forerunner,” baptizes Christ in the
Jordan River, while attending angels stand nearby. The Holy Spirit descends on Christ in
the form of a dove, while the words of God the Father identifying Jesus as his Son are
represented by a hand blessing from the heavens. An ax appears with a tree, referencing
the Baptist’s ominous words, “Even now the ax is lying at the root of the trees; every tree
therefore that does not bear good fruit is cut down and thrown into the fire” (Matthew
3:10). Sometimes, as at Hosios Loukas Monastery, the Jordan River is personified as a
human figure in the water, corresponding with its personification in the hymnography for
the feast. A cross also appears in the water at Hosios Loukas as a reference to the cross
and column at the pilgrimage site associated with this event in Palestine, as described by
a sixth-century pilgrim named Theodosius.
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Icon of the Transfiguration, beginning of the 13th century,
Constantinople, mosaic, 52 x 36 cm, with annotations (Musée
du Louvre) (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2jMtHqV>
The TransKguration

The Transfiguration is described in Matthew 17:1–13, Mark 9:2–8, and Luke 9:28–36 and
is commemorated on August 6. Jesus ascends a mountain (which tradition identifies as
Mount Tabor) with Peter, James, and John (three of his disciples) and is transformed
so that he shines with divine light. This light often appears as rays and a mandorla
(an almond- or circle-shaped halo of light), as seen in the mosaic icon at the Louvre.
Moses and Elijah—two figures representing the law and the prophets from the Hebrew
Bible—appear on either side of Christ. Early examples of this motif are found at the
Monastery of Saint Catherine at Mount Sinai and Sant’Apollinare in Classe.
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The Passion

The Passion (“suffering”) refers to Christ’s sacrificial death on the cross and the period
leading up to it. It is commemorated annually during Holy Week, whose dates vary from
year to year based on the lunar cycle.

The Raising of Lazarus, fragment of a templon beam, 12th century, Mount Athos, tempera
on wood, 21.5 x 24 cm, with annotations (Byzantine and Christian Museum, Athens)
The Raising of Lazarus

The Raising of Lazarus (a friend of Christ’s) from the dead is recorded in John 11:38–44.
The Eastern Orthodox Church commemorates this miracle of Christ on the Saturday
before Palm Sunday. Christ, trailed by the Apostles, calls forth the shrouded Lazarus from
the tomb, as seen in the templon beam fragment in Athens. Mary and Martha, the sisters
of Lazarus, kneel at Christ’s feet. Additional figures open the tomb and free Lazarus from
his grave clothes. One bystander usually holds his nose because of the stink of Lazarus’s
decomposing body.
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Center Panel of a Triptych Icon with the Entry into Jerusalem, 10th
century, Constantinople, ivory, 18.4 x 14.7 cm, with annotations
(Staatliche Museen zu Berlin) (photo: Andreas Praefcke, CC0
<https://tinyurl.com/2vhbd6hw>)
The Entry into Jerusalem

The Entry into Jerusalem is recounted in Matthew 21:1–11, Mark 11:1–10, Luke
19:29–40, and John 12:12–19 and is commemorated on Palm Sunday, the Sunday before
Pascha (Easter). Jesus rides into the city of Jerusalem on a donkey. A crowd hails him,
throwing cloaks and palms on the road before him. Children often climb among the palm
trees, as in the Berlin ivory.
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Last Supper, 1105/6, Panagia Phorbiotissa, Asinou, Cyprus, with annotations (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jQsE1K>
The Last Supper

The Last Supper, “Mystical Supper,” or just “Supper” (Greek: Deipnos), represents the
meal that Christ shared with his disciplines before his crucifixion, which is recorded
in Matthew 26:20–29, Mark 14:17–25, Luke 22: 14–23, and I Corinthians 11:23–26,
and is commemorated on Holy Thursday (known as “Maundy Thursday” in the Latin
church). Judas reaches to dip his food in a bowl, which Christ identifies as a sign
of betrayal. The table frequently takes the form of a late-antique, C-shaped “sigma”
table <https://tinyurl.com/379dd4m6> as at the church of the Panagia Phorbiotissa in
Asinou, Cyprus. Often, a large fish appears on the table, which may illustrate the ancient
Christian use of the Greek word for “fish” (ichthys) as an acronym for “Jesus Christ, Son
of God, Savior.” The Last Supper is typically interpreted as the first celebration of the
Eucharist.
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Foot washing mosaic, 11th century, mosaic, Hosios Loukas Monastery, Boeotia, with annotations(photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jN7oug>
The Washing of the Feet

The Washing of the Feet occurred during the Last Supper, according to John 13:2–15. In
the Gospel account, Peter resists letting Jesus wash his feet. But Christ explains: “If I,
your Lord and Teacher, have washed your feet, you also ought to wash one another’s feet.
For I have set you an example” (John 13:14–15). The mosaic at Hosios Loukas Monastery
shows Christ in the act of washing Peter’s feet.
The CruciKxion

The Crucifixion depicts Christ’s death on the cross, described Matthew 27:32-56, Mark
15:21-41, Luke 23:26-49, John 19:16-37, and commemorated on Holy Friday (known
as “Good Friday” in the west) during Holy Week. Simpler representations of the scene
include the Virgin and John the Evangelist, illustrating John’s account. The sun and moon
or angels appear in the sky above. More complex compositions, such as that found on a
templon beam at Sinai, incorporate other women who followed Christ as well as Roman
soldiers, such as Saint Longinus who converted to Christianity. John recounts how one
of the soldiers pierced Christ with a spear, spilling blood and water from his side (John
19:34-35). The event unfolds at Golgotha, the “Place of the Skull,” outside of the city
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walls of Jerusalem (which sometimes appear in the background). Some depictions of this
scene include a skull at the foot of the cross, which tradition identifies as the skull of
Adam (the first man), reflecting the Christian belief that Christ is the “New Adam” as
savior of humankind.

Crucifixion from templon beam with twelve feast scenes, 12th century, Cyprus or Sinai, tempera and gold over
fine textile ground on panel, 44.1 x 118.3 x 3.1 cm (The Holy Monastery of Saint Catherine, Sinai, Egypt)
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Deposition fresco, 1164, Saint Panteleimon, Gorno Nerezi, North Macedonia, with annotations (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jNXzNQ>
The Deposition from the Cross

The Deposition from the Cross depicts Christ’s body being removed from the cross after
his crucifixion. As at the church of Saint Panteleimon at Nerezi, the composition often
includes the Virgin and John the Evangelist (who were present at Christ’s crucifixion), as
well as Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus, two followers of Jesus. It is based on Gospel
accounts that describe Joseph of Arimathea burying Christ’s body in Joseph’s own tomb
(Matthew 27:57-61, Mark 15:42-47, Luke 23:50-56, John 19:38-42).
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Threnos fresco, 1164, Saint Panteleimon, Gorno Nerezi, North Macedonia, with annotations (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jNTbT5>
The Lamentation

The Lamentation, or Threnos, depicts Christ’s mother and other followers mourning over
Christ’s dead body following the crucifixion. As at the church of Saint Panteleimon
at Nerezi, the Lamentation often includes John the Evangelist (who was present at the
Crucifixion), as well as Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus, two followers of Jesus who
helped remove his body from the cross and bury him.
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Myrrhbearing women at the empty tomb, 6th century, mosaic, Sant’Apollinare Nuovo, Ravenna (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jMxTcF>
The Resurrection

The Resurrection of Christ from the dead occurred on the third day after his crucifixion
according to New Testament accounts, and is celebrated each year on Pascha (Easter).
The Gospels describe women who followed Jesus as the first witnesses to Christ’s
resurrection: Matthew 28:1–10; Mark 16:1–8; Luke 23:55–24:12; John 20:1–18. Early
Christian art depicts the myrrhbearing women bringing spices to anoint Christ’s body but
discovering that the tomb is empty. An angel tells them that Christ has risen from the
dead. At Sant’Apollinare Nuovo, the empty tomb is envisioned as a rotunda, likely a
reference to the Roman emperor Constantine’s Church of the Holy Sepulchre that marked
the site of Christ’s resurrection in Jerusalem.
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Anastasis fresco, c. 1315–1321, Chora Monastery, Constantinople (Istanbul), with annotations (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jMQ8s2>
The Anastasis

The Anastasis (Greek for “resurrection”), also known as the “Harrowing of Hades” or
“Harrowing of Hell,” became a standard resurrection composition from the eighth century
onward. Based largely on non-biblical sources, the scene shows Christ descending into
Hades (the underworld)—sometimes carrying his cross as an instrument of salvation—to
raise the dead from their tombs. Locks and hinges lie broken underfoot as Christ tramples
the broken gates of the underworld that once imprisoned the dead. In some images,
Christ also tramples the personified figure of Hades, who represents death. At the Chora
Monastery, Christ reaches with both hands to raise Adam and Eve (the first humans)
from their tombs. Righteous figures from the Hebrew Bible and Christian New
Testament—usually David, Solomon, and John the Baptist—stand nearby. The image
corresponded with the chief hymn of Pascha (Easter): “Christ is risen from the dead,
trampling down death by death, and upon those in the tombs bestowing life!”
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The Incredulity of Thomas, 11th century, mosaic, Hosios Loukas Monastery, Boeotia, with annotations (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jPJfCz>
The Incredulity of Thomas

The Incredulity of Thomas appears in John 20:24–29, and is commemorated in the
Eastern Orthodox Church the Sunday after Pascha (Easter). When some of the disciples
claim to have encountered the risen Christ, the Apostle Thomas expresses doubt, stating:
“Unless I see the mark of the nails in his hands, and put my finger in the mark of the nails
and my hand in his side, I will not believe” (John 20:25). A week later, Jesus appears
and invites Thomas to touch his wounds: the moment depicted in this mosaic at Hosios
Loukas Monastery. Thomas exclaims: “My Lord and my God!” (John 20:28).
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Ascension miniature, late 13th century, Nicaea or Nicomedia
(modern Turkey), tempera and gold leaf, with annotations (The
J. Paul Getty Museum) <https://www.getty.edu/art/collection/
objects/3006/unknown-maker-pentecost-byzantine-late-13thcentury/>
The Ascension

The Ascension of Christ into heaven, following his resurrection from the dead, is
described in Luke 24:50–53 and Acts 1:9–12 and is commemorated on the Thursday
that falls forty days after Pascha (Easter). The iconography derives from pre-Christian
imperial apotheosis scenes (for example, on the Arch of Titus in Rome). Christ appears
within a mandorla and is borne heavenward by angels, as seen in the miniature from
the Getty Museum. The Virgin and Apostles stand on earth below. The ascension often
appeared in church vaults, corresponding with the Byzantine interpretation of the church
as a microcosm with the vaults representing the heavens.
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Pentecost miniature, late 13th century, Nicaea or Nicomedia (modern
Turkey), tempera and gold leaf, with annotations (The J. Paul Getty
Museum) <https://tinyurl.com/43yt72sh>
Pentecost

Pentecost (literally “the fiftieth day”) depicts the descent of the Holy Spirit on the
Apostles as described in Acts 2 and is commemorated fifty days after Pascha (Easter).
The Holy Spirit takes the form of tongues of fire. Sometimes the Virgin appears with
the Apostles, although she is not present in the biblical account. In Acts, the Holy Spirit
inspires the Apostles to preach the crucified and risen Christ in different languages so that
all can understand. In artistic representations of the event, figures representing different
“tribes” and “tongues,” or a single figure personifying the entire “cosmos,” (seen in this
miniature from the Getty) receive the Apostles’ words. Sometimes, the “prepared throne”
(Hetoimasia) is included as the source from which the flames descend.
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Icon with the Koimesis, late 10th century, probably made in Constantinople,
ivory, 18.6 x 14.8 x 1.1 cm (The Metropolitan Museum of Art)
<https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/464013>
The Dormition

The Dormition (Greek: Koimēsis, literally “falling asleep”) represents the death of the
Virgin Mary, described in non-biblical texts and commemorated on August 15. The Virgin
lies on her funeral bier surrounded by the Apostles. Christ stands behind the Virgin,
receiving her soul, which takes the form of a swaddled infant. Later icons sometimes
include additional details such as the Apostles miraculously borne to the scene on
clouds and the gates of heaven opening to receive the Virgin. Tenth-century ivories from
Constantinople like this one are among the earliest depictions of the Dormition.

4.
Wearable art in Byzantium
Dr. Alicia Walker

Bracelet, early Byzantine, 500–700, Constantinople (?), gold, silver, pearl, amethyst, sapphire, opal, glass,
quartz, and emerald plasma, c. 4 x 8 cm (The Metropolitan Museum of Art) <https://www.metmuseum.org/art/
collection/search/464077>

Today, works of Byzantine art are typically encountered in museum settings, divorced
from their original contexts of use. For this reason, it is often easy to forget that these
objects once participated actively in Byzantine life. This is especially true of things worn
on the body. Earrings, bracelets, belts, necklaces, and garments were meant to be seen
in motion, changing their appearance as they refracted light, as they were concealed
and revealed on the body, and as their wearers—both women and men—engaged in
every day and ritual practices. The function of clothing and jewelry was not simply
utilitarian: wearable art in Byzantium communicated complex messages about social
identity, religious beliefs, and concerns about physical and spiritual well-being.
45
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Crescent Earring, 10th century, gold with pearls, 7.2 x 5.7 cm (© Dumbarton Oaks); Bracelet, c. 600, gold,
4.3 x 6.9 x 6.4 cm (photo: The British Museum, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0); Bracelet with Birds and Geometric
Patterns, 1100–1400, glass with silver stain, diam. 7.5 x 1.4 x 0.4 cm (The Metropolitan Museum of Art)

Byzantine bling: Materials, techniques, and aesthetics of adornment
The Byzantines inherited a well-developed
tradition of physical adornment from ancient
societies, including technologies for cultivating
plants and animals that yielded fibers for weaving
textiles; sourcing and working natural materials
like metals, pearls, and gems; and engineering the
production of synthetic materials like glass and
enamel. (Enamel is a decorative technique in
which glass, colored with metallic oxides, is
melted and fused with metal. The Byzantines are
well known for their cloisonné enamels, which
employ strips of gold—cloisons—to create cells
that are filled with glass and fired.) Indeed, some
objects combined precious natural materials with
those that were human made, like an early
Byzantine gold bracelet at The Metropolitan
Museum of Art set with pearls, sapphires,
emeralds, and amethysts but also glass (see image
above). Pearls were harvested from the sea and
were typically small in size. They were often
strung and applied as framing elements on clothing
and jewelry. Precious gems—such as sapphires,
amethysts, and emeralds—were imported from
throughout medieval Afro-Eurasia and were
prized for their color and shape. The Byzantines

did not practice faceting. (Faceting is the
technique of cutting the surfaces of stones to
increase their refraction of light, thereby
enhancing their color and luminosity.) Instead,
gems were smoothed and polished to enhance their
color and luminosity. Gems and semi-precious
stones were also engraved and carved in relief,
as seen with an engraved intaglio seal with the
Crucifixion and a carved cameo with Saint George
(reproduced below). Natural gems of comparable
size and shape were especially prized.
Earrings or bracelets of matching design or
necklaces with regular, repeating elements
imposed symmetry on the wearer’s body. The
Byzantines celebrated well-proportioned and
balanced physical features, and objects of
adornment that enhanced these qualities were
especially desirable. [1]
More refined examples of Byzantine jewelry often
incorporated gold and silver, which were
manipulated in complex ways such that these
objects conveyed their value in terms of both
materials and craftsmanship.
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Left: Engraved intaglio Seal with the Crucifixion, 9th–11th century, rock crystal, 2 x 1.8 x 2.4 cm (The
Metropolitan Museum of Art) <https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/468784>; right: Carved
Cameo with Saint George, 11th–12th century, bloodstone, 4.1 x 2.8 x 1 (photo: The British Museum, CC
BY-NC-SA 4.0) <https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/H_1916-1108-1>

Left to right: Gold Earrings with Pearls and Sapphires, 6th–7th century, 6.1 x 2.4 x 1.2 cm (The Metropolitan
Museum of Art); Pair of Bracelets, c. 400, gold, c. 7 x 6 x 4.5 cm (The Metropolitan Museum of Art); Necklace
with Pearls, Emerald Plasma, and Sapphires, early 5th century, gold and gems, 37 cm (© Dumbarton Oaks)
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This delicate pair of tenth- or eleventh-century
gold basket earrings concentrate in their small
forms several demanding techniques of
metalworking, including granulation (a technique
in which a surface is covered with spherules or
granules of precious metal) and filigree (wirework
involving the twisting of thin metal threads into
intricate lace-like patterns). Through their mastery
of these and other techniques, Byzantine artisans
created earrings, rings, necklaces, belts, and
bracelets of astounding fineness and intricacy.

Marriage Belt, Byzantine, late 6th–early 7th century, gold, 4.8
x 75.5 cm (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2me3Vt8>

Pair of Basket Earrings, 10th–11th century, gold, c. 3 x 2 x 2
cm (The Metropolitan Museum of Art)
<https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/465948>

Metal jewelry was also cast (a process by which
molten metal is poured into a mould to produce an
object’s shape and decoration) and subsequently
decorated by means of engraving; repoussé (a
technique that involves pressing metal on its
reverse surface with the application of force and
tools to create patterns and designs in relief by
expanding the metal); chasing (a technique that
involves pressing metal on its front surface with
the application of force and tools to create sunken
patterns and designs by compressing the
metal); and punching (either the use of
tools—punches—as part of repoussé and chasing
to manipulate metal in relief and recess; or the
use of tools to create holes as part of a metalwork
design).

Byzantine metalworkers were especially skilled in
the refined form of punching known as opus
interrasile (“work [shaped] between”), which
involved delicately piercing metal sheets to create
fine patterns.

Example of opus interrasile, Bracelet with Jeweled Clasp, 4th
century, gold and gems, 3.5 x 7.4 cm (© Dumbarton Oaks)
<http://museum.doaks.org/objects-1/info/27394>
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Gold and Niello Bracelet with a monogram, 5th–6th century,
Syria (?), gold and niello, c. 6 x 6 x 2.25 cm (The Metropolitan
Museum of Art) <https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/
search/464165>

This portrait of the eleventh-century empress Eirene projects
Byzantine ideals of symmetry and proportion in physical
appearance. She is depicted with a round face, bifurcated by
an aquiline nose and delicately balanced by bow-shaped lips.
Her arched brows, almond-shaped eyes, rosy cheeks, and
finely braided hair are arranged evenly on each side. Her gem
encrusted crown and collar, pearl earrings, and elaborately
adorned garment enhance the impression of beautiful balance.
Portrait of Empress Irene, 1118, mosaic, Church of Hagia
Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: Wikimedia
Commons, CC0) <https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Byzantinischer_Mosaizist_um_1118_002.jpg>

Niello—a chemical alloy that highlights
decorative patterns by rendering engraved areas
of metal black through oxidization—was used to
highlight patterns and inscriptions, as in this Early
Byzantine bracelet (above) engraved with the
owner’s monogram and this Middle Byzantine
ring (below) engraved around the band with
rinceaux (a scrolling pattern of tendrils and
leaves) and on the bezel (the primary decorative
area of the hoop of a ring, often flat and usually
ornamented with a design or other decorative
feature, such as a gem) with the owner’s name and
court title along with a brief evocation for divine
aid, “Lord help Leontius, Patrician and Count of
imperial Opsikion guarded by God.”

Ring of Leontios, c. 1000, gold and niello, c. 2 ×
2 × 2 cm (The Metropolitan Museum of Art)
<https://tinyurl.com/csnyxpd9>
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Left: belt-buckle, 7th century, bronze (photo: The British Museum, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0); right: belt-buckle, 7th
century, bronze (photo: The British Museum, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)

The Byzantines also made jewelry in less precious materials, including ceramic, glass,
and base metals like bronze and copper. Some of these down-market items of personal
adornment imitate objects in finer materials, for example, belt buckles and fibulae made
of gilt-copper or gilt-bronze were burnished to appear like gold.
The combination of natural and human-made materials is also found in these less
luxurious items of adornment; early Byzantine necklaces from Egypt pair amber or coral
and glass.

Left to right: beads (necklace), 5th–6th century, glass and bronze (photo: The British Museum, CC BY-NC-SA
4.0); beads (necklace), 5th–6th century, glass and amber (photo: The British Museum, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0);
String of Beads, 4th–7th century, glass and coral (The Metropolitan Museum of Art)
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Fibula, Roman-Byzantine, second half 4th century C.E., gilt copper alloy with niello inlay, c. 9 x 6 x 3 cm (The
Metropolitan Museum of Art) <https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/470294>
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Getting dressed in Byzantium:
Garment types and decoration

The primary item of clothing in the early
Byzantine era was the tunic, a sheath-like garment
of simple design. Men, women, and children of
all social classes wore tunics, which were initially
produced in untailored form that could be adjusted
to shape on the body with belts, pins, and tucks.
Wool and flax (linen) were common materials for
clothing of all social classes, while garments of the
elite could be produced in imported materials like
cotton and silk. Individuals at all levels of society
embellished their clothing with decorations.

Images of Dionysus were especially popular in
clothing and domestic textiles, perhaps because
he was associated with the pleasures of drinking,
dancing, and merry making.

Tunic with Dionysian Ornament, probably fifth century, said to
be from Panopolis (Akhmim, Egypt), linen and wool, c. 183 x
135 cm (The Metropolitan Museum of Art) <https://www.met
museum.org/art/collection/search/447844>
Tunic, Coptic, 4th–7th century, plain weave in undyed linen;
self-bands, 136 × 104 cm (The Metropolitan Museum of Art)
<https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/475116>

More elaborate garments depict recognizable
iconographic motifs, for example, this early
Byzantine tunic from Egypt decorated with
vignettes of Dionysus, the pagan god of wine, and
his followers. Although Byzantine society was
increasingly Christianized by the fifth to sixth
century when this tunic was created, GrecoRoman literature continued to be a mainstay of the
Byzantine educational system until the fifteenth
century, and pagan mythology was well-known,
especially among the cultured elite.

Finished garments from other cultures were also
imported to Byzantium. In the early Byzantine period,
Sasanian-style fitted garments were highly valued
luxury objects because they were usually fabricated
from precious silken fabrics and ornamented with
intricate, beautiful designs. They may have also been
appreciated for their tailored cut and the form-fitting
silhouette it produced. Their fitted forms distinguished them clearly from the comparatively
shapeless tunics of Roman-Byzantine fashion. The
emulation of foreign styles was not always condoned
by Byzantine authorities. In the sixth century, the
court historian Prokopios criticized young men of the
capital for dressing and arranging their hair in
“Persian” (i.e. Sasanian) and “Hunnic fashion.” [2]
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Byzantine clothing is best preserved in the burials
of late antique Egypt, where the dry climate and
relatively limited degree of modern urbanization
have left large numbers of late antique funerary
sites and their grave goods intact. Finds from these
sites show that by the fifth century, clothing of
even moderately wealthy individuals adopted
elaborate decorations. In-woven designs were
typically rendered in wool, which took dye more
easily than flax (linen). Symmetry of the body
was enhanced by tunic decorations that defined the
shoulders, the vertical stretch of the chest, and the
length of the arms.

In the early Byzantine era, clothing and jewelry
were decorated with a wide range of motifs. Some
were primarily ornamental, such as geometric or
vegetal designs. In the early centuries of
Christianity, before the religion achieved
widespread social and political endorsement,
devotees risked persecution. Motifs that were
polysemous (communicated multiple meanings)
allowed the earliest Christians to avoid overt
expression of their religious affiliation: only the
initiated would recognize the Christian identity
that these motifs conveyed. Many of these motifs
continued in popularity even after Christianity
became the almost exclusive religion of the
Byzantine Empire.

Persian-Style Riding Coat, 443–637, Plain weave in
blue-green sheep’s wool and cashmere; applied borders in
tablet weave of polychrome wool and undyed linen; patches of
fabric in plain weave of undyed linen to reinforce armpits and
hemline, 120 x 252 cm (photo: Skulpturensammlung und
Museum für Byzantinische Kunst, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 DE)

Bracelet with Grapevine Pattern, early Byzantine, possibly
Constantinople, late 6th–early 7th century, gold, c. 6.5 x 3.5 x
6 cm, 72g (The Metropolitan Museum of Art) <https://www.
metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/464031>

Round Insert from a Coptic Tunic or Shawl, 7th century, linen
and wool (The Metropolitan Museum of Art) <https://www.met
museum.org/art/collection/search/444166>

For instance, the grapevines on a sixth- or seventhcentury gold bracelet (above) could be general
signs of natural abundance and the good life, even
an evocation of the pagan god of wine,
Dionysus, or they could be understood as Christian
signs that evoked Christ’s sacrifice through
reference to the Eucharistic wine that was
mystically transubstantiated into his blood during
the Christian liturgy.
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Similarly, the doves in a fifth-century opus
interrasile bracelet (below) could recall the simple
pleasures of nature, or they could operate as
symbols for the Holy Spirit (one of the three
elements of the Christian Trinity—God the Father,
God the Son [Christ], and God the Holy Spirit).

Up until the period of Iconoclasm (c. 726–843),
jewelry and clothing regularly featured iconography from the pagan Greco-Roman tradition,
such as images of deities like Aphrodite or
Dionysus and his followers (as seen on the tunic
discussed above).

Bracelet, Roman-Byzantine, Rome (?), c. 400, gold, c. 7 x 6 x 5
cm, 162g, (The Metropolitan Museum of Art) <https://www.
metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/464075>

Distinctly
Christian
iconography
became
prominent by the fifth century. Crosses and images
of holy people served both to identify the wearer
as Christian and to facilitate prayer and protection.
Necklace with Pendant of Aphrodite Anadyomene, early 7th
century, gold and lapis lazuli, 43.2 x 20.3 x 1.9 cm (photo: ©
Dumbarton Oaks) <http://museum.doaks.org/objects-1/info/
27003>

Gold Signet Ring with Virgin and Child, 6th–7th century, gold,
3.3 x 2.4 x 1.3 cm (The Metropolitan Museum of Art) <https:/
/www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/464059>

Classical iconography was found on ancient gems
that were reused in Byzantine works of art, like
this fourteenth-century ring made in Constantinople and set with a Roman-era engraved
nicolo stone depicting the personification Bonus
Eventus (“Good Outcome”), but engraved with a
protective phrase from the bible. (Personification
is the human embodiment of an abstract concept;
in the Roman pagan cult, personifications were
worshipped as demi-gods.)
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Signet-ring with an intaglio depicting Bonus Eventus,
inscribed with a cross and an excerpt from Psalm 27.1 in
Greek: “The Lord is my light and my salvation; whom shall I
fear?” Late Byzantine, 14th century, Constantinople
(Istanbul), gold and nicolo, diam. 2.8 cm (photo: The British
Museum, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)

Even after pagan cult practices were largely
repressed and the majority of the Byzantine
population had converted to Christianity, GrecoRoman iconography persisted as an emblem of
paideia, serving to affiliate the owner or wearer of
an object with the classical learning and cultural
refinement that medieval Byzantines continued to
associate
with
Greco-Roman
antiquity.
(Paideia refers to the Greco-Roman tradition of
education that the Byzantines inherited.)
After Iconoclasm, as Christianity fully dominated
Byzantine society and pagan mythological
iconography was no longer common in objects
worn on the body, protective motifs that originated
in antiquity still endured, bearing witness to the
survival of pre-Christian traditions. For example,
the so-called Evil Eye (which protected the wearer
from the envy of others), the Holy Rider (who was
thought to be powerful against demons and other
evil forces) and the Chnoubis (a magical motif
that was believed to be especially effective against
headaches and ailments of the uterus) can be found
in medieval—and even modern—amulets, as
illustrated here.

Amulet with the Evil Eye (attacked by weapons and animals)
and the Holy Rider (who spears the female demon Gyllou),
early Byzantine, 5th–6th century, bronze, 2 x 5 cm (photo: The
Walters Art Museum, CC0) <https://art.thewalters.org/detail/
27029/amulet-with-the-evil-eye-and-the-holy-rider/>

Christian motifs also functioned as amuletic devices
to protect or heal through their materials and
iconography. An elaborately engraved early
Byzantine amulet depicting the Woman with the Issue
of Blood is inscribed with an abbreviation of the
relevant biblical passage (Mark 5:25-34). It was
intended to cure its owner, who presumably suffered
from a similar ailment. The object’s material,
hematite, was believed to staunch the flow of blood,
and the image would have operated sympathetically,
healing the owner of the amulet (who is possibly
represented in the praying figure on the reverse) just
as Christ healed the woman who sought his aid. [3]

Amulet depicting the Woman with the Issue of Blood and
Christ (obverse) and a praying figure (reverse), Early
Byzantine, Egypt, 6th–7th century, hematite and silver
(mount), c. 5 x 4 x 1 cm (The Metropolitan Museum of Art)
<https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/464456>
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In the Middle Byzantine era, a common item of
wearable art was the pectoral cross, a pendant
cross worn on the chest. Bronze examples are
attested in large numbers, as seen with this
Pectoral Cross-Shaped Reliquary with Saints.
They are decorated with inscriptions and images,
often crudely executed. [4] Constructed from two
parts held together by a hinge and pin, the crosses
could be opened and filled with holy substances,
including relics and contact relics.
More luxurious pectoral crosses might be made
from precious metals or enamel. Over the course
of the Middle Byzantine era, enkolpia (pendants
worn on the chest, usually decorated with sacred
imagery and used in personal devotion) became an
integral part of personal devotion and were closely
aligned with an individual’s identity. Some
examples
were
made
from
luxurious
materials—including gold, enamel, pearls, and
precious stones—and they were inscribed with
prayers for the salvation and defense of the owner.

Pectoral Cross-Shaped Reliquary with Saints,
11th century, leaded bronze, c. 11 x 7 x 1 cm
(Harvard University Art Museums)
<https://hvrd.art/o/304335>

An especially elaborate enkolpion depicts Saint
Demetrios (obverse) and the soldier martyrs,
Saints Sergios and Bacchos (reverse). A pin at the
top can be unscrewed, allowing the container to
open. Inside two doors are revealed behind which
reclines a miniature effigy (a representation of a
specific person, typically in sculptural form) of the
saint that likely references his pilgrimage shrine,
which was thought to be a site for miracles. An
inscription on the edge of this object indicates that
it once held a blood relic of Saint Demetrios along
with the contact relic of the miraculous balm (oil)
excreted at his tomb: “The faith of Sergios [the
owner] carries the venerable receptacle of
Demetrios’ blood together with the balm. He asks
to have you as protector, while he is living, and
when he is dead, along with the two martyrs who
have won the prize.”
Reliquary of St. Demetrios, early 13th century,
enamel on gold, c. 4 cm x 3 cm x 1 cm (Dumbarton
Oaks) <http://museum.doaks.org/objects-1/info/
27463>
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Left: Enkolpion Reliquary Cross with Crucifixion and the Virgin, 10th–11th century, silver,
gilding and niello, 9.3 x 4 x 0.8 cm (photo: © Dumbarton Oaks); right: Beresford Hope
Cross, 9th century, gold, silver, cloisonné enamel, 8.7 x 5.8 x 1.8 cm (photo: Marie-Lan
Nguyen, CC BY 2.5)

Throughout
Byzantine
history,
personal
adornment was often contested by Christian
commentators, who associated elaborate jewelry
and clothing with vanity and fornication. While
some ecclesiastical authorities advised that the
devout should adorn their bodies with only
religious imagery, others criticized such practices
as a form of false devotion, arguing that proper
Christian behavior required the hard work of
adorning the soul through good deeds rather than
the quick fix of merely wearing Christian identity
on one’s sleeve. Throughout these discussions it
is clear that the Byzantines attended carefully to
personal appearances, and the materials, motifs,
and designs worn on the body were judged as a
reflection of an individual’s social and spiritual
character.

Notes:
[1] Myrto Hatzaki, “The Byzantine Ideal of
Beauty: Definitions and Perceptions,” Beauty and
the male body in Byzantium: perceptions and
representations in art and text (New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), esp. 26.
[2] H. B. Dewing, trans., Procopius: The Anecdota
or Secret History, Loeb Classical Library 290
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1935), 78-81.
[3] The New Testament recounts among Christ’s
miracles the healing of a woman who suffered
from a persistent gynecological ailment that
caused her to bleed uncontrollably. She had sought
remedy for her condition from all available
sources, but unsuccessfully. Because menstrual
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blood was considered unclean, her illness would
have also caused social ostracization. Moved by
her faith in Christ’s power to heal, she approached
him from behind and touched the hem of his
garment. Upon contact, she was relieved of her
illness. For the amulet see Jacquelyn Tuerk
Stonberg, “An Early Byzantine Inscribed Amulet

and Its Narratives,” Byzantine and Modern Greek
Studies (1999): 25-42.

[4] Brigitte Pitarakis, Les croix-reliquaires
pectorales byzantines en bronze (Paris: Picard,
2006).
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5.
The origins of Byzantine architecture
Dr. Robert G. Ousterhout

Baptistery reconstruction, house church, Dura Europos (Yale
University Art Gallery)

examples are known from texts; while there are
significant remains in Rome, where they were
known as tituli, most early sites of Christian
worship were subsequently rebuilt and enlarged
to give them a suitably public character, thus
destroying much of the physical evidence.

Buildings for a minority religion

Officially Byzantine architecture begins with
Constantine, a Roman emperor who ruled from
306–37 C.E., but the seeds for its development
were sown at least a century before the Edict of
Milan (313)—a decree supposedly issued by
Roman
emperors
Constantine
and
Licinius—granted toleration to Christianity.
Although limited physical evidence survives, a
combination of archaeology and texts may help us
to understand the formation of an architecture in
service of the new religion.

Synagogues and mithraia (temples for the worship
of the god Mithras) from the period are
considerably better preserved. A notable exception
is the Christian House at Dura-Europos in Syria,
built c. 200 C.E. on a typical courtyard plan.
Modified c. 230 C.E., two rooms were joined to
form a longitudinal meeting hall; another was
provided with a piscina (a basin for water) to
function as a baptistery for Christian
initiation. Another house-church, considerably
modified, was the house of St. Peter at
Capharnaum, visited by early pilgrims.

The domus ecclesiae, or house-church, most often
represented an adaptation of an existing Late
Antique residence to include a meeting hall and
perhaps a baptistery (a building or room
containing a font for Christian initiation). Most
61
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Dura Europos, house church floor plan, c. 230 (adapted from plan by Udimu, CC BY-SA 3.0)
<https://commons.wikimedia. org/wiki/File:Church_dura.jpg>
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Roman catacombs, cubiculum with loculi (left), cubiculum with arcosolia (right), adapted from Antonio Bosio,
Roma sotterranea, opera postuma di Antonio Bosio romano, antiquario ecclesiastico singolare de’ suoi tempi
(Rome, 1632) (Bibliothèque Nationale de France) <https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k8844591>
Early Christian burials

Better evidence survives for burial customs, which
were of prime concern in a religion that promised
salvation after death. Unlike pagans, who
practiced both cremation and inhumation (burial),
Christians insisted upon inhumation because of the
belief in the bodily resurrection of the dead at the
end of days. In addition to areae (above-ground
cemeteries) and catacombs (underground cemeteries), Christians required settings for commemorative banquets or refrigeria, a carry-over from
pagan practices.
The earliest Christian burials at the Roman
catacombs were situated amid those of other
religions, but by the end of the second century,
exclusively Christian cemeteries are known,
beginning with the Catacomb of St. Callixtus on
the Via Appia, c. 230. Originally well organized
with a series of parallel corridors carved into the
tufa (a porous rock common in Italy), the
catacombs expanded and grew more labyrinthine

over the subsequent centuries. Within, the most
common form of tomb was a simple, shelf-like
loculus (a horizontal, rectangular burial niche)
organized in multiple tiers in the walls of the
corridors. Small cubicula (either small rooms in
a Roman house or a burial chamber in the
catacombs) surrounded with arcosolium (an
arched burial niche) tombs provided setting for
wealthier burials and provide evidence of social
stratification within the Christian community.
Above ground, a simple covered structure
provided a setting for the refrigeria, such as the
triclia excavated beneath S. Sebastiano, by the
entrance to the catacombs.
The development of a cult of martyrs with the
early church led to the development of
commemorative monuments, usually called
martyria, but also referred to in texts as tropaia
and heroa. Among those in Rome, the most
important was the tropaion marking the tomb of St.
Peter in the necropolis on the Vatican Hill.
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hall was prominent enough to be seen from the
imperial palace. Just as the administrative
structure of the church and the basic character of
Christian worship were established in the early
centuries, pre-Constantinian building laid the
groundwork for later architectural developments,
addressing the basic functions that would be of
prime concern in later centuries: communal
worship, initiation into the cult, burial, and the
commemoration of the dead.
Imperial patronage
Crypt of the Popes, Catacombs of Callixtus, Rome, 3rd century
(photo: Dnalor 01, CC BY-SA 3.0) <https://tinyurl.com/
3vtdjtts>

Increasing visibility

By the time of the Tetrarchy (a system of rule
shared among four Roman emperors instituted by
emperor Diocletian in 293 C.E.), Christian
buildings had become more visible and more
public, but without the scale and lavishness of their
official successors. In Rome, the meeting hall of
S. Crisogono seems to have been founded c. 300
as a visible Christian monument. Similarly in
Nikomedia (a city located in northwest Asia
Minor, the residence of Diocletian and his
successors) at the same time, the Christian meeting

With Constantine’s acceptance of Christianity as
an official religion of the Roman Empire in 313,
he committed himself to the patronage of buildings
meant to compete visually with their pagan
counterparts. In major centers like Rome, this
meant the construction of huge basilicas (a church
type based on Roman assembly halls, usually
composed of a longitudinal nave flanked by side
aisles) capable of holding congregations
numbering into the thousands. Although the
symbolic associations of the Christian basilica
with its Roman predecessors have been debated,
it thematized power and opulence in ways
comparable to but not exclusive to imperial
buildings.

The Colossus of Constantine, c. 312–15 (Palazzo dei
Conservatori, Musei Capitolini, Rome) (photo: Steven
Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/dvXsPj>
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Elements of a Christian basilica, adapted from illustration of S. Apollinare in Classe, Ravenna, in Banister
Fletcher, A History of Architecture on the Comparative Method, 6th ed. (London: B. T. Batsford, 1921)

Formally, the basilica also stood in sharp contrast
to the pagan temple, at which worship was
conducted out of doors. The church basilica was
essentially a meeting house, not a sacred structure,
but a sacred presence was created by the
congregation joining in common prayer—the
people, not the building, comprised the ekklesia
(the Greek word for “church”).
The Lateran basilica, originally dedicated to
Christ, was begun c. 313 to serve as Rome’s

cathedral, built on the grounds of an imperial
palace, donated to be the residence of the bishop.
Five-aisled in plan, the basilica’s tall nave (the
central aisle of a basilica) was illuminated by
clerestory windows, which rose above coupled
side aisles along the flanks and terminated in an
apse (a semicircular recess containing the altar) at
the west end, which held seats for the clergy.
Before the apse, the altar was surrounded by a
silver enclosure, decorated with statues of Christ
and the Apostles.
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Relief with Marco Aurelius sacrificing to Jupiter (Pietas Augusti) with a temple in
the background, from the decoration of a triumphal arch, 177–80 C.E. (Capitoline
Museums, Rome) (photo: MatthiasKabel, CC BY-SA 3.0) <https://tinyurl.com/
5t9ha8zh>
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In addition to congregational churches, among
which the Lateran stands at the forefront, a second
type of basilica (or ambulatory basilica) appeared
in Rome at the same time, set within the
cemeteries outside the city walls, apparently
associated with the venerated graves of martyrs.
S. Sebastiano, probably originally the Basilica
Apostolorum, which may have been begun
immediately before the Peace of the Church (the
toleration of Christianity following the Edict of
Milan), rose on the site of the earlier triclia, in
which graffiti testify to the special veneration of
Peter and Paul at the site. These so-called cemetery
basilicas provided a setting for commemorative
funeral banquets. Essentially covered burial
grounds, the floors of the basilicas were paved
with graves and their walls enveloped by
mausolea.

Plan of the Basilica Apostolorum (redrawn, Evan Freeman,
CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)

Comparative view of the Constantinian basilicas at St. Paul’s, St. Peter’s, and at the Lateran. Model of St.
Paul’s by Evan Gallitelli. Image by Evan Gallitelli includes drawings by Konstantin Brandenburg published in
Hugo Brandenburg’s Ancient Churches of Rome from the Fourth to the Seventh Century (Turnhout: Brepols,
2004), fig. 1. (© Nicola Camerlenghi)
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In plan they were three-aisled, with the aisle
continuing into an ambulatory surrounding the
apse at the west end. By the end of the fourth
century, however, the practice of the funerary
banquet was suppressed, and the grand cemetery
basilicas were either abandoned or transformed
into parish churches.
Reconstructed plan of Constantine’s St. Peter’s Basilica,
Rome, c. 320, adapted from Banister F. Fletcher, A History of
Architecture on the Comparative Method, 5th ed. (London: B.
T. Batsford, 1905).

Constantine’s St. Peter’s Basilica, Rome, from: Giovanni
Ciampini, De sacris aedificiis a Constantino Magno
constructis: synopsis historica, 1693, p. 33

Martyria

Constantine also supported the construction of
monumental martyria. A martyrium is the tomb of
a martyr or site that bore witness to the Christian
faith.
Most important in the West was St. Peter’s basilica
in Rome, begun c. 324, originally functioning as a
combination of cemetery basilica and martyrium,
sited so that the focal point was the marker at the
tomb of Peter, covered by a ciborium (canopy)
and located at the chord of the western apse. The
enormous five-aisled basilica served as the setting
for burials and the refrigeria. To this was
juxtaposed a transept — essentially a transverse,
single-aisled nave—which provided access to the
saint’s tomb. The eastern atrium seems to have
been slightly later in date.

Ciborium of Old St. Peter’s, Werro, Itinerarium von der
saeligen Reise gegen Romeund Jerusalem im Jahr
1581 (Fribourg, Bibliothèque cantonale et universitaire, ms. L
181, f. 16v)

In the Holy Land, major shrines similarly
juxtaposed congregational basilicas with centrallyplanned commemorative structures housing the
venerated site. At Bethlehem (c. 324), a short fiveaisled basilica terminated in an octagon marking
the site of Christ’s birth.
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At Jerusalem, Constantine’s church of the Holy
Sepulchre (dedicated 336) marked the sites of
Christ’s
Crucifixion,
Entombment,
and
Resurrection, and consisted of a sprawling
complex with an atrium opening from the main
street of the city; a five-aisled, galleried
congregational basilica; an inner courtyard with
the rock of Calvary in a chapel at its southeast
corner; and the aedicula (a miniature building or
architectural frame; often a niche marked by
columns and a pediment) of the Tomb of Christ,
freed from the surrounding bedrock, to the west.
The Anastasis Rotunda, enclosing the Tomb
aedicula, was completed only after Constantine’s
death. (See plan on next page.)
Most martyria were considerably simpler, often
no more than a small basilica. At Constantine’s
Eleona church on the Mount of Olives, for
example, a simple basilica was constructed above
the cave where Christ had taught the Apostles.

Pilgrims’ accounts, such as that left by the Spanish
nun Egeria (c. 380), provide a fascinating view of
life at the shrines. These great buildings played
an important role in the development of the cult
of relics, but they were less important for the
subsequent development of Byzantine architecture.
New Rome

In addition to his acceptance of Christianity,
Constantine’s other great achievement was the
establishment of a new imperial residence and
subsequent capital city in the East, strategically
located on the straits of the Bosphorus. Nova
Roma or Constantinople, as laid out in 324–30,
expanded the urban armature of the old city of
Byzantion westward to fill the peninsula between
the Sea of Marmara and the Golden Horn,
combining elements of Roman and Hellenistic city
planning.

Map with Rome and Constantinople (underlying map © Google).
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Restored plan and hypothetical section, church of the Holy Sepulchre, c. 350 C.E. (© Robert G: Ousterhout
and Tayfun Öner)
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Constantinople, plan of the fifth century city (© Robert G. Ousterhout, based on Cyril Mango,
Développement urbaine de Constantinople, 1985)

Like old Rome, the new city of Constantine was
built on seven hills and divided into fourteen
districts; its imperial palace lay next to its
hippodrome (a course for horse or chariot racing,
framed by stepped seating), which was similarly
equipped with a royal viewing box. As in Rome,
there were a senate house, a Capitol, great baths,
and other public amenities; imperial fora provided
its public spaces; triumphal columns, arches, and
monuments, including a colossus of the emperor
as Apollo-Helios, and a variety of dedications
imparted mimetic associations with the old capital.

Constantine’s own mausoleum was established in
a position that encouraged a comparison with that
of Augustus’s mausoleum in Rome. The adjoining
cruciform (cross-shaped) basilica known as the
church of the Holy Apostles was apparently added
by his sons. Rebuilt in the sixth century under
emperor Justinian I, the Holy Apostles contained
relics of some of Christ’s Apostles and
incorporated mausolea where subsequent
Byzantine emperors were buried until 1028.
Beyond the much-altered porphyry column that
once stood at the center of his forum, however,
virtually nothing survives from the time of
Constantine; the city continued to expand long
after its foundation.
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Ruins of the hippodrome in Constantinople, c. 1560, engraving by Étienne Dupérac for Onofrio Panvinio, De
ludis circensibus, 1600, probably based on a late 15th-century drawing (photo: Paul K, CC BY 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/6fcUHg>

Additional Resources

Robert G. Ousterhout, Eastern Medieval Architecture: The Building Traditions of Byzantium
and Neighboring Lands (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2019)

6.
Early Byzantine architecture after Constantine
Dr. Robert G. Ousterhout

Santa Sabina, Rome, 522–532 (photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/reHhdv>
Basilicas and new forms

There were numerous regional variations: in Rome
and the West, for example, basilicas usually were
elongated without galleries, as at S. Sabina in
Rome (522–32) or S. Apollinare Nuovo in
Ravenna (c. 490). (The gallery is the upper level in
a church, above the side aisles and narthex, where
worshippers could participate in church services.)

After the time of Constantine, the Roman emperor
who ruled from 306–337 C.E., a standardized
church architecture emerged, with the basilica for
congregational worship dominating construction.
The basilica is a church type based on Roman
assembly halls, usually composed of a longitudinal
nave flanked by side aisles.
73
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Sant’Apollinare Nuovo, c. 490, Ravenna, Italy (photo: Evan
Freeman, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)

Plan of St. John Stoudios, 458, Constantinople (Istanbul) (©
Robert Ousterhout)

In the East the buildings were more compact and
galleries were more common, as at St. John
Stoudios in Constantinople (458) or the
Achieropoiitos in Thessaloniki (early fifth
century).

Church of the Acheiropoietos, Thessaloniki, early 5th century
(photo: Evan Freeman, CC BY-SA 4.0)

Plan and elevation of the church of the Acheiropoietos,
Thessaloniki, early 5th century (© Robert Ousterhout)

By the fifth century, the liturgy had become
standardized, but, again, with some regional
variations, evident in the planning and furnishing
of basilicas. In general, the area of the altar was
enclosed by a templon barrier (a screen separating
the nave or naos from the sanctuary, also called
a chancel barrier), with semicircular seating for
the officiants (the synthronon) in the curvature of
the apse (a semicircular recess, usually terminating
the longitudinal axis of a church, containing the
altar). The altar itself was covered by a ciborium, a
canopy raised above an altar, throne, or tomb (also
called a baldachin). Within the nave, a raised
pulpit or ambo provided a setting for the Gospel
readings.
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Left: diagram of an early Christian Roman sanctuary; right: diagram of an early Christian Constantinopolitan
sanctuary (© Robert G. Ousterhout, adapted from T. F. Mathews, “An Early Roman Chancel Arrangement and
Its Liturgical Uses,” 1962, and R. Naumann and H. Belting, Euphemia-Kirche, 1966)

Santo Stefano Rotondo, Rome, c. 468–83 (photo: Brad
Hostetler, CC BY-NC 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/28rT5zF>

The liturgy probably had less effect on the creation
of new architectural designs than on the increasing
symbolism and sanctification of the church
building. Some new building types emerge, such
as the cruciform (cross-shaped) church, the
tetraconch (a building with four apses), octagon
(eight-sided shape), and a variety of centrally
planned structures.

Such forms may have had symbolic overtones. For
example, the cruciform plan may be either a
reflection of the church of the Holy Apostles in
Constantinople (a nonextant cruciform church of
Constantinople first built by Constantine’s sons
and rebuilt in the sixth century under emperor
Justinian I that contained relics of some of the
Apostles and incorporated mausolea where
Byzantine emperors were buried until 1028) or
associated with the life-giving cross, as at S. Croce
in Ravenna or SS. Apostoli in Milan. Other
innovative designs may have had their origins in
architectural geometry, such as the enigmatic S.
Stefano Rotondo (468–83) in Rome.
The aisled tetraconch churches, once thought to
be a form associated with martyria (tomb of a
martyr or a site that bears witness to the Christian
faith), are most likely cathedrals or metropolitan
churches. The early fifth-century tetraconch in the
Library of Hadrian in Athens was probably the
first cathedral of the city; that at Selucia PieriaAntioch, from the late fifth century, was possibly a
metropolitan church.
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Church furniture, left to right: restored templon, 10th century, Holy Apostles, Athens (Evan Freeman, CC
BY-SA 4.0); synthronon, 6th c., Hagia Eirene, Constantinople (Evan Freeman, CC BY-SA 4.0); ciborium by
Nicolaus Ranucius & sons, Italy, c. 1150 (The Metropolitan Museum of Art); reconstructed ambo, 5th century
(garden, Hagia Sophia, Istanbul) (Evan Freeman, CC BY-SA 4.0)
Baptisteries

Baptisteries, buildings containing a font for
Christian initiation, are also prominent throughout
the Empire, necessary for the elaborate ceremonies
addressed to adult converts and catechumens.
Most common was a symbolically resonant,
octagonal building housing the font and attached
to the cathedral, as with the Orthodox (or Neonian)
Baptistery at Ravenna, c. 400–450. In Rome, the
Lateran’s baptistery was an independent,
octagonal structure that stood north of the
basilica’s apse. Built under Constantine, the
baptistery expanded under Pope Sixtus III in the
fifth century with the addition of an ambulatory
around its central structure.

Orthodox (or Neonian) Baptistery, Ravenna, c. 400–450
(photo: Kirk K, CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
24NNPZz>

The inscription St. Ambrose composed for his
baptistery at Milan clarifies the symbolism of such
eight-sided buildings:

The eight-sided temple has risen for sacred
purposes
The octagonal font is worthy for this task.
It is seemly that the baptismal hall should arise in
this number
By which true health returns to people
By the light of the resurrected Christ
–inscription attributed to St. Ambrose of Milan

Nicolas Beatrizet, Lateran Baptistery in Rome, reconstruction,
1550s, engraving (The British Museum)
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Baptismal font, Vitalis Basilica Baptistery, Sbeitla, Tunisia, 6th
century (photo: Kirk K, CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
fQ55oV>

Associated with death and resurrection, the
planning type derives from Late Roman mausolea
(a monumental building for burial), although not
directly from the Anastasis Rotunda (a circular
structure enclosing Christ’s Tomb at the church
of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem). Variations
abound: at Butrint (in modern Albania) and
Nocera (in southwestern Italy), for example, the
baptisteries have ambulatories; in North Africa,
the architecture tends to remain simple, while the
form of the font is elaborated. With the change
to infant baptism and a simplified ceremony,
however, monumental baptisteries cease to be
constructed after the sixth century.

Comparative view of the Constantinian basilicas of St. Peter and at the Lateran, alongside the Theodosian
basilica of St. Paul. All are depicted at the same scale. Model of St. Paul’s by Evan Gallitelli. Image by Evan
Gallitelli includes drawings by Konstantin Brandenburg published in Hugo Brandenburg’s Ancient Churches
of Rome from the Fourth to the Seventh Century (Turnhout: Brepols, 2004), fig. 1. (© Nicola Camerlenghi)
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Martyria and Mausolea

Although the church gradually eliminated the great
funeral banquets at the graves of martyrs, the cult
of martyrs was manifest in other ways, notably the
importance of pilgrimage and the dissemination of
relics (remains of saints or objects considered holy
because they touched the bodies of saints). In spite
of this, there was not a standard architectural form
for the martyria, which instead seem to depend on
site-specific conditions or regional developments.
In Rome, for example, S. Paolo fuori le mura (St.
Paul Outside the Walls), begun 384, follows the
model of St. Peter’s in adding a transept to a huge
five-aisled basilica.

St. Demetrios in his tomb, reliquary pendant, 11th century,
gold and enamel, 3.7 x 4.6 x 1 cm (The British Museum, CC
BY-NC-SA 4.0)

An entire city (Abu Mena), with church
architecture of increasing complexity, grew around
the venerated tomb of St. Menas in Egypt.

St. Paul’s fuori le mura (interior looking east before
destruction), begun 384, Rome (etching by Giovanni Battista
Piranesi, 18th century) <https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Piranesi-16012.jpg>

At Thessaloniki, the basilica of H. Demetrios (late
fifth century) incorporated the remains of a crypt
and other structures associated with the Roman
bath where Demetrius was martyred.At rural
locations, large complexes emerged, as at Qal’at
Sem’an, built c. 480–90 in Syria, which had four
basilicas radiating from an octagonal core, where
the stylite saint’s column stood. Stylite saints lived
atop pillars (stylos is Greek for “pillar”) as a means
of self denial. (See plan below.)

Abu Mena (CC BY 2.0 Iris Fernandez, Institute for the Study
of the Ancient World) <https://flic.kr/p/cvk4hN>
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Plan and reconstruction of Qal’at Sem’an, (© Robert G. Ousterhout)

At Hierapolis in Asia Minor, a large octagonal
complex was built at the site of the tomb of St.
Philip (see plan below).
At Ephesus, a cruciform church arose at the tomb
of St. John the Evangelist.

Reconstructed plan, church of St. John the Evangelist,
Ephesus (Marsyas, CC BY 3.0)
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Ephesos_Saint_John_the_Theologian_plan.png>
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Martyrium and burial church complex of St. Philip, Hierapolis (Pamukkale, Turkey) (© Robert
Ousterhout)
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Others were simpler in form. At the martyrium
of St. Thekla at Meryemlik, c. 480, a three-aisled
basilica was added above her holy cave. At Sinai,
the sixth-century basilica was augmented by
subsidiary chapels along its sides, but the holy

site—the Burning Bush, believed to be the bush
through which God revealed himself to Moses
Exodus 3:1–5—lay outside, immediately to the
east of its apse (see plan below).

Plan of Saint Catherine’s Monastery (adapted from plan by Shakko, CC BY-SA 3.0)
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Cruciform chapels seem to be a new creation, with
a shape that derived its meaning from the lifegiving Cross, a relationship emphasized in the
well-preserved Mausoleum of Galla Placidia, built
c. 425, in Ravenna, which was originally attached
to a cruciform church dedicated to S. Croce.
In Constantinople, the successors of Constantine
were buried in the rotunda at the church of the
Holy Apostles or its dependencies.
Monasticism

Rome, Sant’Agnese site plan: cemetery basilica with attached
Mausoleum of Constantina (S. Costanza); medieval Basilica of
Sant’Agnese above the catacombs (in gray) (© Robert
Ousterhout)

The desire for privileged burial perpetuated the
tradition of Late Antique mausolea, which were
often octagonal or centrally planned. In Rome the
fourth-century mausolea of Helena (mother of
emperor Constantine) and Constantina (the
daughter of emperor Constantine) were attached to
cemetery basilicas.

Monasticism began to play an increasingly
important role in society, but from the perspective
of architecture, early monasteries lacked
systematic planning and were dependent on sitespecific conditions. The coenobitical system
(communal monasticism) included living quarters,
with cells for the monks, as well as a refectory
for common dining and a church or chapel for
common worship. Evidence is preserved in the
desert communities of Egypt and Palestine. At the
Red Monastery at Sohag, the formal spaces are
contained within a fortress-like complex, although
it is unclear where with or without the enclosure
the monks actually lived. In the Judean Desert,
a variety of hermits’ cells are preserved—simple
caves carved into the rough landscape.

Mausoleum of Galla Placidia, Ravenna, c. 425 (photo: Evan
Freeman, CC BY-SA 4.0)
Red Monastery church, Sohag, early 6th century (photo: Rob,
CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/dzKkdg>
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Urban Planning

In general, urban planning in this period follows
Roman and Hellenistic models, as Justinian’s new

city of Iustiniana Prima (Caracin Grad, in modern
Serbia) amply demonstrates.

Caričin Grad (Iustiniana Prima) site plan, with detail of the acropolis (© Robert Ousterhout)
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Gerasa (Jerash), plan of the city with a detail of the Cathedral complex (© Robert
Ousterhout)
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In Jerusalem and Athens, there may have been
an intentional visual juxtaposition of the new
Christian cathedral with the abandoned Jewish or
pagan temple. While the Theodosian Code (a
collection of Roman law issued in 438 by
Theodosius II and Valentinian III) legislated the
cessation of pagan worship, it recommended the
preservation of the temple building and its
contents because of their artistic value. The
transformation of temples into churches was rare
before the sixth century.

Defensive architecture followed Roman practices.
The walls of Constantinople, added by Theodosius
II (412–13) stand as a singular achievement,
combining two lines of defensive walls with a
moat. In a like manner, the system of aqueducts
and cisterns at Constantinople expanded upon
established Roman technology to create the most
extensive water system in Antiquity (see diagram
below).

Constantinople, plan of the fifth century city (© Robert G. Ousterhout, based on Cyril Mango, Développement
urbaine de Constantinople, 1985)
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Left: diagram of the Theodosian walls, Constantinople (adapted from Glz19, CC BY-SA 4.0); right:
partially restored Theodosian walls with garden plots in the moat, Constantinople (Istanbul),
412–413 (photo: © Robert G. Ousterhout)
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Domestic Architecture
Standard planning continued in domestic
architecture as well. Large houses excavated in
Asia Minor (Sardis, Ephesus), North Africa
(Carthage, Spaitla, Apollonia), Italy (Ravenna,
Piazza Armerina), Greece (Athens, Argos), and
elsewhere include porticoed gardens, audience
halls, and triclinia (dining rooms). The Great
Palace in Constantinople and the so-called Palace
of Theodoric in Ravenna were essentially
elaborations on or repetitions of the Late Roman
villa. Perhaps the most significant changes in the
Late Antique domus (house) were the increasing

size and number of ceremonial spaces (audience
halls and triclinia)—as at the early fourth century
villa at Piazza Armerina (in Sicily)—and the
incorporation of chapels into the domestic
setting—as at the Palace of the Dux at Apollonia
(in modern Libya). The latter phenomenon is
indicative of the growing importance of private
worship and was a source of growing concern in
ecclesiastical legislation. With significant
economic and social changes, however, by the end
of the period under discussion, the domus
disappeared.

Plan of villa, Piazza Armerina (adapted from plan by Bjs, CC0) <https://tinyurl.com/asv6rfct>
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Additional Resources

Robert G. Ousterhout, Eastern Medieval Architecture: The Building Traditions of
Byzantium and Neighboring Lands (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2019)

7.
Innovative architecture in the age of Justinian
Dr. Robert G. Ousterhout

New trends

Although standardized church basilicas (a church
type based on Roman assembly halls, usually
composed of a longitudinal nave flanked by side
aisles) continued to be constructed, by the end
of the fifth century, two important trends emerge
in church architecture: the centralized plan, into
which a longitudinal axis is introduced, and the
longitudinal plan, into which a centralizing
element is introduced.
The first type may be represented by the ruined
church of the Theotokos on Mt. Gerizim (in
modern Israel), c. 484, which has a developed
sanctuary bay projecting beyond an aisled octagon
with radiating chapels; the second by the so-called
Domed Basilica at Meriamlik (on the southern
coast of Turkey), c. 471–94, which superimposed
a dome on a standard basilican nave, or central
aisle. Both may be attributed to the patronage of
emperor Zeno (reigned 474–91).

Isidore of Miletus & Anthemius of Tralles for Emperor
Justinian, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul), 532–37
(photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
nraZY8>

The so-called Domed Basilica, c. 471–94, Meriamlik (on the
southern coast of Turkey) (after E. Herzfeld and S. Guyer,
Meriamlik und Korykos)

Plan of church of the Theotokos, c. 484, Mt.
Gerizim (in modern Israel) (adapted from
Schneider)
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The reign of Justinian

Both trends are further developed during the reign
of Justinian (reigned 527–65). HH. Sergios and
Bakchos in Constantinople, completed before 536,
and S. Vitale in Ravenna, completed c. 546/48, for
example, are “double-shelled octagons” (buildings
whose outer walls and interior space are created
with two concentric octagons) of increasing
geometric sophistication, with masonry domes
covering their central spaces, perhaps originally
combined with wooden roofs for the side aisles
and galleries (the upper level in a church, above
the side aisles and narthex, where worshippers
could participate in church services).

Plan of Sts. Sergius and Bacchus (Küçük Ayasofya Camii),
Constantinople (Istanbul), completed before 536 (© Robert G.
Ousterhout, redrawn after J. Ebersolt and A. Thiers, Les
Églises de Constantinople, 1913)

Sts. Sergius and Bacchus (Küçük Ayasofya Camii),
Constantinople (Istanbul), completed before 536 (photo: ©
Robert G. Ousterhout)

Section of San Vitale, Ravenna, from James Fergusson, The
Illustrated Handbook of Architecture, vol. 2 (London: John
Murray, 1855), 513

San Vitale, c. 546/48, Ravenna (photo: Evan Freeman, CC
BY-NC-SA 4.0)
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Annotated ection of Hagia Sophia by Isidore of Miletus & Anthemius of Tralles for Emperor Justinian,
Istanbul, 532–37, from Wilhelm Lübke / Max Semrau: Grundriß der Kunstgeschichte. 14. Auflage. Paul Neff
Verlag, Esslingen, 1908
Hagia Sophia, Constantinople

Several monumental basilicas of the period
included domes and vaulting throughout, most
notably at Hagia Sophia, built 532–37 by the
mechanikoi, or architect-engineers, Anthemios
and Isidoros, which combines elements of the
central plan and the basilica on an unprecedented
scale.
Its unique design focused on a daring central dome
of slightly more than 100 feet in diameter, raised
above pendentives, and braced to the east and west
by half-domes. The aisles and galleries are
screened by colonnades (rows of columns), with
exedrae (semicircular recesses) at the corners.
Following the innovative trends in Late Roman
architecture, the structural system concentrates the
loads at critical points, opening the walls with
large windows.

Isidore of Miletus & Anthemius of Tralles for Emperor
Justinian, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul), 532–37
(photo: © Robert G. Ousterhout)
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Floor plan of Hagia Sophia by Isidore of Miletus & Anthemius of Tralles for Emperor Justinian, Constantinople (Istanbul), 532–37, based
on a diagram from Wilhelm Lübke / Max Semrau: Grundriß der Kunstgeschichte. 14. Auflage. Paul Neff Verlag, Esslingen, 1908.

With glistening marble revetments (cladding or
facing to decorate walls and piers) on all flat
surfaces and more than seven acres of gold mosaic
on the vaults, the effect was magical—whether in
daylight or by candlelight, with the dome seeming
to float aloft with no discernable means of support;
accordingly Prokopios writes that the interior
impression was “altogether terrifying.”
H. Eirene, Constantinople

Related to H. Sophia are the domed basilicas of H.
Eirene in Constantinople, begun 532, and ruined
Basilica ‘B’ in Philippi (Greece), built before 540,
each with distinctive elements to its design. The
common feature in all three buildings was an
elongated nave, partially covered by a dome on
pendentives, but lacking necessary lateral
buttressing. All three buildings suffered partial or
complete collapse in subsequent earthquakes.

Hagia Eirene, Constantinople (Istanbul), plan and
hypothetical sections of the sixth-century building (© Robert
G. Ousterhout, adapted from S. Ćurčić, Architecture in the
Balkans, 2010)
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Hagia Sophia’s new dome

At H. Sophia, textual accounts suggest that the
first dome, which fell in 557, was a structurally
daring, shallow pendentive dome, in which the
curvature continued from the pendentives, but
with a ring of windows at its base.

Reconstructed floor plan, church of St. John the Evangelist,
Ephesus, drawn after Clive Foss, Ephesus after Antiquity: A
late antique, Byzantine and Turkish City (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press), 1979. (Cordanrad, CC BY 3.0)
<https://tinyurl.com/48kwx8hn>

Dome of Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (photo: © Robert G.
Ousterhout)

A more stable, hemispherical dome replaced the
original – essentially that which survives today,
with partial collapses and repairs in the west and
east quadrants in the tenth and fourteenth
centuries. Although H. Polyeuktos, built in
Constantinople by Justinian’s rival Juliana Anicia,
is normally reconstructed as a domed
basilica—and thus suggested to be the forerunner
of H. Sophia—it was unlikely domed, although
it was certainly H. Sophia’s predecessor in
lavishness.

A similar design was employed in the rebuilding
of St. John’s basilica at Ephesus, completed before
565, which because of its elongated nave took on a
six-domed design.
The late eleventh-century S. Marco in Venice
follows this sixth-century scheme.

Five-domed churches

The spatial unit formed by the dome on
pendentives could also be used as a design module,
as at Justinian’s rebuilding of the church of the
Holy Apostles in Constantinople, in which five
domes
covered
the
cruciform
(crossshaped) building.

Floor plan, Basilica of San Marco, Venice, from B. Fletcher, A
History of Architecture on the Comparative Method, 5th ed.
(London: B. T. Batsford, 1905)
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Hagia Sophia, Thessaloniki (photo: © Robert G. Ousterhout)

Inside the basilica at Saint Catherine’s Monastery, Sinai
(photo: Library of Congress)

The enduring basilica

In spite of design innovations, traditional
architecture continued in the sixth century with the
wooden roofed basilica continuing as the standard
church type.
At St. Catherine’s on Mt. Sinai, built c. 540, the
church preserves its wooden roof and much of
its decoration. The three-aisled plan incorporated
numerous subsidiary chapels flanking the aisles.
At the sixth-century Cathedral of Caricin Grad, the
three-aisled basilica included a vaulted sanctuary
area, with the earliest securely dated example of
pastophoria: apsed chapels—known as the
prothesis and diakonikon—which flanked the
central altar area to form a tripartite sanctuary.
This tripartite form that would become standard in
later centuries.

Plans drawn to the same scale, H. Sophia in Constantinople,
H. Sophia in Thessaloniki, and the Koimesis church in Nicaea
(© Robert G. Ousterhout)

Justinian’s legacy

Church types of the subsequent period tend to
follow in simplified form the grand developments
of the age of Justinian. H. Sophia in Thessalonikie
for example, built less than a century later than
its namesake, is both considerably smaller and
heavier, as is the Koimesis church at Nicaea.
Both correct the basic problems in the structural
design by including broad arches to brace the
dome on all four sides.
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Left: exterior view of the church of St. Hripsime, Vagarshapat, 618 (photo: Rita Willaert, CC BY 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/5pBtU5>; Right: interior view of St. Hripsime (photo: Andrea Kirkby, CC BY-NC 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/23RCd6Z>
The Caucasus

In the Caucasus (the area situated between the
Black Sea and the Caspian Sea), Georgia and
Armenia witness a flourishing of architecture in
the seventh century, with numerous, distinctive,
centrally planned, domed buildings, constructed
of rubble faced with a fine ashlar (cut-stone
masonry), although their relationship with
Byzantine architectural developments remains to
be clarified.
The domed church of St. Hripsime at Vagarshapat
has a dome rising above eight supports, set within
a rectangular building.

Church of the Cross, 586–604, Jvari (Mtskheta, Georgia)
(photo: Mamuka Gotsridze, CC BY-SA 4.0)
<https://tinyurl.com/fkpea234>

The church at Church of the Cross at Jvari
(Mtskheta) is similar, but with its lateral apses
projecting. The aisled tetraconch (Greek for “four
shells,” refers to a building with four apses) church
of Zvartnots stands out as following Byzantine,
particularly Syrian, models.

Church of the Vigilant Powers (Zvart‘nots‘), Vagarshapat,
plan and possible reconstructed elevations, from Josef
Strzygowski, Die Baukunst der Armenier und Europa, vol. 1
(Vienna: A. Schroll & Co., 1918), figs. 112 and 119.

8.
Art and architecture of Saint Catherine’s Monastery at
Mount Sinai
Dr. Anne McClanan

The Holy Monastery of Saint Catherine, Sinai, Egypt (photo: Joonas Plaan, CC BY 2.0) <https://tinyurl.com/
ny4kpct8>

Byzantine art. (The Orthodox Church is the second
largest Christian community after the Roman
Catholic Church; Christianity split between
Orthodoxy in the East and Roman Catholicism in
the West in 1054, known as the Great Schism.)

A monastery built on holy ground

The Monastery of Saint Catherine is the oldest
active Eastern Orthodox monastery in the world,
renowned for its extraordinary holdings of
97
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The location of the monastery is significant for
Christianity, Judaism, and Islam, because tradition
identifies it as the place of the Burning Bush, a
major biblical event where Moses encountered
God:
Moses was keeping the flock of his father-in-law
Jethro, the priest of Midian; he led his flock beyond
the wilderness, and came to Horeb, the mountain of
God. There the angel of the Lord appeared to him
in a flame of fire out of a bush; he looked, and the
bush was blazing, yet it was not consumed. Then
Moses said, “I must turn aside and look at this
great sight, and see why the bush is not burned
up.” When the Lord saw that he had turned aside
to see, God called to him out of the bush, “Moses,
Moses!” And he said, “Here I am.” Then he said,
“Come no closer! Remove the sandals from your
feet, for the place on which you are standing is holy
ground.” He said further, “I am the God of your
father, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and
the God of Jacob.” And Moses hid his face, for he
was afraid to look at God. – Exodus 3:1–6 (NRSV)

The episode is represented in several artworks in
the monastery’s collection, including an early
thirteenth-century icon (Greek for “image”) made
of tempera and gold on wood. This image
represents the moment when God spoke to Moses:
“Come no closer! Remove the sandals from your
feet, for the place on which you are standing is
holy ground” (Exodus 3:5, NRSV).The Monastery
of Saint Catherine was founded between 548–65
C.E., in the later years of the Byzantine emperor
Justinian’s reign, part of a massive building
program that he had initiated across the empire.

Icon with Moses before the Burning Bush, early 13th century,
Byzantine (Mount Sinai?), tempera and gold on wood, 92 x 64
cm (The Holy Monastery of Saint Catherine, Sinai, Egypt)
Louis Haghe after David Roberts, Monastery of St.
Catherine beneath Mount Sinai, 1849, colored
lithograph (Wellcome Collection, CC BY 4.0)
<https://wellcomecollection.org/works/abda3s2r>
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The basilica

The monastery’s exterior walls and main church,
which pilgrims can still see today, largely survive
from the original, sixth-century phase of
construction. A few elements came later (for
example, the belfry was added in the 19th
century).

The Holy Monastery of Saint Catherine (view from the
northeast), Sinai, Egypt (photo: Marc Ryckaert, CC BY 3.0)

The nave (central aisle) in the basilica at the Holy Monastery
of Saint Catherine, Sinai, Egypt (photo: Library of Congress)
<https://www.loc.gov/item/2019698512/>

TransKguration mosaic

The church follows the pattern of a basilica,
having a rectangular plan. Monks have
worshipped for 1,400 years inside this church.

Plan of Saint Catherine’s Monastery with the traditional
location of the Burning Bush noted (adapted from plan by
Shakko, CC BY-SA 3.0) <https://tinyurl.com/t3r4tdfb>

Columns frame the central nave and above the
altar is a recently-restored apse (a semicircular
recess, usually terminating the longitudinal axis of
a church, containing the altar) mosaic that might
hint at the building’s original name. The mosaic
depicts a moment in the Christian New Testament
called the “Transfiguration,” in which Christ
appears transformed by radiant light, an event
witnessed by three of his apostles. The scene is
set against a glimmering gold background. When
the monastery was first built it might have been
dedicated to the Transfiguration, which in
Christian belief is like the Burning Bush in that
it is a moment when God revealed himself to
humanity.
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Renaming

Later, in the 9th century, when the body of the
revered Egyptian Saint Catherine of Alexandria
was discovered, the monastery was given the name
that it has kept until today.
Icons and Iconoclasm

Transfiguration Apse mosaic, 6th century, the Holy Monastery
of Saint Catherine, Sinai, Egypt (Photo: Europa Nostra, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/25F9WJi> (See annotated
photo below.) Here Jesus is shown in the center radiating light
as John, Peter, and James witness the miracle. The two
standing figures that frame the central group are the prophets
Elijah and Moses.

Jesus took with him Peter and James and his
brother John and led them up a high mountain, by
themselves. And he was transfigured before them,
and his face shone like the sun, and his clothes
became dazzling white. Suddenly there appeared to
them Moses and Elijah, talking with him…While
he was still speaking, suddenly a bright cloud
overshadowed them, and from the cloud a voice
said, “This is my Son, the Beloved; with him I am
well pleased; listen to him!” When the disciples
heard this, they fell to the ground and were
overcome by fear. – Matthew 17:1–3, 5–6 (NRSV)

During the Iconoclastic period of the eighth to
ninth centuries, the Byzantine Empire, and
particularly its capital city of Constantinople
(modern Istanbul), was convulsed with the
question of whether religious images with human
figures (called “icons”) were appropriate, or
whether such images were in effect idols, akin to
the statues of gods in ancient Greece and Rome.
In other words, did worshippers pray throughicons
to the holy figure represented, or did they pray to
the physical image itself? The Iconoclasts (those
who opposed images) attempted to ban icons and
reportedly even destroyed some.

Iconoclasts destroying an icon of Christ, Khludov Psalter, 9th
century (State Historical Museum, Moscow)

Map with the Holy Monastery of Saint Catherine (underlying
map © Google)

But by the time of the Iconoclastic controversy,
the Sinai Peninsula, where Saint Catherine’s
Monastery is located, was under Islamic rather
than Byzantine control, enabling the monastery’s
icons to escape Iconoclasm. Other factors,
including the monastery’s isolated location,
fortifications, continuous occupation by monks, as
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well as the dry climate of the region, all likely
contributed to the preservation of icons at Sinai.
Early Byzantine Icons

The sixth-century icon of Christ Blessing—or
Christ “Pantokrator” (all-ruler), as this image
would later become known—was painted using
encaustic (a wax-based technique used in Egypt
from at least the late 1st century C.E.) that enabled
the artist to create a vivid sense of naturalism. This
icon was painted by a highly skilled artist, and
therefore might have been made in the capital city
of Constantinople.
Christ raises his right hand to give a blessing. His
other hand holds an elaborate manuscript, which
probably takes the form of a contemporary Gospel
book, emphasizing Christ’s identity as the
embodied “Word” of God. This bearded, mature
version of Christ—just one of several ways Christ
appears in art before Iconoclasm—draws on preChristian traditions of rendering other male
divinities such as Jupiter. The Monastery of Saint
Catherine preserves a number of rare Early
Byzantine icons such as this.

Christ Blessing, first half of the 6th century, encaustic on
panel, 84 x 45.5 x 1.2 cm (The Holy Monastery of Saint
Catherine, Sinai, Egypt)

Middle Byzantine Icons

Bronze statuette of Jupiter Capitolinus, 1st–2nd century C.E.,
bronze, 11.9 x 6 . 5.1 cm (The Metropolitan Museum of Art)

After Iconoclasm, perhaps to avoid accusations of
idolatry, Byzantine icons became less naturalistic.
Compare this Middle Byzantine icon of the
Heavenly Ladder with the Early Byzantine icon
of Christ. Notice, for example, the ethereal, flat
gold background in the icon of the Ladder that
replaces the landscape hinted at behind the halo in
the sixth-century Christ “Pantokrator.”
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Saint Theodosia

This 13th-century icon depicts Saint Theodosia
and is one of five icons at Saint Catherine’s that
depict the same saint. Clearly, Saint
Theodosia’s cult was popular at Sinai as it was
elsewhere in the Byzantine world.
In this image, Theodosia wears the somber dress
of a nun. Although her historical status is debated
(she may have been legendary rather than an actual
historical figure), to the Christian faithful she
represents the challenges faced during Iconoclasm,
when she reputedly died defending a famed icon
of Christ in Constantinople. The cross she holds
represents her martyrdom. She was also famous
in the late Byzantine period for healing miracles
attributed to her, further enhancing her appeal for
worshippers.

Icon with the Heavenly Ladder of Saint John Climacus, late
12th century, tempera and gold on panel, 41.3 x 29.9 x 2.1 cm
(The Holy Monastery of Saint Catherine, Sinai, Egypt)

The Heavenly Ladder

This icon of the Heavenly Ladder was made at
the monastery of Saint Catherine in the late 12th
century, and illustrates the process of spiritual
ascent undertaken by monastics (the term
“monastic” refers to monks or nuns). The icon is
based on a spiritual text of the same name, written
by a monk called Saint John of the Ladder, who
lived c. 579–649 and was a member of Saint
Catherine’s Monastery. In his writing, John warns
his fellow monks about temptations of the
monastic life; in the icon of the Ladder, the artist
depicts these temptations as elegantly silhouetted
demons who attempt to tug the monks off the
ladder as they climb toward Christ in the upper
righthand corner.

Saint Theodosia, early 13th century, Constantinople, tempera
and gold on panel (34 x 25.6 x 2.2 cm) (The Holy Monastery
of Saint Catherine, Sinai, Egypt)
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Saint Catherine’s Monastery today

Additional Resources

The library of this centuries-old monastery houses
many important medieval manuscripts in diverse
languages such as Greek, Arabic, and Syriac. It
continues to attract pilgrims from around the
world—some of the current monks now in
residence hail from exotic lands such as Texas.

Robert S. Nelson and Kirsten M. Collins, eds.,
Holy Image, Hallowed Ground: Icons from Sinai
(Los Angeles: J. Paul Getty Museum, 2006).

Transfiguration Apse mosaic, 6th century, Saint Catherine’s Monastery, Sinai, Egypt (Photo: Europa Nostra,
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

9.
Empress Theodora, rhetoric, and Byzantine primary sources
Dr. Anne McClanan

Theodora mosaic, 540s, San Vitale, Ravenna (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA
2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2m67UL3>
Empress Theodora

The famed imperial mosaics in the church of San
Vitale in Ravenna depict the sixth-century
Byzantine empress Theodora across from her
husband, the emperor Justinian, with whom she
reigned from 527 until her death in 548. Empress
and emperor appear at the center of each scene,
larger than the other figures to show their
importance, bedecked in imperial purple, and
sporting lavish crowns framed by golden haloes.
They process with clergy, courtiers, and soldiers
into a church (although neither Justinian nor
Theodora ever actually entered San Vitale in
Ravenna, which was located far to the west of the
Byzantine capital of Constantinople).

Justinian mosaic, 540s, San Vitale, Ravenna (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jMxT6Z>
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The Byzantine Empire, approximate boundaries, mid-6th century (underlying map © Google)

While this mosaic of the empress and her retinue
in San Vitale is the only certain visual depiction
of Theodora, several written descriptions of
Theodora survive. The challenge for us today is
interpreting these texts, because they diverge
significantly in their depiction of the empress.

Detail of Theodora mosaic, 540s, San Vitale, Ravenna (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2m66Xk1>

The writings of Prokopios

The writings of Prokopios of Caesarea, a historian
during the reign of Justinian and Theodora, are
our main source for their reign. Prokopios wrote
several works, such as Wars (a history of military
and political events) and Buildings (in praise of
Justinian’s public works projects), which cast
Justinian and Theodora in a favorable light and
circulated widely. But Prokopios also authored a
text known as the Secret History, or Anekdota
(literally “unpublished things”), which was not
initially intended for wide circulation and
which—as an invective—attacked the imperial
couple.
Prokopios’s Secret History survived from the
Byzantine era to today in just one manuscript copy,
suggesting that it was not widely reproduced in
the Byzantine period. But in our time, the Secret
History has become Prokopios’s most popular
work, and one of the most widely read primary
sources from Byzantine history.
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Comparing primary sources

Consider the following excerpts from primary sources, which illustrate how a writer or
artist could depict the same subject in a positive or negative light. As you compare these
depictions of Theodora, ask yourself why these texts and images were created, what
details each work emphasizes, and possible agendas these works were created to serve.
Theodora’s physical appearance
The following two statements—both written by Prokopios—describe Theodora’s
physical appearance. Such descriptions of a person’s outward appearance were especially
loaded in the Byzantine Empire, where it was widely believed that physical beauty
mirrored inner qualities such as virtue.
The statue [of Theodora] was indeed
beautiful, but still inferior to the beauty of
the Empress; for to express her loveliness in
words or to portray it in a statue would be,
for a mere human being, altogether
impossible.
Prokopios, Buildings I.xi.2–6

Now Theodora was fair of face and in general
attractive in appearance, but short of stature and
lacking in color, being, however, not altogether
pale but rather sallow, and her glance was always
intense and made with contracted brows.
Prokopios, Secret History (Anekdota) x.11–2

Theodora’s patronage
An important duty for a Byzantine empress was undertaking charitable causes. Here you
see Prokopios describe the same act of Theodora’s patronage of a women’s monastery in
two very different ways.
And these Sovereigns have
endowed this convent with an
ample income of money, and
have added many buildings
most remarkable for their
beauty and costliness, to serve
as a consolation for the women,
so that they never should be
compelled to depart from the
practice of virtue in any manner
whatsoever.
Prokopios, Buildings I.ix.10

But Theodora also concerned herself to devise punishments
against the body. Harlots, for instance, to the number of more
than five hundred who plied their trade in the midst of the
marketplace at the rate of three obols (coins of ancient Greek
origin)—just enough to live on—she gathered together, and
sending them over to the opposite mainland she confined
them to the Convent of Repentance, as it is called, trying
there to compel them to adopt a new manner of life. And
some of them threw themselves from a height at night and
thus escaped the unwelcome transformation.
Prokopios, Secret History (Anekdota) xvii.5–6
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Theodora’s public image
In addition to being described as both beautiful and charitable, it was conventional
in ancient and Byzantine rhetoric to portray a good empress as modest and poised in
her demeanor (The Byzantines inherited the tradition of rhetoric, persuasion through
the art of public speaking, from ancient Greece and Rome). Consider these final two
representations of Theodora: on the left, Prokopios’s account of Theodora before she
became empress, and on the right, the artistic representation of Theodora as empress in
San Vitale.

And often even in the theatre, before the eyes of the whole
people, she stripped off her clothing and moved about naked
through their midst, having only a girdle about her private parts
and her groins, not, however, that she was ashamed to display
these too to the populace, but because no person is permitted to
enter there entirely naked, but must have at least a girdle about
the groins.
Prokopios, Secret History (Anekdota) ix.20

Theodora mosaic, 540s, San Vitale, Ravenna
(photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2m67UL3>

Rhetorical conventions
Prokopios’s background and the rhetorical
conventions of his time help illuminate these
apparent contradictions in the primary sources
above. Prokopios came to the Byzantine capital of
Constantinople (modern Istanbul) from Caesarea
in Palestine (modern Israel). He was well educated
and may have belonged to a family of the old
Roman aristocracy.In Theodora’s time, writers like
Prokopios trained in classical rhetoric—the GrecoRoman tradition of persuasion through the art of
public speaking—that followed highly structured
formulas. Their training from an early age focused
on the ability to offer a positive and negative
version of something equally well. Rhetoric
textbooks taught writers how to spin facts to fit the
larger purpose of a text.
Prokopios deploys established rhetorical formulas
to praise Justinian and Theodora in Wars and

Buildings while also criticizing the imperial
couple in his Secret History. As modern readers,
the apparent contradictions in these works might
puzzle us as we seek to separate historical fact
from fiction. But educated Byzantine readers of
Prokopios’s time would have easily recognized the
positive and negative accounts of the imperial
couple as two different rhetorical genres known as
encomium (a genre of classical rhetoric that aims
to praise a person or thing) and invective (a genre
of classical rhetoric that aims to praise a person or
thing)—in effect, two different modes of speaking
about the same subject.
The gendered politics of slander

Additionally, in the Roman world to which the
Byzantine Empire was heir, it was a common
political strategy to slander a wife or daughter in
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order to damage her husband or father. From the
time of Rome’s first emperor, Augustus, detractors
accused female members of the imperial family of
engaging in prostitution as a way to try to diminish
the emperor. If he can’t even control his own
family—or so the rhetoric goes—how can he
possibly rule the empire?
Modern receptions of the Secret History

The Secret History, which includes many negative
descriptions of Theodora, is also filled with
accusations against her husband, the emperor
Justinian. For example, the Secret History
describes Justinian as a lord of the demons who
allegedly wandered the imperial palace removing
his head and carrying it in his arms. But while
many modern readers have dismissed such
fantastical descriptions of Justinian as a demon,
they have often been willing to accept lurid
descriptions of Theodora from the same text as
truth. Modern fascination with these passages has
also inspired popular depictions of Theodora in
books, theater, and film.

Byzantine primary sources

The differing depictions of Theodora in the
writings of Prokopios and the mosaics at San
Vitale challenge us to consider how we approach
primary sources from other periods and cultures.
They remind us to be mindful of cultural
conventions such as rhetoric before we accept their
images and texts as literal, historical facts.
Additional resources

Anne McClanan, Representations of Early
Byzantine Empresses: Image and Empire (New
York; Palgrave, 2002)
Carolyn L. Connor, Women of Byzantium (New
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2004)
Roland Betancourt, Byzantine Intersectionality:
Sexuality, Gender, and Race in the Middle Ages
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2020)

Popular depictions of Theodora in the modern era have often relied on Prokopios’s Secret
History

10.
Rebecca and Eliezer at the Well, Vienna Genesis
Artwork in focus
Dr. Nancy Ross

The visual arts have undergone numerous changes
and transitions from their prehistoric origins to
the present. In Europe, artists and patrons of the
ancient world loved realistic details and veracity.
Medieval
artists
and
patrons
instead
valued symbolism and abstraction.
The artist of the Vienna Genesis was caught
between these two artistic value systems. Perhaps
working in Syria or in Constantinople in the early
sixth century, the artist likely did not know that
this book would become the oldest surviving wellpreserved illustrated biblical book and an excellent
example of an artist caught in a moment of
transition. The Vienna Genesis is a fragment of a
Greek copy of the Book of Genesis. Books were
luxury items and this book was an exceptionally
fine example. It was written in silver ink on
parchment that had been dyed purple, the color
associated with royalty and empire. There are 24
surviving folios (pages) and they are thought to
have come from a much larger book that included
perhaps 192 illustrations on 96 folios, each page
laid out as you can see above in the example of
Rebecca and Eliezer at the well.

Rebecca and Eliezer at the Well, folio 7 recto from the Vienna
Genesis, early 6th century, tempera, gold and silver on purple
vellum, 12-1/2 x 9-1/4″ (Österreichische Nationalbibliothek,
Vienna)

Caught in between

It’s not hard to find inspirational quotes about the
difficulty and rewards of change and transition in
our lives. There is always something old that we
want to hang on to and there is always something
new that we want to explore. Transitions are
difficult.

This story is from Genesis 24. Abraham wanted to
find a wife for his son Isaac and sent his servant
Eliezer to find one from among Abraham’s
extended family. Eliezer took ten of Abraham’s
camels with him and stopped at a well to give them
water. Eliezer prayed to God that Isaac’s future
wife would assist him with watering his camels.
Rebecca arrives on the scene and assists Eliezer,
who knows that she is the woman for Isaac. This
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story is about God intervening to ensure a sound
marriage for Abraham’s son.
Two episodes

The illustration of this biblical story shows two
episodes, which is common in medieval
art. Rebecca is shown twice, as she leaves her
town to get water and then assisting Eliezer at the
well with his camels. On the one hand, there are
clear classical elements that recall artwork from
ancient Greece and Rome. Rebecca walks by a
colonnade (row of columns) that recall the details
of classical architecture. Some of Eliezer’s camels
are shaded to emphasize that some are in the front
and others in the back. The camel on the far right
has one of its back legs in shadow to show a spatial
relationship.

Rebecca and Eliezer at the Well, detail of folio
7 recto from the Vienna Genesis, early 6th
century, tempera, gold and silver on purple
vellum, 12-1/2 x 9-1/4″ (Österreichische
Nationalbibliothek, Vienna)

Rebecca and Eliezer at the Well, detail of folio 7 recto from the
Vienna Genesis, early 6th century, tempera, gold and silver on
purple vellum, 12-1/2 x 9-1/4″ (Österreichische
Nationalbibliothek, Vienna)

Ancient Greek and Roman, but also Early Christian

The figure that most obviously recalls the Ancient
Greek and Roman world is the reclining nude next
to the river (below). This figure isn’t part of the
story of Rebecca and Eliezer, but serves as a
personification of the source of the well’s water.
Representations of rivers and other bodies of water
as people were common in the Classical world (see
below). The figure’s sensuality is emphasized by
her nudity and reclining pose, typical of Greek and
Roman art. This stands in contrast to Rebecca’s
heavily draped and fully-covered body, typical of
Early Christian art.
There are also elements of the illustration that
recall Early Christian art, which is the earliest
medieval art. The symbolic representation of the
walled city, packed with rooftops and buildings
that are not represented in a spatially consistent
way, is typical of medieval art, as is the colonnade
in miniature. Medieval artists weren’t interested in
realistic, consistent representations of space, but
were satisfied with the more symbolic
representations that we see here. The folds of the
clothing are also simplified and reduced. The
figures appear to be more cartoon-like than
portraits of actual people.
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Today, it is a struggle for us to reconcile the figures
of Rebecca, who only reveals her hands and face,
with the casual nude reclining by the water. This
contrast is evidence of the mix of artistic models
and sources that were present in the early sixth
century. To the artist who illustrated this book,
I’m sure that this mix of styles and approaches
made perfect sense, and represented a culture in
transition.

Detail of Rebecca and Eliezer at the Well, folio 7
recto from the Vienna Genesis, early 6th century,
tempera, gold and silver on purple vellum, 12-1/2
x 9-1/4″ (Österreichische Nationalbibliothek,
Vienna)

River god Arno, c. 117–38 C.E. (with Renaissance-era
restorations), marble (Pio Clementino Museum, Vatican)
(photo: © Colin / Wikimedia Commons, CC BY-SA-3.0)

11.
The Vienna Dioscurides
Artwork in focus
Dr. Courtney Tomaselli

Facsimile edition of the Vienna Dioscurides. The original
manuscript (early 6th century) is in the Austrian National
Library in Vienna (Codex Vindobonensis med. gr. 1)

For many, the term “Byzantine art” conjures
otherworldly images of holy figures in golden
icons and mosaics. But opening the pages of the
large,
sumptuously
illustrated
Byzantine
manuscript known as the Vienna Dioscurides* you
might be surprised to discover a remarkably
lifelike illustration of a peacock. Despite its wear,
you can still see how the peacock puffs its blue
chest and shows off its feathers, practically
strutting across the page. The manuscript has 491
folios (leaves of parchment) with more than 400
images of plants and animals. If you keep turning
the pages you will notice images of medical
experts, therapeutic and poisonous plants and
animals, birds, personifications of abstract ideals,
and portraits of a princess. This book’s scientific
subject matter as well as its lifelike illustrations
stand in stark contrast to common clichés about
Byzantine art as merely depicting spiritual themes.
But who was this book made for, and why?

Peacock, Vienna Dioscurides (facsimile), 1v.

The manuscript was produced c. 512 C.E. for the
imperial princess Anicia Juliana in Constantinople, the capital city of the Byzantine Empire.
It is a compilation of several different scientific
texts, though they don’t appear in their entirety and
have been revised or paraphrased. For the most
part, we don’t know where or when most late
antique and Byzantine manuscripts were created
(or by whom), and the history of their ownership
can only rarely be traced (manuscripts are portable
objects after all). It is all the more remarkable
that we have this information for the Vienna
Dioscurides.
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The texts of the Vienna Dioscurides

A majority of the the Vienna Dioscurides is
devoted to a revised edition of a book written
centuries earlier entitled On Medical Matters (De
materia medica) by Dioscurides of Anazarbus, a
Greek medical practitioner who served as a
physician in the Roman army in the first century
C.E. His work outlined the therapeutic properties
of hundreds of plants and animals. On Medical
Matters was popular and influential for 1,500
years until the Renaissance, and enjoyed wide
circulation through the nineteenth century.
Although several manuscripts of this text survive,
the Vienna Dioscurides is the oldest illustrated
version. In this manuscript, each entry provides an
overview of when and how to harvest a plant as
well as instructions for the preparation and use of
its various parts.

Also included in the Vienna Dioscurides are:
• an anonymous poem that provides an
overview of sixteen healing herbs
(Carmen de viribus herbarum)
• prose paraphrases of poems on
poisonous animal bites, poisons, and
their antidotes (Nicander of Colophon’s
Theriaca and Alexipharmaca)
• a poem on fish (Oppian’s Halieutica).
Illustrations for this were never begun,
and the reserved spaces were left empty
(many illustrated manuscripts were left
incomplete due to limited time, budget,
and/or availability of artists or
materials).
• a prose paraphrase of a poem on birdcatching (Dionysius of Philadelphia’s
Ornithiaca)

First of two folios presenting fourteen ancient medical
experts, Vienna Dioscurides (facsimile), 2v.
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Frontmatter

The Vienna Dioscurides opens with a series of
full-page images (unrelated to the text of the De
materia medica), beginning with the illustration
of a peacock, but this heavily damaged folio is
likely out of sequence, and probably originally
accompanied the Ornithiaca that comes later in the
manuscript (and includes other images of birds).
Assuming a misbinding of this first folio, the
manuscript was designed to open with two fullpage miniatures presenting fourteen famed ancient
doctors and authors of medicinal texts who are
identified by inscriptions. The centaur Cheiron,
who introduced medicine to the world in ancient
Greek mythology, sits on his horse legs at the top
center of folio 2v. Dioscurides appears in profile
on the top right of folio 3v. These doctor
images signal the book’s intended medical
function and imply a sense of comprehensive
knowledge and authority, while also situating
Dioscurides as an important figure within the
larger medical tradition. They also reflect the
book’s status as a luxury manuscript
commissioned for an elite patron.

Dioscurides is depicted in the upper right. Second of two folios
presenting fourteen ancient medical experts, Vienna
Dioscurides (facsimile), 3v.

Dioscurides (the first century Greek physician the
volume is named for) appears on other pages as
well. In one image he takes a recognizable author
portrait pose, seated in profile, much as the four
evangelists do in Byzantine and western medieval
Gospel books. Dioscurides points to a
personification of Discovery, who is depicted
against an atmospheric blue sky. (Personifications
are representations of abstract characteristics in
human form. Most are female because they take
the gender of the word being represented.) The
image suggests the process of gathering fresh
specimens outdoors.

Discovery holds up the mandrake while Dioscurides writes in
a codex, Vienna Dioscurides (facsimile), 4v.
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Discovery holds the root of a mandrake plant,
which was believed could cure headaches,
earaches, gout and insanity. Conventional wisdom
of the time suggested using starving dogs to
harvest the mandrake, which was thought to let out
a shriek when pulled from the ground that killed
all who heard it.

Dedicatory portrait of Anicia Juliana, Vienna Dioscurides
(facsimile), 6v.

Dedicatory portrait of Anicia Juliana

The personification of Inventiveness or Intelligence holds up
the mandrake for a painter to copy while Dioscurides writes in
a codex, Vienna Dioscurides (facsimile), 5v.

The next image—apparently set in an interior,
architectural space—includes a personification of
Intelligence who holds out the mandrake for an
artist to copy while Dioscurides writes in a codex.
Taken together, the images suggest the author’s
firsthand observation of the natural world and
were likely intended to convey that the
information in On Medical Matters (and the
Vienna Dioscurides) is accurate and trustworthy.

While many deluxe Byzantine manuscripts display
images of powerful male patrons, such as
emperors and high-ranking church officials, the
Vienna Dioscurides features an aggrandizing
image of Anicia Juliana and illustrates the
influential roles that wealthy, aristocratic women
could play in the patronage of art and architecture
in the Byzantine Empire.
Anicia Juliana was a wealthy aristocrat of imperial
descent on both sides of her family and daughter
of the short-ruling Western Roman Emperor
Olybrius. Both her husband and son held the office
of consul. As a wealthy late Roman matron,
Juliana would have been responsible for the
medical care of her large household, which
included both servants and enslaved individuals.
For her, the Vienna Dioscurides would have been
both a practical and luxurious manuscript.
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Juliana sits between personifications of
Magnanimity (left) and Prudence (right).
Magnanimity holds gold coins while Prudence
holds a closed book. The smaller, white-garbed
personification of Gratitude of the Arts bows at
an angle before Juliana and kisses her red shoe. A
putto (child figure, usually with wings) identified
as the “Desire of the building-loving woman”
holds out an open book onto which Juliana drops
gold coins. The frame forms triangles in which
may be found the name Juliana (ΙΟΥΛΙΑΝΑ) in
large gold letters. Finally, little putti in the
spandrels of the frame (the blue triangles)
undertake building activities and are difficult to
discern due to damage. An interlaced circular
composition frames Juliana’s portrait, which
is unusual if not unique in manuscript decoration,
but appears in late antique floor mosaics, textiles,
and jewelry, and is considered apotropaic
(something that protects from harm). Surrounding
the image of Juliana, it suggests protection for both
Juliana and her manuscript.
A black line runs around the inside of the octagon
formed by the cabled band that frames Juliana.
A damaged dedicatory acrostic—a poem using
letters in each line, usually the first letter, to spell
out a word or a phrase—is printed on this line.
The poem spells out Juliana (ΙΟΥΛΙΑΝΑ) and is
as follows:
Hail, oh princess, Honoratae extols and glorifies
you with all fine praises; for Magnanimity allows
you to be mentioned over the entire world. You
belong to the family of the Anicii, and you have
built a temple of the Lord, raised high and
beautiful.1

In this poem, the people of the Honoratae district
of Constantinople seem to be thanking Juliana for
her patronage of a “temple,” that is a church, in
their neighborhood. The historian Theophanes
mentions that Juliana paid for the construction of
a church dedicated to the Virgin Mary in the
Honoratae district of Constantinople in 512 C.E.,

providing an approximate date for the creation of
the manuscript, assuming the book was
commissioned to thank Juliana around the same
time she built the church in Honoratae.
Juliana, described as a builder and patron in the
Vienna Dioscurides, commissioned or renovated
multiple churches in Constantinople. Her
crowning achievement, the church of St.
Polyeuctus (now in ruins), displayed a dedicatory
inscription spanning the walls of its nave
comparing her to emperors Constantine,
Theodosius, and the biblical King Solomon — all
famous royal founders and builders.
Juliana appears enthroned on a gryphon-headed
backless seat wearing purple and gold clothing,
red shoes, and a diadem-like headdress. Her
garments are reminiscent of the imperial
depictions of Justinian and Theodora in the sixthcentury mosaics in San Vitale in Ravenna. Juliana
sprinkles gold coins, which was an act often
performed by a new consul taking office. This
elevated depiction clearly reflects her aristocratic
status, but also seems to suggest imperial
authority, raising questions about why Juliana was
depicted in this way and if she aspired to rule.
The De Materia Medica

On Medical Matters (De materia medica)
comprises approximately three-quarters of the
manuscript and most of its original illustrations
have been preserved. Generally, these are full-page
illustrations of plants or animals paired with
corresponding text in Greek uncial (upper case
script) across an opening or on the other side of
its folio. Most illustrations, such as that of the
blackberry bramble, show multiple points in
plants’ life cycles for aid in use and harvest. In
this graceful illustration, the thorny plant seems
to grow before our eyes as it twists and winds
diagonally upward across the page, sprouting
leaves, blossoms, and berries of various sizes.
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But while these illustrations seem highly
naturalistic, they do not entirely correspond with
nature. Pliny the Elder, a first century C.E. author
and naturalist, warned against illustrating herbal
texts due to the potential for inaccuracies in the
drawings. Artists of the Vienna Disocurides did
not work from life but probably copied images
from large painted wooden panels, although they
might have copied from other illustrated
manuscripts.

Full-page illustration of coral with a personification or deity,
Vienna Dioscurides (facsimile), 391v.

Illustrations to the remaining texts

Blackberry bramble, Vienna Dioscurides (facsimile), 83r.

The Carmen de viribus herbarum is punctuated
by one full-page painting of coral, thought to be
a plant in antiquity. The dense, maze-like coral
rises from a body of water, which is occupied
by a fantastical personification—likely of the
sea—with lobster claws in her hair, as well as a
sea monster and additional sea creatures. The rest
of Carmen de viribus herbarum features smaller
illustrations interspersed within the text.
In the next text, the Ornithiaca, a poem about birdcatching, there is a full-page illustration of twentyfour birds within a gridded frame. The lifelike
birds in the full-page illustration seem poised to
escape their cage: several step over the frame or
extend heads, beaks, or tail feathers outside of
their allotted squares.
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Notes:
* The colloquial name, “Vienna Dioscurides,”
refers to the manuscript’s modern location in the
Austrian National Library in Vienna, and the
author of its primary text, Pedanius Dioscurides of
Anazarbus.
[1] Bente Kiilerich, “The Image of Anicia Juliana
in the Vienna Dioscurides: Flattery or
Appropriation of Imperial Imagery?,” Symbolae
Osloenses 76, no. 1 (2001): p. 171.
Additional resources

Illustration of twenty-four birds in a gridded frame, Vienna
Dioscurides (facsimile), 483v.

The Afterlife of the Manuscript

The
Vienna
Dioscurides
remained
in
Constantinople (today Istanbul) until the late
1560s. Plant names written in Greek minuscule,
Latin, Old French, Hebrew, and Arabic reveal its
continued use as it it passed through the hands of
those controlling Constantinople over the 1000+
years following its creation. It was copied many
times and restored in 1406 when it resided in the
Monastery of St. John Prodromos.
The Vienna Dioscurides was eventually acquired
by Moses Hamon, a Jewish physician close to the
Ottoman Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent. The
Holy Roman Empire’s ambassador to the Ottoman
court in the 1550s saw the manuscript while in
Constantinople and encouraged its eventual
purchase by Emperor Maximilian II, noting the
contents, illustrations, and old age of the
manuscript. In 1592 it was deposited in the
Imperial Library in Vienna, which later became
the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek (Austrian
National Library), where the Vienna Dioscurides
currently resides.

Facsimile included in Dioscorides Pedanius, Der
Wiener Dioskurides: Codex Medicus Graecus 1
Der Österreichischen Nationalbibliothek, ed. Otto
Mazal, 2 vols. (Graz: Akademische Druck u.
Verlagsanstalt, 1998).
M. Aceto et al., “First Analytical Evidences of
Precious Colourants on Mediterranean Illuminated
Manuscripts,” Spectrochimica Acta. Part A,
Molecular and Biomolecular Spectroscopy vol. 95
(2012), pp. 235–45.
Leslie Brubaker, “The Vienna Dioskorides and
Anicia Juliana,” in Byzantine Garden Culture, ed.
Antony Robert Littlewood, Henry Maguire, and
Joachim Wolschke-Bulmahn (Washington, D.C.:
Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection,
2002), pp. 189–214.
Walter Emil Kaegi, Anicia Juliana (Oxford
University Press, 2005).
Bente Kiilerich, “The Image of Anicia Juliana in
the Vienna Dioscurides: Flattery or Appropriation
of Imperial Imagery?,” Symbolae Osloenses, vol.
76, no. 1 (2001): 169–90.
Stavros Lazaris, “Scientific, Medical and
Technical Manuscripts,” in A Companion to
Byzantine Illustrated Manuscripts, ed. Vasiliki
Tsamakda, Brill’s Companions to the Byzantine
World 2 (Boston: Brill, 2017), pp. 55–113.
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Geoffrey S. Nathan, “The Vienna Dioscorides’
Dedication to Anicia Juliana: A Userpation of
Imperial Patronage?,” in Basileia: Essays on
Imperium and Culture in Honour of E. M. and
M. J. Jeffreys, ed. Geoffrey S. Nathan and Lynda
Garland, Byzantine Australiensia 17 (Virginia,
Queensland, Australia: Centre for Early Christian
Studies, Australian Catholic University, 2011).
Dioscorides Pedanius, De Materia Medica: Being

an Herbal with Many Other Medicinal Materials:
Written in Greek in the First Century of the
Common Era: A New Indexed Version in Modern
English, ed. Tess Anne Osbaldeston and Robert P.
Wood (Johannesburg: IBIDIS, 2000).
Joshua J. Thomas, “The Illustrated Dioskourides
Codices and the Transmission of Images during
Antiquity,”The Journal of Roman Studies, vol. 109
(2019), pp. 241–73.

12.
Hagia Sophia, Istanbul
Architecture in focus
Dr. William Allen

Constantine the Great presents the city (Constantinople) and Justinian the Great presents Hagia Sophia to the
Virgin, mosaic, probably 10th Century, Southwestern Entrance, Hagia Sophia (photo: Steven Zucker, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/nKs4NM>

A symbol of Byzantium
The great church of the Byzantine capital
Constantinople (Istanbul) took its current
structural form under the direction of the Emperor
Justinian I. The church was dedicated in 537, amid
great ceremony and the pride of the emperor (who
was sometimes said to have seen the completed
building in a dream). The daring engineering feats
of the building are well known. Numerous
medieval travelers praise the size and embel-

lishment of the church. Tales abound of miracles
associated with the church. Hagia Sophia is the
symbol of Byzantium in the same way that the
Parthenon embodies Classical Greece or the Eiffel
Tower typifies Paris. Each of those structures
express values and beliefs: perfect proportion,
industrial confidence, a unique spirituality. By
overall impression and attention to detail, the
builders of Hagia Sophia left the world a mystical
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building. The fabric of the building denies that it
can stand by its construction alone. Hagia Sophia’s
being seems to cry out for an other-worldly
explanation of why it stands because much within
the building seems dematerialized, an impression
that must have been very real in the perception of
the medieval faithful. The dematerialization can be
seen in as small a detail as a column capital or in
the building’s dominant feature, its dome.

from what it supports to the round column beneath.
What we see here is decoration that makes the
capital appear light, even insubstantial. The whole
appears more as filigree work than as robust stone
capable of supporting enormous weight to the
column.
Compare the Hagia Sophia capital with a Classical
Greek Ionic capital, this one from the Greek
Erechtheum on the Acropolis, Athens. The capital
has abundant decoration but the treatment does not
diminish the work performed by the capital. The
lines between the two spirals dip, suggesting the
weight carried while the spirals seem to show a
pent-up energy that pushes the capital up to meet
the entablature, the weight it holds. The capital is
a working member and its design expresses the
working in an elegant way.

Isidore of Miletus & Anthemius of Tralles for Emperor
Justinian, Hagia Sophia, Istanbul, 532–37 (photo: Steven
Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/nKs4eF>

Let us start with a look at a column capital

Ionic Capital, North Porch of the Erechtheion (Erechtheum),
Acropolis, Athens, marble, 421–407 B.C.E., British Museum
(photo: Steven Zucker CC:BY-NC-SA 2.0)

Basket Capital, Hagia Sophia (photo: William Allen, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0)

The capital is a derivative of the Classical Ionic
order via the variations of the Roman composite
capital and Byzantine invention. Shrunken volutes
appear at the corners decorative detailing runs the
circuit of lower regions of the capital. The column
capital does important work, providing transition

The relationship between the two is similar to the
evolution of the antique to the medieval seen in the
mosaics of San Vitale.
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The description became part of the lore of the great
church and is repeated again and again over the
centuries. A look at the base of the dome helps
explain the descriptions.

Deep Carving of Capital Fragment, Hagia Sophia (photo:
William Allen, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

A capital fragment on the grounds of Hagia Sophia
illustrates the carving technique. The stone is
deeply drilled, creating shadows behind the
vegetative decoration. The capital surface appears
thin. The capital contradicts its task rather than
expressing it. This deep carving appears
throughout Hagia Sophia’s capitals, spandrels, and
entablatures. Everywhere we look stone visually
denying its ability to do the work that it must do.
The important point is that the decoration suggests
that something other than sound building
technique must be at work in holding up the
building.

Hagia Sophia Dome, Semi-Dome and Cherubim in the
pendentive (photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

The windows at the bottom of the dome are closely
spaced, visually asserting that the base of the dome
is insubstantial and hardly touching the building
itself. The building planners did more than
squeeze the windows together, they also lined the
jambs or sides of the windows with gold mosaic.
As light hits the gold it bounces around the
openings and eats away at the structure and makes
room for the imagination to see a floating dome.

A golden dome suspended from heaven

We know that the faithful attributed the structural
success of Hagia Sophia to divine intervention.
Nothing is more illustrative of the attitude than
descriptions of the dome of Hagia Sophia.
Prokopios, biographer of the Emperor Justinian
and author of a book on the buildings of Justinian
is the first to assert that the dome hovered over the
building by divine intervention.
“…the huge spherical dome [makes] the structure
exceptionally beautiful. Yet it seems not to rest
upon solid masonry, but to cover the space with its
golden dome suspended from Heaven.” (from “The
Buildings” by Procopius, Loeb Classical Library,
1940, online at the University of Chicago Penelope
project)

Windows at the Base of the Dome, Hagia Sophia (photo:
William Allen, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
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It would be difficult not to accept the fabric as
consciously constructed to present a building that
is dematerialized by common constructional
expectation. Perception outweighs clinical
explanation. To the faithful of Constantinople and
its visitors, the building used divine intervention to
do what otherwise would appear to be impossible.
Perception supplies its own explanation: the dome
is suspended from heaven by an invisible chain.
Advice from an angel?

An old story about Hagia Sophia, a story that
comes down in several versions, is a pointed
explanation of the miracle of the church. So goes
the story: A youngster was among the craftsmen
doing the construction. Realizing a problem with
continuing work, the crew left the church to seek
help (some versions say they sought help from the
Imperial Palace). The youngster was left to guard
the tools while the workmen were away. A figure
appeared inside the building and told the boy the
solution to the problem and told the boy to go
to the workmen with the solution. Reassuring the
boy that he, the figure, would stay and guard the
tools until the boy returned, the boy set off. The
solution that the boy delivered was so ingenious
that the assembled problem solvers realized that
the mysterious figure was no ordinary man but
a divine presence, likely an angel. The boy was
sent away and was never allowed to return to the
capital. Thus the divine presence had to remain
inside the great church by virtue of his promise
and presumably is still there. Any doubt about
the steadfastness of Hagia Sophia could hardly
stand in the face of the fact that a divine guardian
watches over the church. [1]
Damage and repairs

Hagia Sophia sits astride an earthquake fault. The
building was severely damaged by three quakes
during its early history. Extensive repairs were
required. Despite the repairs, one assumes that the
city saw the survival of the church, amid city

rubble, as yet another indication of divine
guardianship of the church.
Extensive repair and restoration are ongoing in
the modern period. We likely pride ourselves on
the ability of modern engineering to compensate
for daring 6th Century building technique. Both
ages have their belief systems and we are
understandably certain of the rightness of our
modern approach to care of the great monument.
But we must also know that we would be lesser if
we did not contemplate with some admiration the
structural belief system of the Byzantine Age.
[1] Helen C. Evans, Ph.D., “Byzantium Revisited:
The Mosaics of Hagia Sophia in the Twentieth
Century,” Fourth Annual Pallas Lecture (University
of Michigan, 2006).
Historical outline: Isidore and Anthemius
replaced the original 4th-century church
commissioned by Emperor Constantine and a 5thcentury structure that was destroyed during the
Nika revolt of 532. The present Hagia Sophia or
the Church of Holy Wisdom became a mosque in
1453 following the conquest of Constantinople by
the Ottomans under Sultan Mehmed II. In 1934,
Atatürk, founder of Modern Turkey, converted the
mosque into a museum.
Additional resources

Hagia Sophia on The Metropolitan Museum of
Art’s Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History
<http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/haso/
hd_haso.htm>
Hagia Sophia from the Republic of Turkey
Ministry of Culture and Tourism
<https://tinyurl.com/ucbmp3f9>
Hagia Sophia 3D virtual tour
<https://tinyurl.com/2rxtx9vk>

13.
San Vitale and the Justinian Mosaic
Artwork in focus
Dr. Allen Farber

San Vitale, begun in 526 or 527 under Ostrogothic rule, consecrated 547, Ravenna (photo: Steven Zucker, CC:
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/e2Jt5T>

One of the most famous images of political
authority from the Middle Ages is the mosaic of
the Emperor Justinian and his court in the
sanctuary of the church of San Vitale in Ravenna,
Italy, itself one of the most important surviving
examples of Byzantine architecture.

This image (see below) is an integral part of a
much larger mosaic program in the chancel (the
space around the altar). A major theme of this
mosaic program is the authority of the emperor in
the Christian plan of history.
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The mosaic program can also be seen to give
visual testament to the two major ambitions of
Justinian’s reign: as heir to the tradition of Roman
Emperors, Justinian sought to restore the territorial
boundaries of the Empire. As the Christian
Emperor, he saw himself as the defender of the
faith. As such it was his duty to establish religious
uniformity or Orthodoxy throughout the Empire.
Apse mosaic (photo: Steven Zucker, CC: BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/e2QqR5>

Justinian and his attendants (photo: Steven Zucker, CC: BY-NC-SA 2.0)
Who’s Who in the Mosaic and What They Carry

In the chancel mosaic Justinian is posed frontally
in the center. He is haloed and wears a crown and
a purple imperial robe. He is flanked by members
of the clergy on his left with the most prominent
figure the Bishop Maximianus of Ravenna being
labelled with an inscription. To Justinian’s right
appear members of the imperial administration
identified by the purple stripe, and at the very far
left side of the mosaic appears a group of soldiers.
This mosaic thus establishes the central position

of the Emperor between the power of the church
and the power of the imperial administration and
military. Like the Roman Emperors of the past,
Justinian has religious, administrative, and
military authority. The clergy and Justinian carry
in sequence from right to left a censer, the gospel
book, the cross, and the bowl for the bread of the
Eucharist. This identifies the mosaic as the socalled Little Entrance which marks the beginning
of the Byzantine liturgy of the Eucharist.
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Apse detail (photo: Steven Zucker, CC: BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/e2JSvK>

Justinian’s gesture of carrying the bowl with the
bread of the Eucharist can be seen as an act of
homage to the True King who appears in the
adjacent apse mosaic.
Christ, dressed in imperial purple and seated on
an orb signifying universal dominion, offers the
crown of martyrdom to St. Vitale, but the same
gesture can be seen as offering the crown to
Justinian in the mosaic below. Justinian is thus
Christ’s vice-regent on earth, and his army is
actually the army of Christ as signified by the ChiRho on the shield.
Who’s in Front?

Closer examination of the Justinian mosaic reveals
an ambiguity in the positioning of the figures of
Justinian and the Bishop Maximianus.
Overlapping suggests that Justinian is the closest

figure to the viewer, but when the positioning of
the figures on the picture plane is considered, it
is evident that Maximianus’s feet are lower on the
picture plane which suggests that he is closer to the
viewer. This can perhaps be seen as an indication
of the tension between the authority of the
Emperor and the church.
Additional resources:

360 view of the apse (Columbia University)
<http://projects.mcah.columbia.edu/ha/panos/SanVitale/Apse/>
360 view from the nave (Columbia University)
<http://projects.mcah.columbia.edu/ha/panos/SanVitale/Main-Vessel/>
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Nazanin Hedayat Munroe, Dress Styles in the
Mosaics of San Vitale

<http://employees.oneonta.edu/farberas/ARTH/
arth212/san_vitale.html>

<http://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/listings/
2012/byzantium-and-islam/blog/topical-essays/
posts/san-vitale>

Byzantium on the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s
Timeline of Art History

Sarah E. Bassett, Style and Meaning in the
Imperial Panels at San Vitale

<http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/byza/
hd_byza.htm>

<https://www.jstor.org/stable/20067180>

360-degree Panorama of the Apse of San Vitale
from Columbia University

Mosaics of San Vitale in Ravenna by Dr. Allen
Farber

<http://www.learn.columbia.edu/ha/html/
byzantine_ravenna_san_vitale_apse.htm>

14.
San Vitale and the Justinian Mosaic
A conversation
Dr. Beth Harris and Dr. Steven Zucker

Beth: Looking at the outside of San Vitale, we
see that it has eight sides, so it’s an octagon. And
within that octagon is a smaller octagon that rises
higher.
Steven: The exterior of the church is brick. Those
bricks were taken from ancient Roman buildings
and reused here in the 6th century. The walls are
pierced with lots of windows. And that’s
especially important because the interior is
covered with some of the most magnificent
mosaics that survive from the early medieval
period.

San Vitale, Ravenna, 547 AD. (photo: Steven Zucker, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/e2Jt5T>

This is the transcript of a conversation conducted
in the church of San Vitale in Ravenna, Italy.
Steven: We’re in the Italian city of Ravenna,
standing outside of the Church of San Vitale. This
is a really important 6th-century church. It’s just
really old.
Beth: And it’s unusual in that it’s a centrally
planned church — that means its focus is on its
center instead of a basilica, which has a long, or
longitudinal, axis.
Steven: Right. When we think about a church, we
generally think about a building that’s shaped like
a cross: it has that long hallway, the nave. This
doesn’t have that. Instead, it’s got an ambulatory,
or an aisle, that surrounds its central space. In
this particular case, on the east side of the church,
there’s also an extension with an apse at the end.

Beth: Of course, you’d want that light glistening
on the gold and beautifully colored mosaics! Let’s
go inside and have a look.
Steven: We’ve walked into the church, and the
center towers over us.
Beth: And yet, these apse-like shapes that are
supported by columns undulate and move around
us.
Steven: There are massive piers that help support
the building. But there’s also a real delicacy. Look,
for instance, at the way that the columns are
doubled, that is, stacking one set of columns above
the next.
Beth: And they move in and out back into the
space of the ambulatory on the ground floor and
then up into the gallery above.
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Steven: Christ is holding the book of the
apocalypse with the seven seals visible. And in his
right hand, he’s handing a crown to St. Vitalis, who
was adopted as the primary martyr of this city.
Beth: And on the other side, we see Ecclesius, who
founded and sponsored the building of this church.
We see him handing the church to the angel beside
Christ. Every surface here in the apse is covered
with imagery, with figures, with decorative
patterning.
San Vitale, Ravenna. 547 AD. (photo: Steven Zucker, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/e2QA67>

Steven: But the real gem in this church can be seen
on the east end. Let’s walk over there. The eastern
end of San Vitale is completely covered in dense
mosaic.
Beth: These tiny pieces of glass and glass
sandwiching gold that reflect the light.
Steven: We’re walking up towards the apse now,
the semicircular space. There are three large
windows, and just about that, a large apse mosaic.
Beth: In the center, we see Christ dressed royally in
purple sitting on an orb, the orb of the Earth, of the
universe. Below flow the four rivers of paradise.
And on either side of him, an angel.

Steven: The only surfaces that really are stone are
of a very decorative marble, cut to pair and create
wonderful abstract designs. It is this lush, glorious
space here in this city that’s distant, perhaps, from
the capital of the empire, but that speaks to its
importance.
Beth: Right above the altar, we see an image of
the Lamb of God. And the Lamb of God refers to
Christ. He’s wearing a halo — this idea of Christ
as the sacrificial lamb, sacrificed for the
redemption of mankind.
Steven: The lamb is surrounded by a wreath of
victory: in this case, the idea of the triumph of
Christianity itself. That wreath is held in place by
four angels who stand on globes that refer to the
globe upon which Christ in the apse sits.
Beth: And then we see Christ again — but this time
bearded, older — in the archway at the beginning
of the chancel.
Steven: Right. The triumphal arch has Christ in
the center. It’s really a kind of bust-length portrait.
And his body is surrounded by a mandorla, a kind
of rainbow-colored halo. Then, moving down the
arch on either side are 14 figures, including the
apostles.

Apse Mosaic, San Vitale, Ravenna. 547 AD. (photo: Steven
Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/e2QqR5>

Beth: We see scenes from the Old Testament,
specifically ones that pre-figure the life of Christ
and Christ’s sacrifice, and we see scenes from the
New Testament.
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Steven: There are also fabulously decorative
columns made out of a high-quality marble that
was brought from the east. What’s most
remarkable about these columns for me is that
we’ve really left behind the Classical orders.
These are not Doric, they are not Ionic, they are
not Corinthian. They are early Christians trying to
invent a new iconography for their architecture.

Beth: Spiritual power go hand in hand with
political power, with the power of the emperor.
Steven: We see Justinian in the center wearing
purple, the color that is associated with the throne.
And he’s surrounded by his court. But there are
also religious figures representing the church, and
there are soldiers, three centers of power: the
church, the emperor, and the military.

Beth: And on top of the capitals, we see something
called impost blocks that help make the transition
up to the arches.
Steven: The two most important mosaics in San
Vitale flank the apse.
Beth: And those show the Emperor Justinian and
his empress, Theodora. Now, Justinian and
Theodora never actually came to Ravenna.
Steven: And they’re in the mosaics, we think, to
reassert their control over the city.
Beth: For much of the 400s, Ravenna was under
the control of a Goth, Theodoric (ruled Italy
493-526), and Theodoric was an Arian, that is,
he didn’t follow the orthodoxy, the Orthodox
doctrines of the church.
Steven: Basically, the Arians believed that Christ
was the creation of God the Father and therefore
was subordinate in the hierarchy of the Trinity.
Beth: Christ was a co-equal with God the Father
the way he is in Orthodox Christian belief. And
so Justinian, the emperor in Constantinople in the
early 500s, sends his general, Belisarius, to
conquer Italy, to reconquer Ravenna, and
reestablish Orthodox Christian belief here in
Ravenna.
Steven: And the Arian belief was suppressed. And
so what we’re seeing here is the reassertion of
Eastern imperial control. That is, Justinian is in
Constantinople in the east, and he is saying, “I’m
in charge even here in Ravenna, in Italy.”

Emperor Justinian Mosaic, San Vitale, Ravenna. 547 AD.
(photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
e2JAFe>

Beth: We can see that some of the figures are
treated more individualistically than others.
Justinian, Maximian are more individualized…
It’s possible that people at the time would have
looked up and recognized the other figures who
are lost to us today. But the figures from the army
are much more anonymous.
Steven: Justinian, the emperor authority, is divine;
you can see a halo around his head. He holds a
bowl associated with the Eucharist, which he is
handing in the direction of Christ in the apse.
Beth: Right, this is a bowl that would have
contained the bread for the sacrament of the
Eucharist. He’s in the center of the composition.
He’s frontal. But really all of the figures in this
mosaic are frontal.
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Steven: They are schematic, abstracted. This is the
medieval period. We’ve left the Classical tradition
of naturalism behind.
Beth: And so if we look closely at the figures, we
can see that there’s no real concern for accurate
proportions. Their feet don’t really seem to carry
the weight of their bodies. They seem to float in
an eternal space and not in an earthly space. Next
to Justinian, we see the bishop, Maximian, with
his name above him, although that was added later.
And beside him, other clergymen.
Steven: Maximian holds a beautiful jeweled cross.
Beth: The figures next to him hold a jeweled book
of the Gospels. And the figure at the far right holds
an incense burner. What we’re seeing here is the
emperor leading a procession for the enactment of
the sacrament of the Eucharist.
Steven: In fact, the Eucharist would have been
performed in the sanctuary. The figures stand in
front of a field of gold, which is very much a
Byzantine tradition.
Beth: When we say Byzantine, we’re referring to
the capital of the empire, which is a
Constantinople.
Steven: Which we now call Istanbul. You’ll notice
that the tesserae — that is, these small pieces of
colored glass, many of them with gold leaf that is
actually fused almost like a sandwich in between
two pieces of clear glass — are set into the wall
at angles so that the light reflects off them in a
way that is complicated and beautiful and creates
a sense of the liveliness of the surface. And that
would have been especially true when it was
illuminated by candles and by lanterns. Let’s walk
around to the other side and take a look at the
panel devoted to Theodora, Justinian’s wife. To
the right of the apse windows, we see the panel
of Theodora, the empress, and it mirrors the panel
with Justinian.

Empress Theodora Mosaic, San Vitale, Ravenna. 547 AD.
(photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
e2QP3m>

Beth: So we have an idea that Theodora,
Justinian’s empress, ruled as co-equal to Justinian,
that she was a very powerful woman, even though
she was reputedly of the lower class — that she
was an entertainer, apparently.
Steven: There are some colorful descriptions of her
past. She’s wearing incredibly elaborate clothing
and jewelry with rubies, with emeralds, with
sapphires, and very large pearls. And in back of
her head, just like Justinian, is a halo, which
speaks not to her own divinity, but to the divine
origin of her authority.
Beth: Like Justinian, who’s carrying a bowl that
held the bread for the Eucharist, Theodora is
carrying the chalice for the wine for the Eucharist.
And like Justinian, too, she’s surrounded by
attendants that symbolize the imperial court. A
curtain is raised as though she is about to take part
in a ceremony related to the Eucharist.
Steven: I’m really taken by the elaborate Byzantine
costume.
Beth: Well, there’s a sense of trying to bring the
richness of the imperial court in Constantinople
here to Ravenna.
Watch the video <https://youtu.be/It3i-dKusIM>.

15.
Cross-cultural artistic interaction in the Early Byzantine
period
Cross-cultural perspectives
Dr. Alicia Walker

The mosaic depicting the sixth-century empress
Theodora and her retinue in the church of San
Vitale (Ravenna, Italy) shows the empress’
attendants dressed in multicolored, luminous
garments with repeating patterns indicative of
woven silk.

Theodora mosaic, 540s, San Vitale, Ravenna (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
2m67UL3>

Although rendered in mosaic, a medium in which
Byzantine craftsmen held unrivaled expertise, the
image depicts Byzantine courtiers as consumers
of an intercultural market of luxury goods.
(Intercultural refers to something occurring
between or involving contact across two or more
cultural groups, usually across geographic and/or
political divides.)

At the time this mosaic was executed, the empire
had not yet mastered sericulture (the cultivation
of silkworms), which required special conditions
to raise mulberry bushes, the sole source of food
for the silk moth (bombyx mori). Both the raw
material of silk and the cloth woven from it were
imported at great expense from points east,
especially China, which held a virtual monopoly
in silk cultivation and processing. Women of the
court were among the few members of Early
Byzantine society who could afford this lavish
material, which demonstrated not only wealth but
also privileged access to circuits of trade.
Similarities among Sasanian, Early Byzantine, and
early Islamic textiles indicate that silk weavings
across these cultures shared not only material
characteristics but also iconographic, stylistic, and
technical features. The interconnectedness of
Byzantium with other societies through trade,
diplomacy, and military conflict had direct bearing
on the development of Byzantine art and
architecture, and Byzantium also impacted the
formation of other late antique and medieval
artistic traditions.
In the early fourth century, when Constantine I was
named emperor, the Roman-Byzantine Empire
extended throughout Afro-Eurasia (the landmasses
and interconnected societies of Africa, Europe,
and Asia), from Britain in the northwest to Syria in
the East and across the coast of North Africa in the
south.
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Map showing the extent of the Roman-Byzantine Empire at the apex of Constantine I’s rule in the early
fourth century, when it stretched from Britain in the northwest to Egypt in the southeast (Wikimedia
Commons, CC BY-SA 4.0)

The Roman-Byzantine Empire participated in
extensive trade and diplomatic contacts with a
wide range of societies, such that the period has
been characterized as one of “incipient
globalization.” [1] In the fourth to fifth centuries,
Northern Eurasian migratory groups vanquished
the western provinces of the Roman Empire, even
sacking Rome itself. Early modern European
historians overinterpreted the late antique and
medieval eras as a “Dark Ages,” focusing on
breakdowns in long distance communication and
supposed declines in cultural achievement in
Western Europe while ignoring the vital,
cosmopolitan cultures of the eastern Mediterranean and Near East.
During this period, the eastern Roman-Byzantine
Empire, with its capital in Constantinople,
weathered centuries of periodic geo-political

instability, socio-religious change, and economic
crisis, all the while maintaining and further
developing commercial and diplomatic contacts
across late antique and early medieval AfroEurasia. A sense of the convergence of military
might, cultural identity, and exotic goods is
conveyed by the so-called Barberini Ivory.
The triumphant emperor on horseback at center
receives blessings from Christ, above, and a
gesture of subservience from Ge (the
personification of Earth) below. Yet the image also
asserts the emperor’s dominion through the
depiction of conquered peoples. A cowering figure
behind and to the left wears the quintessential
costume associated with depictions of late antique
“Persians” (that is, Sasanians): leggings, a kneelength tunic, and a pointed cap. He touches the
emperor’s standard submissively.
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Detail of figure in Persian garb, Barberini Ivory,
Constantinople (?), 525–550, ivory, ca. 34 x 19 x
3 cm (photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/MJqYwy>
Barberini Ivory, Constantinople (?), 525–550, ivory, ca. 34 x
19 x 3 cm (photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/Mks9is>

Below, foreign peoples (Persians, Indians) in their
distinctive dress bear tribute for the emperor,
including a diadem (a headband, often adorned
with jewels and sometimes serving as an
indication of rulership), exotic animals, and an
elephant tusk. The latter detail inflects the viewer’s
appreciation of the polyptych itself, which is
fabricated from ivory that was likely traded via
Aksum, a Christian kingdom (located at the
intersection of modern-day Ethiopia, Eritrea, and
Yemen) that was a major actor in trade between
the Mediterranean, Africa, and India. In the Early
Byzantine era, ivory was sourced from India and
Africa, where elephants were indigenous. The
Barberini polyptych, therefore, embodies in its
very materiality the ideals of universal might and
intercultural control of precious resources
conveyed in its iconography.

Bottom panel of the Barberini Ivory showing foreign peoples,
Constantinople (?), 525–550, ivory, ca. 34 x 19 x 3 cm (photo:
Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/Mks9is>

Silk textiles, like those worn by Theodora’s
attendants in the mosaic at San Vitale, were among
the foreign goods most coveted by the Early
Byzantine elite. (See image below.)
Desire for silk, spices, precious stones, and other
luxury commodities anchored Constantinople as
the western terminus of the so-called Silk Roads.
(The Silk Road was a network of land and sea
routes that ran from East Asia to the
Mediterranean world, and dominated the trade of
luxury items, such as silk textiles, jewelries, and
gold and silver vessels.)
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Detail of the wall mosaic depicting the attendants of
empress Theodora’s wearing luxury silk garments,
540s, San Vitale, Ravenna (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2m67UL3>

Map showing Constantinople (upper left corner) in the network of trade routes that
made up the Silk Roads, adapted from Françoise Demange, Glass, Gilding, and Grand
Design: Art of Sasanian Iran (224–642) (New York: Asia Society, 2007) (Evan
Freeman, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
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In the sixth and seventh centuries, they assisted
in defending the Roman-Byzantine Empire against
Sasanian and Muslim adversaries. Similarly, the
nomadic Avars, who originated in the Eurasian
Steppe, were allies of the Early Byzantine Empire.
They received substantial gifts in the form of
Byzantine coins and precious objects (and engaged
in raids to obtain additional booty). The Avars
were skilled metalworkers and also produced their
own works of art in imitation of Byzantine models.

Bowl excavated at Sutton Hoo, Early Byzantine, 6th–early 7th
century, silver, 21.5 cm diameter (The British Museum, CC
BY-NC-SA 4.0) <https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/
object/H_1939-1010-80>

Objects and raw materials—as well as artistic
ideas and forms—traveled back and forth along
these routes by land and sea from Europe and
Africa to the eastern edges of Asia. Early
Byzantine silks, glass, and coins have been
discovered in graves and treasuries from Britain
to China—and even in Japan. Sixth- or seventhcentury Byzantine silver vessels with control
stamps (a mark guaranteeing the metal content of
an object and, thereby, its monetary
value) discovered in the Anglo-Saxon ship burial
at the site of Sutton Hoo (Suffolk, England)
bespeak the westward circulation of Byzantine
objects in this period. Rosette motifs (schematic
flowers) on these bowls may have been interpreted
by Anglo-Saxon viewers as a sacred tree motif,
thereby bridging Christian and pagan AngloSaxon iconographic traditions. [2]
Early Byzantine efforts to secure the borders of the
Empire sometimes involved alliances with foreign
peoples. For example, the Arab-Christian kingdom
of the Ghassanids was a client state of the Early
Byzantine Empire. (The Ghassanids converted to
Christianity in the early Christian period and
became vassals of the Roman state; they lived at
the eastern edge of the Roman-Byzantine Empire
and acted as a buffer against the eastern enemies
of Rome and as allies fighting on behalf of
Byzantines against the Sasanians.)

Ewer of Zenobius, Avar or Byzantine, 700s, silver and
partial-gilt, c. 23 × 13 cm, 652g (The Metropolitan Museum of
Art) <https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/
464113>

The so-called Ewer of Zenobius is a silver vessel
inscribed in Greek around its neck. It may have
been fabricated in a Byzantine workshop and then
gifted to an Avar leader or it may have been
produced (or altered) by Avar craftsmen who
emulated Byzantine artistic techniques, control
stamps, and/or inscriptions. (See image below.)
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The famed early Islamic shrine known as the
Dome of the Rock was modeled after Early
Byzantine commemorative structures and is
decorated in an elaborate program of mosaics and
marble revetment that in part emulates Byzantine
models and may even have been created by
Byzantine craftsmen.

Detail of the base of the Ewer of Zenobius showing
monograms that represent imperial Byzantine
control stamps for silver, Avar or Byzantine, 700s,
silver and partial-gilt, c. 23 × 13 cm, 652g (The
Metropolitan Museum of Art)

As the Byzantines lost their eastern territories to
encroaching Islamic armies in the seventh century,
the Muslim political and military elite inherited
Roman-Byzantine visual and material culture in
the lands they conquered. This is especially
apparent in the desert villas constructed in regions
settled by the first Islamic dynasty, the Umayyads.
The extensive wall painting program in an early
eighth-century bath house at the Umayyad
residence of Qusayr ‘Amra (in modern Jordan)
employed a rich array of Roman-Byzantine
iconography, including astronomical imagery,
portraits of Byzantine and other early medieval
rulers, hunting scenes, and depictions of bathers.

Interior view of the Dome of the Rock (Qubbat al-Sakhra),
Umayyad, stone masonry, wooden roof, decorated with glazed
ceramic tile, mosaics, and gilt aluminum and bronze dome,
691–92, with multiple renovations, patron the Caliph Abd
al-Malik, Jerusalem (photo: Virtutepetens, CC BY-SA 4.0)

Although it is common today to associate global
networks with the modern period, intercultural
connections were also a vital part of ancient, late
antique, and medieval experience in Afro-Eurasia.
The Byzantine Empire communicated with diverse
cultures and societies, and the art, architecture, and
material culture of Byzantium and its neighbors
attest eloquently to this interconnected reality.
Notes:
[1] Anthea Harris, ed., Incipient Globalization?:
Long-distance Contacts in the Sixth Century
(Oxford: Archaeopress, 2007).

Floor painting (fresco) of Ge or Gaia, from Qasr al-Hayr
al-Gharbi, Syria, now in the National Museum in
Damascus, 727 (photo: Daniel Waugh)

[2] Michael Bintley, “The Byzantine Silver Bowls
in the Sutton Hoo Ship Burial and Tree-Worship in
Anglo-Saxon England,” Papers from the Institute
of Archaeology 21 (2011): 34–45.
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Additional resources
G. W. Bowersock, Peter Brown, and Oleg Grabar,
Late antiquity: A Guide to the Postclassical
World(Cambridge, Mass.; London, Eng.: Belknap
Press of Harvard University Press, 1999).
Nicola Di Cosmo and Michael Maas, Empires and
exchanges in Eurasian Late Antiquity: Rome,

China, Iran, and the Steppe, ca. 250–750
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018).
Helen C. Evans and Brandie Ratliff, Byzantium
and Islam: Age of Transition, 7th–9th Century
(New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art; New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2012).

16.
The Dome of the Rock (Qubbat al-Sakhra)
Cross-cultural perspectives
Dr. Elizabeth Macaulay

The Dome of the Rock (Qubbat al-Sakhra), Umayyad, stone masonry, wooden roof, decorated with glazed
ceramic tile, mosaics, and gilt aluminum and bronze dome, 691-92, with multiple renovations, patron the
Caliph Abd al-Malik, Jerusalem (photo: Gary Lee Todd, CC0 1.0) <https://flic.kr/p/Ka4Whk>

The Dome of the Rock is a building of extraordinary beauty, solidity, elegance, and singularity
of shape… Both outside and inside, the decoration is so magnificent and the workmanship
so surpassing as to defy description. The greater part is covered with gold so that the eyes of
one who gazes on its beauties are dazzled by its brilliance, now glowing like a mass of light,
now flashing like lightning.
—Ibn Battuta (14th century travel writer)
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A glorious mystery

One of the most iconic images of the Middle East
is undoubtedly the Dome of the Rock shimmering
in the setting sun of Jerusalem. Sitting atop the
Haram al-Sharif, the highest point in old
Jerusalem, the Dome of the Rock’s golden-color
Dome and Turkish Faience tiles dominates the
cityscape of Old Jerusalem and in the 7th century
served as a testament to the power of the new
faith of Islam. The Dome of the Rock is one of
the earliest surviving buildings from the Islamic
world. This remarkable building is not a mosque,
as is commonly assumed and scholars still debate
its original function and meaning.
Between the death of the prophet Muhammad in
632 and 691/2, when the Dome of the Rock was
completed, there was intermittent warfare in
Arabia and Holy Land around Jerusalem. The first

Arab armies who emerged from the Arabian
peninsula were focused on conquering and
establishing an empire—not building.
The Dome of the Rock was one of the first Islamic
buildings ever constructed. It was built between
685 and 691/2 by Abd al-Malik, arguably the most
important Umayyad caliph, as a religious focal
point for his supporters, while he was fighting a
civil war against Ibn Zubayr. When Abd al-Malik
began construction on the Dome of the Rock, he
did not have control of the Kaaba, the holiest
shrine in Islam, which is located in Mecca.
The Dome is located on the Haram al-Sharif, an
enormous open-air platform that now houses AlAqsa mosque, madrasas and several other
religious buildings. Few places are as holy for
Christians, Jews, and Muslims as the Haram alSharif.

The Dome of the Rock (Qubbat al-Sakhra), Umayyad, stone masonry, wooden roof, decorated with glazed
ceramic tile, mosaics, and gilt aluminum and bronze dome, 691-92, with multiple renovations, patron the
Caliph Abd al-Malik, Jerusalem (photo: Dennis Jarvis, CC BY-NC 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/TViC9g>
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View of the Western Wall and the Dome of the Rock, Haram al-Sharif, the Temple Mount, Jerusalem (photo:
Larry Koester CC BY 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/YqXyny>
The Rock in the Dome of the Rock

Interior of the Dome of the Rock (photo: Robert Smythe
Hitchens, public domain)

It is the Temple Mount, the site of the Jewish
second temple, which the Roman Emperor Titus
destroyed in 70 C.E. while subduing the Jewish
revolt; a Roman temple was later built on the site.
The Temple Mount was abandoned in Late
Antiquity.

At the center of the Dome of the Rock sits a large
rock, which is believed to be the location where
Abraham was prepared to sacrifice his son Ismail
(Isaac in the Judeo/Christian tradition). Today,
Muslims believe that the Rock commemorates the
night journey of Muhammad. One night the Angel
Gabriel came to Muhammad while he slept near
the Kaaba in Mecca and took him to al-Masjid
al-Aqsa (the farthest mosque) in Jerusalem. From
the Rock, Muhammad journeyed to heaven, where
he met other prophets, such as Moses and Christ,
witnessed paradise and hell and finally saw God
enthroned and circumambulated by angels.
The Rock is enclosed by two ambulatories (in this
case the aisles that circle the rock) and an
octagonal exterior wall. The central colonnade
(row of columns) was composed of four piers and
twelve columns supporting a rounded drum that
transitions into the two-layered dome more than 20
meters in diameter.
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The colonnades are clad in marble on their lower
registers, and their upper registers are adorned
with exceptional mosaics. The ethereal interior
atmosphere is a result of light that pours in from
grilled windows located in the drum and exterior
walls. Golden mosaics depicting jewels shimmer
in this glittering light. Byzantine and Sassanian
crowns in the midst of vegetal motifs are also
visible.

Mosaic detail, Dome of the Rock (public domain)

Mosaics

K.A.C. Creswell, Sectional axonometric view through dome, ©
Creswell Archive, Ashmolean Museum, Image courtesy of Fine
Arts Library, Harvard College Library

The Byzantine Empire stood to the North and to
the West of the new Islamic Empire until 1453,
when its capital, Constantinople, fell to the
Ottoman Turks. To the East, the old Sasanian
Empire of Persia imploded under pressure from
the Arabs, but nevertheless provided winged
crown motifs that can be found in the Dome of the
Rock.

Wall and ceiling mosaics became very popular in
Late Antiquity and adorn many Byzantine
churches, including San Vitale in Ravenna and
Hagia Sophia in Constantinople. Thus, the use of
mosaics reflects an artistic tie to the world of Late
Antiquity. Late Antiquity is a period from about
300-800, when the Classical world dissolves and
the Medieval period emerges.
The mosaics in the Dome of the Rock contain no
human figures or animals. While Islam does not
prohibit the use of figurative art per se, it seems
that in religious buildings, this proscription was
upheld. Instead, we see vegetative scrolls and
motifs, as well as vessels and winged crowns,
which were worn by Sasanian kings. Thus, the
iconography of the Dome of the Rock also
includes the other major pre-Islamic civilization of
the region, the Sasanian Empire, which the Arab
armies had defeated.
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Interior view of the Dome of the Rock (Qubbat al-Sakhra), Umayyad, stone masonry, wooden roof, decorated
with glazed ceramic tile, mosaics, and gilt aluminum and bronze dome, 691-92, with multiple renovations,
patron the Caliph Abd al-Malik, Jerusalem (photo: Virtutepetens, CC BY-SA 4.0) <https://tinyurl.com/
dhhxtyhs>

A reference to local churches
Scholars used to think that the building enclosing
the Rock derived its form from the imperial
mausolea (the burial places) of Roman emperors,
such as Augustus or Hadrian. However, its
octagonal form and Dome more likely referenced
earlier local churches. The Church of the Holy
Sepulcher in Jerusalem was built to enclose the
tomb of Christ. The Church of the Holy Sepulcher
and the Dome of the Rock have domes that are
almost identical in size; this suggests that the
elevated position of the Dome of the Rock and
the comparable size of its dome was a way that
Muslims in the late 8th century proclaimed the

superiority of their newly formed faith over
Christians. Furthermore, the octagonal form of the
Dome may derive from the Church of the
Kathisma, a 5th-century Church, later converted to
a mosque, that was located between Jerusalem and
Bethlehem. It was constructed over the rock where
Mary reportedly sat on her way to Bethlehem. It
is octagonal in shape and had an aisle that allowed
circumambulation around the center. Therefore,
rather than looking to the monuments of Rome,
which was now far less important than
Constantinople and Jerusalem, these local
buildings may have been more important models.
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The inscription

The Dome of the Rock also contains an
inscription, 240 meters long, that includes some of
the earliest surviving examples of verses from the
Qur‘an – in an architectural context or otherwise.
The bismillah (in the name of God, the merciful
and compassionate), the phrase that starts each
verse of the Qu’ran, and the shahada, the Islamic
confession of faith, which states that there is only
one God and Muhammad is his prophet, are also
included in the inscription. The inscription also
refers to Mary and Christ and proclaims that Christ
was not divine but a prophet. Thus the inscription
also proclaims some of the core values of the
newly formed religion of Islam. It also
demonstrates the importance of calligraphy as a
decorative form in Islamic Art.

Interior view of the Dome of the Rock with partial inscription
(Qubbat al-Sakhra), 691-92 (Umayyad), Jerusalem (photo:
Virtutepetens, CC BY-SA 4.0)

Below the Rock is a small chamber, whose
purpose is not fully understood even to this day.
For those who are fortunate enough to be able
to enter the Dome of the Rock, the experience is
moving, regardless of one’s faith.

Additional resources
Archinet essay <http://archnet.org/library/sites/
one-site.jsp?site_id=41>

Views of the Dome of the Rock from Manar AlAthar (University of Oxford)

Images of the interior of the Dome of the Rock
from Manar Al-Athar (University of Oxford)

<https://tinyurl.com/2p4ykjbc>

<https://tinyurl.com/52jezup9>
Images of mosaics from the Dome of the Rock
from Manar Al-Athar (University of Oxford)
<https://tinyurl.com/3vm5rck7>
Image of the exterior of the Dome of the Rock
from Manar Al-Athar (University of Oxford)
<https://tinyurl.com/yvjwdtrs>

A virtual walking tour of the Temple Mount (AlHaram Al-Sharif)
<https://tinyurl.com/v7xyjhhx>
Ibn Battuta on the Dome of the Rock
<http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/source/
1354-ibnbattuta.asp>
Walid Khalidi, “The Dome of the Rock”, Aramco
World vol. 47, no. 5 (1996)
<https://tinyurl.com/83p3m7f7>

17.
Smarthistory video: Woman with Scroll
Questions for study or discussion
Dr. Evan Freeman and Dr. Anne McClanan

https://smarthistory.org/woman-with-scroll/
Thinking about context

• In what condition does this sculpture
survive?

• How might this sculpture have been
originally displayed? What details
support your position?

• How can we reconstruct this sculpture’s
original appearance?
• What role do materials and techniques
play in the sculpture’s appearance and
the viewer’s experience of it?

• What functions did sculptures like this
serve in the Roman world?
Thinking about this object

Thinking about iconography

• What materials and techniques were
used to create this sculpture?
149

• What does this sculpture tell us about the
woman it depicts? How does it do this?
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Evan and Anne discuss Marble Portrait Bust of a Woman with a Scroll, late 4th–early 5th century
C.E., pentelic marble, 53 x 27.5 x 22.2 cm (The Metropolitan Museum of Art, The Cloisters
Collection) <https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/468716>
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Thinking about iconography (continued)
• What does this sculpture suggest about
the experiences of women in its time and
place?
• In what ways might this woman’s
experiences have been the same or
different from other women of her time?
Thinking about art history
• How does this sculpture fit within the
broader history of art?
Watch the video.
<https://youtu.be/5MaHD0RUaAQ>

Evan and Anne discuss Marble Portrait Bust of a Woman with
a Scroll, late 4th–early 5th century C.E., pentelic marble, 53 x
27.5 x 22.2 cm (The Metropolitan Museum of Art, The
Cloisters Collection)

18.
Smarthistory video: A chalice from the Attarouthi Treasure
Questions for study or discussion
Dr. Anne McClanan and Dr. Evan Freeman

https://smarthistory.org/a-chalice-from-the-attarouthi-treasure/
Thinking about context

Thinking about this object

• When and where was this chalice made?
• How was this chalice used?
• How did the survival of this chalice
relate to the shifting borders of the
Byzantine Empire in the seventh
century?
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• What materials and techniques were
used to create this chalice?
• What role do materials and techniques
play in the chalice’s appearance and the
viewer’s experience of it?
• How does this chalice’s materials and
form reflect its ritual function?
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Thinking about iconography
• What is depicted on this chalice?
• Why do you think this chalice was
decorated with these images?
• How might this imagery have resonated
with the chalice’s ritual functions?
Thinking about art history
• How does this chalice and its imagery fit
within the broader history of art?
Watch the video.
<https://youtu.be/2AVRI5MTyVo>

The Attarouthi Treasure, Chalice, Silver and gilded silver,
500–650 C.E. (The Metropolitan Museum of Art)
<https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/466136>

The Attarouthi Treasure — Chalices, Silver and gilded silver, 500–650 C.E. (The
Metropolitan Museum of Art) <https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/
search/466136>

III

The Iconoclastic Controversy, c. 700s-843
C.E.
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19.
Byzantine Iconoclasm and the Triumph of Orthodoxy
Dr. Evan Freeman

The “Iconoclastic Controversy” over religious
images was a defining moment in the history of
the Eastern Roman “Byzantine” Empire. Centered
in Byzantium’s capital of Constantinople (modern
Istanbul) from the 700s–843, imperial and Church
authorities debated whether religious images
should be used in Christian worship or banned.
Who were the players and what was this
Controversy all about?

puzzle us today. But in Byzantium, religious
images were bound up in religious belief and
practice. In a society with no concept of separation
of church and state, religious orthodoxy (right
belief) was believed to impact not only the
salvation of individual souls, but also the fate of
the entire Empire. Viewed from this perspective, it
is possible to understand how debates over images
could entangle both Church leaders and emperors.

Key Terms

Icons (Greek for “images”) refers to the religious
images of Byzantium, made from a variety of
media, which depict holy figures and events.
Iconoclasm refers to any destruction of images,
including the Byzantine Iconoclastic Controversy
of the eighth and ninth centuries, although the
Byzantines themselves did not use this term.
Iconomachy (Greek for “image struggle”) was the
term the Byzantines used to describe the
Iconoclastic Controversy.
Iconoclasts (Greek for “breakers of images”)
refers to those who opposed icons.
Iconophiles (Greek for “lovers of images”), also
known as “iconodules” (Greek for “servants of
images”), refers to those who supported the use of
religious images.
What was the big deal?

Debating for over a century whether religious
images should or should not be allowed may
157

Icon of Christ, late 14th century, Thessaloniki
(Museum of Byzantine Culture, Thessaloniki)
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The arguments

The iconophiles and iconoclasts developed
sophisticated theological and philosophical
arguments to argue for and against religious
images. Here is a quick summary of some of their
main points:
The iconoclasts noted that the Bible often
prohibited images, notably in the Second
Commandment (one of the Ten Commandments
appearing in the Hebrew Bible):
You shall not make for yourself an idol, whether
in the form of anything that is in heaven above, or
that is on the earth beneath, or that is in the water
under the earth. You shall not bow down to them or
worship them….(Exodus 20:4–5, NRSV)

The iconophiles countered that while the Bible
prohibited images in some passages, God also
mandated the creation of images in other
instances, for example God commanded that
cherubim (winged angelic beings) should adorn
the Ark of the Covenant: “You shall make two
cherubim of gold; you shall make them of
hammered work, at the two ends of the mercy
seat.” (Exodus 25:18, NRSV). (According to the
Hebrew Bible, the Ark of the Covenant was a
wooden chest covered with gold containing the
tablets on which the Ten Commandments were
inscribed; the mercy-seat was the gold cover on
the Ark, which was understood as God’s resting
place.)
The iconoclasts argued that God was invisible and
infinite, and therefore beyond human ability to
depict in images. Since Jesus was both human and
divine, the iconoclasts argued that artists could
not depict him in images. The iconophiles agreed
that God could not be represented in images but
argued that when Jesus Christ, the Son of God,
was born as a human being with a physical body,
he allowed himself to be seen and depicted. Since
some icons were believed to date to the time of

Christ, icons were understood to offer a kind of
proof that the Son of God entered the world as
a human being, died on the cross, rose from the
dead, and ascended into heaven—all for the
salvation of humankind.
The iconoclasts also objected to practices of
honoring icons with candles and incense, and by
bowing before and kissing them, in which
worshippers seemed to worship created matter (the
icon itself) rather than the creator. But the
iconophiles asserted that when Christians honored
images of Christ and the saints like this, they did
not worship the artwork as such, but honored the
holy person represented in the image.

Timeline of events
Early centuries

Sporadic evidence of Christians creating religious
images and honoring them with candles and
garlands emerges from as early as the second
century C.E. Church leaders often condemned
such images and devotional practices, which
seemed too similar to the pagan religions that
Christians rejected.
The seventh century

The Byzantine Empire faced invasions from
Persians and Arabs in the seventh century,
resulting in significant loss of territory. Trade
decreased and the empire experienced an
economic downturn. Byzantine anxieties over
images likely emerge, at least in part, as a result
of these devastating events (which may have been
perceived as signs of God’s displeasure with
icons).
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Approximate boundaries of the Byzantine Empire at its greatest extent in the mid-6th century (underlying map
© Google)

Approximate boundaries of the Byzantine Empire in the mid-eighth century (underlying map © Google)
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Through the centuries, icons became increasingly
widespread in Byzantium. By the late seventh
century, the Church began to legislate on images.
Church leaders at the Quinisext Council (also
known as the Council of Trullo) held in
Constantinople in 691–92 prohibited the depiction
of crosses on floors where they could be walked
on, which was understood as disrespectful. They
also mandated that Christ be depicted as a human
rather than symbolically as a lamb in order to
affirm Christ’s incarnation and saving works.
Around this same time, emperor Justinian
II (reigned 685–94 and 705–71) incorporated
icons of Christ onto his coins. These events
suggest the growing importance of religious
images in the Byzantine Empire at this time.

Historical evidence firmly identifies Leo’s son,
emperor Constantine V (reigned 741–75), as an
iconoclast. Constantine publicly argued against
icons and convened a Church council that rejected
religious images at the palace in the
Constantinople suburb of Hieria in 754. Probably
as a result of this council, iconoclasts replaced
images of saints with crosses in the sekreton
(audience hall) between the patriarchal palace and
Constantinople’s great cathedral, Hagia Sophia, in
the 760s (discussed further below).
787 Iconophile Council of Nicaea II

In 787, the empress Irene—who ruled as regent
for her son Constantine VI from 780–90, as coruler with Constantine VI from 792–97, and as
sole ruler from 797–802—convened a pro-image
Church council, which negated the Iconoclast
council held in Hieria in 754 and affirmed the use
of religious images. The council drew on the proimage writings of a Syrian monk, Saint John of
Damascus, who lived c. 675–749.
The second phase of Iconoclasm: 815–843

Solidus of Justinian II showing Christ on one side (left) and
the emperor on the other side (right), 692–95, Constantinople,
gold, 4.43 g, 2cm (photo: Yale University Art Gallery, CC0)

The Krst phase of Iconoclasm: 720s–787

Historical texts suggest the struggle over images
began in the 720s. According to traditional
accounts, Iconoclasm was prompted by emperor
Leo III (who reigned 717–41 and was the founder
of the Isaurian Dynasty) removing an icon of
Christ from the Chalke Gate of the imperial palace
in Constantinople in 726 or 730, sparking a
widespread destruction of images and a
persecution of those who defended images. But
more recently, scholars have noted a lack of
evidence supporting this traditional narrative, and
believe that iconophiles probably exaggerated the
offenses of the iconoclasts for rhetorical effect
after the Controversy.

Emperor Leo V, who reigned from 813–20, banned
images once again in 815, beginning what is often
referred to as a second phase of Byzantine
Iconoclasm. Leo V’s ban on images followed
significant Byzantine military losses to the Bulgars
in Macedonia and Thrace, which Leo may have
viewed as a sign of God’s displeasure with icons.
Theodore, abbot of the Stoudios Monastery in
Constantinople, wrote in defense of icons during
this time. Evidence suggests this second phase of
Iconoclasm was more mild than the first.
The Triumph of Orthodoxy

The iconoclastic emperor Theophilos, who
assumed the throne in 829, died in 842. His son,
Michael III, was too young to rule alone, so
empress Theodora (Michael III’s mother), and the
eunuch Theoktistos (an official), ruled as regents
until Michael III came of age. Later sources
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describe Theodora as a secret iconophile during
her husband’s iconoclastic reign, although there is
a lack of evidence to support this. For reasons not
entirely clear, Theodora and Theoktistos installed
the iconophile patriarch Methodios I (who held
this office from 843–47) and once again affirmed
religious images in 843, definitively ending
Byzantine Iconoclasm.

The Church acclaimed the restoration of images
as the “Triumph of Orthodoxy,” which continues
to be commemorated annually on the first Sunday
of Lent in the Eastern Orthodox Church to this
day. (Lent, or Great Lent, is an annual, 40-day
period of fasting that precedes Holy Week and the
celebration of Pascha, or Easter, in the Eastern
Orthodox Church.)
Iconoclasm and the Triumph of Orthodoxy in
Byzantine Mosaics

The Byzantine Iconoclastic Controversy was not
merely an intellectual debate, but was also an
inflection point in the history of Byzantine art
itself. Let us consider the examples of three
Byzantine churches, whose mosaics offer visual
evidence of the Iconoclastic Controversy and
subsequent Triumph of Orthodoxy: Hagia Eirene
in Constantinople (Istanbul), the Dormition in
Nicaea (İznik, Turkey), and Hagia Sophia in
Constantinople (Istanbul).
Hagia Eirene in Constantinople

Icon of the Triumph of Orthodoxy, c. 1400, Constantinople,
tempera on wood, 39 x 31 x 5.3 cm (The British Museum, CC
BY-NC-SA 4.0)

Imperial and Church leaders marked this
restoration of images with a triumphant procession
through the city of Constantinople, culminating
with a celebration of the Divine Liturgy (a church
service with hymnography, readings from the
Bible, and the celebration of the Eucharist) in
Hagia Sophia.

The emperor Justinian constructed the church of
Hagia Eirene in Constantinople (Istanbul) in the
sixth century, but the church’s dome was not well
supported, and the building was badly damaged by
an earthquake in 740. Emperor Constantine V, who
reigned from 741–75, rebuilt Hagia Eirene in the
mid to late 750s.
Constantine V—who, as an iconoclast, opposed
pictorial depictions of Christ and the saints—is
credited with decorating the apse of the church
with a cross, which the iconoclasts found
acceptable. The cross mosaic makes liberal use
of costly materials, such as gold and silver. The
skilled artists who created the mosaic bent the
arms of the cross downward to compensate for
the curve of the dome so that the crossarm would
appear straight to viewers standing on the floor of
the church.
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Hagia Eirene, begun 532, rebuilt following an earthquake in 740, Constantinople (Istanbul)
(photo: Alexxx1979, CC BY-SA 4.0)

Apse mosaic with cross, Hagia Eirene, rebuilt after 740,
Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kqiRYf>

Hagia Eirene, begun 532, rebuilt following an
earthquake in 740, Constantinople (Istanbul)
(photo: Gryffindor, CC0)

Clearly, while the iconoclasts opposed certain
types of religious imagery, they did not reject art
entirely, and were sometimes important patrons of
art and architecture, as was Constantine V. There
is also evidence that emperor Theophilos—who
reigned during the second phase of
Iconoclasm—expanded and lavishly decorated the
imperial palace and other spaces.
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1912 photograph showing multiple phases in the apse mosaic
at the church of Dormition (now destroyed), Nicaea (İznik,
Turkey) (photo: N.K. Kluge) Phase 1 (yellow) The original
mosaics predate Iconoclasm and were probably created in the
late seventh or early eighth century. They pictured the Virgin
and Child standing on a jeweled footstool in the apse. An
inscription refers to the church’s founder, whose name was
Hyakinthos.

Phase 2 (red) Sometime during the Iconoclastic Controversy
of the eighth and ninth centuries, the image of the Virgin and
Child was removed and replaced with a plain cross like the
one in Hagia Eirene in Constantinople, whose outlines can
still be partially observed in the 1912 photograph. Phase 3
(purple) Sometime after the Triumph of Orthodoxy in 843, the
cross was replaced with another image of the Virgin and
Child.

The church of the Dormition in Nicaea
Iconoclastic activity can be directly observed in
the mosaics of the church of the Dormition (or
Koimesis) at Nicaea (İznik, Turkey). Although the
church does not survive today, photographs from
1912 clearly show seams, or sutures, where parts
of the mosaics were removed and replaced during
the Byzantine era.

Although the precise history of the mosaics at
Nicaea is difficult to reconstruct, the 1912
photographs clearly indicate three distinct phases
of creation and subsequent restorations during and
after the Iconoclastic era.
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Hagia Sophia in Constantinople
Iconoclasm in the sekreton

The only surviving evidence of destruction of
images in the Byzantine capital survives at Hagia
Sophia, in audience halls (sekreta) that connected
the southwestern corner of the church at the
gallery level with the patriarchal palace. Primary
sources speak of patriarch Niketas—the highestranking
Church
official
in
Constantinople—removing mosaics of Christ and
the saints from the small sekreton sometime
between 766–69.
And as at the church of the Dormition in Nicaea,
scars are visible in the mosaics in the small
sekreton. Roundels with crosses, which survive
today, likely once contained portraits of saints,
which patriarch Niketas is said to have removed.
Beneath the roundels, the ghostly remnants of
erased inscriptions indicate where the missing
saints’ names once appeared.

Mosaics in the small sekreton, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople
(Istanbul) (photo: © Dumbarton Oaks)

Plan of Hagia Sophia showing apse mosaic and sekreton mosaics
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new mosaic. Photios condemned the iconoclasts
for “Stripping the Church, Christ’s bride, of her
own ornaments [i.e. images], and wantonly
inflicting bitter wounds on her, wherewith her face
was scarred. . . .” He went on to speak of the
restoration of images:
[The Church] now regains the ancient dignity of
her comeliness. . . . If one called this day the
beginning and day of Orthodoxy . . . one would not
be far wrong. Photios, Homily 17, 3

Mosaics in the small sekreton, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople
(Istanbul) (photo: © Dumbarton Oaks)

Apse mosaic and the Triumph of Orthodoxy

Following the Triumph of Orthodoxy, the
Byzantines installed a new mosaic of the Virgin
and Child in the apse of Constantinople’s Hagia
Sophia. The image was accompanied by an
inscription (now partially destroyed), which
framed the image as a response to Iconoclasm:
“The images which the imposters [i.e. the
iconoclasts] had cast down here pious emperors
have again set up.” Yet unlike at Nicaea, there
is no evidence of the apse’s previous decoration
or of any interventions by iconoclasts. So while
the inscription implies that iconoclasts removed a
figural image from this position, this ninth-century
Virgin and Child mosaic installed after the
Triumph of Orthodoxy may be the first such
figural image to occupy this position in Hagia
Sophia.
In 867, patriarch Photios, the highest-ranking
Church official in Constan- tinople, preached a
homily in Hagia Sophia on the dedication of the

The mosaic in Hagia Sophia and the homily by
Photios both illustrate how the iconophiles—the
victors of the Iconoclastic Controversy—framed
their victory as a triumph of religious orthodoxy,
perhaps exaggerating the offenses of the
iconoclasts along the way for rhetorical effect.

Additional resources

Charles Barber, Figure and Likeness: On the
Limits of Representation in Byzantine Iconoclasm
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002).
Leslie Brubaker, Inventing Byzantine Iconoclasm
(London: Bristol Classical Press, 2012).
Robin Cormack and Ernest J. W. Hawkins, “The
Mosaics of St. Sophia at Istanbul: The Rooms
above the Southwest Vestibule and Ramp,”
Dumbarton Oaks Papers 31 (1977): 175–251.
Paul A. Underwood, “The Evidence of
Restorations in the Sanctuary Mosaics of the
Church of the Dormition at Nicaea,” Dumbarton
Oaks Papers 13 (1959): 235–243.
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Apse mosaic depicting the Virgin and Child, dedicated 867, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kafJ8x>

20.
Byzantine architecture during Iconoclasm
Dr. Robert G. Ousterhout

Map showing architecture of the “Transitional Period” (underlying map © Google)

The “Transitional Period”
The “Transitional Period” of Byzantine history,
corresponding to the Iconoclast controversy (a
dispute over the use of religious images, or
“icons,” in the eighth and ninth centuries),
incursions by the Arabs (in the seventh and eighth
centuries), and an economic downturn, was not
conducive to architectural production and, it
seems, less conducive to the documentation of
building activity. The period nevertheless accounts
for dramatic and permanent changes in Byzantine
religious architecture in both form and scale.

The lack of secure criteria for dating the surviving
buildings has long plagued Byzantine scholarship.
An earlier generation of scholars familiar with the
architectural program of emperor Basil I (reigned
867–86) from the Vita Basilii, an anonymous
biography, viewed his reign as a formative period
and consequently dated a variety of “transitional”
churches in Constantinople (the capital of the
Byzantine Empire) to the ninth century. None of
buildings mentioned in the Vita survives, however,
nor any other of the great monuments of ninth-
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century Constantinople. The palaces of Theophilos
(reigned 829–42) described in historical
sources have similarly vanished without a trace,
and only paltry foundations remain for the welldocumented monasteries on the Princes’ Islands
(nine islands southeast of Constantinople in the
Sea of Marmara).

Isidore of Miletus & Anthemius of Tralles (architects) for
Emperor Justinian, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul),
532-37 (photo: © Robert G. Ousterhout)

Khludov Psalter (detail), 9th century. The image represents the
Iconoclast theologian, John the Grammarian, and an
iconoclast bishop destroying an image of Christ. (State
Historical Museum, Moscow)

Shrinking churches

This period of economic downturn and loss of
territory led to a decrease in pan-Mediterranean
trade, a reduction in the size of cities, and a social
and economic shift from urban to rural. Public
ceremonies, which often incorporated the emperor
and church officials—a hallmark of previous
centuries—also declined, and the Byzantine
liturgy became more interior, with fewer outdoor
processions. Churches became smaller and more
centralized, accommodating smaller congregations and a more static liturgy. In general, the
decrease in the scale of church construction led
to the development of new, simpler architectural
designs.
Constantinople’s Myrelaion church features a much smaller
dome than Hagia Sophia (top photo: © Robert Ousterhout;
bottom photo: Jordan Pickett, CC BY-NC 2.0) <https://flic.kr/
p/eaGdj1>
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As we might expect, given the importance of
Hagia Sophia, domed churches predominate
—following a simplified version of the grand
developments of the age of Justinian. As a domed
basilica (a basilica to which a dome has been
added over the nave), the sixth-century H. Sophia
Constantinople had a dome diameter of 100
Byzantine feet (the Byzantine foot, or pous, was

approximately 31.23 cm, or 1.02 ft). In contrast,
the dome of the early tenth-century Myrelaion in
Constantinople, a cross-in-square church, was
barely one-tenth of that. A cross-in-square church
is a church with a square naos and a central dome
braced on four sides by vaults and supported by
four columns or piers—giving the appearance of a
cross within a square.

Domed basilica, cross-domed church, and cross-in-square church plans compared (not to same
scale) (adapted from plans © Robert Ousterhout)
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Hagia Eirene, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: Alexxx1979,
CC BY-SA 4.0)

From a practical point of view, churches of
different scales demanded different structural
systems. For smaller churches, galleries (the upper
level in a church) and ambulatories (a passage
around a central space) were unnecessary and
internal supports could be reduced to columns.
The domed basilica provided sufficient space for
a larger congregation. The cross-domed church
offered an effective structural design for an
intermediate congregation. The cross-in-square
was ideal for smaller churches with a dome fewer
than 20 Byzantine feet in diameter. It was this
smaller church type that became popular in the
centuries following iconoclasm.

After an earthquake destroyed the 6th-century H. Eirene in Constantinople, it was rebuilt with a more stable
cross-domed unit (four bracing vaults around the dome) (adapted from plans: © Robert Ousterhout; photo:
Gryffindor, CC0)
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ReKning old designs

Critical in the development may be the
reconstruction of Hagia Eirene in Constantinople
(Istanbul), destroyed in the earthquake of 740 and
rebuilt later in the century. While retaining the
domed basilica plan, it corrected the basic
structural problem of its predecessor (inadequate
lateral support for its dome) by adding transversal
barrel vaults over the galleries so that the dome
was evenly braced on all four sides, usually
referred to as a cross-domed unit (a structural unit
comprising a central dome braced on four sides by
vaults).
Atik Mustafa Paşa mosque (previously a church), probably 9th
century, (Constantinople) Istanbul (photo: © Robert
Ousterhout)

This bilaterally symmetrical system appears at the
core of a variety of smaller buildings with
cruciform plans, such as at the church now known
as the Atik Mustafa Paşa Mosque in Istanbul,
probably constructed in the ninth century.

Hagia Eirene, plan at the ground floor and gallery levels
(shading shows the cross-domed unit), rebuilt 8th century,
Constantinople (Istanbul) (© Robert Ousterhout)

Atik Mustafa Paşa mosque (cross-domed unit highlighted),
probably 9th century, Constantinople (Istanbul) (plan after V.
Marinis, © Robert Ousterhout)
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Elements of a Christian basilica, adapted from illustration of S. Apollinare in Classe, Ravenna, in
Banister Fletcher, A History of Architecture on the Comparative Method, 6th ed. (London: B. T.
Batsford, 1921)

Many churches appear as the reconstruction or
reconfiguration of older buildings; rather than
representing a new theoretical model, they express
the very real concerns of a society in transition.
In many examples, we find the reduction in scale
of an Early Christian basilica into a new church
constructed on the same foundations, reemploying
many of the same architectural elements, with its
basic design is transformed. Indeed, H. Eirene in
Constantinople is still most often discussed as a
Justinianic building (the term “Justinianic” refers
to the reign of emperor Justinian I who reigned
from 527–65), although almost all of its
superstructure—and its reformulated structural
system—belong to the eighth century. (The
superstructure of a building comprises the parts
built above ground level, which are supported by
the underlying substructure.)

H. Nikolaos, Myra (Demre)

Similarly, H. Nikolaos at Myra (in southern
Turkey) was rebuilt in the eighth century as a
domed basilica on the foundations of its Early
Christian predecessor. Elements of the older
building are incorporated in the atrium (the
forecourt of a church, usually surrounded by
porticoes) and south chapels. The naos (the main
space of a centrally planned church), with a dome
of c. 7.70 m diameter (replaced by a groin vault in
the 19th-century renovation), was extended to the
east and west by narrow barrel vaults (a type of
ceiling that forms a half cylinder) and enveloped
by lateral aisles and a narthex (the entry vestibule
preceding the nave or naos) on the ground floor,
with galleries above. The church also included a
second aisle to the south with arcosolia (an arched
burial niche), although it remains unclear which
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tomb belonged to Nikolaos. Additional
constructions of later centuries expanded the
building on all sides.

H. Nikolaos, Myra (Demre), view to choir, rebuilt 8th century
(photo: Dosseman, CC BY-SA 4.0)

Hagia Sophia in Vize

Hagia Sophia in Vize (now Süleyman Paşa
Mosque, photo below) is similar in design and may
be dated sometime after 833. It seems likely that
this was the episcopal church of Bizye, associated
with events mentioned in the vita of St. Mary the
Younger, a Byzantine saint of Armenian origin
who died c. 902. Like Hagia Nikolaos, it reused
the foundation of an older basilica. Rebuilt as a
domed basilica, its plan is basilican on the ground
level, while the gallery includes a cross-domed
unit, like that of Hagia Eirene, with transverse
barrel vaults extending over the galleries to brace a
dome c. 6 m. in diameter, raised above a windowed
drum (the cylindrical structure on which a dome is
raised).

Hagia Sophia, Vize, after 833 (photo: Vmenkov, CC BY-SA 3.0)
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Fatih Mosque (H. Stephanos ?), early 9th century, Trilye in Bithynia (photo: © Robert Ousterhout)

Cross-in-square churches
Fatih Mosque (H. Stephanos ?), Trilye in Bithynia

The cross-in-square or four-column church type
seems to have been developed in this period as
well, as is well preserved in the early ninth-century
Fatih Mosque (H. Stephanos?) in Trilye in
Bithynia (east of Constantinople/Istanbul).
As is repeated in any number of later versions, the
central dome (with a diameter of 15 Byzantine feet
at Trilye) is raised on a cylindrical drum above
pendentives, supported on four columns above a
squarish naos. A tripartite sanctuary, partially
preserved, extends to the east—the bema (where
the altar was located) now a separate space from

the naos—balanced by a narthex to the west.
Although architectural developments in this
difficult period may be credited to the rise of
monasticism, notably in Bithynia, beyond
individual churches, there are not surviving
remains.
Additional Resource

Robert G. Ousterhout, Eastern Medieval
Architecture: The Building Traditions of
Byzantium and Neighboring Lands (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2019).
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Fatih Mosque (H. Stephanos ?), plan and isometric section highlighting the elements of a
cross-in-square church, early 9th century, Trilye (Zeytinbağı) in Bithynia (adapted from plan and
isometric section © Robert Ousterhout)

21.
The Byzantine Fieschi Morgan cross reliquary
Artwork in focus
Dr. Magdalene Breidenthal

With the ability to heal and protect, relics were
kissed, carried in processions, or worn close to
the body, and they were often kept in special
containers that we call reliquaries. While on their
most basic level reliquaries were designed to
protect and display their precious contents, their
visual characteristics often exceeded this function
and could play a crucial role in expressing and
mediating the meaning of relics for their viewers.

The Fieschi Morgan Staurotheke, early 9th century, Byzantine,
made in Constantinople (?), gilded silver, gold, enamel worked
in cloisonné, and niello, 2.7 x 10.3 x 7.1 cm (The Metropolitan
Museum of Art)

A sparkling image of Christ’s crucifixion appears
in gold and brightly-colored enamels on a small
object at The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York City. This object dates to the ninth century
and was created in the Eastern Roman “Byzantine”
Empire whose capital was Constantinople
(modern Istanbul). But this is not merely an image
meant to be displayed; it is also a box, which was
designed to contain a piece of the True Cross on
which Christ himself was believed to have been
crucified.
As in other religious traditions, Byzantine
Christians believed in the spiritual power of relics,
that is, the physical remains of holy people or
places, and objects closely associated with them.

The Fieschi Morgan Staurotheke, early 9th century, Byzantine,
made in Constantinople (?), gilded silver, gold, enamel worked
in cloisonné, and niello, 2.7 x 10.3 x 7.1 cm (The Metropolitan
Museum of Art)

Such is the case with the Fieschi Morgan
Staurotheke (“cross container”), named after two
of its previous owners, Sinibaldo Fieschi and J.
Pierpont Morgan (more on that below). Although
empty now, it likely once contained a fragment of
the wood cross upon which Jesus of Nazareth is
believed to have been crucified—one of the holiest
relics in the Christian tradition.
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By the end of the fourth century, smaller fragments
of the True Cross were circulating throughout the
Byzantine Empire and continued to spread within
its borders and beyond. Often given as imperial
or high-status gifts, new reliquaries were made to
hold the relics, which were believed to provide
protection for their owners. The small size of the
Fieschi Morgan Staurotheke suggests that it was
intended for private devotional use.

Mosaic depicting Sts. Constantine and Helena with the True
Cross, 11th century, Hosios Loukas monastery, Boeotia
(photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
2kTZgBZ>

According to legend, the True Cross was
miraculously discovered in Jerusalem by empress
Helena (who probably lived c. 250/257–330/336
C.E.), the mother of emperor Constantine I. While
substantial pieces of the wood were said to have
been sent to Constantinople, initially most of the
cross remained in Jerusalem where it was kept at
the Church of the Holy Sepulcher and displayed
for veneration on special days. Egeria, a western
European pilgrim who visited the Holy Land
between 381–384, described the veneration of the
cross in Jerusalem on the Friday before Easter. The
relic was brought out in a gold and silver reliquary,
then taken out and placed on a table so that people
could approach and kiss it, one by one, while the
bishop and deacons guarded it carefully. While
people did not touch the wood with their hands,
Egeria reports:
On one occasion (I don’t know when) one of them
bit off a piece of the holy Wood and and stole it
away, and for this reason the deacons stand around
and keep watch in case anyone dares to do the same
again.” Egeria 37.1-2

Egeria’s account dramatically illustrates the power
of relics and the desire many Christians felt for
them.

The Fieschi Morgan Staurotheke, early 9th century, Byzantine,
made in Constantinople (?), gilded silver, gold, enamel worked
in cloisonné, and niello, 2.7 x 10.3 x 7.1 cm (The Metropolitan
Museum of Art)

The box is made of precious materials that befit
the holy contents. Saintly figures fill sections of its
lid and sides. The smooth surfaces and strikingly
rich, luminous colors of the exterior are features
of the cloisonné enamel technique, of which this
is one of the earliest Byzantine examples. Derived
from the French term cloison (“partition”),
cloisonné enamel was made by outlining the
shapes of figures and other forms in thin, flat strips
of gold, which were then soldered to a gold
ground. The artist filled these outlined shapes with
ground glass in different colors and then fired the
ensemble, which fused the glass and gold. After
it cooled, the hardened surface was polished. In
the final result gold elements reflect light through
translucent fired glass, achieving a gem-like visual
effect.
Upon closer inspection of the enameled forms on
the staurotheke, we can see that Greek
inscriptions—also made of soldered strips of
gold—identify the figures. A total of twenty-seven
saints on the lid and four sides frame a central
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image of the Crucifixion, which was a standard
narrative subject in Byzantine art inspired by
Jesus’ life. Christ is shown on the cross flanked by
Mary, his mother, and John, one of his disciples.
On either side of Christ’s head is inscribed “Here
is your son … Here is your mother,” a reference
to John 19:26–27 when Christ addresses Mary and
John from the cross.

Theotokos, detail of the Fieschi Morgan Staurotheke (The
Metropolitan Museum of Art)
Detail of the Fieschi Morgan Staurotheke (The Metropolitan
Museum of Art)

The Fieschi Morgan Staurotheke, early 9th century, Byzantine,
made in Constantinople (?), gilded silver, gold, enamel worked
in cloisonné, and niello, 2.7 x 10.3 x 7.1 cm (The Metropolitan
Museum of Art)

Each figure also has an identifying inscription, and
Mary’s is particularly interesting. She is labelled
Theotokos (“God bearer”), a title for the Mother of
God that helps date this object to the early ninth
century, when fierce debates concerning the use
of religious images—known as the Iconoclastic
Controversy—were underway in Byzantium.
Scholars believe the use of this term in religious
art at this time reflects Mary’s important role in
Christ’s incarnation, which played a pivotal role
in theological arguments in favor of icons, since
it was Christ’s birth as a physical, visible human
being that enabled him to be depicted by artists. [1]
The reliquary’s exterior imagery begins to explain
the significance of the relic inside and how it fits
into the Christian story of salvation. The central
depiction of the Crucifixion includes several
features of the subject’s early iconography: It
shows Christ upright on the cross, wearing a long,
sleeveless tunic (colobium). His eyes are wide
open, meaning that Christ is alive, a detail that
emphasizes Christ’s victory over death.
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to viewers who removed the lid and flipped it
over. The four scenes show Christ’s incarnation,
birth, death, and descent into hell to raise the dead
(the result of Christ’s own triumphant death on the
cross and subsequent resurrection). In the context
of personal devotion, the private experience of
opening the reliquary and witnessing its unfolding
sequence of images and relics in full would have
invited viewers to contemplate the mysteries of
salvation, and their own hope for resurrection.

Cavity for relic, interior of the Fieschi Morgan Staurotheke
(The Metropolitan Museum of Art)

Here we see the cross not only as an instrument
of execution but also of salvation, which would
have prepared the Byzantine viewer for what lay
beneath the enamel lid: a fragment of its wood.
Today we only see the empty cruciform cavity
where the relic would have been kept, but we can
imagine how the act of sliding back the lid would
have reinforced connections between the image of
Christ on the cross and the True Cross relic
underneath it. For viewers opening the
staurotheke, the physical presence of the wood
fragment confirmed Christ’s salvation of
humankind through the Crucifixion.
The visual framing of the relic expands when we
turn over the lid, where additional images focus
on Christ’s incarnation and resurrection: The
Annunciation, the Nativity, the Crucifixion, and
the Anastasis (Resurrection). These four scenes,
which were rendered in a different medium, niello
on silver (an engraving technique where lines
incised into metal are darkened with a black
sulfuric compound), would have been visible only

Narrative scenes (from top left): the Annunciation, Nativity,
Crucifixion, and Anastasis, inside of lid, the Fieschi Morgan
Staurotheke, (The Metropolitan Museum of Art)

The Fieschi Morgan Staurotheke was probably
made in Constantinople, but its small size made it
easily portable. Its original owner is unknown, but
by the mid-thirteenth century it had been brought
to Rome and was in the collection of pope
Innocent IV (pope from 1243–54), born Sinibaldo
Fieschi. During this period, many sacred relics and
artworks were brought from Constantinople to
western Europe, a result of the occupation of the
city in 1204 by crusaders who exiled the Byzantine
emperor and established a Latin Kingdom that
lasted until 1261. The reliquary remained in the
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possession of the Fieschi family until 1887, when
it was sold to another collector, before the
American financier and collector J. Pierpont
Morgan finally purchased it in 1906. After his
death in 1913, the reliquary was among a large
1917 donation of Morgan’s art to The
Metropolitan Museum of Art. Today, the Fieschi
Morgan Staurotheke continues to travel to major
exhibitions as a key witness to the Byzantine
devotion to relics and the techniques and
iconography of Byzantine art.

Notes:
[1] Brandie Ratliff, cat. no 54, “Reliquary of the
True Cross (Staurotheke),” in Byzantium and
Islam: Age of Transition, 7th-9th c., edited by
Helen C. Evans and Brandie Ratliff (New Haven
and London, 2012), 88-89. For more on the place
of Mary in the theological debates, see Niki
Tsironis, “The Mother of God in the Iconoclastic
Controversy,” in Mother of God: Representations
of the Virgin in Byzantine Art, edited by Maria
Vassilaki (Milan, Athens, and New York, 2000),
27-39.

Additional Resources
See this object on The Metropolitan Museum of
Art website
<https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/
search/472562>

Helen C. Evans and Brandie Ratliff,
eds., Byzantium and Islam: Age of Transition,
7th-9th Century (New York, 2012), catalogue no.
54, p. 88-89

Barbara Drake Boehm, “Relics and Reliquaries in
Medieval Christianity,” Heilbrunn Timeline of Art
History, The Metropolitan Museum of Art

<https://www.metmuseum.org/art/
metpublications/Byzantium_and_Islam_Age_of_
Transition?Tag=&title=byzantium%20islam&auth
or=&pt=0&tc=0&dept=0&fmt=0>

<https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/relc/hd_
relc.htm>

Anna Kartonis, Anastasis: The Making of an
Image (Princeton, 1986), esp. 94-125

Robin Cormack, Byzantine Art (Oxford and New
York, 2000), 102-104, fig. 65

Annie Montgomery Labatt, “The Transmission of
Images in the Mediterranean,” in The Age of
Transition: Byzantine Culture in the Islamic
World, edited by Helen C. Evans (New Haven and
London, 2012), 70-81, figs. 1 and 2

Helen C. Evans and William D. Wixom, eds., The
Glory of Byzantium: Art and Culture of the Middle
Byzantine Era A.D. 843-1261 (New York, 1997),
catalogue no. 34, p. 74-75
<https://www.metmuseum.org/art/
metpublications/The_Glory_of_Byzantium_Art
_and_Culture_of_the_Middle_Byzantine_Era_A
D_843_1261>

John Lowden, Early Christian and Byzantine Art
(London, 1997), 169-174, fig. 98
John Wilkinson, Egeria’s Travels, 3rd edition
(Warminster, England, 1999)
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22.
Middle Byzantine church architecture
Dr. Robert G. Ousterhout

Exterior of a cross-in-square church, Fatih Mosque (H. Stephanos ?), early 9th century, Trilye in
Bithynia (photo: © Robert Ousterhout)

The cross-in-square church

The end of Iconoclasm (the conflict regarding religious images and their removal from
churches) and the development of a theology of images (religious justifications for sacred
images, or “icons”) had profound effects on church design, in terms of the development
of a standardized program of decoration and a concomitant standardized building design,
both of which reflected the hierarchy of Orthodox belief. The pyramidal massing of
forms, from a tall central dome to high crossing vaults, to lower corner vaults and walls,
provides an ideal framework for figural imagery.
185
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Fatih Mosque (H. Stephanos ?), plan and isometric section highlighting the elements of a cross-in-square
church, early 9th century, Trilye (Zeytinbağı) in Bithynia (adapted from plan and isometric section © Robert
Ousterhout)
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Fatih Mosque, Trilye
First seen in Trilye during the Transitional Period
(see above), the cross-in-square emerged as the
standard church type following Iconoclasm. These
churches have a square naos and a central dome
braced on four sides by vaults and supported by
four columns or piers, giving the appearance of a
cross within a square.
The Myrelaion, Constantinople
The Myrelaion church in Constantinople, built c.
920, achieves a balance between the articulation

of the structural system and the coordination of
the interior spaces. Forms cascade down from the
central dome like a pyramid. Four bracing vaults
extend outward in the form of a cross, set within
the square of the plan below. Hence the term,
“cross-in-square,” which defines this building type
spatially, in three dimensions, rather than as a floor
plan. Four columns support the dome and
subdivide the naos into nine bays. Those in the
corners are the lowest, and correspond in height
with the narthex and pastophoria—the side
chambers in the bema that flank the central altar
area.

Elements of a cross-in-square church, Myrelaion church (Bodrum Mosque), c. 920, Constantinople (Istanbul)
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Myrelaion church (Bodrum Mosque), c. 920, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: © Robert Ousterhout)

Elements of a cross-in-square church, view of the naos, Myrelaion (Bodrum Mosque), c.
920, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: Dosseman, CC BY-SA 4.0)
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Pilasters with half-columns on the church’s
exterior correspond to internal walls and supports
so one can “read” the internal structure based on
its exterior articulation. Originally constructed as
the palace chapel of Romanos Lekapenos (an
emperor who reigned 919–44) the building was

lavishly decorated and served as the emperor’s
place of burial. Like many of the churches of
Constantinople, the Myrelaion was converted into
a mosque following the Ottoman conquest of
Constantinople in 1453, and is known today as the
Bodrum Mosque.

Annotated plan of the Myrelaion church (Bodrum Mosque), c. 920, Constantinople (Istanbul) (adapted from
plan © Vasileios Marinis)
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Reconstruction of a Middle Byzantine bema (© Robert Ousterhout)
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The spread of the cross-in-square

Panagia church, late 10th century, Hosios Loukas monastery,
Boeotia (photo: Evan Freeman, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)

The cross-in-square type is widespread, first
appearing in Greece in the late tenth century at
the Panagia church at Hosios Loukas monastery.
(“Panagia,” which means “all holy,” is a title of the
Virgin Mary, the mother of Jesus.) While neither
this nor the Myrelaion preserves internal
decoration, the Panagia ton Chalkeon in
Thessaloniki, dated by inscription to 1026, and
the rock-cut Karanlık Kilise at Göreme, dated to
the eleventh century, provide evidence of the
developed interior cycle.

Plan of the Panagia church (highlighting the dome, bracing vaults, and square naos), late 10th century,
Hosios Loukas monastery, Boeotia
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Plan of Karanlık Kilise Monastery, Göreme, Cappadocia (© Robert Ousterhout)

Karanlık Kilise, 11th century, Göreme, Cappadocia (photo: Octavio L, CC
BY-SA 3.0)
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The same building type appeared in central
Anatolia (the large peninsula in West Asia that is
also known as “Asia Minor”), southern Italy, the
Balkans, and Russia, with slight variations, and
served a variety of functions, as palatial, domestic,
monastic, parish, or funerary churches. The
common denominator in all was the small scale
appropriate to small groups of worshippers or
private use.
The persistence of the basilica

With the revival of the empire beginning in the
second half of the ninth century following the

tumultuous Transitional Period, new church
construction occurred most often as the result of
private patronage. Variations in church design
abound during the Middle Byzantine period (c.
843–1204): basilicas and domed basilicas
continued to appear, notably when larger interior
spaces were required, but in some regions, such
as Kastoria in northern Greece, small basilicas
persist. Occasionally, as with the ruined, threeaisled basilica at Servia and the Old Metropolis
at Verroia (both in Northern Greece), there was not
a suitable Early Christian basilica to serve as the
cathedral, so a basilica was built in the Middle
Byzantine period.

Old Metropolis basilica, reconstructed plan, 11th century, Verroia (© Robert Ousterhout).
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Annotated plan and isometric view of katholikon church (octagon highlighted), Hosios
Loukas monastery, 11th century, Boeotia
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View of dome, squinches, and octagon, katholikon church, 11th century, Hosios Loukas monastery, Boeotia
(photo: Evan Freeman, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)

The octagon-domed church
If the limited scale of the cross-in-square church
seemed too small or too plain, the octagon-domed
church—a centrally planned church with a dome
supported above eight points—provided more
elaborated interior designs and complex surfaces
for mosaic decoration, while providing eight
points of support for a larger dome. With
architectural elements called squinches providing
the transition to the dome, the design may be
derived from Arab or Caucasian models. The
eleventh-century katholika (“katholikon” is the
modern Greek term for the main church in a
monastic complex) of Hosios Loukas monastery,

of Nea Moni on Chios, and the destroyed church
of H. Georgios ton Manganon in Constantinople
suggest the degree of variations possible.
The katholikon church at Hosios Loukas
At Hosios Loukas, the tall naos is extended by
transept arms and is enveloped by galleries and
annexed chapels on two levels; the hemispherical
dome rises above squinches. Lavishly decorated
with marble and mosaic, the circumstances of its
construction remain unclear.
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Left: view of Nea Moni from the west (photo: FLIOUKAS, CC BY-SA 4.0); right: plan of katholikon of Nea
Moni, Chios, 11th century (© Robert Ousterhout)

sided, rising above a tall drum and an octaconch
at the transitional level. The unusual design and
lavish decoration with marbles and mosaics may
be the result of imperial patronage by Constantine
IX Monomachos (reigned 1042–55) and the work
of artisans from Constantinople.

H. Georgios ton Manganon in Constantinople

Mosaics decorate the octaconch beneath the dome (with
marble revetment lower down), Nea Moni, Chios, 11th century
(photo: Meltedrainbow, CC BY-SA 4.0)

Nea Moni on the island of Chios
At Nea Moni (“new monastery”) on the Greek
island of Chios, the footprint of a cross-in-square
church is maintained, along with low vaults to the
tripartite sanctuary (bema) and narthex, while the
naos appears tower-like, its dome originally nine-

Also
attributed
to
the
patronage
of
Monomachos—and also lavishly decorated—the
church of H. Georgios ton Manganon in
Constantinople (now destroyed) seems to have had
an octagon-domed design, with the dome raised
above reentrant piers that curved at the corners of
the naos, which was enveloped by an ambulatory.
Known from descriptions and limited excavations,
however, details of its elevation remain uncertain.
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Cross-in-square and atrophied Greek-cross plans compared (adapted from plans © Robert
Ousterhout)

The atrophied Greek-cross and other plans
For churches of scale larger than a cross-in-square
design could maintain, the cross-domed
format could be adapted to provide a more stable
structural system and a more unified interior
space, while allowing for a larger dome. Following
the models developed in the Transitional Period,
the design is again popularized in the twelfth
century, as occurred at the katholikon of the Chora
monastery. Archaeology suggests that a cross-insquare church of the eleventh century was rebuilt

in the early twelfth century on an atrophied Greekcross plan. (An atrophied Greek-cross plan is a
centrally planned church with a dome braced by
arches or narrow barrel vaults on four sides.) This
design was imitated from Bithynia (H. Aberkios at
Elegmi) to Serbia (Sv. Nikola at Kursumlija). Such
atrophied Greek-cross churches differ from crossin-square plans because of their larger domes,
smaller crossarms, and lack of four supporting
columns.
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Sv. Nikola (heavily restored), 12th century, Kuršumlija (photo: CrniBombarder!!!, CC BY-SA 3.0)

Fatih Camii, plan and view of west façade, 12th century, Enez (Ainos) (plan and photo: © Robert Ousterhout)

Domed basilicas also reappear in the same period,
as at the Fatih Camii at Enez (above) or the Gül
Mosque in Constantinople. Ambulatory-planned
churches—such as the twelfth-century Theotokos
Pammakaristos in Constantinople, which has a

central space enveloped by a curved aisle or
ambulatory (see plan below)—may have been
intended to provide additional spaces for burial in
close proximity to the naos.
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Ambulatory plan, Theotokos Pammakaristos (Fethiye Mosque), hypothetical elevation and plan of the
twelfth-century church and its cistern (shown in gray on the plan), Constantinople (Istanbul) (adapted from
plan © Robert Ousterhout)

Atrophied Greek-cross church plans: (A) Chora katholikon,
Constantinople; (B) St. Abercius, Kurşunlu; (C) St.
Nicholas, Kuršumlija; (D) ruined church at Yusa Tepesi (©
Robert Ousterhout)
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Katholikon (three apses higlighted in plan), Megisti Lavra, begun in 962, Mount Athos (photo:
Evan Freeman, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0, plan © Robert Ousterhout)
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Triconch churches
The katholikon at Megisti Lavra on Mount Athos
“Triconch,” Greek for “three shells,” refers to a
building with three apses. Triconch churches
appear in the monastic environment of Mount
Athos (a mountain and peninsula in northeastern
Greece and an important center of Eastern
Orthodox monasticism), with the addition of
lateral apses—i.e. apses on the sides of the
church—to a standard cross-in-square plan. The
lateral apses, called choroi, provided a setting for
the choirs of monks who sang the liturgy.

It is unclear if the new church type emerged by
means of later additions or modifications, but the
new feature clearly responded to the requirements
of the monastic service. At Megisti Lavra, the
katholikon begun in 962 was expanded gradually,
with the addition of lateral apses to the naos,
domed subsidiary chapels flanking the narthex, an
outer narthex, and a phiale (font). At Vatopedi and
elsewhere on Mount Athos, the katholika appear to
have triconch plans from the inception.

Plan of Megisti Lavra Monastery, Mount Athos (© Robert Ousterhout)
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Eighteenth-century plans of the katholikon and the trapeza with ceremonies in progress, Megisti Lavra, Mount
Athos (V. G. Barskii, 1885–87)

Choros with windows in upper left, katholikon, Vatopedi monastery, Mount
Athos (photo: Saint-Petersburg Theological Academy, CC BY-ND 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/21NJEZK>
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Hypothetical reconstruction (top) and plan (bottom), Theotokos tou Libos, c. 907, Constantinople (adapted
from Megaw, “The Original Form of the Theotokos Church of Constantine Lips”)
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Greater complexity
Theotokos tou Libos, Constantinople

Annexed chapels and more complex plans appear
regularly in the Middle Byzantine period. The
monastic church of the Theotokos tou Libos in
Constantinople, built c. 907 as a cross-in-square
church similar in scale and detail to the Myrelaion,
included six subsidiary chapels in its original
design, with two flanking the bema and four tiny,
possibly domed chapels on the gallery level.
(Dedicated to the Virgin Mary — “Theotokos”
literally means “God-bearer” — this monastery is
also named for its founder, Constantine Lips, an
aristocrat and military official.) The katholikon of
Hosios Loukas has eight chapels, organized on

two levels. These subsidiary spaces have been
interpreted as settings for private devotions, or
possibly private liturgies, or as primarily
commemorative spaces, but they are clearly
integrated into the overall design of the building.
Often a single chapel is set to one side of the
building, as at Sv. Nikola at Kuršumlija.
Additional Resources

Robert G. Ousterhout, Eastern Medieval
Architecture: The Building Traditions of
Byzantium and Neighboring Lands (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2019)

23.
Regional variations in Middle Byzantine architecture
Dr. Robert G. Ousterhout

Map showing regional variations in Middle Byzantine architecture
Constantinople

Churches in Constantinople from the Middle
Byzantine period (c. 843–1204), such as the tenthcentury cross-in-square Myrelaion church exhibit
a balance between their various components:
normally in the plan, the tripartite sanctuary (or
bema) is balanced by the narthex (the entry
vestibule preceding the nave), and on the exterior
the structural divisions are emphasized by pilasters
(a rectangular column that projects from a wall). In
the case of the Myrelaion, half-columns have been
affixed to pilasters.

Some surface ornament occurs but it is usually
limited, and in many instances exterior surfaces of
churches may have been plastered.
On the interior, groin vaults (arched structures
formed by the intersection of two barrel
vaults) and ribbed or pumpkin domes created
undulating surfaces for mosaic decoration.
However, the present appearance of the interior of
the Myrelaion reflects its conversion to a mosque
following the Ottoman conquest of Constantinople
in 1453.
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Half-columns correspond to internal walls and supports at the Myrelaion church, c.
920, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: © Robert Ousterhout)

Cross-in-square plan, the Myrelaion church (Bodrum Mosque), c. 920,
Constantinople (Istanbul) (adapted from plan © Vasileios Marinis)
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Myrelaion church (Bodrum Mosque), c. 920, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: Jordan
Pickett, CC BY-NC 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/eaGdAE>

Elements of a cross-in-square church, inside the Myrelaion (Bodrum
Mosque), c. 920, Constantinople (Istanbul)
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Pantokrator Monastery (Zeyrek Mosque), c. 1118–36, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: Dismas87, CC BY-SA
4.0) <https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Molla_Zeyrek_Camii.jpg>

Pantokrator Monastery

In the eleventh and twelfth centuries, large
imperially sponsored monastic complexes
developed, in part as new settings for imperial and
dynastic burials, as for example at the Pantokrator,
built c. 1118–36 by John II and Eirene Komnenos.
Three churches were built side by side in rapid
succession (view plans below). The south church,
dedicated to Christ Pantokrator, a large and

lavishly decorated cross-in-square church, was the
katholikon of the monastery; the north, also crossin-square, was dedicated to the Virgin Eleousa and
served the lay community. The middle church was
single-aisled and covered by two domes; dedicated
to St. Michael, it functioned as the imperial
mausoleum and was referred to as the heroon (an
ancient Greek term for a monument or sanctuary
dedicated to a hero) in the monastic typikon
(foundation document).
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Pantokrator monastery (Zeyrek Camii), c. 1118–36, Constantinople (Istanbul) (© Robert Ousterhout)
Greece
Hosios Loukas Monastery

Two churches of Hosios Loukas Monastery seen from the east:
the Panagia (right) and the katholikon (left), 10th and 11th
centuries, Boeotia (photo: © Robert Ousterhout)

In mainland Greece, vault forms were often
simpler, but exterior surfaces often lavishly
decorated with cloisonné masonry (a technique
where individual stones are framed with
bricks) and pseudo-kufic decorations (motifs that
imitate Arabic scripts) made of brick. The unusual
Greek-cross-octagon plan, best known in the
katholikon church at Hosios Loukas, inspired a
number of regional examples.
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Pseudo-kufic decoration and cloisonné masonry on the
Panagia church, 10th century, Hosios Loukas, Boeotia (photo:
Brad Hostetler, CC BY 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/fkZcQk>

Typical of central Anatolia are churches of stone construction,
such as Karagedik Kilise, 10th or 11th century, Peristrema,
Turkey (photo: Gertrude Bell) <http://gertrudebell.ncl.ac.uk/
photo_details.php?photo_id=2487>

Anatolia

Architecture flourished in central Anatolia (the
large peninsula in West Asia, also known as “Asia
Minor,” which makes up the majority of modern
Turkey) until the Seljuq conquest of the 1070s.
Distinctive masonry churches are preserved in
Cappadocia and Lycaonia, but they have been
overshadowed in the scholarship by the hundreds
of well-preserved rock-cut churches, most notably
those at Göreme, with their well-preserved painted
programs, as at Karanlık Kilise. Most of these
follow standardized designs, as developed in
masonry architecture, but with some inventiveness
evident in the detailing.
Çanlı Kilise

The cross-in-square church at the Çanlı Kilise
(view plan at right) is carefully constructed of
brick and stone, with design features suggesting
an awareness of architecture from both
Constantinople and the Caucasus (the area situated
between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea, today
mainly occupied by Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Georgia, and Russia).

Çanlı Kilise, probably early 11th century, near Akhisar, Turkey
(© Robert Ousterhout)
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Çanlı Kilise in 1907 (left) and 2014 (right), first phase of construction probably early 11th century, near
Akhisar, Turkey (left photo: Gertrude Bell; right photo: Evan Freeman, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)

Trdat, cathedral of Ani (dome does not survive), 1001 (photo:
Hansm, CC BY-SA 3.0)

Armenia
Cathedral of Ani

Both Armenia and Georgia witnessed a revival
of architecture in the tenth century. At Ani, the
builder Trdat (responsible for rebuilding the dome
of H. Sophia in Constantinople) built the cathedral
as a domed basilica, as well as a church dedicated
to St. Gregory, an aisled tetraconch following the
model of Zvartnots, which is now in ruins.

Trdat, cathedral of Ani (dome does not survive), 1001
(Nimeru23, CC BY-SA 3.0)
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Church of the Holy Cross at Ahtamar

The octagon-dome palace church of the Holy
Cross at Ahtamar (915–21) (view plan and
sections below) follows earlier models but was
lavishly decorated with external sculpture in
contrast with most contemporary Byzantine
churches.
Church of the Holy Cross, decorated with external sculpture,
Ahtamar, Armenia (modern Turkey), 915–21, (left photo: Tom
Klobe, CC BY-NC 2.0 <https://flic.kr/p/BYEJ9m>; right
photo: Arne Schöllhorn, CC BY 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/NXLzx>

Church of the Holy Cross, Ahtamar, Armenia (modern Turkey), 915–21 (from Bachman, Kirchen und
moscheen in Armenien und Kurdistan)
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Georgia

Church of St. John the Baptist, c. 963–73, Öşk Vank (photo:
Jean Paul Peters, CC BY-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/nFFvXw>

In the Tao-Klarjeti region (today located in
northeastern Turkey and southwestern Georgia),
several large domed basilicas were built in the late
10th and early 11th centuries, as at Öşk Vank,
built c. 963–73 (view plan below), and İşhan,
completed c. 1032; both are lavishly decorated
with exterior sculpture, while the interiors display
unusual vault forms. Ot‘ht‘a Eklesia, built at the
same time is a grand, barrel-vaulted basilica. (A
barrel vault is a type of ceiling that forms a half
cylinder). All are of distinctive stone construction.

Church of St. John the Baptist, c. 963–73, Öşk Vank (modern Turkey) (Rastrelli F, CC0)
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Sv. Panteleimon, 1164, Nerezi (photo: Evan Freeman, CC
BY-NC-SA 4.0)

Serbia and Bulgaria
Sv. Panteleimon, 1164, Nerezi (© Robert Ousterhout)

Kievan Rus’
St. Sophia in Kiev

Sv. Nikola (heavily restored), 12th century, Kuršumlija (photo:
CrniBombarder!!!, CC BY-SA 3.0)

In general, the church architecture of Serbia and
Bulgaria in this period betrays close associations
with Greece and Constantinople. The five-domed
church of Sv. Panteleimon at Nerezi, built 1164
and well known for its exquisite frescos, is
certainly inspired by the architecture of the capital,
as is Sv. Nikola at Kuršumlija. The design of the
latter example was subsequently followed at
Studenica and Djurdjevi Stupovi (now heavily
restored). Several large and distinctive basilicas
were constructed to meet the demands of
congregational worship, as at Sv. Sofia in Ohrid,
constructed c. 1000, or the church at Pliska.

St. Sophia, begun 1037 (with later additions), Kiev (photo:
Daniel Kraft, CC BY-SA 3.0)

After Kievan Rus’ was Christianized in 988, it
similarly required large congregational churches
for the recently converted population. At St.
Sophia in Kiev, begun 1037, and elsewhere,
imported Byzantine masons familiar with the
structural systems of the small, vaulted churches,
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elaborated a basic Middle Byzantine scheme,
enveloping the tall domed core of the building
with a series of ambulatories (a circular hallway
outside a central space) and galleries (view plan
below). These increased the interior space from
what would have provided ample room for the
private devotions of a few individuals to what was
necessary for a large congregation. Following the
initial impetus from Byzantium, however, as the
center of power shifted northward, Russia looked
to the Romanesque architecture of northern
Europe for inspiration, while maintaining the
attenuated cross-in-square church as the standard
type, as occurs at several twelfth-century churches
in and around Vladimir.

buildings have undergone numerous reconstructions, as at Hosios Meletios, Hosios Loukas, and
the monasteries on Mount Athos, as well as at
Studenica in Serbia (see image below).
Because of the site specificity and long
construction history, it remains difficult to
determine a “standard” Middle Byzantine
monastery type. There are also numerous wellpreserved examples of monasteries in Cappadocia.
At Göreme a cluster of small monastic ensembles
developed in the Middle Byzantine period, each
equipped with its own church or chapel and a
trapeza with a rock-cut table and benches.
(“Trapeza,” Greek for “table,” refers to the
refectory, or dining hall, of a monastery.) The
trapeza at the Geyikli Kilise complex in the
Soğanlı Valley is lavishly carved. Planning in
these examples, however, was by necessity sitespecific and often similar to domestic complexes.
Additional Resources

Robert G. Ousterhout, Eastern Medieval
Architecture: The Building Traditions of
Byzantium and Neighboring Lands (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2019)
Monastery of Hosios Meletios, founded 1081, Attica (photo: ©
Robert Ousterhout)

Monasteries

Monasteries of the Middle Byzantine period
commonly had the church as the central element,
freestanding within a walled enclosure, the latter
lined with the monastic cells and other buildings.
Often the refectory (where the monks took their
meals) was set in relationship to the church
building, either opposite or parallel to it. With
most surviving examples, however, the original
church building is preserved, but the other

Studenica Monastery, founded 1190, Serbia (photo: Blago, CC
BY-NC-SA 3.0) <https://www.blagofund.org/Archives/
Studenica/sr/Others/Pictures/Dron/STUD_3_DJI00151.html>
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Geyikli Monastery, trapeza and plan, Soğanlı Valley, Cappadocia (photo and plan: © Robert Ousterhout)

24.
Middle Byzantine secular architecture and urban planning
Dr. Robert G. Ousterhout

Evidence of secular architecture and urban planning in Middle Byzantium (underlying map © Google)
Ruralization

Although churches such as Hagia Sophia are
among Byzantium’s best known architecture, the
Byzantines also built cities, palaces, houses, and
public infrastructure such as aqueducts. Yet
secular architecture can often be difficult to assess
in the Middle Byzantine period (c. 843–1204).
After the sixth century, the Byzantine Empire
underwent a process of ruralization, as large
centers were depopulated or abandoned, with a
demographic shift to the countryside. Often the
inhabited area of a city was reduced to its fortified
acropolis; at Ankara (an ancient city in Anatolia,

which is now the capital of Turkey), Sardis (an
ancient city in Anatolia, now located in modern
Turkey), and Corinth (an ancient Greek city
located in the Peloponnese), for example, the
remainder of the ancient city was virtually
abandoned. Even Constantinople—the capital of
the Byzantine Empire—witnessed a cultural break
in this period. Following a plague in 747,
Constantine V (reigned 741–75) resettled peasants
from Greece and the Aegean Islands (located in
the Aegean Sea, off the east coast of mainland
Greece) in the capital. Portions of the city fell into
ruin, with public services neglected.
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Urban revivals

A cultural revival began after the middle of the
eighth century, but cities never achieved their
former prominence. As Byzantine society became
more private and inward-turning, the home and
family became the dominant social focus, with
public architecture limited almost exclusively to
defense.

Monemvasia, c. 1690 (Frederik de Wit) <https://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:De_wit_1680_monemvasia_b.jpg>

New towns

Imagined view of Sparta, known as Lacedemonia during the
Byzantine era, Nuremberg Chronicle, 1493

Old cities, new names

The few new towns of the period developed
because of their strategic or protected locations, as
at Monemvasia (a fortified city on a small island
off the east coast of the Peloponnese). In
Cappadocia (a historical region in Central
Anatolia, modern Turkey), numerous new
agricultural settlements date from the tenth and
eleventh centuries, cut into the soft volcanic rock
formations, but these are no more than villages.

Often cities that had been abandoned were
resettled with new names, the older ones forgotten:
Abdera (located in northeastern Greece) became
Polystylon; Sparta (located in southeastern
Peloponnese) became Lacedaemonia. Settlements
that were not abandoned shrank, with smaller
circuits of fortification; texts refer to these as
kastra (“castrum,” plural “castra,” was a Roman
term for a fortified military camp) rather than as
poleis (“polis,” plural “poleis,” was the Greek
word for city).
Monemvasia today (photo: Mia Battaglia, CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/38Bz29>
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Plan of the settlement at Çanlı Kilise, flourished 10th-11th centuries near Akhisar, Cappadocia (Turkey) (©
Robert Ousterhout)
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Ephesus, view looking eastward, with the ruins of the Temple of Artemis in the foreground and the
hill of Ayasoluk with the Church of St. John in the distance (© Robert Ousterhout)
ReconKguring ancient cities

At Ephesus—an ancient Greek, and later Roman,
city in Anatolia, near the west coast of modern
Turkey—the ancient center was gradually abandoned in favor of the more easily defended hill
of Ayasoluk, several kilometers inland, fortified
around the church of St. John. At Sparta, the
ancient acropolis was reinhabited beginning in the
ninth century. In many older sites, the main streets
continued to function, but new patterns of growth
emerged within the urban rubble.

Map of İznik showing the walls, cardo, and decumanus of
Nicaea (adapted from Google earth in 10.10.2017) (Arzu
Ispalar Çahantimur and Gözde Kırlı Özer, “Space and Time
Travelers Exploring Cultural Identity of the City,” CC BY 3.0)
<https://tinyurl.com/3t3tj44d>

At Nicaea (modern İznik, located in northwestern
Anatolia), both the cardo (the north-south street
in an ancient Roman city or military camp) and
decumanus (the east-west street in an ancient
Roman city or military camp) of the ancient city
continued to be used, but this is an almost unique
example. New areas of settlement were
characterized by growth in an ad hoc manner;
streets appeared as the area between private
properties, unpaved and unmaintained, as at
Corinth and Athens.
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Excavations of Byzantine houses, Athens (photo and plan © Robert Ousterhout)
Public spaces

Similarly, public spaces were abandoned and their
functions replaced by streets of mixed use, with
shops, workshops, and residences together. Market
fairs and other large gatherings took place outside
the walls, as for example the festival of St. John
at Ephesus. Conversely, some activities that would
have been extramural (“extramural” refers to
something taking place outside or beyond the
walls) in ancient times moved within the confines
of the medieval city; for example, within
Constantinople, large areas were devoted to
vegetable gardens. More significantly, cemeteries
gradually penetrated the city, many associated
with religious foundations.
Water supplies

Another element necessary to the city was water.
With
the
declining
populations,
most
aqueducts (an artificial conduit used to supply
water to a city from another location) fell into
disrepair. The aqueducts supplying Constantinople
and Thessaloniki were maintained only with
difficulty.

Aqueduct of Valens, 4th century, supplied water to
Constantinople (photo: Laima Gūtmane, CC BY-SA 3.0)
<https://tinyurl.com/mmfdckzc>

A few new aqueducts were constructed, as at
Thebes (an ancient Greek city located in central
Greece), and an extensive hydraulic system was
developed in some parts of Cappadocia; at Corinth
and Bursa (an ancient city in northwestern
Anatolia, today one of the largest cities in Turkey),
natural springs provided water. In most cases,
private systems developed, with wells or cisterns
to collect rainwater.
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Basilica Cistern, 6th century, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: Clint, CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
7e8fmE>
Constantinople

Throughout the period, Constantinople remained
unique in its urban character, appreciated by
contemporaries for its wealth, its size, its paved
streets, and the presence of the imperial court. By
the twelfth century, its population may have been
as high as 400,000.
The city also retained many of the great
monuments of Late Antiquity; its spacious main
streets, its forums bedecked with triumphal
monuments, its basilicas and public buildings
formed the backbone of the medieval city, and
they continued to function throughout the Middle
Byzantine period—if perhaps in a diminished
capacity.

Triumph of Emperor Basil II in the Madrid Skylitzes, between
1126 and 1150? (Biblioteca Nacional de España, Vitro. 26-2,
fol. 183r) <http://bdh.bne.es/bnesearch/detalle/1754254>

Enough grandeur survived for emperors of the
ninth and tenth centuries to stage imperial
triumphs (victory celebrations inherited from
Rome that featured a triumphal parade into the
capital with troops, captives, booty, and the
victorious emperor) in the antique manner.
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Constantinople (map: Carolyn Connor and Tom Elliot, Ancient World Mapping Center, CC BY-NC 3.0)
<http://awmc.unc.edu/wordpress/free-maps/byzantine-constantinople/>
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Reconstructed plan of the Boukoleon Palace, Constantinople (© Robert Ousterhout)

The so-called Boukoleon Palace represents the
reduced core of the Great Palace (originally begun
by Constantine the Great and subsequently
expanded and rebuilt), enclosed by a fortification
wall, added by Nikephoros Phokas (reigned
963–69) in the tenth century. By the twelfth
century, the Blachernae Palace, located at the
northern corner of the city, had become the

primary imperial residence. New construction of
the Middle Byzantine period was privately
financed and controlled, and what might be
regarded as public buildings—baths, docks,
warehouses, hospitals, and orphanages—were
frequently controlled by the monasteries.
Moreover, new buildings were often made of
wood rather than of stone.
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Boukoleon Palace, sea façade, view of the great hall, enclosed by fortification wall built by
Nikephoros Phokas in the 10th century, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: Evan Freeman, CC
BY-NC-SA 4.0)

Domestic Architecture

Middle Byzantine domestic architecture is poorly
preserved. A simple country house was excavated
at Armatova in Elis (an ancient district in the
Peloponnese in Greece), composed of small
rectangular rooms and a porch. At Corinth,
excavated medieval houses have courtyards with
wells and ovens surrounded by rooms and
storerooms. Although offering a small degree of
comfort and efficiency, virtually no concern for
aesthetics is evident. In Constantinople, multistoried residences like Roman insulae still existed.
In the twelfth century, John Tzetzes describes
living in a three-storied tenement, with a priest, his
children and pigs above him, and hay stored by a
farmer on the ground floor.

Reconstructed plan of a rural Byzantine house, Armatova,
Elis, Greece (Evan Freeman, redrawn after C. Bouras, CC
BY-NC-SA 4.0)
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At the Myrelaion in Constantinople, the
foundations of a huge rotunda from a Late Antique
palace were filled with a colonnaded cistern (for
water storage) to form a level platform for the
considerably smaller tenth-century Palace of
Romanos Lekapenos (reigned 919–44), pi-shaped
in plan, with a portico (a structure consisting of
a roof supported by columns at regular intervals)
along the main facade, and with a chapel off to
one side (which survives as the Bodrum Mosque
today). Later, the complex was converted into a
monastery.
Although known only from excavated remains,
such urban forms may be reflected in the rock-cut
courtyard dwellings of Cappadocia, such as those
found at Çanlı Kilise near Akhisar (see below).

Myrelaion church (Bodrum Mosque), c. 920, Constantinople
(Istanbul) (photo: © Robert Ousterhout)

Remains of a rock-cut courtyard dwelling at Çanlı Kilise, Cappadocia, flourished 10th-11th centuries (photo:
Evan Freeman, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)
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These dwellings similarly have the rooms
organized around a courtyard, a porticoed façade,
and a chapel. Often the main formal rooms were
given special articulation; other rooms may be
identified as the kitchen, storerooms, cisterns,
dovecotes, and stables.
Private estates grew in size and prominence, and
by the twelfth century, the great, privately
endowed monasteries and the mansions of the
wealthy had become the distinguishing landmarks
of the city. By the eleventh century, the
monumentality of early forms was commonly
replaced by complexity. None of these great oikoi
(Greek for house), with their sprawling mansions,
courtyards, chapels, and gardens, survives, but
their appearance is suggested a document of 1203
describing the Palace of Botaniates, which

included gatehouses, two churches, courtyards,
reception halls, dining halls, residential units,
terraces, pavilions, stables, a granary, vaulted
substructures, cisterns, a bath complex, and rental
properties. Wealthy estates in the countryside may
have been fortified, such as that described in
Digenes Akritas, which was surrounded by
gardens and defended by walls and towers, and
also included a bathhouse and a church.
Additional Resources

Robert G. Ousterhout, Eastern Medieval
Architecture: The Building Traditions of
Byzantium and Neighboring Lands (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2019).

25.
A work in progress: Middle Byzantine mosaics in Hagia
Sophia
Dr. Evan Freeman

Isidore of Miletus & Anthemius of Tralles for Emperor Justinian, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul),
532-37 (photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/nraZY8>

Who was the artwork’s patron? What were the artwork’s original meanings and
functions? When art historians study a work of art, they ask questions about the artwork’s
initial creation. But often, works of art and architecture change over time, challenging
us to take a longer view of an artwork’s history and position within social networks,
something anthropologist Arjun Appadurai referred to as the “social life” of a thing. [1]
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This is the case with the Byzantine church of
Hagia
Sophia—the
main
cathedral
in
Constantinople (modern Istanbul)—which the
Byzantines often referred to as the “Great
Church.” Built by emperor Justinian (reigned
527–65) during the brief period of 532–537, Hagia
Sophia was at first primarily decorated with
crosses and non-figural motifs. But in subsequent
centuries—and particularly following the a ban on
religious images (icons) during the Iconoclastic
Controversy of the eighth and ninth
centuries—several figural mosaics were added to
the walls of Hagia Sophia, which dramatically
changed the appearance of Justinian’s Great
Church. These mosaics illustrate the ways Hagia
Sophia became entangled in and responded to
theological controversies, imperial donations, and
even marriages.

Holy Kgures

Apse mosaic: Virgin and Child
The first major mosaic added to Hagia Sophia
following the 843 end of Iconoclasm depicted the
Virgin Mary and Christ Child in the apse, the
semidome above the altar at the eastern end of
the church. It was accompanied by an inscription
that alluded to Iconoclasm: “The images which the
imposters [i.e. the iconoclasts] had cast down here
pious emperors have again set up.” The mosaic
was probably completed around 867, when
patriarch Photios, the leader of the Church in
Constantinople, preached a sermon that also
interpreted this image in terms of the end of
Iconoclasm. The location of this Virgin and Child
mosaic—which visualized Christ’s incarnation
(becoming flesh and blood)—was also significant
since the Byzantines believed that the Eucharistic
bread and wine similarly became Christ’s flesh and
blood on the altar below.
Tympana mosaics
Not long after the apse mosaic was installed,
additional mosaics were added high on Hagia
Sophia’s north and south walls, in the tympana
beneath the central dome, toward the end of the
ninth century.
These depicted rows of holy figures—Church
fathers on the bottom, prophets in the middle, and
probably angels above—though only a few of
these mosaics survive today. Strikingly, recent
patriarchs such as Ignatius the Younger (who died
in 877) are pictured among Church fathers in the
tympana, likely because of their defense of images
during Iconoclasm, as well as their association
with Hagia Sophia.

Apse mosaic with Virgin and Child, c. 867, Hagia Sophia,
Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kB8QEb>
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Plan of Hagia Sophia, Constantinople

Apse and tympanum in Hagia Sophia, Constantinople
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Left: General view of north tympanum, (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kB2y8h>;
right: St. Ignatios the Younger mosaic in north tympanum, late 9th century, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople
(Istanbul) (photo: © Dumbarton Oaks)
Emperors and ceremony

But not all of the images in Hagia Sophia were
purely religious in their subject matter. Several
mosaics featured images of emperors and
empresses: some long dead and others still living
at the time when the mosaics were installed. Such
images remind us that over the long history of
the Byzantine Empire, there was no separation of
Church and state. The emperor often participated
in Church rituals with the clergy in Hagia Sophia.
Two mosaics depicting emperors were positioned
along a ceremonial route by which the emperor
sometimes entered Hagia Sophia for the
celebration of the Divine Liturgy, as described in
the tenth-century Book of Ceremonies. (The
Divine Liturgy is a service of the Eastern Orthodox
Church, which, like the Roman Catholic Mass,
includes hymnography, readings from the Bible,
and the celebration of the Eucharist.)
Southwest vestibule, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul)
(photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
2kB8Qyj>
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Southwest vestibule mosaic with the Virgin and Child flanked by emperors Constantine and Justinian, early
10th century, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2kak2NU>

Southwest vestibule
As they entered the narthex of Hagia Sophia,
living emperors would have passed under a mosaic
of great emperors from centuries past. This mosaic
appears in a lunette (a semicircular architectural
space) in the southwest vestibule and was likely
installed in the early tenth century.
A towering image of the Virgin appears at the
center, flanked by large letters identifying her as
the “Mother of God.” She holds the Christ Child
on her lap and sits on a lavish throne, resting her
feet on a jeweled footstool. This central image
of the Virgin and Child is similar to the ninthcentury image in Hagia Sophia’s apse discussed
above, which the emperor would encounter as he
continued into the church.

On the right, emperor Constantine, who founded
Constantinople in 330 C.E., offers a model of the
city (with its high crenelated walls) to the Virgin
and Child. On the left, emperor Justinian, who
built Hagia Sophia between 532–37, offers a
domed model of Hagia Sophia—the very church
in which this mosaic is located—to the Virgin and
Child. Images showing donors offering smaller
models of the buildings they had built to heavenly
figures were common in medieval art. Both
emperors wear the imperial loros, a rich sash-like
garment that was often decorated with precious
stones. The mosaic highlights the Byzantine
understanding of the Virgin as protector of
Constantinople, as well as the importance of
imperial patronage.
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Plan of Hagia Sophia, Constantinople

Imperial Door
As the emperor continued his ceremonial entrance
into Hagia Sophia, he proceeded into the main
part of the church through the “Imperial Door,”
the central door between the inner narthex and
the nave. A mosaic dated to around 900 (probably
slightly earlier than the mosaic in the southwest
vestibule) appears in the lunette above the Imperial
Door. In this mosaic, a frontal Christ sits formally
on a lyre-backed throne. The “lyre-backed” throne,
named for its resemblance to the ancient musical
instrument, appears in Early and Middle Byzantine
art and may have been associated with a mosaic
image of Christ in the Chrysotriklinos (main
throne room) in the Great Palace of
Constantinople. Christ blesses the viewer with his
right hand and rests an open book on his left knee,
which displays the text: “Peace be with you; I am
the light of the world” (a paraphrase of John 20:19
and John 8:12). Two roundels flank Christ.

An angel appears within the roundel on Christ’s
left. On his right, a woman who is probably the
Virgin Mary extends her hands toward Christ in a
gesture of supplication.

Mosaic over Imperial Door, c. 900, Hagia Sophia,
Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kajyhf>
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Below the Virgin, an unnamed emperor with
similarly outstretched hands bows before Christ
in a gesture of reverence known as proskynesis.
Who is this emperor? Several theories have been
proposed. Some have understood the emperor as
Leo VI atoning for marrying four times—
considered a sin and even illegal—in pursuit of a
male heir. More recently, scholars have questioned
whether this mosaic even represents a specific,
historical ruler, or whether it is a more generalized
representation of imperial submission to Christ.
This image certainly would have been meaningful
when emperors performed their own acts
of proskynesis here in the narthex (as described in
the Book of Ceremonies) before passing beneath
this mosaic to enter the nave of the church.

Narthex mosaic over Imperial Door, c. 900, Hagia Sophia,
Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kB16SZ>

Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kCntSk>
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Gallery level in Hagia Sophia, Constantinople
Imperial patrons

Two additional mosaics were added to Hagia
Sophia in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Their
subjects and location are closely related. Both
depict emperors and empresses and are located
in the south gallery (on the second level, above
the south aisle)—which was traditionally reserved
for imperial use during church services—near a
doorway that connected Hagia Sophia with the
Great Palace.

Sophia, when the capitals of the Great Church
were gilded. But the mosaic was subsequently
altered between 1042–55, replacing Romanos III
with Zoe’s third husband, Constantine IX
Monomachos (who was also a patron of Nea Moni
on Chios, known for its lavish mosaic decoration).

Constantine IX and Zoe with Christ
In the first mosaic, added during the waning years
of the Macedonian dynasty (which ruled the
Byzantine Empire from 867 to 1056), Christ
appears enthroned at the center, flanked by an
emperor and empress. When it was first installed
between 1028–34, this mosaic probably depicted
empress Zoe and her first husband, Romanos III,
who reigned 1028–34. (Empress Zoe, second
daughter of Constantine VIII, reigned with
Romanos III 1028–34, with Michael IV 1034–41,
and with Constantine IX Monomachos from 1042
until her death in 1050.) The mosaic would have
commemorated an imperial donation to Hagia

Mosaic with Christ flanked by Constantine IX Monomachos
and Zoe, c. 1028–1034 and 1042–1055, south gallery, Hagia
Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kafHiG>
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This revised version of the mosaic, which survives
today, probably commemorated another imperial
donation to the Hagia Sophia, one which enabled
the Divine Liturgy to be celebrated in the Great
Church every day rather than only on weekends
(the cost of putting on a service in Hagia
Sophia—including paying the large number of
clergy and staff—was considerable). Constantine
IX and Zoe turn inward toward Christ, offering
a bag of money and what is probably a contract
of donation. This image illustrates how such
donations to the Church were understood as
offerings to God.

emperors and empresses to Christ and the Virgin
suggests the considerable power of these
Byzantine rulers, who immortalized themselves in
fields of gold on the walls of Constantinople’s
Great Church.

Curiously, when the identity of the emperor was
updated, Zoe and Christ were also given new
faces. Perhaps the goal was to give all three faces
a consistent stylistic appearance. Another theory
suggests that Zoe’s original face may have been
destroyed as an act of damnatio memoriae (the
official erasure of someone’s legacy) when Zoe
was briefly exiled before her third marriage, and
therefore needed to be replaced.
John II and Irene
A similar imperial mosaic was installed c. 1118–34
beside the image of Constantine and Zoe in the
south gallery. It is the only surviving mosaic from
twelfth-century Constantinople. The Virgin and
Child appear at the center (complimenting the
nearby image of Christ). On either side, emperor
John II of the Komnenian dynasty and empress
Irene occupy the same positions as Constantine IX
and Zoe in the earlier mosaic, similarly offering
a money bag and a rolled document. (The
Komnenian Dynasty ruled the Byzantine Empire
1081–85; Emperor John II Komnenos reigned
1118–43; Empress Irene of Hungary married John
II Komnenos in 1104 and reigned with him from
1118 until her death in 1134.)
These emperors and empresses in the south gallery
all appear shorter than the important central
figures of Christ and the Virgin whom they flank.
At the same time, the closeness of these haloed

Empress Zoe, c. 1028–1034 and 1042–1055, south gallery,
Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kEKc4E>

Mosaic with the Virgin and Child flanked by John II and Irene,
c. 1118–1134, south gallery, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople
(Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2kB66si>
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Plan of Hagia Sophia, Constantinople
A work in progress

Although Justinian finished building Hagia Sophia
and dedicated it in the year 537, Constantinople’s
Great Church was, in a sense, an ongoing work
in progress, since subsequent rulers continued to
decorate it through the following centuries. When
Constantinople was sacked by crusaders in 1204
and subsequently reclaimed by the Byzantines in
1261, Hagia Sophia was again refurbished, and
a new mosaic showing the Deësis—an image of
intercession and divine mercy—was installed in
the south gallery. This last major mosaic was
added to the Great Church more than seven
centuries after Hagia Sophia’s initial construction.
The continuous addition of mosaics to Hagia
Sophia—reflecting theological controversies,
imperial
donations,
and
even
remarriages—illustrates how the continual
creation, or “social life,” of a monument can often
be a complex, ongoing process.

Notes:
[1] Arjun Appadurai coined this phrase in his
edited volume: The Social Life of Things:
Commodities in Cultural Perspective (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1986).
Additional resources

Liz James, Mosaics in the Medieval World: From
Late Antiquity to the Fifteenth Century
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017).
Cyril Mango, Materials for the Study of the
Mosaics of St. Sophia at Istanbul (Washington,
D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks, 1962).
Cyril Mango, “The Mosaics of Hagia Sophia,” in
Hagia Sophia, ed. Heinz Kähler (New York:
Frederick A. Praeger, 1967), pp. 47-60
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Cyril Mango and Ernest J. W. Hawkins, “The Apse
Mosaics of St. Sophia at Istanbul: Report on Work
Carried out in 1964,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 19
(1965), pp. 113, 115–151.
Cyril Mango and Ernest J. W. Hawkins, “The
Mosaics of St. Sophia at Istanbul: The Church
Fathers in the North Tympanum,” Dumbarton
Oaks Papers 26 (1972), pp. 1, 3–41.

Robert S. Nelson, Hagia Sophia, 1850–1950: Holy
Wisdom Modern Monument (Chicago and London:
University of Chicago Press, 2004).
Natalia Teteriatnikov, Justinianic Mosaics of
Hagia Sophia and Their Aftermath (Washington,
D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks, 2017).

Deësis mosaic, c. 1261, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2kmUjJL>

26.
Mosaics and microcosm: the monasteries of Hosios Loukas,
Nea Moni, and Daphni
Dr. Evan Freeman

by the beauty in all forms shining all around like
so many stars, so is one utterly amazed.” Photios
describes how his whirling to view the church
produced the impression that the church itself was
moving:
It seems that everything is in ecstatic motion, and
the church itself is circling round. For the spectator,
through his whirling about in all directions and
being constantly astir, which he is forced to
experience by the variegated spectacle on all sides,
imagines that his personal condition is transferred
to the object. – Photios of Constantinople, Homily 10
Daphni monastery, Chaidari, c. 1050–1150 (photo: Mark L.
Darby, all rights reserved) <https://flic.kr/p/2hUfgcc>

Photios offers us a tantalizing impression of the
Pharos church and a sense of how Byzantines
viewed mosaics during this period.

Ecstatic Motion

The city of Constantinople, capital of the Eastern
Roman (Byzantine) Empire since its foundation
by Constantine in 330 C.E., was roiled by the
Iconoclastic Controversy in the 8th and 9th
centuries. Emperors, bishops, and many others
debated whether images, or “icons,” of God and
the saints were holy or heretical. Those in favor
of images triumphed in 843. Soon after, a new
church was built in Constantinople’s great imperial
palace and adorned with rich mosaic icons. The
church was dedicated to the Virgin of the Pharos,
named with the Greek word for a lighthouse, since
a lighthouse stood nearby. Around 864, patriarch
Photios of Constantinople—the highest-ranking
cleric in the empire—gushed about the church of
the Pharos and its glittering mosaics: “It is as if one
had entered heaven itself . . . and was illuminated

Middle Byzantine mosaics

While the church of the Pharos has been lost, three
churches from around the eleventh century
preserve much of their original mosaic programs,
which were likely inspired by churches like the
church of the Pharos in the capital. These three
monuments—Hosios Loukas, Nea Moni, and
Daphni—point to common trends in Middle
Byzantine mosaics, while also demonstrating the
flexibility of church decoration during this period.
Mosaics are patterns or images made of tesserae:
small pieces of stone, glass, or other materials.
They commonly adorned floors in antiquity but
became popular decoration for church walls and
ceilings in Byzantium, especially among wealthy
patrons such as emperors.
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Map with Constantinople and the monasteries of Hosios Loukas, Nea Moni, and Daphni (map © Google)

In the Middle Byzantine period (c. 843–1204),
domed, centrally planned churches became more
popular than the long, hall-like basilicas of
previous centuries. While basilicas created a
strong horizontal axis between the entrance on one
end and the altar at the other, domed churches
added a vertical axis that prompted viewers to look
upward. New decorative programs developed in
tandem with this architectural trend, covering
walls and domes with mosaics and frescos of holy
figures in complex, new configurations. The lower
portions of churches were often decorated with
marble revetment (thin panels of marble, often
beautifully colored).
Church as microcosm

View of the naos, katholikon, 11th century,
Hosios Loukas, Boeotia (photo: Evan
Freeman, CC BY-SA 4.0)

Byzantine texts interpreted the domed church as
a microcosm—a three-dimensional image of the
cosmos—associating the sparkling gold vaults
above with the heavens, and the colored marbles
below with the earth. Within this framework,
images often seem to be arranged hierarchically:
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with a heavenly Christ reigning above, events
from sacred history unfolding below, and portraits
of saints surrounding the worshippers in the lowest
registers. Many of these images took on additional
meanings as church services unfolded.
Spatial icons

The mosaicists who decorated these churches
made no effort to create illusionistic backdrops for
the holy figures, as one often finds in works from
the Italian Renaissance, such as Masaccio’s Holy
Trinity fresco. Instead, the holy figures situated in
the curves and facets of these Middle Byzantine
churches appear against a gold ground. Often,
these prophets, saints, and angels seem to face
and even communicate with each other across the
space of the church. Such “spatial icons”—as the
art historian Otto Demus famously described
them—created the impression that the holy figures
occupied the same physical space as the
worshippers.

Hosios Loukas

The monastery of Hosios Loukas, located in
central Greece, is probably the oldest of the three
churches. It is named for St. Loukas of Steiris, a
local monastic saint who lived on this site and died
in 953. Two connected churches survive here. The
older church, dedicated to the Virgin and located to
the north, features a cross-in-square plan. (A crossin-square church is a church with a square naos
and a central dome braced on four sides by vaults
and supported by four columns or piers – giving
the appearance of a cross within a square). The
katholikon church (“katholikon” is the modern
Greek term for the main church in a monastic
complex), built to the south in the eleventh
century, utilizes a larger, octagon-domed plan.
(An octagon-domed church is a centrally planned
church with a dome supported above eight points.)
The katholikon church retains many of its mosaics,
undoubtedly the result of rich patronage. St.
Luke’s body was interred between the two
churches, and the monastery attracted pilgrims
who sought the saint’s healing.

Left: “spatial icon” of the Presentation of Christ in the Temple at Hosios Loukas (photo: Evan Freeman, CC
BY-SA 4.0); right: Masaccio’s Holy Trinity fresco at Santa Maria Novella (photo: Steven Zucker, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2j6FG7P>
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Worshippers entered the katholikon through the
“narthex,” a vestibule at the western end of the
building. Here, they encountered portraits of saints
and large images of Christ’s Passion (his suffering
during Holy Week culminating with the
Crucifixion) and Resurrection: Christ washing his
disciples’ feet, the Crucifixion, the Anastasis (an
image of Christ descending into hades to raise
the dead from their tombs), and the incredulous
Thomas touching the wounds of the risen Christ.
Panagia and katholikon churches seen from the east, 10th and
11th centuries, Hosios Loukas Monastery, Boeotia (© Robert
Ousterhout)

Plan of Hosios Loukas, Greece, 11th century, from Robert Weir Schultz and Sidney Howard Barnsley, The
Monastery of Saint Luke of Stiris, in Phocis, and the Dependent monastery of Saint Nicolas in the Fields, near
Skripou in Boetia (London: Macmillan, 1901)
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Narthex mosaics, left: a group of women saints, right: Christ washing his disciples’ feet, katholikon, Hosios
Loukas, Boeotia, 11th century (photo: Evan Freeman, CC BY-SA 4.0)

Worshippers then passed beneath a large mosaic
of Christ Pantokrator (the Byzantines referred to
Christ as “Pantokrator,” which means “almighty”
or “ruler of the universe”) to enter the main part
of the church, or “naos.” Christ displays an open
book that proclaims him to be the “light of the
world” (John 8:12). The mosaic’s gold tesserae
reflect sunlight from the front door in the daytime,
and flickering candlelight at night. (In Byzantine
mosaics, gold tesserae were not solid gold, but
were created by “sandwiching” thin pieces of gold
leaf between two pieces of clear glass.)

Christ Pantokrater mosaic, narthex, katholikon, Hosios
Loukas, 11th century, Boeotia (photo: Evan Freeman, CC
BY-SA 4.0)

A large fresco of Christ surrounded by angels
occupies the heavenly space of the dome in the
naos. This fresco may replicate the original dome
mosaics, which have been lost. Four
squinches (architectural elements used to make the
transition from a square space to a circular or
polygonal base for a dome) beneath the dome
displayed mosaic images from the life of Christ.
The Annunciation likely once adorned the
northeast squinch but has been lost. The mosaics in
the other three squinches depict Christ’s Nativity,
Presentation in the Jewish Temple, and Baptism.

Central dome and squiches, katholikon, Hosios Loukas
monastery, Boeotia, 11th century (photo: Evan Freeman, CC
BY-SA 4.0)
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Various saints appear below. An abundance of
monastic saints— including St. Loukas himself —
reflects the building’s function as a monastery
church.

Hosios Loukas (St. Luke of Steiris) mosaic near his tomb, west
wall of northern crossarm, katholikon, Hosios Loukas, 11th
century, Boeotia (photo: Evan Freeman, CC BY-SA 4.0)

Proceeding through the naos, worshippers saw an
image of the descent of the Holy Spirit on the
apostles at Pentecost in a smaller dome above the
altar. The Virgin and Child sit enthroned in the
apse behind the altar, a reminder that God became
a human being for the salvation of the world.
During the Divine Liturgy, this image of Christ’s
incarnation took on new significance as the bread
and wine also became the body and blood of
Christ. (The Divine Liturgy is a service of the
Eastern Orthodox Church, which, like the Roman
Catholic Mass, includes hymnography, readings
from the Bible, and culminates with the
celebration of the Eucharist.)
Nea Moni

Hermit monks founded Nea Moni (“new
monastery”) on the island of Chios sometime
before 1042, and its katholikon was built with the
patronage
of
emperor
Constantine
IX
Monomachos between 1049–55. It features a
rectangular plan, and its architectural design may
have been adapted to accommodate its mosaic
program.
Pentecost, Virgin and Child mosaics, bema, katholikon, Hosios
Loukas monastery, Boeotia, 11th century (photo: Evan
Freeman, CC BY-SA 4.0)

Left: view of Nea Moni from the west (photo: FLIOUKAS, CC
BY-SA 4.0); right: Plan of katholikon of Nea Moni, Chios, 11th
century (© Robert G. Ousterhout)
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View of the naos, Nea Moni, Chios, 11th century (photo: Meltedrainbow, CC BY-SA 4.0)

In the narthex, worshippers again encountered an
array of saints and large narrative images centering
around Christ’s Passion. In the naos, the main
dome has lost its mosaics. But remnants of
cherubim and seraphim (angelic beings described
in the Bible), evangelists, and apostles inhabit
pendentives (architectural elements in the shape
of a triangular segment of a sphere, used to make
the transition from a square room to a circular
base) beneath the dome. Further down, eight
alternating conches (a half-dome or quarter-sphere
vault) and niches (shallow recesses) displayed a
ring scenes from the life of Christ. The Virgin
appears in the eastern apse behind the altar with
hands upraised in prayer, flanked by the
archangels Gabriel and Michael.

St. Joachim mosaic, 11th century, narthex, katholikon, Nea
Moni, Chios (photo: Marmontel, CC BY-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/dh1im7>
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Daphni

The monastery of Daphni, located just northwest
of Athens, was likely the last of the three churches
to be built, probably constructed between
1050–1150. Little is known about the foundation
of this cross-in-square church.

Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple mosaic, narthex,
Daphni monastery, Chaidari, c. 1050–1150 (photo: Mark L.
Darby, all rights reserved) <https://flic.kr/p/2hUGCRd>

Daphni Monastery seen from the east, Chaidari, c. 1050–1150
(photo: Evan Freeman, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)

Plan and elevation of Daphni monastery, Chaidari, c.
1050–1150, from Robert Weir Schultz and Sidney Howard
Barnsley, The Monastery of Saint Luke of Stiris, in Phocis, and
the Dependent monastery of Saint Nicolas in the Fields, near
Skripou in Boetia (London: Macmillan, 1901)

Here, the narthex combines scenes from the lives
of Christ and the Virgin, suggesting the church
may have been dedicated to Mary. Notably, the
Last Supper and Presentation of the Virgin in the
Temple (where she was fed with heavenly bread
by an angel) both appear on the eastern wall of
the narthex, where worshippers would have seen
them as they entered the church. Such images were
meant to connect past events from sacred history
with the celebration of the Eucharist in the present:
Christ sharing bread and wine with his apostles at
the Last Supper and Virgin eating heavenly bread
in the temple were both understood to prefigure
and symbolize the Eucharist. The appearance of
the Foot Washing in the narthexes of all three of
these churches may reflect the use of this part
of the church for a ritual foot washing on Holy
Thursday, when abbots imitated Christ by washing
the feet of the monks. (Holy Thursday, known
as “Maundy Thursday” in the Roman Catholic
church, commemorates the Last Supper during
Holy Week.)
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Scenes from the lives of Christ and the
Virgin—such as the Annunciation—unfold in the
squinches below and throughout the rest of the
naos. The eastern apse reveals another Virgin and
Child, and additional saints appear throughout the
naos.

View of the naos looking east, Daphni monastery, Chaidari, c.
1050–1150 (photo: Ktiv, CC BY-SA 4.0)

A monumental image of the heavenly Christ
Pantokrator, framed by a rainbow mandorla (an
aureole of light surrounding a holy figure) in the
central dome, dominates the naos. Photios
interprets what must have been a similar image
in the Pharos church as Christ reigning from the
heavens:
You might say He is overseeing the earth, and
devising its orderly arrangement and government,
so accurately has the painter been inspired to
represent, though only in forms and in colors, the
Creator’s care for us. – Photios of Constantinople,
Homily 10

Annunciation mosaic, Daphni monastery, Chaidari, c.
1050–1150 (photo: Mark L. Darby, all rights reserved)
<https://flic.kr/p/2hUgs2n>

For worshippers entering these churches, mosaics
offered a vision of God reigning from on high,
a reminder of salvation history, and face-to-face
encounters with so many saints who had come
before. No wonder Photios found himself whirling
around, trying to take in the overwhelming
mosaics at the Pharos church, and feeling as if he
had “entered heaven itself.”
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27.
Illuminating the Psalms in Byzantium
The British Library
Kalliroe Linardou

A psalter is essentially the Book of Psalms, a book
of the Old Testament that during the Middle Ages
was accessible in two main formats: either as part
of a complete bible or as an independent volume.
The Psalms – a corpus of canticles or songs,
originally composed in Hebrew and assembled
over a period of seven centuries – were supposedly
authored by King David, an ancestor of Christ.
As a result, David’s image featured prominently in
illuminated psalters.
Medieval manuscripts of the Psalms were used in
the church during the performance of the Divine
Office (liturgy), as well as in private contexts,
mainly as a textual and/or visual aid that facilitated
the devotional practices of the laity. They therefore
often included other subsidiary texts, especially
the Canticles or Odes (hymns taken from biblical
texts other than the Psalms). Additionally, psalters
often included sumptuous illumination. Numerous
examples of decorated or plainly executed psalters
survive from the 9th to the 15th century. They are
evidence of the popularity of the Psalms amongst
medieval men and women who studied them
intensely and intimately.
The Byzantines, like Christians in western Europe,
valued the psalter highly and produced beautiful
and sophisticated illuminated manuscripts of
David’s songs for rulers, clerics, abbots and
monks, as well as for lay noble patrons. Byzantine
illuminated psalters fall into two distinct
categories according to how the images are
incorporated into the manuscript.

Produced in the Monastery of St Sabba near Jerusalem around
1090, this aristocratic psalter contains eight full-page
miniatures (Add MS 36928, British Library) <https://www.bl.
uk/collection-items/11th-century- aristocratic-psalter>

Aristocratic psalters

Psalters designed to include full-page miniatures
customarily featured either portraits of the
purported authors of the Psalms and Canticles or
scenes from their lives. These were either clustered
together at the beginning of the volume or
interspersed within the book prior to the opening
of each section. These books are known as
aristocratic psalters. The diminutive aristocratic
psalter Additional 36928 is a typical example of
this kind of manuscript.
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Dated to around 1090 and produced in the
Monastery of St Sabba, near Jerusalem, it contains
the Psalms and Canticles, and bears a series of
eight full-page miniatures, much rubbed but still
visible today.
The size of the book indicates that it was
commissioned for private use. Six scenes designed
to introduce the Book of Psalms narrate key
episodes of David’s life. On f. 44v in particular,
David is depicted serenading his flocks
accompanied by the female personification
of Melodia (Melody) who rests comfortably by his
shoulder. The image serves as both a reminder of
the humble beginnings of the future King and a
visual indication that the Psalms were composed
as songs.
Marginal psalters

An altogether different mode of decoration is
exemplified by a group of Byzantine illuminated
psalters known collectively as marginal psalters,
where images fill the margins surrounding the
main body of the text. They were designed with
particularly ample margins in order to
accommodate
free-standing
marginal
illuminations as close as possible to the verse of
the Psalms that inspired them. The earliest
surviving examples of marginal psalters date from
the 9th century, and they continued to be produced
throughout the middle and late Byzantine period.
The relationship between 9th-century marginal
psalters and later specimens has long puzzled
scholars. We should remember, however, that
medieval illustrated manuscripts were ad hoc
creations, each time adjusted to serve the needs
and tastes of their commissioners, despite the
similarities they might share with earlier volumes.
These two distinct modes of decoration, full-page
miniatures
and
marginal
illuminations,
unavoidably determined the narrative relationship
between text and images. Marginal psalters are far
more likely to combine scenes unrelated to one
another on a single page than are psalters with full-

page frontispieces, and are less concerned with
providing a continuous narrative. Illuminations in
marginal psalters tend to be dependent on the text
of the Psalms; the meaning of individual scenes
or images grouped together on a single page is
incomprehensible if taken out of the relevant
textual context. Thus, one of the most distinctive
features of Byzantine marginal psalters is their use
of the marginal format to create a sort of visual
commentary on the Psalms, a parallel to the
textual marginal commentaries found in other
biblical manuscripts.
A literal visual interpretation of the Psalms was the
most common choice of illumination. This could
be done simply, or with incredible complexity.
However, the Psalms themselves, besides speaking
of the Lord and his people, often refer to specific
events and people mentioned elsewhere in the Old
Testament. Thus, in the marginal psalters there are
a number of images depicting specific Old
Testament figures or events. A third approach to
illustrating the marginal psalter was based upon
typological interpretation. Typology involves
pairing an Old Testament event or figure
mentioned in the text with a New Testament event
or person depicted in the margins. The former is
viewed as a pre-figuration of the latter, and the
latter as the fulfilment of the former. This was
a familiar and popular interpretative approach to
the Scriptures during the Middle Ages, and was
found not only in marginal psalters but also in
other literary and artistic productions.
Marginal psalters in the British Library

The British Library houses two of the most
important surviving marginal psalters from the
11th century, the Bristol Psalter and the Theodore
Psalter.
Most psalters contain no specific information
regarding their commission and original
recipients. Fortunately, the Theodore Psalter is an
exception, as it contains a long colophon
(signature) at the end of the manuscript. The
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colophon tells us that the scribe Theodore from
Caesarea, a monk of the Studios Monastery in
Constantinople, made the book for Abbot Michael
in 1066. The manuscript was sumptuously
illustrated throughout with marginal images that
give us a rare insight into an abbot’s reading of
the Psalms. For instance, on f. 1r, the initial letter
M for the Greek word Μακάριος (Blessed) that
opens the first Psalm is shaped to include Christ
and the Blessed Man who is the subject of the
opening verse. Both of them are repeated on a
bigger scale on the right corner of the margin. The
bottom margin has been meaningfully reserved for
the ungodly sinners and evil men mentioned in
the Psalm, who are gesticulating vividly in
disagreement. On the top right margin, Christ is
represented as the Ancient of Days – an
iconographic convention that introduces Christ as
the God of the Old Testament – supervises all
human affairs from the skies and visually fulfils all
prophesies and promises that will be expounded in
the following pages.

The Theodore Psalter is a marginal psalter completed in 1066
by the scribe and artist Theodore, a monk of the Studios
Monastery in Constantinople (Add MS 19352, British Library)
<https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/the-theodore-psalter>

The Bristol Psalter, made in the 11th century, is a marginal
psalter that also contains full-page miniatures in the manner
of aristocratic psalters. (Add MS 40731, British Library)
<https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/the-bristol-psalter>

The designers of the Bristol psalter – a diminutive
book most certainly made for private use and
classified as a marginal psalter sharing common
features with the aristocratic psalters – took an
altogether different approach to the opening of the
book and the illustration of David’s text. On f.
7v, the book is introduced by a full-page portrait
of David seated and surrounded by five musicians
holding recognisable musical instruments, in a
manner familiar to us from aristocratic psalters.
On the facing folio (f. 8r), the opening of the
Psalms is illustrated by a single image on the
bottom margin. The pious man, with whom the
anonymous recipient of the psalter would certainly
identify, is represented by his desk with a book
opened in front of him meditating the law of God
day and night (Ps 1:2) prescribed by the Psalm,
while two female personifications of Day and
Night identified by inscriptions, visualise the
passing of time mentioned in Psalm 1.
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The Bristol Psalter, made in the 11th century, is a marginal psalter
that also contains full-page miniatures in the manner of aristocratic
psalters. (Add MS 40731, British Library) <https://www.bl.uk/
collection-items/the-bristol-psalter>

Byzantine illuminated psalters are so much more
than mere picture-books. They provide us with
an excellent opportunity to study the many
sophisticated approaches used to establish
meaningful links between text and image. They
also offer us a valuable insight into the private
sphere and the most intimate hopes and fears of
their owners.
Originally published by the British Library.
<https://www.bl.uk/greek-manuscripts/articles/
illuminated-byzantine-psalters>
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28.
Illuminated Gospel-books
The British Library
Kathleen Maxwell

Of the estimated 60,000 surviving Greek
manuscripts, approximately 5,400 contain Gospel
texts. The popularity of the Gospels is explained
by their central role in the liturgy of the Orthodox
Church which required a lection (excerpt) from
one of the Gospels. On special feasts such as Good
Friday, more than a dozen lections would be read
throughout the day. Thus, Greek Gospel
manuscripts can be divided into two types:
1. There are more than 2,930 continuous
text Gospel manuscripts; these contain
the Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke and
John, and are usually formatted with one
column of text

Art historians study Gospel texts that feature
figural and/or non-figural decoration. While
images inspired by the four Gospels can be found
in many media before the 6th century, the earliest
extant Greek Gospel manuscripts with figural
imagery are from the 6th century and are likely
the product of an imperial scriptorium in
Constantinople.
They
are
the Rossano
Gospels (now in Rossano, Italy) and the Sinope
Gospels (now in the Bibliothèque nationale de
France, Paris).

2. Gospel lectionaries, on the other hand,
comprise more than 2,450 additional
manuscripts. These texts include
excerpted Gospel readings arranged
according to the liturgical calendar of
the Orthodox Church which begins on
Easter Sunday with John’s Gospel (John
1. 1–17).
Lectionaries often have two text columns,
presumably because they would be easier to read
aloud. Many continuous text Greek Gospel books
were adapted to function as Gospel lectionaries, so
it is important to know something about both types
of manuscripts. This article focuses on a small
selection of illuminated manuscripts drawn from
over 200 Greek Gospel books in the collection of
the British Library.

Four folios from a 6th-century manuscript on purple
parchment, written in silver ink (now oxidized), with gold used
for the names of Jesus and God (Cotton MS Titus C XV, British
Library)
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Both Gospels are incomplete, but feature gold or
silver writing on purple parchment. These features
taken together with their splendid narrative
miniatures suggest a patron of the highest
standing, possibly a Byzantine emperor or a
member of the royal family.

of such a book. Even a modest Gospel book with
minimal decoration executed only in ink by the
scribe was an expensive endeavour, given the cost
of the parchment and the time required to copy a
manuscript that often approached 300 folios (600
pages) in length.

Our contemporary chapter and verse system of
referencing the Gospels was not perfected until the
mid-16th century, and for this reason, many Greek
Gospel manuscripts contain aids for readers that
are not found in our contemporary New Testament
texts. Readers were dependent on a reference
system initiated by Ammonius (3rd century) and
refined by Eusebius of Caesarea (263–339).
Ammonius numbered sections of the Gospels to
make it easy to find important passages. These
numbers are typically found in the margin near the
appropriate Gospel passage. Eusebius then created
a series of 10 Canon Tables in which these
Ammonian section numbers were organized so
that the reader could easily discover parallel
passages in the other Gospels. The first Canon
table included four columns labeled Matthew,
Mark, Luke and John. In Matthew’s column all
of the Ammonian section numbers for passages
that are found in all four Gospels would be listed.
The columns for the other three evangelists would
include their corresponding section number for the
relevant passage in Matthew in the first column.
Canon Tables are included at the beginning of
many Greek Gospel books and they are often
prefaced by a letter written by Eusebius explaining
their function.
The British Library contains the oldest example
of an illuminated Canon Table. Surviving on just
two folios and written on gold, these illuminations
provide a glimpse of what must have been a richly
decorated Gospel book. These so-called Golden
Canon Tables preserve only the later Canon
Tables, e.g. 8, 9 and 10 from the sequence of 10,
where Canon Table 10 lists the section numbers
for passages unique to each Gospel. Complete
Gospel manuscripts survive in much greater
numbers after the end of Iconoclasm in 842 and it
becomes possible to describe the typical format

Moreover, a surprisingly high number of Gospel
books also include framed portraits of the
evangelists at the beginning of their respective
Gospels. The evangelists are generally shown
seated and writing at desks against gold
backgrounds. On the page opposite to the
depictions of the Evangelists, framing the title at
the beginning of their respective Gospel was a
decorated headpiece that often complemented the
color scheme of the evangelist and/or his frame.
These features, combined with decorated Canon
Tables at the beginning of the manuscript, required
a trained illuminator. The golden color of the
Canon Tables, backgrounds of the evangelist
portraits, decorated headpieces at the beginning
of each Gospel, various titles, as well as any
decorated initials, added significantly to the cost.
Such manuscripts were reserved for the elite.
Figural and non-figural decoration also had a
functional role in Greek manuscripts. If we
remember that foliation/pagination and therefore
tables of contents and indices were virtually
nonexistent, we can begin to appreciate the visual
cues provided by evangelist portraits and
headpieces in these manuscripts. Such cues
assisted the reader in locating the beginnings of
each of the four Gospels. The pinpointing of
specific passages within each Gospel would be
aided by the presence of the Ammonian section
numbers, assuming, that is, that the reader knew
the section number of the desired passage, for no
index to these section numbers was included in
these manuscripts. The Ammonian section
numbers in the margins were often paired with
their relevant Canon Table number so that the
reader could consult that table and immediately
determine if other Gospels contained parallel
passages.
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Golden Canon Tables. This 12th-century manuscript contains two fragments of 6th- or 7th-century Canon
Tables written on gold (Add MS 5111, ff 10–11, British Library) <https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/
the-golden-canon-tables>
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Another aid to the reader was included in many,
but not all Gospel books. These were the
numbered chapters (kephalaia) and their
descriptive titles often listed at the beginning of
each Gospel (usually in the folios directly before
the evangelist portrait). Individual chapter titles
would be repeated in the top margin of the folio
where the beginning of the chapter was found.
While the chapter titles would at least inform the
reader of the subject of their respective text, they
were relatively few in number and thus less
effective in finding more obscure Gospel passages.

two-volume work including the entire New
Testament, is an example. The distinctive standing
portrait of Luke at the beginning of Acts (Add MS
28815, f. 162v) is one of the finest author portraits
in a Byzantine manuscript. Luke’s painterly face
contrasts with his ethereally-defined pastelcolored garments. The artist’s classicising
approach to the drapery is further differentiated
from the almost impressionistic rendering of the
scroll which Luke holds unfurled on his desk. The
seated portrait of Luke before his Gospel (fol. 76v)
was likely executed by the same artist. Here,
however, the expressive surface effects of the
evangelist’s drapery compromise the integrity of
the figure beneath and are reminiscent, at least in
the mid-torso area, of melted frosting sliding off
of a cake. The resulting instability is exacerbated
by the overly ambitious design of Luke’s chair and
the awkward angle of his footrest.

This 10th-century Gospel book contains decorated Canon
Tables and chapter titles in colored inks, to help the reader
find specific references more easily (Add MS 11300, British
Library) <https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/gospel-bookfrom-lebanon>

Some Greek Gospel books created in the late 9th
and 10th century rank among the finest illuminated
manuscripts ever produced during the Byzantine
Empire. Add MS 28815/Egerton 3145, a large

An unusual example of a complete New Testament illuminated
manuscript; this volume contains two different portraits of
Luke (Add MS 28815/Egerton 3145, British Library)
<https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/the-guest-coutts-newtestament>
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Burney MS 19 is a fine 10th-century Gospel book
to which evangelist portraits were added in the
first half of the 12th century. The evangelist
portraits are striking examples of the so-called
Kokkinobaphos Master, an artist or workshop that
created high quality work in a number of
manuscripts found in the period circa 1125–1150.
The portraits in Burney MS 19 are in exceptional
condition and feature highly animated facial
expressions and beautiful pastel-colored garments.
John’s headpiece (f. 166r), however, dates to the
10th century and is an example of the Byzantineblossom style of ornament that was popular in
Greek manuscripts throughout the 14th century.

A fascinating example of a Gospel manuscript that includes
miniatures depicting stories from the Gospels as well as the
more common evangelist portraits (Harley MS 1810, British
Library) <https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/
the-harley-greek-gospels>

It was not uncommon for illuminations to be added to a
Gospel manuscript some time after it was copied, as is the
case with this volume (Burney MS 19, British Library)
<https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/the-burney-gospels>

Harley MS 1810 is an unusual Gospel manuscript
in that it contains – in addition to Canon Tables,
evangelist portraits and headpieces – 17 framed
narrative miniatures within its Gospel texts. This
12th-century work is assigned to a large group of
manuscripts that have been dubbed the ‘decorative
style’ group. Comprising over 100 manuscripts,
the majority of which are Gospel texts, the
decorative style features bold evangelists in bright
pastel hues and a distinctive deep black ‘low
Epsilon script’. Some scholars assign decorative
style manuscripts to Cyprus or Palestine while
others are hesitant to assign this largest single
group of Greek manuscripts to any place other
than Constantinople. Like many Greek Gospel
books, Harley MS 1810 was adapted for liturgical
use, that is, to be used as a lectionary.
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with a golden title announcing that the following
reading is for Easter.
Even more remarkable, the entire text is written
in a cross-shaped format with small decorative
projections marking all eight corners of the text.
The use of the cross-shaped text is highly unusual,
for it ensures that the area for writing is not fully
utilized and thus adds to the cost of the manuscript.
It also makes it more difficult for the scribe to
format his text. Only a few manuscripts in this
format survive and they were likely commissioned
by an imperial patron.
There are many more illuminated Greek Gospel
manuscripts available to view in full on Digitized
Manuscripts <https://www.bl.uk/manuscripts>.
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29.
Middle Byzantine secular art
Dr. Anne McClanan

Veroli Casket, 950–1000 C.E. (Constantinople), wood overlaid with ivory and bone, traces of gilding and
paint, V&A, London (photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kCsYYB>

For many of us, “Byzantine art” evokes gold
icons with sacred figures or splendid church
interiors. But the Byzantines also created art and
architecture with no religious imagery and without
explicit religious functions in mind.
Religious vs. secular?

elements were often seamlessly blended. For
example, the Book of Ceremonies, compiled in the
10th century, describes the elaborate protocols that
shaped life in the Byzantine palaces, and
many—such as the coronation of a new emperor
or empress—involve aspects that we would today
call both religious and political.

Admittedly, classifying medieval art in tidy
categories of the “religious” or “secular” is a bit
anachronistic, especially in the arts of the
Byzantine court, where religious and political

The Book of Ceremonies describes the patriarch
(a bishop who was the highest-ranking church
official in Constantinople) crowning the emperor
in the cathedral of Hagia Sophia:
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[The patriarch] says a prayer over the ruler’s
imperial crown, and having completed it, the
patriarch himself takes the crown and places it on
the ruler’s head. Immediately the people cry out,
“Holy, holy, holy! Glory to God in the highest and
peace on earth,” three times. Then: “Many years to
so-and-so, great emperor and sovereign!” – Book of
Ceremonies I, 38

An image in the twelfth-century Madrid Skylitzes,
which shows the patriarch crowning emperor
Constantine II, offers us a glimpse of what such
a coronation event might have looked like. Such
texts and images demonstrate that the sacred and
secular
often
mingled
in
Byzantium.
Acknowledging this, let us nevertheless consider
Middle Byzantine “secular” artworks that display
non-religious images and motifs.

Emperor Alexios V (Österreichische Nationalbibliothek Cod.
Hist. gr. 53, fol. 291v) <https://onb.digital/result/10FF6418>

The patriarch crowning emperor Constantine II, in the Madrid
Skylitzes, between 1126 and 1150? (Biblioteca Nacional de
España, Vitro. 26-2, fol. 114v) <http://bdh.bne.es/bnesearch/
detalle/1754254>

Silks

Manuscript illuminations show the gorgeous silk
ceremonial garb of the court, as seen in this
depiction of emperor Alexios V, whose brief reign
ended with the Fourth Crusade‘s conquest of
Constantinople in 1204. The emperor wears deep
purple silk, not decorated with religious motifs,
but with white medallion patterns that display a
griffin at the center. Similar textiles survive,
including an example at the cathedral treasury in
Sion, Switzerland.

Byzantine silk with paired griffins in roundels, 11th century,
Valère Basilica, Sion, Switzerland (photo: Wikimedia
Commons, CC0)

Although brownish-looking now, chemical
analysis shows this Byzantine textile once had the
rich purple hue seen in the manuscript since the
silk was dyed with “murex,” an extremely
expensive purple dye whose use was tightly
restricted to the highest echelons of Byzantine
society. The shared griffin imagery on both the
manuscript illumination garment and Sion textile
is typical of luxury goods, which often featured
exotic and fictive creatures. The griffin is a
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mythical creature with the head and wings of an
eagle, the body of a lion, and sometimes a snake
for a tail, which originated in the ancient world and
appears in the arts of many cultures.
Ceramics

A menagerie of strange beasts also populates
Byzantine ceramics. A twelfth-century plate,
recovered from a medieval shipwreck, shows a
cheetah attacking a deer.

Plate with lovers, first half of 13th century, probably from
northern Greece or eastern Thrace, glazed earthenware with
champlevé decoration (Archaeological Museum of Ancient
Corinth, photo: National Gallery of Art) <https://www.nga.
gov/features/slideshows/byzantine-ceramics.html#slide_4>

The plate shows a woman perched on the lap of a
young man. It includes details such as the rabbit on
the right, which broadcasts the amorous intentions
of the central figures, since this animal symbolized
fecundity and sex to its medieval audience.
Plate with cheetah attacking a deer, mid-12th century, glazed
earthenware with sgraffito decoration (Nea Anchialos
Archaeological Collection, photo: National Gallery of Art)
<https://www.nga.gov/features/slideshows/byzantineceramics.html#slide_3>

Other Byzantine ceramic vessels featured abstract
ornaments or even scenes from popular stories,
such as this thirteenth-century plate that might
render a scene from the tales of Digenis
Akritis which roughly translates as “biracial border
lord.” The Digenis Akritis is a Byzantine poem of
the twelfth century that narrates the exploits of
a fictional hero of Byzantine and Arab descent
named Basil on the eastern frontier of the
Byzantine empire.

Ivory Boxes

A similar playfulness is seen in the imagery of
Middle Byzantine ivory and bone boxes, or
caskets, of which over forty survive. Additional
panels also survive, detached from boxes that are
now lost. While some caskets display Biblical
figures such as Adam and Eve, many instead
portray an eclectic array of figures that seem
calculated to delight rather than edify. The tenthcentury Veroli Casket (below) includes scenes
from classical mythology such as the hero
Bellerophon with his winged horse Pegasus.
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Veroli Casket, 950–1000 C.E., Constantinople, wood overlaid with ivory and bone, traces of gilding and paint
(Victoria and Albert Museum, London, photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kCpo6D>

Detail of Veroli Casket, 950–1000 C.E., Constantinople, wood overlaid with ivory and bone, traces of gilding
and paint (Victoria and Albert Museum, London, photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
2kCpo9j>
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Strips of ivory decorated with rosettes, which
frame the scenes on the Veroli Casket, are another
common characteristic of such boxes. Carved
pieces of bone and wood attach to a wooden
armature, which come in a few standard shapes.
Earlier scholarship assumed these lavish works
were made for women, but there is no imagery
or other evidence that suggests they were seen
as particularly feminine. Instead, what is clear is
the use of classical, pagan imagery to signal the
erudition and status of the owners, who may have
used such boxes to store a range of precious
objects.

which vaguely allude to mythological scenes,
further enhanced its status.

San Marco bowl

An exquisite tenth-century glass bowl now in
Venice’s San Marco illustrates another way the
classical is rendered in Middle Byzantine art.

Detail of bowl, 11th–12th century, enameled and gilded glass,
17 x 33 cm (with handles), Treasury of San Marco, Venice
(photo © Regione del Veneto)

Perhaps the scenes were inspired by ancient carved
gems—such as this carnelian ring stone at The
Metropolitan Museum of Art—which similarly
show vignettes in silhouette?

Bowl, 11th–12th century, enameled and gilded glass, 17 x 33
cm (with handles) (Treasury of San Marco, Venice, photo ©
Regione del Veneto) <http://www.meravigliedivenezia.it/it/
oggetti-virtuali/TSM_068.html>

Various attempts have been made to connect the
imagery on the San Marco bowl with specific
classical myths, identifying such figures as
Dionysus, Hermes, and Mars. But none of those
explanations have ultimately been persuasive. The
elegantly-posed nudes on the bowl, pictured in
dramatic contrast with the dark enamel
background, convey a loose sense of the classical
rather than recounting a specific myth. A medieval
audience would have recognized this object to be
of the highest quality in terms of workmanship and
value, and the classicizing rendering of figures,

Warrior placing wreath around column, carnelian ring stone,
3rd–2nd century B.C.E., Italic, carnelian, 1.4 cm high (photo:
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, CC0)
<https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/244895>
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Detail of bowl, 11th–12th century, enameled and gilded glass, 17 x 33 cm (with handles), Treasury of San
Marco, Venice (photo © Regione del Veneto)

Like the Veroli Casket and the Paris Psalter, the
San Marco bowl has been attributed to the socalled “Macedonian Renaissance,” a phase of
Middle Byzantine art soon after the end
of Iconoclasm in which classical subject matter
and a more naturalistic style were preferred by
patrons of the Macedonian imperial family.
This bowl also references contemporary luxury
goods from the Islamic world that were circulating
around the eastern Mediterranean at this time.
Around the inside of its rim and exterior of its
base, the bowl displays pseudo-Arabic
inscriptions. These are an imitation of a Kufic
script, but they are not actual, readable texts.
Alicia Walker has theorized that these classicizing
figures and pseudo-Arabic inscriptions indicate
that this vessel may have been used for divination,
which was associated with ancient gods and
eastern cultures. [1] But the significance of these
non-Christian motifs remains uncertain.

Even after the end of the Byzantine Iconoclastic
Controversy that raised religious concerns over
images, Byzantine artists and patrons continued to
use and enjoy many kinds of non-religious images
and subject matter. Sometimes this imagery
overtly connected to classical mythology or
medieval folktales, but other times—as with
creatures both fictive and real—the imagery did
not come from a specific story but was derived
from a broader visual culture shared around the
eastern Mediterranean in both Christian and
Islamic artworks.
Notes:
[1] Alicia Walker, “Meaningful Mingling:
Classicizing Imagery and Islamicizing Script in a
Byzantine Bowl,” The Art Bulletin 90.1 (March
2008): 32–53.

30.
Byzantine frescoes at Saint Panteleimon, Nerezi
Architecture in focus
Dr. Evan Freeman

Church of Saint Panteleimon, 1164, Nerezi, North Macedonia (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2jNTe8W>

The Eastern Roman “Byzantine” Empire is well
known for its glittering, gold mosaics. But the
medieval artists of Byzantium were also adept at
a wall painting technique known as fresco: a less
expensive medium than mosaics in which artists
applied pigments to wet plaster so that the painting

became chemically bonded to the wall itself. A
small church located in the village of Gorno
Nerezi (commonly just “Nerezi”) on the outskirts
of Skopje, North Macedonia, preserves some of
the finest examples of fresco from the Byzantine
period.
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Byzantium Empire with location of Saint Panteleimon, Nerezi, c. 1173 (Map © Google)

Imperial Patronage

According to a painted inscription in the church,
the Middle Byzantine church of Saint Panteleimon
(pronounced pan-tah-LAY-mon) was built as a
monastery church in 1164 by Alexios Komnenos,
a nephew of Byzantine emperor John II. Alexios
may have owned land in this region. Nerezi’s fivedomed architecture and high-quality frescoes
reflect its imperial patronage.
Church of Saint Panteleimon, 1164, Nerezi, North Macedonia
(photo: Evan Freeman, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)
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Plan of Saint Panteleimon, Nerezi (adapted from plan © Robert Ousterhout)

Architecture

Saint Panteleimon is a modest, crossdomed structure (its central dome is braced on four
sides by vaults in the shape of a cross) with four
smaller domed chapels, making it a five-domed
church. Its five-domed design echoes the form of
the church of the Holy Apostles in the Byzantine
capital of Constantinople (destroyed following the
Ottoman conquest of Constantinople in
1453)—which contained relics (remains) of the
Apostles and the tombs of Byzantine
emperors—reflecting Nerezi’s connections with
the capital and imperial family.

Like most Byzantine churches, Saint Panteleimon
is divided into three main parts, which were
adorned with frescoes:
1. the narthex at the western end of the
church, which functioned as an entrance
vestibule;
2. the naos—the main part of the
church—where most of the worshippers
attended church services; and
3. the bema, or sanctuary, where the altar
was located and where the clergy led the
celebration of the Eucharist.
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The two eastern chapels connect to the bema,
enabling them to function as a prothesis and
diakonikon. The two western chapels connect with
the narthex and may have been used for services
that took place in the narthex. (The “prothesis”
was a chamber often located to the north of the
altar where the bread and wine could be prepared
for the celebration of the Eucharist and sacred
vessels could be stored; the “diakonikon” was a
chamber often located to the south of the altar
where vestments and other church objects could be
stored.)
Frescoes

While the frescoes in the narthex have been
badly damaged and the upper portions of the naos
and bema were replaced
with postByzantine paintings, the naos and bema preserve
much of the original, twelfth-century frescoes on
the lower levels.
A stunning, blue background unifies the original,
twelfth-century frescoes, which have been
executed with a range of vivid colors. The figures
at Nerezi are slender and often elongated. Nerezi’s
painters have made extensive use of lines to define
the boundaries of shapes, model forms, and
portray emotions in the individualized faces of
many of Nerezi’s figures. This elongation of the
figures and repetition of lines create a sense of
visual rhythms and movement within the church,
and were a hallmark of Byzantine painting during
the Komnenian period.
The high quality of Nerezi’s frescoes and
similarities with other artworks have led many
scholars to conclude that the church’s painters
hailed from the Byzantine capital of
Constantinople, a major center of artistic
patronage and production. Nerezi’s frescoes are
particularly valuable since no painted church
programs from Constantinople survive from this
period (much of Constantinople’s church art was
destroyed following the Ottoman conquest of the
city in 1453).

Portrait of monastic Saint Arsenios in the southern crossarm
of the naos, 1164, Saint Panteleimon, Nerezi (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jNXxjX>

Frescoes in the northern crossarm of the naos, 1164, Saint
Panteleimon, Nerezi (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2jNWMBF>
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The Meeting of the Lord in the Temple fresco in the southern crossarm of the naos, 1164, Saint Panteleimon,
Nerezi (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jNWNkV>

The Naos

As was common in post-Iconoclastic churches,
Nerezi features full-length, nearly life-size
portraits of saints at the floor level, with narrative
scenes from the lives of Christ and the Virgin Mary
above.
The Meeting of the Lord in the Temple
This narrative cycle begins on the southern
crossarm of the naos, which is dominated by a
large image of the Meeting of the Lord in the
Temple. Here, Mary and Joseph bring the newborn
Jesus into the Jewish temple and the prophets
Simeon and Anna identify him as the Messiah.

Detail of Meeting of the Lord with painted imitation of
bookmatched marble revetment at Nerezi (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jNXAU7>
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The artists have imagined the interior of the temple
as a Christian church with an altar, ciborium (a
canopy raised above an altar, throne, or tomb, also
called a baldachin), and marble revetment,
including bookmatched marble slabs like those
found in Justinian’s sixth-century Hagia Sophia
and other Byzantine churches. (The Byzantines
often matched marble slabs so they appeared to
mirror each other, a technique known as
“bookmatching,” since it created the appearance of
an open book.)
Deposition fresco in the northern crossarm of the naos, 1164,
Saint Panteleimon, Nerezi (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jNXzNQ>

The Lamentation

Bookmatched marble revetment, Hagia Sophia, 532–37,
Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: Steven Zucker, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/nHEff8>

The narrative continues with the Threnos, or
Lamentation, located next to the Deposition. The
dead Christ now lies on the ground but has not
yet been placed in the tomb (which appears on the
left side of the image). Christ’s followers mourn
his death. Lines of grief crease their faces, creating
emotional expressions often absent from
Byzantine art. The Virgin cradles her dead son in
her lap, recalling how she carried him into the
temple in the Meeting of the Lord on the opposite
wall.

The Deposition
Christ’s followers mourn his death on the north
side of the naos, a common theme of hymns and
sermons during the post-Iconoclastic era. In the
Deposition, Christ’s followers remove his body
from the cross. Joseph of Arimathea looks out at
the viewer with a piercing gaze from the center of
the scene.

Lamentation fresco in northern crossarm of the naos, 1164,
Saint Panteleimon, Nerezi (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jNTbT5>
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Annotated Lamentation fresco in northern crossarm of the naos, 1164, Saint Panteleimon, Nerezi (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jNTbT5>

John the Evangelist clings to Christ’s hand at the
center of the scene. His hunched body creates
sweeping contours that move the viewer’s eyes
toward the dead Christ and his mother. Additional
mourners gather at Christ’s feet and angels appear

in the sky above, echoing the grief of Christ’s
followers below. These human and angelic figures
display a range of emotions and gestures of
bereavement, which must have invited Byzantine
viewers to engage emotionally with this image.

North crossarm of the naos at Nerezi (photo: byzantologist,
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jNTf5A>

Detail of the Lamentation at Nerezi (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jNWJaf>
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Left: Lamentation at Nerezi (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0); right: Giotto, Lamentation fresco,
Arena (Scrovegni) Chapel, 1305–06, Padua (photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

In Byzantine mosaics and panel paintings, such
scenes often appeared against a solid gold
background. Yet here, the artist has effectively
employed fresco to create a naturalistic
environment: an undulating green ground, tan hills
with rhythmic curves, and a deep blue sky. This
landscape also serves the larger composition; the
silhouettes of the hills sink toward the center of the
scene, moving the viewer’s eyes to the figures, and
heightening the overall drama of the image.
This scene, its naturalistic setting, and its emphasis
on emotion all anticipate developments associated
with Renaissance Italy. Scholars have noted the
striking similarities between Nerezi and Giotto’s
fourteenth-century frescoes at the Arena Chapel in
Padua, Italy, particularly in Giotto’s own rendition
of this same scene: The Lamentation. Although
Giotto’s figures are more naturalistic than those
at Nerezi, both frescoes emphasize the mourners’
grief within a landscape that amplifies the drama
of the scene.

twelfth-century fragments (view location in plan
below). This form of sanctuary barrier, consisting
of chancel slabs, colonnettes, and an epistyle or
templon beam, was widespread in Byzantium
during this time, and enabled laypeople to see into
the bema. Later, Byzantine templons incorporated
intercolumnar icons (as seen at the fourteenthcentury church of Saint George of Staro
Nagoričino) creating what has become known as
an “iconostasis,” which can still be found in
Orthodox churches today.

The Templon

A templon separates the naos (where most
worshippers stood) from the bema (where the
clergy stood around the altar), reconstructed from

Templon with intercolumnar icons at the church of Saint
George, Staro Nagoričino, 1313-1318, North
Macedonia (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/ p/2k5eeRQ>
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Annotated templon and proskynetaria icons at Nerezi (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2jNXzSs>

Plan of Saint Panteleimon, Nerezi (adapted from plan © Robert Ousterhout)
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Proskynetaria icons

Bishops in the Bema

The bema, where the clergy celebrated the
Eucharist, displays images that reflect the ritual
function of this particular space. Eight bishop
saints decorate the bema walls at ground level, two
of whom appear to emerge from the side chapels.
Images of bishops were a common feature in
Byzantine bemas for centuries, where they were
usually depicted frontally and holding books, as
at the sixth-century church of Sant’Apollinare in
Classe, near Ravenna, Italy.

Detail of Saint Panteleimon proskynetarion icon at Nerezi
(photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
2jNWML8>

As was common in Middle Byzantine churches,
the church of Saint Panteleimon features two large
proskynetaria icons on either side of the templon.
The damaged icon to the north once depicted the
Virgin and child, resonating with the narrative
depictions of these figures in such scenes as the
Meeting of the Lord and the Lamentation. The
icon to the south represents Saint Panteleimon,
a healer who was the church’s patron saint.
Panteleimon retains his original stuccoframe,
which features delicately carved birds and vegetal
motifs. The large scale, prominent position, and
elaborate frames of these proskynetaria icons must
have made them a focus of prayer and veneration
for Byzantine worshippers.

Apse mosaic of bishop Saint Severus, Sant’Apollinare in
Classe, c. 533–49, Ravenna, Italy (photo: Evan Freeman, CC
BY-NC-SA 4.0)

But the bishops at Nerezi appear in a three-quarter
view and strike a more dynamic pose, an
innovative approach at this time. Instead of closed
books, the bishops at Nerezi hold unfurled scrolls
(or “rolls”) that display prayers spoken by the
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clergy in the Divine Liturgy. Such scrolls were
actually used by clergy during this period, as seen
in a roughly contemporary, twelfth-century
example preserved at the British Library. This new
way of depicting bishops in a three-quarter pose
and accompanied by contemporary liturgical
objects made these saints appear as active
participants in the church services celebrated in
this space.
In the apse behind the altar, two angels vested as
deacons hold liturgical fans (another contemporary
liturgical object) on either side of the Hetoimasia,
or “prepared throne,” a symbolic image that
evoked Christ’s Passion and anticipated second
coming. Additional angel deacons appear above,
where Christ is shown giving Eucharistic bread
and wine to his Apostles like a priest, mirroring the
Divine Liturgy as it unfolded below.

Left: bishop saints on the south side of the bema at Nerezi
(photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0); right: Liturgical
roll with Divine Liturgy St. Basil (Add MS 22749), 12th
century, Byzantine (British Library, CC0)

Scholars refer to this tendency of church art to
illustrate contemporary ritual and material culture
during this period as “liturgical realism.”

Liturgical fan, 565–578 C.E., Byzantine (© Dumbarton Oaks)

Nerezi in art history

Hetoimasia fresco at floor level in the apse behind the altar in
the bema, 1164, Saint Panteleimon, Nerezi (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jNXAzQ>

Byzantine art may be known for its golden
mosaics, but the five-domed church of Saint
Panteleimon at Nerezi challenges modern viewers
not to forget Byzantium’s equally beautiful
frescoes. With vivid colors and graceful lines,
Nerezi’s frescoes depict elongated figures that
exhibit a range of emotions and sometimes occupy
naturalistic landscapes, anticipating the Italian
Renaissance and demonstrating Byzantium’s
importance in the history of art.
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Annotated image of frescoes in the apse behind the altar in the bema, 1164, Saint Panteleimon, Nerezi (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jNXy1b>

Additional resources
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University of Washington Press, 1999).
Sophia Kalopissi-Verti, “The Proskynetaria of the
Templon and Narthex: Form, Imagery, Spatial
Connections, and Reception,” in Sharon E. J.
Gerstel, ed., Thresholds of the Sacred:
Architectural, Art Historical, Liturgical, and

Theological Perspectives on Religious Screens,
East and West (Washington, D.C.: Dumbarton
Oaks, 2006), 197–132.
Robert G. Ousterhout, Eastern Medieval
Architecture: The Building Traditions of
Byzantium and Neighboring Lands (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2019).
Ida Sinkević, The Church of St. Panteleimon at
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31.
The Paris Psalter
Artwork in focus
Dr. Anne McClanan

David Composing the Psalms, from the Paris Psalter, c. 900 C.E. 14-1/8 x
10-1/4″ / 36 x 26 cm (Bibliothèque nationale de France)
The classical past and the medieval Christian
present

Why would a Biblical king surround himself with
pagans?

The Paris Psalter embodies a complex mixture of
the classical pagan past and the medieval Christian
present—all brought together to communicate a
political message by the Byzantine emperor.
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The Byzantine Empire, which ruled areas of the
eastern Mediterranean from the fourth through
fifteenth centuries, left a dazzling visual legacy
that has influenced other medieval Christian and
Islamic societies as well as countless artists in our
own time.
What is a psalter?

The word “Psalter” in the name of this manuscript
is the term we use for books and manuscripts of
the Hebrew Bible’s Book of Psalms. Psalters were
one of the most commonly copied works in the
Middle Ages because of their central role in
medieval church ceremony.
The images

rule for medieval kings. Because King David was
traditionally considered the author of the Psalms,
he is shown here in the role of musician and
composer, sitting atop a boulder playing his harp
in an idyllic pastoral setting. This manuscript so
carefully follows models from prior centuries that
scholars once thought it was made during the reign
of the Byzantine Emperor Justinian in the sixth
century. Only later did research demonstrate that
the Paris Psalter was actually made in the tenth
century as an exquisite imitation of Roman work
from the third to fifth centuries—in other words, it
was part of an intentional revival of the Classical
past. Classical style, as a general term, refers to
the naturalistic visual representation used during
periods when, for example, the Roman emperors
Augustus and Hadrian ruled.
Classical revival

The period of classical revival that produced the
Paris Psalter is sometimes called the Macedonian
Renaissance, because the Macedonian dynasty of
emperors ruled the Byzantine Empire at the time.
This classical revival followed Byzantine
Iconoclasm. The notion that this Byzantine revival
of the Roman past was a Renaissance, in the sense
of a full-scale revival of classical thinking and
art such as in the Italian Renaissance, has been
questioned. However, there is no doubt that we see
in this, and other contemporary works, a conscious
appropriation of elements of the classical artistic
vocabulary.

David Glorified by the Women of Israel, from The Paris
Psalter, c. 900 C.E. 14-1/8 x 10-1/4″ / 36 x 26 cm
(Bibliothèque nationale de France)

This work was unusually large and lavishly
illustrated, with 14 full-page illuminations
included in its 449 folios (a folio is a leaf in a
book). Eight of these images depict the life of King
David, who was often seen as a model of just

Thus we have the conundrum of the Biblical David
encircled by classical personifications (a figure
that represents a place or attribute). In this
example, the seated woman embodies the attribute
of Melody. David’s seated posture with his
instrument is likely based on the classical tragic
figure Orpheus, usually shown similarly
positioned holding his lyre. Likewise the hazy
buildings in the background also belong to the
Greco-Roman tradition of wall painting. The
meaning of the personifications such as the
woman, Melody, perched beside David, is
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intriguing—within the medieval Christian context
she presumably has now become a symbol of
culture and erudition as opposed to her earlier
significance as a minor deity in the pagan classical
world.
Notice how the surroundings including plants,
animals and landscape differs from the resplendent
gold backgrounds used in the imperial mosaics of
Justinian and Theodora at Ravenna or the icon
we call the Vladimir Virgin. In contrast, David is
depicted naturalistically as a youthful shepherd,
rather than the grand king he was to become. The
classicizing, more realistic style of the figures and
the landscape coupled with the overt classical
allusions made by the personifications show the
pains taken to render a coherent vision uniting
subject and style.

Rape of Europa (detail, lid), Veroli Casket, second half of the
10th century, wood overlaid with ivory with traces of
polychrome and gilding (Victoria and Albert Museum)

Connecting with great emperors of the past?

Other Byzantine art from the so-called
Macedonian Renaissance, such as the ivory Veroli
Casket, also show a renewed interest in classicism
that called upon Late Roman artistic models. The
patron of the Paris Psalter perhaps sought to liken
himself this way with great emperors of the past
by reviving a style that had been out of favor for
hundreds of years and perhaps evoked a “golden
age.” Choice of artistic style could function as
a tool for conveying meaning within the
sophisticated Byzantine society at the time.
The
Paris
Psalter
was
produced
in
Constantinople, today known as Istanbul, and
takes its name from its modern location, Paris’
Bibliothèque Nationale. The Paris Psalter
manuscript, like most western medieval
manuscripts, was not made from paper, but from
carefully prepared animal skins. Medieval
manuscripts were far more rare and precious than
mass-produced modern printed books. Large-scale
examples, such as this, made for an aristocratic if
not imperial patron, show how Biblical art of the
highest craftsmanship could serve many purposes
for its medieval audience and patrons.

32.
Cross-cultural artistic interaction in the Middle Byzantine
period
Cross-cultural perspectives
Dr. Alicia Walker

Scene of an imperial lion hunt, front panel of the Troyes Casket, Middle Byzantine, Constantinople (?), ivory
and purple pigment, 13 x 26 x 13 cm, Cathedral Treasury, Troyes France.

The treasury of the cathedral of Troyes (France)
houses an unexpected masterpiece of Middle
Byzantine secular art. This ivory casket combines
conventional images of imperial might—the top,
front, and back of the casket depict emperors
departing on campaign and engaged in heroic
hunts against a lion and wild boar—with a most

un-Byzantine decorative motif on the short end
panels, which depict the mythical Chinese bird
known as the feng huang (commonly referred to
as a phoenix). The ivory was dyed purple, a color
that enhanced the object’s royal affiliation because
purple was associated with Roman-Byzantine
emperors.
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anticipated Byzantine imperial expansion to these
distant peripheries. Maybe the Byzantines were
familiar with the significance of the feng huang in
medieval Chinese lore as a supernatural harbinger
of golden ages of rule. While we may never know
precisely what significance this exotic motif held,
the feng huang on the Troyes casket exemplifies
the
intercultural connections
of
medieval
Byzantium and the art it produced. (Intercultural
refers to something occurring between or
involving contact across two or more cultural
groups, as across geographic and/or political
divides.)
Scenes of an imperial lion hunt (front panel), imperial
procession (lid panel), and feng huang bird (end panel) of the
Troyes Casket, Middle Byzantine, Constantinople (?), ivory
and purple pigment, 13 x 26 x 13 cm, Cathedral Treasury,
Troyes France.

Chinese feng huang bird (end panel), Troyes Casket, Middle
Byzantine, Constantinople (?), ivory and purple pigment, 13 x
26 x 13 cm, Cathedral Treasury, Troyes France

It is not known how this medieval Chinese motif
found its way into the Middle Byzantine
iconographic repertoire, or what it might have
meant to Byzantine viewers (iconography refers
to conventional imagery and meanings in an
artwork). Perhaps the feng huang evoked the
farthest reaches of the known world and

As the boundaries of the Roman-Byzantine
Empire gradually constricted over the period of
Late Antiquity (c. late third to mid-eighth century
C.E.), the Byzantines found themselves in contact
with an ever expanding range of cultural groups.
Following the rise of Islamic armies in the seventh
centuries, extensive eastern regions of the
Byzantine Empire were lost to Islamic conquerors.
Many territories across North Africa and the
eastern Mediterranean coast were never recovered,
and from the seventh to early thirteenth century
Byzantium struggled to preserve its eastern
borders against diverse rivals, especially newly
emerging Islamic polities. Simultaneously
Byzantium faced perennial challenges to its
political authority from the North and West, with
Western and Eastern European adversaries
periodically vying for control of territories at the
Empire’s edges.
These military conflicts occurred in tandem with
diplomacy, and objects frequently played a role
in intercultural negotiations. An eleventh-century
text produced at the Fatimid (medieval Islamic)
court in Cairo (Egypt), The Book of Gifts and
Rarities (Kitāb al-Hadāyā wa al-Tuḥaf), includes
detailed accounts of the wondrous gifts exchanged
with Byzantium, including silk garments and
hangings, precious metal vessels, and exotic
animals. While the exact objects described in this
text are not preserved today, surviving examples
of these categories of luxury objects give shape to
these verbal accounts.
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For example, Byzantine silks depicting animal and
hunter motifs were favored as diplomatic gifts to
Islamic rulers because their iconography referred
to a shared value for the reverence of nature and
the pleasures of elite pastimes.

Roundel (Orbiculus), Egypt, 7th–9th century, tapestry weave
in polychrome wool and undid linen, 23 x 22.7 cm
(©Dumbarton Oaks) <https://www.doaks.org/resources/
textiles/catalogue/BZ.1946.17>

Diplomatic relations also included the exchange
of people. The Book of Gifts and Rarities and
medieval historical accounts document the
presentation of enslaved people, the exchange of
prisoners, and the transfer of conquered people
across medieval Afro-Eurasia. (Afro-Eurasia
refers to the landmasses and interconnected
societies of Africa, Europe, and Asia.) These
individuals sometimes included craftsmen, who
helped to spread artistic knowledge, styles, and
technical skills. In some instances, diplomatic
relations were secured through marriage alliances
that entailed the transfer of brides. In 972,
Theophano, niece of the Byzantine emperor, was
wedded to Otto II, heir to the Holy Roman Empire.
(Otto reigned reigned as Holy Roman Emperor
from 973–83.) Their union was commemorated
with an Ottonian marriage contract that, alluding
to Byzantine tradition, was written in gold on
richly purple-dyed parchment and decorated with
animal motifs in roundels (circular forms), which
resemble ornamental patterns found on precious
silks. (See image below.)
Theophano was a tastemaker at the Ottonian court.
Having carried with her works of Byzantine art,
she helped to transmit Byzantine artistic models
and forms to medieval Western Europe. An ivory
plaque depicting Theophano and Otto portrays
them in typical Byzantine fashion, their union (and
rule) affirmed by Christ himself.

Silk fragment with imperial hunters (Mozac Hunter silk),
Byzantine, possibly 8th or 9th century (Musée des Tissus,
Lyon; photo: Pierre Verrier) <https://silkroaddigressions.com/
2018/03/09/the-mozac-hunter-silk/>
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Otto II and Theophano crowned by Christ, ByzantineOttonian, 982-983, ivory, c. 19 x 11 x 1 cm (Musée de Cluny)
<https://www.musee-moyenage.fr/collection/oeuvre/ivoirechrist-otton-theophano.html>

Marriage contract of Emperor Otto II
and Theophano, Ottonian, 14 April 972,
parchment, black and gold ink, c. 155 x
40 cm, (Niedersachsisches Staatsarchiv,
Wolfenbüttel, Germany; Wikimedia
Commons)

Foreign women also married into the Byzantine
royal family to secure alliances. This Byzantine
manuscript (Vatican cod. gr. 1851) depicting a
foreign child-bride might celebrate the betrothal
of Agnes of France (daughter of the French king
Louis VII) to Alexios II (son of the Byzantine
emperor Manuel I Komnenos) in 1179. (Alexios
II reigned from 1180–83.) It includes illuminations, one of which visualizes the young
woman’s metamorphosis into a Byzantine princess
through the transformation of her regalia (in the
upper register, between the images from left to
right) and her culminating appearance enthroned
in imperial splendor (lower register, at center). [1]
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Elite Byzantine women were also wed to Islamic
potentates. For instance, in the eleventh and
twelfth century, Byzantine women who married
into Seljuq aristocratic families served as conduits
for the transfer of Byzantine material culture.
These women typically retained their Orthodox
Christian identities, passing on their language and
faith to their children and helping to generate
intercultural social spheres at the Seljuq court.

capital of the Byzantine Empire) occupied a firm
position as a major terminus point of the famed
Silk Road, receiving a rich array of raw substances
and finished goods that had traveled via Central
Asia from China, India, and beyond. The ninthor tenth-century code for the regulation of guilds
in Constantinople, The Book of the Eparch (the
eparch being the commercial administrator of the
city) names a guild dedicated to the trade in goods
from the East, so-called bagdadikia (things from
Baghdad, the capital of Islamic Abbasid Empire)
and sarakenike (things from the East or from
“Saracen” [i.e., Islamic] lands).

Islamic ceramic vessels (glazed sgraffito and splashware) recovered from the Serçe Limanı shipwreck off the
coast of Turkey, eleventh century (© Institute of Nautical
Archaeology)

A foreign bride (with a red-outlined halo) arrives in simple
attire (upper left corner) at Constantinople (depicted in the
middleground); she is subsequently transformed into a
Byzantine princess through changes in her garments (as
depicted in the upper right, where she is received by women of
the imperial court, and the lower center, where she is
enthroned). Vatican City, Vatican Library, cod. Gr. 1851, Fol.
3v. <https://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_Vat.gr.1851>

As a result of military confrontations and
diplomatic interactions, Byzantium was in
persistent communication with a diverse range of
other societies. In many cases, periods of peaceful
relations led to economic cooperation that
promoted intercultural trade. Constantinople (the

Trade goods transported by sea could travel
rapidly but at high risk. An early eleventh-century
Byzantine shipwreck discovered near Serçe
Limanı off the coast of Turkey contained both
Byzantine and Islamic objects, including Fatimid
ceramic and glass vessels but also Byzantine and
Fatimid coin weights, indicating that the crew was
interacting with markets across a broad
commercial and cultural network. In addition to
finished goods, its cargo included several tons of
cullet (broken glass) of Fatimid origin that served
as ballast (cargo of substantial weight that helps
to stabilize a ship). Less energy was required to
melt recycled glass than to produce glass from
scratch, and it is thought that cullet originating
from Fatimid territories along the Syrian-Lebanese
coast was being shipped for recycling at a
Byzantine center of glass production.
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Glassware recovered from the Serçe Limanı shipwreck off the
coast of Turkey, eleventh century (© Institute of Nautical
Archaeology) <https://nauticalarch.org/projects/
serce-limani-shipwreck-excavation/>

Cullet (glass waste) recovered from the Serçe Limanı
shipwreck off the coast of Turkey, eleventh century (© Institute
of Nautical Archaeology) <https://nauticalarch.org/projects/
serce-limani-shipwreck-excavation/>

Map showing Constantinople (upper left corner) in the network of trade routes that made up the Silk Roads,
adapted from Françoise Demange, Glass, Gilding, and Grand Design: Art of Sasanian Iran (224–642)(New
York: Asia Society, 2007) (Evan Freeman, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
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Intercultural artistic and commercial connections
spurred changes in Byzantine fashion, as
expressed through personal objects such as
clothing, jewelry, and seals. (Seals were
impressions made in lead, wax, gold, or any other
malleable material that validated objects, such as
letters, documents, and containers of goods.)
Finished garments of Islamic origin were among
the goods imported to the markets of
Constantinople. Items of clothing typical of
medieval Islamic dress—like the turbans and
caftans—were popular in Byzantium, especially in
border communities like Cappadocia (a historical
region in Central Anatolia, modern Turkey) at the
eastern edge of the Byzantine Empire.

Portrait of the donor, Theognostos (left) , wearing a turban,
Middle Byzantine, c. 1050, wall painting, Çarikli kilise,
Göreme (Cappadocia), Turkey (photo: © Robert Ousterhout)

Silver bracelet with decorated with griffin motif in repoussé
and niello, 11th c., diam. 6 cm (photo: © Benaki Museum)
<https://www.benaki.org/index.php?option=com_collection
items&view=collectionitem&Itemid=540&id=108163&lang=
en>

In addition, exotic animal motifs were found in
Middle Byzantine jewelry as well as on lead seals.
The Byzantines authenticated contracts, letters,
and even containers of trade goods with lead disks
attached to strings, which were then impressed
with an inscription relating to the seal owner. As
such, lead seals served as a surrogate for their
owners and were intimately tied with personal
identity and authority. These seals often included
images. Exotic animals such as the senmurv (an
ancient Persian mythical beast prevalent in
Sasanian and medieval eastern Islamic art that
combines the head of a dog, the body of a lion, the
wings of an eagle, and the tail of a peacock) and
the feng huang on Byzantine seals may have been
intended to project the cosmopolitan identities of
their owners.

Byzantine jewelry incorporated foreign motifs,
including pseudo-Arabic (decorative forms that
resemble Arabic letters but are illegible).

Seal of Theodore (l: obverse; r: reverse) depicting a senmurv,
11th century, lead, diam. 1.6 cm (© Dumbarton Oaks)
Bracelet with repoussé pseudo-Arabic motifs within a
scrollwork frame, 11th century, silver-gilt and niello, diam. 6
cm (© Benaki Museum)
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Seal of John imperial spatharokandidatos and dioiketes
depicting the feng huang bird, 10th century, lead, diam. 2.4 cm
(© Dumbarton Oaks)

Even as the Byzantines struggled to maintain their
preeminent position in medieval geopolitics, their
art and material culture continued to be an object
of emulation throughout Afro-Eurasia. The
Western European mendicant orders were inspired
by the affective properties of Byzantine icons, and
they imported Byzantine sacred art and artistic
forms to the West. (The medieval Mendicants were
Christian monastic orders that lived in community,
took vows of chastity and poverty, adhered to the
particular rules of the order, and attempted to
proselytize among non-Christian peoples.
Examples of the Mendicant Orders include the
Franciscans, Dominicans, and Augustinians.)

Berlinghiero, Madonna and Child, Italian,
possibly 1230s, tempera on wood, gold ground,
80.3 x 53.7 cm (The Metropolitan Museum of Art)
<https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/
search/435658>

These images generated new styles in devotional
painting by the thirteenth century, as evident in
the work of artists like Berlinghiero, Cimabue, and
Duccio,
sometimes
described
as protoRenaissance, who drew from Byzantine stylistic
and iconographic models.
Some medieval Eastern European polities
fashioned their religious and royal artistic images
in the likeness of Byzantium. The church of the
St. Sophia in Kiev, founded by the Grand Prince
Yaroslav the Wise in the eleventh century, boasts
a monumental mosaic and wall painting program
in a Byzantine mode and is one of many works
of art and architecture that records the robust
intercultural relations between Byzantium and
medieval Rus’.

Duccio di Buoninsegna, Madonna and Child,
c. 1290–1300, tempera and gold on wood,
27.9 x 21 cm (The Metropolitan Museum of
Art) <https://www.met museum.org/art/
collection/search/438754>
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Some medieval Eastern European polities
fashioned their religious and royal artistic images
in the likeness of Byzantium. The church of the
St. Sophia in Kiev, founded by the Grand Prince
Yaroslav the Wise in the eleventh century, boasts
a monumental mosaic and wall painting program
in a Byzantine mode and is one of many works
of art and architecture that records the robust
intercultural relations between Byzantium and
medieval Rus’. Byzantine objects and buildings
encountered by conquering armies in former
Byzantine territories were often converted to new
purposes and assimilated with emerging artistic
traditions. This is especially apparent in medieval
Anatolia, where, beginning in the eleventh
century, the Seljuqs repurposed Byzantine sacred
and secular structures to serve new needs,
sometimes incorporating fragments of Byzantine
architectural elements into newly constructed
monuments.

displayed in the Hippodrome in Constantinople)
and the relics of the Passion of Christ (including
the Crown of Thorns and fragments of the True
Cross, the remains believed to come from the
wooden cross on which Christ was crucified by the
Romans), which king Louis IX of France acquired
around 1238 (after his cousin Baldwin II, the Latin
emperor of Constantinople, used the relics to
guarantee a loan from the Venetians). Louis paid
the Venetians an exorbitant sum, which was said
to be over five times what it cost to construct the
Sainte-Chapelle, the royal chapel in Paris where
Louis deposited the relics. Even as Byzantium’s
political fortunes dwindled in the wake of the
Fourth Crusade, the valuation of its visual and
material culture remained high across AfroEurasia.
Notes:
[1] Cecily Hilsdale, “Constructing a Byzantine
Augusta: A Greek Book for a French Bride,” Art
Bulletin 87.3 (2005): 458-83.
Additional resources

Helen C. Evans and William D. Wixom, eds., The
Glory of Byzantium: Art and Culture of the Middle
Byzantine Era, A.D. 843–1261 (New York: The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1997)
Horses of San Marco (ancient Greek or Roman, likely
Imperial Rome), 4th century B.C.E. to 4th century C.E.,
copper alloy, 235 x 250 cm each (Basilica of San Marco,
Venice)

Following the Sack of Constantinople during the
Fourth Crusade in 1204, masterpieces of
Byzantine imperial and sacred art were
disseminated throughout the medieval world,
especially to treasuries in Western Europe. Such
items may have included the Troyes Casket
(discussed at the beginning of this essay), although
conclusive evidence of an object’s traveling in the
hands of Crusaders is rarely attested. Documented
examples of Crusader trophies include the
sculptures of horses that adorned the façade of
San Marco in Venice (which had previously been

Bryan Keene, ed., Toward a Global Middle Ages:
Encountering the World Through Illuminated
Manuscripts (Los Angeles: The J. Paul Getty
Museum, 2019)
Annie Labatt and Charlotte Appleyard,
“Mendicant Orders in the Medieval World,” The
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Carol Symes, ed., The Medieval Globe.
Alicia Walker, The emperor and the world: exotic
elements and the imaging of Middle Byzantine
imperial power, ninth to thirteenth centuries C.E.
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012).

33.
Byzantium, Kievan Rus’, and their contested legacies
Cross-cultural perspectives
Dr. Evan Freeman

The Virgin gazes out at us, commanding our
attention, but her hands seem to gesture toward
her son, destined to die on the cross and rise from
the dead as the savior of humankind. Through the
centuries, many miracles have been attributed to
this icon, and as a result, numerous patrons and
artists have sought to produce copies of it.

Virgin of Vladimir, 12th century with later repainting, tempera
on wood (State Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow)

One of the most beloved artworks in Russia is
a tempera on wood icon known as the Virgin of
Vladimir, or Vladimirskaya. It presents a common
composition known as the Virgin eleousa
(“compassionate”), which shows Mary and Jesus
in tender embrace, their faces pressed together.

But despite the Virgin of Vladimir’s enduring
religious and cultural importance in Russia, the
icon is not Russian in origin. It was likely painted
in the twelfth century in Constantinople (Istanbul),
capital of the Eastern Roman “Byzantine” Empire,
and brought to Kiev, capital of Kievan Rus’, as a
diplomatic gift around 1131. Later, the icon was
transferred to the city of Vladimir (hence its
name), an important medieval center from the late
twelfth to the early fifteenth century, and
eventually to the Russian capital of Moscow,
where it still remains. The Virgin of Vladimir’s
journey from Constantinople to Kiev, and
eventually, to Moscow, is part of a larger story of
the conversion of Kievan Rus’ to the Orthodox
Christianity of the Byzantine Empire in the tenth
century and Moscow’s subsequent rise as a new
center of power in the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries. While neither the Byzantine Empire nor
Kievan Rus’ survive today, works of art and
architecture like the Virgin of Vladimir can help
us understand the relationship between these
medieval states, as well as their contested legacies
in today’s world.
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Locations of the Virgin of Vladimir icon (underlying map © Google)

The Byzantine Empire and Kievan Rus’
Kievan Rus’ emerged as a powerful confederation
of city-states during the second half of the ninth
century in Eastern Europe, where rivers helped
link the Baltic Sea (an arm of the Atlantic Ocean
that was an important center of trade in the middle
ages) with the Black Sea (a sea that lies between
Europe and Asia and was of great strategic and
commercial importance in the middle ages) and
facilitated trade with Constantinople, the wealthy
capital of the Byzantine Empire. The capital of
Kievan Rus’ was Kiev (today the capital of
Ukraine) on the Dnieper River (which flows from
central Russia to the Black Sea and was used for
travel and trade in the middle ages). The name
“Kievan Rus’” refers both to the state and its
people.

Kievan Rus’ was sometimes a trading partner and
other times an enemy of the Byzantine Empire.
But in 987, Prince Vladimir I of Kiev, ruler over
Kievan Rus’ from 980–1015, formed an alliance
with the Byzantine emperor Basil II (reigned
976–1025), converting from paganism to
Christianity and marrying Basil II’s sister Anna
in 988. Historical texts describe the subsequent
conversion of Vladimir’s formerly pagan subjects
by mass baptism in the Dnieper River in Kiev.
With its conversion to the Orthodox Christianity
of the Byzantines, Kievan Rus’ now began
appropriating and adapting Byzantine art and
architecture for itself.
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Map of the Byzantine Empire and Kievan Rus’ (underlying map © Google)

A modern monument to prince Vladimir I overlooks the
Dnieper River in Kiev, Ukraine (photo: Library of Congress)
<https://www.loc.gov/item/2001697425/>
St. Sophia, begun 1037 (with later additions), Kiev (photo:
Daniel Kraft, CC BY-SA 3.0)
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Plan of St. Sophia, Kiev, begun 1037 (Evan Freeman, redrawn after John Lowden, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0)
St. Sophia, Kiev

Wishing to emulate the Byzantine capital of
Constantinople and its cathedral Hagia Sophia
(dedicated to Christ as “Holy Wisdom”),
Vladimir’s son Yaroslav (Grand Prince of Kiev
from 1019–1054) expanded Kiev and built a
magnificent new church to function as the city’s
main cathedral, which he likewise dedicated to
St. Sophia (“Holy Wisdom”) in imitation of
Constantinople’s Hagia Sophia. St. Sophia in Kiev
illustrates how Kievan Rus’ appropriated the art
and architecture of the Byzantine Empire while
also making it their own.
Begun c. 1037, Kiev’s St. Sophia was likely the
product of collaboration between Byzantine and
local craftsmen. The core of St. Sophia takes the
form of a typical Middle Byzantine cross-in-

square church, incorporating additional aisles and
galleries to accommodate a large cathedral
congregation, though still falling short of the
astonishing scale of Hagia Sophia in
Constantinople. Kiev’s St. Sophia was probably
finished in the 1040s and even its first bishop,
Theopemptos, came from Constantinople. St.
Sophia in Kiev still stands today, albeit with later
restorations and additions.
The interior of St. Sophia displays mosaics and
frescoes—hallmarks of Byzantine church
decoration—though the former are better
preserved than the latter. And although church
services in Kievan Rus’ were celebrated in Church
Slavonic, a language whose written form was first
developed by Byzantine missionaries in the ninth
century, St. Sophia’s mosaics are labeled in Greek,
the language of Byzantium.
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Christ Pantokrator
Byzantine worshippers probably would have
found the interior of Kiev’s St. Sophia very
familiar. As in contemporary Byzantine churches,
such as Daphni monastery, a bearded Christ
Pantokrator (“almighty”) reigns over the church
from the central dome. Christ is surrounded by
angels with large wings in imperial garb. Apostles
fill the spaces between the windows in the drum
that supports the dome and the four evangelists
(authors of the Gospels) appear in the pendentives
just below the windows.
The Annunciation
The mosaics in the bema where the altar is located
similarly mirror contemporary Byzantine churches
and point to the function of this part of the church
as the place where the Eucharist was celebrated.
(The Eucharist is the Christian offering and
blessing of bread and wine, which are then
consumed as the body and blood of Christ.)

Christ Pantokrator surrounded by angels, and below apostles
and the four evangelists, Dome mosaics, St. Sophia, Kiev,
begun 1037 (photo © Archimandrite Seraphim) <http://stsophia.com.ua/fotoekspeditsii/mozaiki-sofii- kievskoj.html>

Gabriel and the Virgin enact the Annunciation
from either side of the bema. The angel announces
to the Virgin that she will give birth to Jesus,
suggesting a parallel between Christ’s incarnation
(becoming flesh and blood) through the Virgin and
the Eucharistic bread and wine believed to become
Christ’s body and blood on the altar below.

Annunciation mosaics, St. Sophia, Kiev, begun 1037 (photos © Archimandrite Seraphim)
<http://st-sophia.com.ua/fotoekspeditsii/mozaiki-sofii-kievskoj.html>
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Virgin orans
A towering Virgin orans (about 5.5 meters tall)
looms against the gold ground of the apse. (Orans
or orant refers to a gesture of prayer with both
hands upraised, commonly used to depict the
Virgin Mary in Byzantine art.) She stands on a
gold platform and raises her hands in prayer
beneath large Greek characters that identify her as
the “Mother of God.”
Communion of the Apostles, Apse mosaics, St. Sophia, Kiev,
begun 1037 (photo © Archimandrite Seraphim)

The Communion of the Apostles
Below the Virgin, Christ presides at the celebration
of the Eucharist in a scene known as the
“Communion of the Apostles,” which became a
common feature in Byzantine churches at this
time, and which paralleled the celebration of the
Eucharist unfolding at the altar below. Although
reminiscent of the Last Supper, this image
anachronistically depicts Christ presiding at a
celebration of the Divine Liturgy like a Byzantine
priest with all the trappings of a contemporary
church altar. This image must have helped connect
the experiences of contemporary worshippers with
these holy figures of Christ and his apostles from
the past: as worshippers drew near to the altar to
receive the Eucharist, they mirrored the apostles
who similarly approached Christ in the mosaic
above.

Apse mosaics, St. Sophia, Kiev, begun 1037 (photo ©
Archimandrite Seraphim) <http://st-sophia.com.ua/
fotoekspeditsii/mozaiki-sofii-kievskoj.html>

Perhaps surprising to modern viewers, Christ
actually appears twice in this image. The artists
have employed a common medieval visual device
known as continuous narration in an attempt to
depict two moments within one scene: on the left,
Christ offers the Eucharistic bread to six of the
apostles; on the right, he offers the Eucharistic
wine to six more apostles.
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icons, of the Byzantine Empire came to play in the
culture of Kievan Rus’, and later, Russia.

Virgin and Child flanked by emperors Constantine and
Justinian, Southwest vestibule mosaic, early 10th century,
Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kak2NU>

The icon is divided into three registers, in which
the narrative of the battle unfolds from top to
bottom. The top shows the people of Novgorod
processing with the icon of the Virgin orans and
Christ Child—a practice inherited from the
Byzantines—into the fortified center of their city.
The narrative unfolds from right to left. On the
right, the clergy retrieve the sacred icon from
the Church of the Savior on Elijah Street in the
eastern part of the city. The clergy process through
the middle of the scene and are received into the
fortified center of the city where Novgorod’s
cathedral of St. Sophia is located.

Lost frescoes
Badly damaged frescoes once depicted Vladimir’s
son Yarloslav, his wife Irene, and their children.
Yaroslav, now lost, was once shown offering a
model of St. Sophia cathedral to Christ, much as
the Byzantine emperors Constantine and Justinian
offer models of Constantinople and Hagia Sophia
to the Virgin and Child in a tenth-century mosaic
in Hagia Sophia in Constantinople.
The fragmentation of Kievan Rus’

By the middle of the twelfth century, Kiev lost
control over its expansive territories, and Kievan
Rus’ fragmented into several smaller states, which
sometimes fought amongst themselves. This
fifteenth-century icon from Novgorod (a powerful
city of Kievan Rus’, now located in Russia)
depicts a battle in 1170 when forces from
Suzdal (a city of Kievan Rus’, now located in
Russia) laid siege to Novgorod (see map
above). The main subject of this icon is itself
another icon—in this case a miracle-working icon
of the Virgin orans and Christ Child still preserved
in Novgorod’s cathedral of St. Sophia—which,
according to legend, played a pivotal role in the
battle between Novgorod and Suzdal. This episode
illustrates the importance that the holy images, or

Icon of the Virgin orans (Our Lady of the Sign), which is
associated with the 1170 battle between Novgorod and Suzdal,
on display in the cathedral of St. Sophia, Novgorod (photo:
Дар Ветер, CC BY-SA 3.0) <https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Icona_Znamenia.jpg>

Novgorodians process with the icon of the Virgin and Child
(detail), icon with the Battle of Novgorod and Suzdal (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kWJBsV>
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Icon with the Battle of Novgorod and Suzdal (The Miracle of the Icon of the Mother of God of
the Sign), c. 1475 (Novgorod Integrated Museum-Reservation, Novgorod, Russia) (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kWJBsV>
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The army of Suzdal attacks Novgorod and strikes the icon of
the Virgin and Child with an arrow (detail), icon with the
Battle of Novgorod and Suzdal (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kWJBsV>

The Novgorodians affixed the icon of the Virgin
and Child to the walls of their city as a protection
against the army of Suzdal. In the middle register,
the army of Suzdal attacks from the right. One
of their arrows strikes the icon of the Virgin and
Child on the walls of Novgorod, seen in the upper
left. According to legend, this prompted the icon
of the Virgin to turn inward toward the city of
Novgorod and weep. A supernatural darkness then
covered the attacking army of Suzdal, and as a
result, the attackers began attacking each other.

The army of Novgorod defeats the army of Suzdal with the
help of the saints (detail), icon with the Battle of Novgorod
and Suzdal (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2kWJBsV>

In the bottom register, the soldiers of Novgorod
(left) triumphantly counterattack the army of
Suzdal (right) with the help of the saints. The
Archangel Michael—leader of the heavenly
armies—swings his sword as he swoops down into
the center of the scene. Additional haloed warrior
saints gallop with the soldiers of Novgorod on
horseback.

This icon and its subject illustrate the important
role that the icons of Byzantium came to play in
Kievan Rus’ and Russia. More specifically, the
battle between Novgorod and Suzdal illustrates the
power ascribed to the Virgin and her miracleworking icons and parallels similar accounts from
the Byzantine capital of Constantinople. At the
same time, this icon with the Battle of Novgorod
and Suzdal illustrates how the people of Novgorod
adapted the arts of Byzantium to tell their own
stories, in this case, the local miracle of the
defense of their city.
The rise of Moscow, “Third Rome”

In the middle of the thirteenth century, Kiev and
many of its former territories fell to Mongol
invaders, bringing an end to Kievan Rus’. But after
two centuries of Mongol rule in the region, the
city of Moscow emerged as a new center of power.
Moscow was a latecomer among the older cities of
Kievan Rus’, emerging in the twelfth century and
gaining wealth and power in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries. The Grand Duke of Moscow
Ivan III “the Great,” who reigned as Grand Prince
of Moscow from 1462–1505, achieved
independence from the Mongols around 1480 and
established Moscow as the center of what now
became known as “Russia.”
But as Moscow ascended, the Byzantine
Empire declined. Constantinople (today Istanbul)
fell to the Ottomans (a Turkish dynasty whose
name derived from their founder, Osman, and who
ruled from the late 13th century until the
establishment of the Turkish Republic in 1924) in
1453, ending the long history of the Eastern
Roman Empire that had begun when emperor
Constantine dedicated the capital city of
Constantinople in 330, which he also referred to as
“New Rome.” In the years that followed, Moscow
increasingly viewed itself as successor to
Byzantium and even began referring to itself as
the “Third Rome.” [1] In 1472, Ivan III married
Sophia Palaiologina, niece of the last Byzantine
emperor, symbolically cementing the continuation
of Byzantium in Russia.
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Rublev’s Trinity

In addition to the Virgin of Vladimir, one of
Russia’s best-known artworks—an icon of the
Holy Trinity attributed to Andrei Rublev—dates
from this period of Moscow’s ascent. Rublev was
an influential Russian painter who probably lived
from the 1360s until around 1430. Texts describe
him painting the Cathedral of the Annunciation of
the Moscow Kremlin with the Byzantine painter
Theophanes the Greek, although these paintings
no longer survive. (The Moscow Kremlin is the
fortified historical center of the city of Moscow
and contains several palaces and cathedrals. It
remains Russia’s center of government today.)
Rublev probably painted his icon of the Trinity for
the Trinity Lavra of Saint Sergius in Sergiyev
Posad, an important monastery near Moscow,
where it was part of a church iconostasis (the
barrier that separates the sanctuary from the rest of
the church).
The harmonious colors and rhythmic contours of
the symmetrical composition depict three angels
who visited and were served food by the biblical
patriarch Abraham and his wife Sarah in Genesis
18 in the Hebrew Bible or “Old Testament.”
Christian theologians long interpreted this
visitation of the three angels as an image of the
Holy Trinity. Byzantine depictions of this event,
as seen, for example, in the sixth-century mosaic
at San Vitale, typically include both Abraham and
Sarah, who play a central role in the biblical
episode. But Rublev eliminated Abraham and
Sarah from his icon, allowing the viewer to focus
on the simplified composition of the three angels
seated around an altar-like table. Rublev’s
innovative icon reflects new Russian contributions
to the Byzantine artistic tradition it inherited.

Andrei Rublev, The Trinity, c. 1410 or 1425-27, tempera on
wood, 142 × 114 cm (Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow)

Hospitality of Abraham and Sacrifice of Isaac mosaic, San
Vitale, consecrated 547, Ravenna, Italy
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Map showing the former territories of the Byzantine Empire and Kievan Rus’ today (underlying map ©
Google)

Contested legacies

The Byzantine Empire and Kievan Rus’ do not
survive, and their former territories are now
divided among several states (as seen in the above
map). Consequently, the legacies of Byzantium
and Kievan Rus’ are often contested among these
modern successor states, as the following two
competing monuments illustrate.
In Moscow, Russia, the 2016 unveiling of a statue
of the tenth-century prince Vladimir I of Kiev
caused international consternation. Located in the
shadow of the Kremlin—Russia’s center of
government—the statue of prince Vladimir towers
over Moscow at nearly sixty feet tall. Vladimir
holds a monumental cross with his right hand
while his left hand clutches a large sword.

Dedication of Monument to prince Vladimir I, Moscow,
Russia, 4 November 2016 (photo: mos.ru, CC BY-SA 4.0)
<https://tinyurl.com/98wzc2dc>

To many, Moscow’s menacing new prince
Vladimir statue appears as a thinly veiled
reference to the very similar, nineteenth-century
statue of prince Vladimir that stands on the banks
of the Dnieper River in Kiev, Ukraine, the site of
the baptism of Kievan Rus’ into the Christianity of
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the Byzantines in the tenth century. The timing of
Moscow’s installation of the new statue of prince
Vladimir in 2016 was also significant: it coincided
with Russia’s recent annexation of Crimea and
ongoing armed conflict with Ukraine.
By installing the new statue of prince Vladimir
in its capital, Russia seemed to lay claim to the
historical legacy and perhaps even the former
territories of Kievan Rus’, even while some of
those territories are part of other states, such as
Ukraine.
While the Virgin of Vladimir, St. Sophia in Kiev,
and other works of art and architecture tell the
story of the conversion of Kievan Rus’ to the
Christianity of the Byzantine Empire and the
subsequent rise of Moscow as a new center of
power, these more recent monuments speak to the
enduring, if contested, legacies of Byzantium and
Kievan Rus’ in our world today.

Monument to prince Vladimir I, 1853, Kiev, Ukraine (photo:
Library of Congress) <https://www.loc.gov/item/
2001697425/>

Additional resources

Neil MacFarquhar, “A New Vladimir Overlooking
Moscow,” The New York Times, 4 November 2016.

TED-Ed, Where did Russia come from? – Alex
Gendler <https://youtu.be/lfe1wEQzSzM>
Helen C. Evans, ed., Byzantium: Faith and Power
(1261–1557) (New York: The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, 2004)
Simon Franklin, “Rus’,” in The Oxford Dictionary
of Byzantium, vol. 3, ed. Alexander P. Kazhdan,
et al., (Oxford and New York: Oxford University
Press, 1991), 1818–1820
Liz James, Mosaics in the Medieval World: From
Late antiquity to the Fifteenth Century
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017)
Martin Gilbert, The Routledge Atlas of Russian
History, fourth edition (London and New York:
Routledge, 2013)

Notes:
[1] The monk Philotheus (or Filofei) of Pskov first
described Moscow as “third Rome” in a letter in
1510.

Neil MacFarquhar, “Another Huge Statue in
Russia? Not Rare, but Hugely Divisive,” The New
York Times, 28 May 2015.
Janet Martin, Medieval Russia, 980-1584, second
edition (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2007)
Olenka Z. Pevny, “Kievan Rus’,” in The Glory
of Byzantium: Art and Culture of the Middle
Byzantine Era A.D. 843-1261, ed. Helen C. Evans
and William D. Wixom (New York: The
Metropolitan Museum, 1997), pp. 280–287.
Christian Raffensperger, “Rus: A Brief Overview,”
Mapping Eastern Europe <https://mappingeastern
europe.princeton.edu/item/rus-a-briefoverview.html>

34.
The visual culture of Norman Sicily
Cross-cultural perspectives
Dr. Ariel Fein

Kingdom of Norman Sicily c. 1154 (underlying map © Google)

The southern-Italian island of Sicily is often
described as a stepping stone, a hub, or a crossroad
of the Mediterranean Sea. To the North, the small
island is separated from mainland Italy and its
gateway to Christian Europe by only 2.5 miles. To
the South, the Strait of Sicily, only 90 miles wide,
joined Sicily to Ifrīqiyya (modern-day Tunisia)
and to the Muslim territories of North Africa and
the Maghreb (Northwest Africa, including
modern-day Algeria, Libya, Morocco, Tunisia,
Portugal, and Spain.). The waters of the
Mediterranean Sea also connected the island to the
more distant shores of the Fatimid Caliphate in

Egypt, whose capital was Cairo, and to the Eastern
Roman “Byzantine” Empire, whose capital was
Constantinople (modern Istanbul). As a bridge
across the Mediterranean, Sicily continuously
attracted settlers and conquerors and encouraged
trade, travel, commerce, as well as substantial
artistic interaction throughout the region.
The Normans in Sicily

For centuries, Byzantine and then Islamic rulers
governed the island of Sicily. In the eleventh
century, warring southern Italian rulers,
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Byzantines, and Lombards (a Germanic people
who ruled parts of the Italian Peninsula from the
sixth to eighth centuries C.E.) alike hired Norman
mercenaries from Northern France to aid them in
their struggles against each other and against local
Muslims. Setting out from Northern France, the
Norman invaders gradually conquered the region
for themselves, securing Southern Italy and Sicily
by 1091. During this same period, Normans were
also invading England, and as a result, the
Normans were able to establish independent
outposts in both Sicily and England, where they
drew upon local artistic and architectural traditions
in their monuments. In Southern Italy and Sicily,
the Normans unified the entire region as the
Kingdom of Norman Sicily—which endured from
1130 to 1194—with the city of Palermo as its
capital.

Under Norman kings Roger II (reigned 1130–54),
William I (reigned 1154–66), and William II
(reigned 1166–89), Sicily flourished as a
multiethnic center. Although the Norman kings
were Latin Christians, loyal to the Pope in Rome,
they governed a diverse, predominantly nonLatin-Christian population and fostered a
multicultural ambience on the island. Their royal
policies actively borrowed and reformulated local
Greek (Byzantine) and Islamic cultural, religious,
and administrative traditions and invoked those
of rival political powers. As part of this policy,
the Norman kings patronized art and architecture
that brought together the distinctive visual cultures
of the Mediterranean region—Byzantine, Islamic,
and Romanesque. In so doing, they reinvented and
presented themselves as legitimate Christian rulers
to their subjects and peers.

Map of Palermo by Georg Braun and Franz Hogenberg with detail of the Palazzo Normanni (royal palace),
1588 (David Rumsey Historical Map Collection) <https://tinyurl.com/m2yxu8hc>
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Interior of the Cappella Palatina looking west, c. 1130–43, Palermo (photo:
Ariel Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

Royal Architecture
The Cappella Palatina
As part of their vast project to transform Palermo
into the thriving capital of their new kingdom, the
Norman kings built on an unprecedented scale.
They furnished the kingdom with an elaborate
royal palace, the Palazzo Reale (also known as
the Palazzo Normanni), and its prized chapel, the
Cappella Palatina, cathedrals in nearby Cefalù and
Monreale, and extensive suburban dwellings. The
most famous of the Norman royal monuments, the
Cappella Palatina masterfully combines diverse
architectural and decorative sources, including
Byzantine-style mosaics, an Islamic-style painted
muqarnas (complex honeycomb-like decoration)
ceiling, opus sectile floors (decorative pavements
with cut and shaped pieces of stone), and
multicolored marble and stone wall revetments.
The resulting aesthetic transformed the building
into a visual manifesto of the king’s Mediterranean
ambitions.

Detail of muqarnas ceiling, Cappella Palatina, c. 1130–43,
Palermo (photo: Ariel Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
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Cefalù Cathedral
Like the Cappella Palatina, the Norman kings’
other churches and cathedrals similarly evoked a
synthesis of Byzantine, Islamic, and Romanesque
forms. Roger II’s Cefalù Cathedral, built between
1131 and 1240, intertwines the region’s diverse
decorative traditions. Its overall design is
reminiscent of Norman and French architecture in
Northern Europe, following a Latin abbey design,
and furnished its interior with mosaics executed in
a Byzantine style, including images of Christ
Pantokrator (“almighty”), the Virgin, apostles, and
prophets in the apse.

Detail of central apse with Pantokrator, Cefalù Cathedral,
1131–1240 (photo: Gun Powder Ma, CC BY-SA 3.0)
<https://tinyurl.com/5atjutt9>

Cefalù Cathedral façade, 1131–1240, Cefalù (photo: Ariel
Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

While the high quality of the chapel’s mosaics
has led many scholars to conclude that Roger II
imported Byzantine craftsmen to Sicily to decorate
his churches, it is also possible that the chapel’s
mosaics were executed by local artisans.

Central apse with Pantokrator, Virgin, apostles, and prophets,
Cefalù Cathedral, 1131–1240 (photo: Ariel Fein, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0)
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Moreover, Islamic-style painted wooden trusses
and star-shaped panels surmount the nave. Their
painted scenes, like those of the Cappella
Palatina’s muqarnas ceiling, feature themes of
courtly life drawn from an Islamic repertoire. The
origins of the ceilings’ builders and painters
remains a contentious issue, with scholars
suggesting Sicily itself, Fatimid Egypt, North
Africa, northern Syria, and northern Iraq.

The transepts and aisles contain scenes from the
life of Christ as well as scenes from the Old
Testament and the life of the Virgin.
A pair of mosaic panels portray William II being
crowned directly by God and donating his church
to the Virgin. Positioned in the sanctuary, directly
above the royal throne and the bishop’s ambo, or
platform, they prominently represent the king’s
presence within the church and the sacred space
of the sanctuary. Moreover, as William appears in
royal regalia reminiscent of a Byzantine emperor,
the panels conveyed his desire to emulate the
wealth and prestige of the Byzantine Empire.

Painted wooden ceiling panel, Cefalù Cathedral, 1131–1240
(photo: Ariel Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

Monreale
Similarly, King William II’s crowning
architectural achievement can be seen at
Monreale: a large complex comprising a cathedral
church, monastery, and cloister, or covered
walkway, which was completed in 1174. On the
church’s eastern façade, Islamic-style decoration
of repeating ogival arches and geometric
medallions are formed by alternating black and
white stone and marble.
On its interior, the Cathedral is composed almost
entirely of flat surfaces, providing ample space for
mosaic decoration. In the central sanctuary, images
of the Pantokrator, Virgin, and saints adorn the
central apse, while side apses feature scenes from
the lives of Saints Peter and Paul.

Bichromatic inlaid decoration, Monreale Cathedral exterior,
1174 (photo: Ariel Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
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Central apse, Monreale Cathedral, 1174 (photo: Ariel Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
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Old Testament scenes, Monreale Catheral, 1174 (photo: Ariel
Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

Royal dwellings

Left: Christ crowning William II; right: William II presenting
his church to the Virgin, Monreale Cathedral, 1174 (photos:
Ariel Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

In addition to ecclesiastical buildings, the Norman
kings also constructed suburban royal dwellings
for recreation and hunting set in the midst of
luxuriant gardens. In their architecture and
cultivation of the surrounding verdant landscapes,
these palaces drew heavily upon Islamic
architecture and garden culture.

Muqarnas hood, Fountain Hall, La Zisa, 1164–1175 (photo:
Ariel Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

La Zisa, 1164–1175 (photo: Ariel Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

William I and II built their palaces, La Zisa and La
Cuba in the midst of the park of Genoardo, which
takes its name from the Arabic phrase Jannat alard, meaning “earthly paradise.” La Zisa
(1164–75) towers over a landscape of fertile
gardens, embellished by fountains and large
ponds, formed by impressive feats of hydraulic
engineering.

Its central Fountain Hall is decorated by an
elaborate muqarnas hood and Arabic inscriptions
describing the hall as “paradise on earth made
manifest.” At the heart of the salon stands an
impressive Islamic-style wall fountain with a
sloped water chute (shādirwān), featuring furrows
in a zig-zag pattern. The scalloped surface created
rippling sounds and patterns in the water as it
circulated through an elegant system of fountains
culminating in a great fish-pond in front of the
palace. A depiction of a similar fountain can be
seen in the painted muqarnas ceiling of the
Cappella Palatina.
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One side of the coin bears a cross with the Greek
inscription ICXC NIKA (Jesus Christ will
conquer) encircled by the Arabic name of the mint
and date of minting. The reverse, written entirely
in Arabic—a vernacular and intellectual language
in Norman Sicily at this time—displays the name
and honorific of the king as well as the name
of the mint and date in the year of the hijra, or
the Islamic lunar calendar. The coin thus presents
an unambiguous statement of the strength of the
Sicilian state and of Norman kingship in the
dominant textual and symbolic languages of the
medieval Mediterranean.

Gold tari of Roger II with Greek (left) and Arabic (right), 1142
(The Trustees of the British Museum, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)
<https://tinyurl.com/4u9z75m5>
Fountain hall, La Zisa, 1164–1175 (photo: Ariel Fein, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0)

The Royal Mint and Workshops

Alongside monumental architecture, the Norman
kings disseminated their message of legitimate
rule through coinage, multilingual texts, and
objects. Despite the changes in political rule, the
Norman royal mint continued to produce and
circulate the Sicilian tari, a gold quarter dinar first
issued in Muslim Sicily (before being conquered
by the Normans). After his coronation, King Roger
II’s tari staged his authority using both Arabic and
Greek (the language of the Byzantines).

The precious jeweled, ivory, and textile products
of the royal workshops likewise combined a
variety of visual forms, styles, and languages.
Along with King Roger II’s coronation mantle,
with its Islamic-style and Arabic epigraphy
(inscriptions), painted ivory caskets similarly
paired Christian and Islamic scenes. The casket
shown here, composed of a rectangular wooden
box with thin ivory plaques fixed with ivory pegs
along its exterior, is decorated on all sides with
images painted in black and gold leaf. Scenes of
the hunt common in Islamic art, such as falconers
pursuing gazelles with falcons and greyhounds and
a hunting leopard catching its prey, adorn the sides
of the casket, while a medallion of Christ flanked
by two saints is rendered on the lid.
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Hunting scenes on a painted ivory casket, 12th–13th century, Palermo, Cappella Palatina, Treasury (photo:
Ariel Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

Coronation Mantle, 1133/34, fabric from Byzantium or Thebes, samite, silk, gold,
pearls, filigree, sapphires, garnets, glass, and cloisonné enamel, 146 x 345 cm
(Schatzkammer, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna) (photo: Brad Hostetler, CC BY
2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/mxVRbP>

Documenting Religious Diversity
The majority of the surviving art and architecture
from Norman Sicily was built by and for the
island’s Latin-Christian Norman kings. However,
some surviving works reveal glimpses of the art
and identity of the island’s diverse population. The
most famous of these monuments is the Santa
Maria dell’Ammiraglio in Palermo, better known
as the Martorana. George of Antioch, the ArabChristian grand-vizier, or prime minister, to King

Roger II, built the church as a private burial chapel
for himself and his family as well as for the city’s
Greek and Arab-Christian communities. (Greekand Arab-Christian communities worshipped
according to the Orthodox Christian tradition of
the Byzantine world. While the language of the
liturgy was Greek, Arab-Christians may have also
worshipped in Arabic, as well as spoke Arabic in
their day-to-day interactions.)
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Martorana Church interior, Palermo, 1143 (photo: Ariel Fein,
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

On the one hand, it closely resembles King Roger
II’s Cappella Palatina in its mosaics, opus sectile
floors, and marble revetments. On the other hand,
the church’s Arabic epigraphy draws more heavily
upon George’s own Arab-Christian identity. The
church’s mosaic dome, with images of Christ
Pantokrator surrounded by archangels, is encircled
by a narrow band of wood, now faded, but once
brightly painted with the Arabic translation of two
texts from the Greek liturgy.

Similarly, an opulent white marble funerary
epitaph (an inscription at a tomb or grave honoring
the person buried there) commemorates the death
of Anna, mother of Grisandus, a priest working
in the Cappella Palatina. Surrounding the vibrant,
multicolored opus sectile cross are four inscribed
texts—Latin (left), Greek (right), Arabic (bottom),
and Judeo-Arabic (Arabic written in Hebrew
script; top). While few people would have been
able to read the quadrilingual epitaph in its
entirety, even an illiterate viewer would have
understood, or could have been told, that the four
scripts represented the four religious communities
of the Kingdom.
Moreover, its opus sectile ornament would have
further reminded the viewer of the decoration of
the island’s royal churches and palaces, thus
visualizing the prestige of its patron and the
deceased. These buildings and works of art are
expressions of a unique Norman Sicilian cultural
and visual identity. Drawing upon local styles on
the island, as well as more distant traditions from
Byzantium, Fatimid Egypt, the Maghrib, and the
Levant, the kings and courtiers of Norman Sicily
fashioned and mobilized Norman Sicilian visual
culture in promoting their royal ideology and
articulating their religious identities.

Additional Resources

The Norman Sicily Project: Documenting Sicily’s
First Kingdom, 1061-1194 <http://normansicily.
org/en/home/>
The Medieval Kingdom of Sicily, A Visual
Resource of Historical Sties c. 1100-c.1450
<https:// kos.aahvs.duke.edu/>

Dome with Christ Pantokrator surrounded by archangels and
Arabic and Greek epigraphy, Martorana Church, Palermo,
1143 (photo: Ariel Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

The Public Medievalist: “A Wonder of the
Multicultural Medieval World: The Tabula
Rogeriana,” Paul B. Sturtevant, March 9, 2017
<https://www.publicmedievalist.com/greatestmedieval-map/>
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Lisa Reilly, The Invention of Norman Visual
Culture: Art, Politics, and Dynastic Ambition
(Cambridge University Press, 2020)

William Tronzo, The Cultures of his Kingdom:
Roger II and the Cappella Palatina in Palermo
(Princeton University Press, 1997)

Tombstone with inscriptions in four languages (Latin, Greek, Arabic, and Judeo-Arabic), white marble with
opus sectile decoration, 1149, Palermo, Museo della Zisa (photo: Ariel Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

35.
The Cappella Palatina
Cross-cultural perspectives
Dr. Ariel Fein

Interior of the Cappella Palatina looking west, c. 1130–43, Palermo (photo: Ariel Fein, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0)

On the southern Italian island of Sicily, a richly
decorated church known as the Cappella Palatina
presents a puzzling pastiche of art and architecture
that feels at once Byzantine, Islamic, and Romanesque. The Cappella Palatina was built by
Normans of French descent in the twelfth century.
But what can explain its eclectic decoration?In
1130, the Norman Count Roger II consolidated the
territories of Southern Italy and Sicily and
established himself as ruler over the new Kingdom
of Norman Sicily, which endured from 1130 to

1194. As a result of centuries of both Byzantine
and Islamic rule, the island was already home to
a religiously and linguistically heterogeneous
population of Greek- and Arab-Christians,
Muslims, and Jews. (Greek- and Arab-Christian
communities worshipped according to the
Orthodox Christian tradition of the Byzantine
world. While the language of the liturgy was
Greek, Arab-Christians may have also worshipped
in Arabic, as well as spoke Arabic in their dayto-day interactions.) Although they were Latin
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Christians loyal to the Pope in Rome, King Roger
II and his successors William I (reigned 1154–66)
and William II (reigned 1166–89) cultivated a
royal policy that engaged the island’s religious and
cultural diversity—they retained Islamic and
Greek administrative and fiscal structures
alongside new Latin Christian institutions,
commissioned royal inscriptions in Latin, Greek,
and Arabic, and patronized learned Arabo-Muslim
(those identifying with the Arab world and the
Islamic faith) and Greek scholars, poets, and
artisans passing through their court. Through these
deliberate borrowings, the Norman kings sought
to establish themselves as political players on par
with their Byzantine, Islamic, and western
European counterparts. The commissioning of
architecture and works of art that drew upon and
imaginatively juxtaposed Byzantine, Islamic, and
Romanesque visual sources lay at the heart of this
project. Through their patronage, the Norman

kings proclaimed the glory of their nascent
kingdom and the legitimacy of their role as
Christian monarchs. Nowhere was this more the
case than in Roger II’s palace chapel, the Cappella
Palatina.
The Cappella Palatina in the Royal Palace

In the heart of the Kingdom’s capital city of
Palermo, King Roger II built his royal residence,
the Palazzo Normanni. Situated at the city’s
highest point, and likely on the site of an earlier
Islamic fortress, the palace grounds furnished an
ideal setting to stage the legitimacy of the new
monarchy. Constructed around three towers, and
outfitted with audience halls, royal dwellings,
royal workshops, the state treasury, and luxurious
gardens, the center of the compound was the king’s
Cappella Palatina (or palace chapel).

A later map of Palermo by Georg Braun and Franz Hogenberg with a detail of the Palazzo Normanni
(royal palace), 1588 (David Rumsey Historical Map Collection)
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Location of the Cappella Palatina within the Palazzo Normanni, Palermo (underlying map © Google)

Interior of the Cappella Palatina looking west, c. 1130–43, Palermo (photo: Ariel
Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
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The chapel functioned as both the religious center
of the palace, furnishing a space for the
performance of church services, as well as the
royal audience hall, a venue for royal ceremony.
In its eclectic combination of Byzantine, Islamic,
and Romanesque architectural and decorative
traditions, the Cappella Palatina embodies the
multicultural cosmopolitanism of Palermo.
Although small in size, the Cappella Palatina is
remarkably full of elaborate decoration,
bewildering and disorienting viewers as they try to
make sense of the chapel’s varied media and visual
styles. Adorning the chapel interior are bedazzling
golden mosaics, richly patterned opus sectile
floors, marble wall revetments, a painted wooden
honeycomb-like muqarnas ceiling, and a carved
pulpit (an elevated platform used for reading and

preaching during church services) and paschal
candelabrum. (The paschal candelabrum holds a
large candle burned in church services during the
Easter, or Paschal, season.)
Architecturally, the Cappella Palatina consists of
two primary parts: a domed, centrally planned
sanctuary in the east joined to a three-aisled
basilical hall in the west that is surmounted by
a wooden muqarnas ceiling. (Muqarnas refers to
the complex, honeycomb-like decoration typical
of Islamic architecture.) In its east end, Byzantineinspired mosaics cover the entire upper part of
the building. Christ Pantokrator—which means
“almighty” or “ruler of the universe”—crowns the
summit of the main dome with angels, while Old
Testament prophets, apostles, and saints are
arranged below.

Cappella Palatina plan (Evan Freeman, redrawn after John Lowden, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
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Sanctuary mosaics, Cappella Palatina, c. 1130–43, Palermo (photo: Ariel Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

Further scenes from the life of Christ occupy the
upper vaults and the lower walls of the sanctuary.
A second mosaic cycle with scenes from the Old
Testament and the lives of the apostles Peter and
Paul, likely completed during the reigns of Kings
William I and II, adorns the aisles of the nave.
A grand, painted muqarnas ceiling dominates the
nave. Its two parallel rows of coffering in the form
of eight-pointed stars are painted in their entirety
with images of banquets, musicians and dancers,
battles and hunting, mythological subjects, real
and fantastical animals, and Islamic-style

decorative motifs accompanied by Arabic inscriptions invoking blessings.
Although drawing heavily upon Byzantine and
Islamic visual traditions, the origins of the artisans
who built and decorated the chapel remains
unclear. A subject of ongoing debate, scholars
suggest that the mosaicists may have been local
craftsmen, rather than imported from Byzantium,
and the workers designing the muqarnas ceiling
may have originated from Sicily itself, Fatimid
Egypt, North Africa, northern Syria, and/or
northern Iraq.
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Old and New Testament mosaics in the Nave, Cappella Palatina, c. 1130–43, Palermo (photo:
Ariel Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
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Muqarnas ceiling, Cappella Palatina, c. 1130–43, Palermo (photo: Ariel Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

With such a complex and diverse visual program,
it is tempting to divide the Cappella Palatina into
its constituent elements—Byzantine, Islamic, and
Romanesque. From this perspective, the basilica
nave can be seen as Norman or Roman, the domed
sanctuary with its rich mosaic decoration reflects
Byzantine influence, and the wooden muqarnas
ceiling suggests an Islamic contribution (a similar
muqarnas ceiling can be seen in the Almoravid alQarawiyyin Mosque in Fez). But for the medieval
viewer, these categories were blurred at best.
Moreover, visitors encountered and experienced
the monument as a whole ensemble, rather than
as fragmented parts. How did they understand the
Cappella Palatina’s diverse range of visual
vocabularies, and why did the Norman king
employ such an eclectic visual language in the first
place?

Muqarnas ceiling, 1132–1143, al Qarawiyyan Mosque, Fez,
Morocco (photo: © John Hoag) <https://dome.mit.edu/handle/
1721.3/59241>
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Royal Propaganda in the Cappella Palatina

Although the Cappella Palatina’s architecture and
decoration featured styles and crafts culled from
across the Mediterranean basin—from Sicily and
Southern Italy itself, Byzantium, Fatimid Egypt,
the Maghreb (Northwest Africa, including
modern-day Algeria, Libya, Morocco, Tunisia,
Portugal, and Spain), and the Crusader Levant (the
region occupied by crusaders on the eastern
Mediterranean shores, including modern-day
Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, and
Iraq)—when seen together, they present a unified
royal program. The king’s eclectic appropriation
of Byzantine and Islamic royal iconographic
motifs served as an integral component in
projecting his imperial ambitions to both his
subjects as well as neighboring monarchs.
Although covered today with modern mosaics, a
royal viewing box was originally positioned in the
upper north wall of the sanctuary. From this
privileged point, the Norman king was not only
elevated above his subjects, but also afforded a
unique view of the mosaics adorning the opposite
wall. From the royal balcony, the king was
positioned directly across from the scene of the

Transfiguration, recounting when Christ revealed
his divinity to the apostles, Peter, James, and John.
The king was thus integrated among the apostles
as a direct witness to the glorification of Christ.
But to the worshippers standing below, the Christ
of the Transfiguration and the king (framed within
the royal box) appeared on the same level,
associating the divine king—Christ—with the
divinely appointed Norman king.

Detail of muqarnas ceiling, Cappella Palatina, c. 1130–43,
Palermo (photo: Ariel Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

Left: Cappella Palatina plan; right: south wall of sanctuary, Cappella Palatina (photo: Ariel Fein, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0)
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Royal axis in the Cappella Palatina (plan: Evan Freeman, redrawn after John Lowden, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

A royal axis runs across the entire length of the
chapel nave and sanctuary, linking the Norman
king to images of Christ and biblical monarchs. A
monumental image of the enthroned Christ adorns
the western wall just above the Norman king’s
throne-platform.

(The Hetoimasia, or “prepared throne,” is a
symbolic image that combines such elements as a
throne, the Holy Spirit as a dove, a Gospel book, a
cross, and instruments of the Passion.)

Along this same longitudinal axis are two mosaic
icons of the kings David and Solomon, both
biblical paragons of monarchic virtue. They, along
with a painted image of a seated harpist (likely
King David) in the muqarnas ceiling, elevate the
status of the chapel by associating its patron with
significant biblical rulers.
The royal axis continues through the Hetoimasia,
the empty throne of Christ prepared with the
instruments of his passion to culminate in the
Christ Pantokrator in the central apse.

Christ Pantokrator (in apse) and Hetoimasia (above),
Cappella Palatina, c. 1130–43, Palermo (photo: Allie_
Caulfield, CC BY 2.0)
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Throne platform, western wall, Cappella Palatina, c. 1130–43, Palermo (photo: Ariel Fein,
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
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Royal axis in the sanctuary mosaics, Cappella Palatina, c. 1130–43, Palermo (Ariel Fein) (photo: Ariel Fein,
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

Alongside these mosaic images, a painted cadre
of courtly revelers, concentrated in the muqarnas
ceiling’s eastern end, celebrate with music, dance,
and drinking vessels. They appear to stage a
princely banquet honoring the patrons of the royal
chapel—the Sicilian monarch and the Christian
God. The sheer number of royal references along
this axis make explicit the royal program,
enhancing the ruler’s authority among his subjects
and conveying his divine inspiration.
Detail of muqarnas ceiling with musicians, Cappella Palatina,
c. 1130–43, Palermo (photo: Ariel Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
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Detail of muqarnas ceiling with Arabic inscriptions, Cappella Palatina, c. 1130–43, Palermo (photo: Ariel
Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

Finally, painted Arabic supplicatory phrases
bordering the star-shaped coffers and framing the
niche-like units of the nave’s muqarnas ceiling also
augment the chapel’s royal imagery. The ceiling’s
painted texts include such phrases as: “attainment and
victory, power, perfection and good-fortune, and
security and bliss and power. . .” —all qualities
associated with royalty. Although medieval Palermo
hosted a sizable community of Arabic speakers and
readers, the texts’ small size and positioning deep
within the ceiling’s coffers would have rendered them
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to read from the
pavement below.
Although their content likely remained illegible,
the presence of Arabic script would have been
recognizable and reinforced by other Arabic
inscriptions within the chapel, including the opus
sectile Arabic epigraphs (inscriptions) framing the

chapel’s doors and in other furnishings of the
church, such as ivory caskets, textiles, and
liturgical vestments (special clothing worn by the
clergy during church services) and vessels like this
one. This extensive use of Arabic in royal media
proclaimed the Norman king’s mastery of the
Arabic language and made clear his legitimate
position as ruler over a region formerly under
Islamic rule.
With
its imagery
produced
by
highlyskilled artisans
drawn
from
across
the
Mediterranean, the Cappella Palatina merged a
Christian liturgical space with a royal ceremonial
hall to sanction the Norman king’s imperial
aspirations as the rightful ruler over a multi-ethnic
realm.
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Additional Resources
Jeremy Johns, “Arabic Inscriptions in the Cappella
Palatina: Performativity, Audience, Legibility and
Illegibility,” in Viewing Inscriptions in the Late
Antique and Medieval Mediterranean, ed. Antony
Eastmond (Cambridge University Press, 2015),
124–147.

recontextualization in the ceilings of the Cappella
Palatina,” Early Music Journal 47.1 (2019): 3–23.

Lev Kapitaikin, “David’s dancers in Palermo:
Islamic dance imagery and its Christian

William Tronzo, The Cultures of his Kingdom:
Roger II and the Cappella Palatina in Palermo
(Princeton University Press, 1997)

Lisa Reilly, The Invention of Norman Visual
Culture: Art, Politics, and Dynastic Ambition
(Cambridge University Press, 2020)

Chest with Arabic inscription, first half of 12th century, Cappella Palatina Treasury, Palermo (photo: Ariel
Fein, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

36.
The Melisende Psalter
Cross-cultural perspectives
Dr. Anne McClanan

The Harrowing of Hell (left) and the three Marys at the tomb (right), the Melisende Psalter (Egerton 1139,
9v and 10r), 1131–1143 (© The British Library) <https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/melisende-psalter>

The Melisende Psalter is a manuscript from the
12th century, which contains the book of Psalms
(a collection of poems in the Hebrew Bible
traditionally attributed to King David), as well as

prayers and a calendar. It is a product of the
crusading movement, in which western European
Christians (the crusaders, sometimes referred to
as “Franks” or “Latins,” were loyal to the Pope
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in Rome and used Latin in their church
services) sought to capture Jerusalem and the
surrounding area from Muslims rulers and
maintain control of the region by establishing
crusader states.

Upper cover of the Melisende Psalter, 1131–1143, ivory (©
The British Library)

Ivory book covers

The crusader states, 1135 (Amitchell125, CC BY-SA 4.0)
<https://tinyurl.com/463rrj89>

It shows the ways that the artistic traditions of
western Europe and the Byzantine Empire—an
eastern Christian empire whose nearby capital was
Constantinople (modern Istanbul) and where
Greek was the predominant language—could
converge as a result of the crusades. The
Melisende Psalter also offers us insight into the
life of a remarkable medieval woman: queen
Melisende of Jerusalem (Melisende was queen of
Jerusalem from 1131–53 and regent for her son
Baldwin III from 1153–61).

The Melisende Psalter is so well-preserved that
even its original ivory covers survive—a rare
occurrence with medieval books. These ivory
covers exemplify the way crusader art (art
commissioned for western European patrons in the
crusader states in the 11th–13th centuries) often
interwove cultural elements imported by the
western European crusaders with more local
traditions, such as those found in the Byzantine
Empire. The top cover shows, in six circles, scenes
from of life of King David—a figure from the
Hebrew Bible who was widely regarded as a role
model by medieval rulers. In the roundel (a
circular form that contains the scene) on the
bottom right, David appears with a lyre as the
author of the book of Psalms, the contents of this
very book.
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Annotated image of upper cover of the Melisende Psalter, 1131–1143, ivory (© The British
Library) <https://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/
ILLUMIN.ASP?Size=mid&IllID=59595>
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The ivory cover follows a long tradition of
connecting current medieval rulers with the
biblical king David, as we see in this Byzantine
manuscript, the Paris Psalter, which shows David
hard at work composing the Psalms, and which
was likely produced for a Byzantine emperor.

David fights Goliath (top), sobriety conquers luxury (lower left), detail of
upper cover of the Melisende Psalter, 1131–1143, ivory (© The British
Library)

Melisende Psalter illuminations
David composing the Psalms, Paris Psalter (Paris Grec 139,
1v), Byzantine, 940–960 (Bibliothèque nationale de France)
<https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b10515446x>

The rich symbolism of the ivory cover of the
Melisende Psalter doesn’t stop there, because in
between those ivory medallions with King David,
a battle for human will is waged by allegorical
representations of virtues and vices. Such
depictions of abstract concepts in the form of
human figures were common in western medieval
art. For example, on the lower left, beneath the
medallion showing David fighting Goliath,
sobriety (sobrietas) is shown holding a banner and
conquering luxury (luxuria).

Despite this visual warning against luxury on the
cover of the Melisende Psalter, the manuscript
found inside is splendidly illuminated. The
Melisende Psalter has 218 folia (a folio, Latin for
“leaf,” is a single page in a manuscript, typically
one half of a larger sheet known as a bifolium)
plus some loose leaves, and opens with images of
key moments in the life of Christ, all in the style
favored by the crusader courts that mimicked the
icons of the Byzantine Empire.
The Harrowing of Hell
The Harrowing of Hell, or Anastasis, scene
employs imagery, or iconography, which has been
directly borrowed from Byzantine art. A towering
Christ strides dynamically through the center of
the scene, his blue and purple clothes rippling with
motion. In his left hand he holds the cross on
which he was crucified, and with his right hand he
raises the souls of the dead from their tombs.
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The composition includes typical Byzantine
details that illustrate Christ’s victory over death,
such as the broken locks and doors of hell—used
to imprison the souls of the dead—which Christ
now tramples underfoot. These same details can
be observed in contemporary works of Byzantine
art, such as this eleventh-century mosaic at the
monastery of Hosios Loukas.

Anastasis mosaic, Byzantine, 11th century, Hosios Loukas
monastery, Boeotia, Greece (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2m4Ljbc>

In the Melisende Psalter’s image of the Harrowing
of Hell, the angels hovering above Christ hold
standards bearing the letters “SSS,” an
abbreviation for the angelic hymn, “holy, holy,
holy,” which is taken from Isaiah 6:3, and which
was also sung in both the Latin church services
of western Europe and the Greek services of the
Byzantine Empire. This “SSS” abbreviation stands
for “sanctus, sanctus, sanctus,” the Latin (rather
than Greek) version of this text, suggesting that
what initially appears to be a Byzantine image
was intended for western European rather than
Byzantine viewers.

Harrowing of Hell, the Melisende Psalter (Egerton 1139, 9v),
1131–1143 (© The British Library) <https://www.bl.uk/
catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/ILLUMIN.ASP?
Size=mid&IllID=59614>

Detail of the Harrowing of Hell, the Melisende Psalter
(Egerton 1139, 9v), 1131–1143 (The British Library)
<https://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/
ILLUMIN.ASP?Size=mid&IllID=59614>
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The artist’s signature
The artist who painted the twenty-four opening
scenes for this manuscript even signed his
name—Basilius—an unusual flourish in a time
when most artists remained anonymous.

The Transfiguration, the Melisende Psalter (Egerton 1139,
4v), 1131-1143 (© The British Library) <https://www.bl.uk/
catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/
ILLUMIN.ASP?Size=mid&IllID=59604>

The Transfiguration
Deësis, the Melisende Psalter (Egerton 1139, 12v), 1131–1143
(© The British Library) <https://www.bl.uk/catalogues/
illuminatedmanuscripts/ILLUMIN.ASP?Size=mid&IllID
=59620>

Like the Harrowing of Hell image, the artist’s
inscription, Basilius me fecit (“Basil made me”),
similarly seems to intermingle the medieval
cultures of the Byzantine Empire and the Latin
West: the artist’s name is Greek, possibly
suggesting a connection with the Byzantine
Empire, while the inscription is in Latin.

The Transfiguration scene also shows that Basilius
was aware of contemporary art trends. It closely
resembles Byzantine renderings of this moment
from the New Testament when Christ is
transfigured by divine light before the events
leading to his crucifixion: “And he was
transfigured before them, and his face shone like
the sun, and his clothes became dazzling white”
(Matthew 17:2). The artist even deployed
contemporary Byzantine aesthetic principles,
emphasizing subtle modulations of light in the
gold beams radiating from Christ, which can also
be observed in Byzantine depictions of the
Transfiguration, as on this templon beam at the
Monastery of Saint Catherine at Sinai.
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Left: Melisende Psalter; right: The Transfiguration, detail of a templon beam, Byzantine, c. 1200, Monastery
of Saint Catherine, Sinai (photo: Princeton University) <http://vrc.princeton.edu/sinai/items/show/7314>

The apostles Peter, John, and James show their
astonishment at Christ’s Transfiguration with an
exaggerated emotionalism that can also be found
in Byzantine art from this same period, for
example in the twelfth-century fresco of the
Lamentation at the church of Saint Panteleimon at
Nerezi (North Macedonia).

The Raising of Lazarus
On the other hand, this scene of the raising of
Lazarus displays influence from western European
as well as Byzantine art. While the gold
background and stylized depictions echo the style
of Byzantine art, Lazarus emerges from the arched
opening of a building, rather than a rock-cut tomb,
as typically appears in Byzantine representations
of the scene.

Left: Melisende Psalter; right: Detail of the Lamentation at Saint Panteleimon, Nerezi (photo: byzantologist,
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jNWJaf>
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rule—during the twelfth century. But who inspired
this remarkable manuscript?
We find a clue in the Latin used for the
manuscript’s prayers that use feminine endings
(such as peccatrix, “sinner”), narrowing the
possibilities to the aristocratic women in the
crusading movement.
Queen Melisende is the most likely option. The
daughter of the crusader king Baldwin II and the
Armenian queen Morphia, because Melisende had
no brothers she became the heir presumptive to
the crusader throne and was included in official
documents issued by her father, King Baldwin II.
Her parents moreover are mentioned in the
manuscript’s calendar on 21 August and 1
October, respectively, further suggesting a
connection to her immediate family.

The Raising of Lazarus, the Melisende Psalter (Egerton 1139,
5r), 1131–1143 (© The British Library) <https://www.bl.uk/
catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/
ILLUMIN.ASP?Size=mid&IllID=59605>

This non-Byzantine-style depiction of Lazarus’s
tomb can be compared to another image of the
Raising of Lazarus from a carved lintel dated to
c. 1149 at the church of the Holy Sepulchre in
Jerusalem—a building that Melisende helped
renovate and expand in the 1140s. In this carved
version of the scene, Lazarus similarly emerges
from beneath an arch with depictions of buildings
above.
The patron of the Melisende Psalter

This and other evidence has led art historians to
conclude the manuscript was made in the
workshop of the church of the Holy Sepulchre in
the crusader Kingdom of Jerusalem—an important
center for book production under crusader

Christ (right) commands that Lazarus’s tomb be opened. Two
men remove the tombstone (lower left) while others unwind
Lazarus’s grave clothes above, The Raising of Lazarus, detail
from a lintel of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, c. 1149
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As the heir to the Crusader throne, Melisende
expected that when she married Fulk, Count of
Anjou (France), she would rule as an equal partner
following the death of her father in 1131. Instead,
Fulk tried to exclude Melisende and rule alone,
with disastrous results: Fulk failed to consolidate
power and the Kingdom of Jerusalem was plunged
into civil war.
Perhaps this gorgeous manuscript was intended as
a gesture to appease the brilliant queen Melisende
when, in 1135, Fulk accepted that he must share
rule with his queen. Or perhaps the powerful queen
Melisende commissioned it herself.
Additional resources

“The Melisende Psalter,” British Library
<https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/melisendepsalter#>
The crusader states, 1135 (Amitchell125, CC BY-SA 4.0)
<https://tinyurl.com/463rrj89>

Sarah J Biggs, “Twelfth-Century Girl Power,”
British Library
<https://blogs.bl.uk/digitisedmanuscripts/2013/08/
twelfth-century-girl-power.html>
Barbara Drake Boehm and Melanie Holcomb, ed.,
Jerusalem, 1000-1400, Every People under
Heaven (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, 2016), no, 121, pp. 244–246.
Hugo Buchthal and Francis Wormald, Miniature
Painting in the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1957)

Coronation of Fulk and Melisende, c. 1275, northern France
(Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS fr. 779, fol.
123v)

37.
Smarthistory video: A Byzantine vision of Paradise — The
Harbaville Triptych
Questions for study or discussion
Dr. Anne McClanan and Dr. Evan Freeman

https://smarthistory.org/a-byzantine-vision-of-paradise-the-harbaville-triptych/
Thinking about context

• What role do materials and techniques
play in the viewer’s experience of the
triptych?

• How was this triptych used?
Thinking about this object

Thinking about iconography

• What materials and techniques were
used to create this triptych?
• What role do materials and techniques
play in the triptych’s appearance?
341

• What does the Deësis scene depict?
• How do the figures in the Deësis scene
relate to each other with their body
language?
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Harbaville Triptych, mid-10th century, Constantinople, ivory with traces of polychromy, 28.2 x 24.2 x 1.2 cm
(Musée du Louvre) (photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kjp6u8>

• What else is depicted on this triptych?
• What does this imagery suggest about
the triptych’s owner and broader social
setting?
• What role does nature play in the
imagery on this triptych?

Thinking about art history
• How can we understand this triptych
against the background of the
Iconoclastic Controversy and the
broader history of art?
Watch the video. <https://youtu.be/jpO3PiXrTZ4>
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Harbaville Triptych, mid-10th century, Constantinople, ivory with traces of polychromy, 28.2 x 24.2 x 1.2 cm
(Musée du Louvre) (photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kjpBCf>

V
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38.
Byzantine Art and the Fourth Crusade
Dr. Nicolette S. Trahoulia

Basilica of San Marco, 11th century and later, Venice (photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2iK2Fci>

If you visit Venice and walk around the Church of
San Marco, you might wonder why the exterior of
the church appears to be a mishmash of various
pieces of sculpture done in different styles from
different periods. The answer lies in the Crusades,
and particularly with the Fourth Crusade that
began in 1202.
Isidore of Miletus & Anthemius of Tralles for Emperor
Justinian, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul), 532-37
(photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
nraZY8>
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Map with the First through Fourth Crusades, from Atlas of the Middle East, Central Intelligence Agency, 1993
Constantinople and the Crusades

The crusaders were western European fighters,
often supported by the pope in Rome, who sought
to capture the Holy Land (Palestine) and other
regions from Muslims—and sometimes fellow
Christians—during the 11th-14th centuries. When
the crusaders of the First Crusade arrived in the
Byzantine capital of Constantinople (modern
Istanbul) in 1096, the Byzantine emperor Alexios
I Komnenos agreed to help them go through Asia
Minor on their way to the Holy Land. But wary
of their motivations, he first made them swear
allegiance to him. The crusaders went on to
conquer Jerusalem from the Arabs in 1099 and
established crusader states in Palestine.
In 1203 a fourth expedition of crusaders were on
their way to the Holy Land when they were again
diverted to Constantinople. Alexios Angelos—the
son of deposed emperor Isaac II Angelos
—enlisted the help of the crusaders to restore his
father to the throne. Although he and his father
did manage to rule jointly with the help of the
crusaders, they were soon deposed by Alexios V
Doukas Mourtzouphlos.

Angered because they did not receive the rewards
promised by Alexios Angelos and confronted with
the immense riches of what was then the grandest
city known to the West, the crusaders attacked
and seized Constantinople on April 13, 1204. They
would occupy the city until 1261 when Michael
VIII Palaiologos reclaimed the city for the
Byzantines.
Looting Byzantium

During the almost sixty years of occupation by
the crusaders (or “Latins,” as the Byzantines often
referred to western Europeans during this period),
Constantinople was looted of countless artworks.
Many of these impressive artworks are now in
museums and churches all over Europe. Venice,
which provided the ships for the Fourth Crusade,
possesses much of the art that was taken by the
crusaders, such as the life-size gilt bronze horses
that were displayed on the exterior of the Basilica
of San Marco. These horses were attributed to the
famous sculptor Lysippos who worked in the
fourth century B.C.E., although they may have
been made later.
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Numerous marble reliefs on the exterior of San
Marco have been assigned a Byzantine
provenance, such as the eleventh-century relief of
Alexander the Great ascending in a chariot raised
by griffins. This popular image of Alexander
derived from the legendary Alexander
Romance (an account of the life and exploits of
Alexander the Great) in which we read of
Alexander’s bold attempt to explore the heavens in
a chariot pulled by winged griffins.
Horses of San Marco (ancient Greek or Roman, likely
Imperial Rome), 4th century B.C.E. to 4th century C.E.,
copper alloy, 235 x 250 cm each (Basilica of San Marco,
Venice)

Another example of looted art is the porphyry
statues of the Tetrarchs (four Roman emperors),
now built into the side of the Basilica of San
Marco in Venice. The missing foot of one of the
Tetrarchs was found in Constantinople, confirming
that this sculptural group was originally set up
somewhere in the Byzantine capital. These statues
represent a short-lived system of rule during the
late Roman Empire when the emperor Diocletian
was trying to stabilize political authority in a time
of crisis by sharing rule among four emperors.

Portraits of the Four Tetrarchs, from Constantinople, c. 305,
porphyry, 4′ 3″ high (Basilica of San Marco, Venice) (photo:
Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

Foot from Portraits of the Four Tetrarchs, from
Constantinople, c. 305, porphyry (Istanbul Archaeological
Museum) (photo: Evan Freeman, CC BY-SA 4.0)

Ornate carved piers (known as the Pilastri
Acritani) taken from the Church of St. Polyeuktos
in Constantinople stand near the south-west corner
of San Marco. The grand Church of St. Polyeuktos
was built in the 520s by the Byzantine aristocrat
Anicia Juliana and its beauty and size rivaled that
of the Church of Hagia Sophia (also referred to
as “the Great Church” by the Byzantines) in
Constantinople.
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Left: Alexander the Great (top center) amidst spolia on the north wall of San Marco (photo: Evan Freeman,
CC BY-SA 4.0); right: one of the Pilastri Acritani (piers from St. Polyeuktos in Constantinople) outside the
Basilica of San Marco (photo: Pi István Tóth, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/e3aKKr>

Left: incense burner, 12th century, partially gilded silver, 36 x 30 cm. Right: chalice of emperor Romanos I or
II, 10th century, sardonyx, silver gilt, gold cloisonné enamel, and pearls, 22.5 x 14 cm. (Treasury of San
Marco, Venice) (photos: © Regione del Veneto) <http://www.meravigliedivenezia.it/en/index.html>
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Sacred spoils

Constantinople reclaimed

The Treasury of San Marco is full of rich objects
that must originally have come from
Constantinople (see above). Many fine examples
of Byzantine metalwork and enamels are housed in
the Treasury, such as the gilt-sliver incense burner
in the form of a multi-domed structure that
possibly represents a garden pavilion. The incense
burner is decorated with female personifications
on the exterior and mythological beasts, such as
griffins. Another such object is a eucharistic
chalice made of a Late Antique onyx bowl set
within a gilt silver frame and decorated with a
series of enamels. The inscription on the chalice
reads “God help Romanos, the Orthodox
Emperor,” referring to either the emperor
Romanos I Lekapenos (920-44) or Romanos II
(959-63).

During the period of Constantinople’s occupation
by the crusaders, there were three Byzantine
successor states, the Despotate of Epirus founded
by Michael Komnenos Doukas (with Arta as its
capital), the Empire of Nicaea founded by the
Laskarid Dynasty, and the Empire of Trebizond
founded by Alexios Komnenos. It would be the
Nicaeans
who
would
later
recapture
Constantinople in 1261. In the Despotate of
Epirus, the Monastery of the Panaghia of
Blachernae north of Arta contains a three-aisled
basilica built in the 13th c. with a wall painting
of the procession of the famous icon of the Virgin
housed in the Church of the Blachernae in
Constantinople. The mural recreates the great city
of Constantinople for the empire in exile.

Byzantine successor states following the sack and occupation of the Byzantine capital of Constantinople,
1204-1261 (underlying map © Google)
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Soon after the city was reconquered in 1261,
a mosaic was put up in the south gallery of Hagia
Sophia. Only the upper part survives today, but the
figures were originally over twice life-size. Christ
is represented in the center, flanked by the Virgin
Mary and John the Baptist, a grouping called the
Deësis. The mosaic was probably part of Michael
VIII’s major campaign to restore and renew Hagia
Sophia after the alterations made by the crusaders.
Perhaps the mosaic was intended to celebrate the
triumph of the Byzantines over the crusaders. The
Deësis as a subject refers to the intercession of
the Virgin and John with Christ on behalf of
humankind. The mosaic may have stood as a kind
of visual prayer to insure the city would never be
taken again.
Myrtali Acheimastou-Potamianou, drawing of fresco with
procession with the Hodegetria, Vlacherna church near Arta,
1282-84

Deësis (Christ with the Virgin Mary and John the Baptist), c. 1261, mosaic, imperial enclosure, south gallery,
Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
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Additional Resources

Meraviglie di Venezia
<http://www.meravigliedivenezia.it/en/
index.html>

David Buckton, ed., The Treasury of San Marco,
Venice (Milan: Olivetti, 1984)
Henry Maguire and Robert S. Nelson, San Marco,
Byzantium, and the Myths of Venice (Washington,
D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks, 2010)

39.
Byzantine architecture and the Fourth Crusade
Dr. Robert G. Ousterhout

The route and results of the Fourth Crusade (Kandi, CC BY-SA 4.0) <https://tinyurl.com/m9fmau8p>
Fragmentation

In 1204, the Fourth Crusade captured the
Byzantine capital of Constantinople. The Latins
(as the Byzantines often referred to western
Europeans during this period) looted and occupied
the city until the Byzantines recaptured
Constantinople in 1261.
With the fragmentation of the Byzantine state
following the Fourth Crusade came a concomitant
fragmentation of Byzantine architecture, which
became dominated by regional developments. The
period of the Latin Empire (1204–61) witnessed
little cultural investment in Constantinople, while
new Byzantine successor states emerged: the

Empire of Nicaea in northwest Anatolia (a large
peninsula in West Asia also known as “Asia
Minor”); the Empire of Trebizond in northeast
Anatolia; and the Despotate of Epirus in northwest
Greece and Albania, whose capital was Arta.
In church architecture, the design of the
naos followed planning types established in the
Middle Byzantine period, while architectural
forms increased in complexity, both visually and in
plan, with the addition of porticoes, ambulatories,
galleries, annexed chapels, and belfries. A general
loosening of architectural rigor is evident in the
lack of relationship between interior spaces and
exterior articulation, in contrast with earlier
periods.
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Constantinople

Hagia Sophia
Evidence of architecture in Constantinople in this
period may be limited to the addition of flying
buttresses and a belfry to the west façade of Hagia
Sophia, c. 1230s. Both are new elements in Late
Byzantine architecture; belfries and the use of
bells became common thereafter (gothic-style
buttressing less so).
Flying buttresses, c. 1230s, west façade, Hagia Sophia,
Istanbul (photo: Jorge Láscar, CC BY 2.0)

Hagia Sophia showing the belfry rising above the buttresses, Constantinople, c. 1680, print by F. H. van
Hove
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Byzantine successor states following the sack and occupation of the Byzantine capital of Constantinople,
1204-1261 (underlying map © Google)

Empire of Nicaea
H. Tryphonos

Church E at Sardis

The lacuna created by the Latin Occupation is
difficult to fill, however, although the
developments in western Asia Minor during the
so-called Empire of Nicaea may help to bridge the
gap. While the city of Nicaea is best known from
texts, the church identified as H. Tryphonos, built
under the Laskarids (a Byzantine noble family that
formed the ruling dynasty of the Empire of
Nicaea), gives some impression of the
construction of the period. Now in ruins, it had
an atrophied Greek-cross naos, enveloped
by ambulatories, perhaps following the model of
the nearby Koimesis church, which was destroyed
in 1922.

Church E, a cross-in-square church known from
its excavated remains at Sardis, is also from this
period (see reconstructed plan below). Topped by
five domes, with those at the corners blind, the
exterior featured a variety of brick patterning. (A
blind dome is a low windowless dome, usually
without drum.)
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Reconstructed plan of Church E, Sardis, with cross-in-square elements highlighted (adapted from plan ©
Buchwald, Churches EA and E at Sardis, 2015)

Churches at Latmos and on Chios
Churches surviving at Latmos and on the Aegean
island of Chios also may belong to this
period. Unfortunately for most examples the
chronology is not secure: Panagia Krina on Chios
(modeled on the Nea Mone) for which a date c.
1225 was generally accepted, now may be placed
securely before the end of the twelfth century,
throwing the dating of other monuments into
question.

Panagia Krina, late 12th century, Chios, Greece (photo:
Stylkontoz64, CC-BY-SA-4.0)
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Frescoed interior of Panagia Krina (photo: © Francesca Guandalini and Google)
<https://goo.gl/maps/t6tCGcWqMG9g9fA76>
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Panagia Chrysokephalos
The Panagia Chrysokephalos functioned as the
cathedral and coronation church; a galleried
basilica of the early 13th century, a dome and
transept were added c. 1341.
St. Eugenios

Hagia Sophia, c. 1238–63, Trebizond (Trabzon) (photo: Julien
Lagarde, CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/8WZP2r>

The major pilgrimage church of St. Eugenios,
originally of the 11th century, underwent
remodelings in the 13th century but only achieved
its present form in the 14th. Significant
construction continued at Trebizond into the
fifteenth century.

Empire of Trebizond

H. Sophia, Trebizond
With the establishment of the Empire of Trebizond
in northeast Anatolia, the Grand Komnenoi (the
title of the emperors of Trebizond) constructed H.
Sophia in the city of Trebizond, c. 1238-63, to be
the mortuary church of the imperial family. Built
on a cross-in-square plan, its stone construction
and detailing betray its mixed origins, exhibiting
both Caucasian and Seljuq features. (The Seljuqs
were a Turkish dynasty that invaded the Byzantine
Empire and ruled in Asia Minor in the 11th–13th
centuries.) The origin of its distinctive lateral
porches remains unclear.

Exterior and interior views of the Panagia Chrysokephalos
(Fatih Mosque), 13th century with 1341 additions, Trebizond
(Trabzon) (photo: © The Byzantine Legacy)
<https://www.thebyzantinelegacy.com/chrysokephalos>

Hagia Sophia, c. 1238–63, Trebizond (Trabzon) (photo: İhsan
Deniz Kılıçoğlu, CC BY-SA 3.0) <https://tinyurl.com/
4fzphhka>
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Plan of the Panagia Chrysephalos (Fatih Mosque), Trebizond (© Robert Ousterhout)
Arta and the Despotate of Epiros

In northwest Greece, Arta emerged as the capital
of the Despotate of Epiros in this period, with
numerous Byzantine churches erected or
transformed under the ruling families, such as the
Panagia Vlacherna (transformed c. 1225), Kato
Panagia (mid 13th c.), H. Theodora (enlarged 13th
c.), and Pantanassa Philippiadas (enlarged c.
1294), now in ruins.

Exterior and interior views of St. Eugenios
(today Yeni Cuma Mosque), 11th century,
remodeled 13th and 14th centuries, Trebizond
(Trabzon) (top photo: NeoRetro, CC BY-SA
3.0; bottom photo: © The Byzantine Legacy)
<https://flic.kr/p/2jeJTdH>

Panagia Vlacherna, transformed c. 1225, Arta (photo: © The
Byzantine Legacy) <https://flic.kr/p/2iPq1sK>
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Church of the Paregoretissa
The most important of these is the Paregoretissa
in Arta (1282-89; enlarged 1294-96), apparently
begun as a cross-in-square church but transformed
during construction into an octagon-domed naos
enveloped by a pi-shaped ambulatory surmounted
by a gallery with four additional domes. (An
octagon-domed church is a centrally planned
church with a dome supported above eight points.)

Church of the Paregoretissa, 1282-89, enlarged 1294-96, Arta
(photo: Albert Gößwein, CC BY-NC 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
2if87zw>

Here and elsewhere in Epiros, the decorative
brickwork of the exterior is distinctive. At the
Vlacherna, as at Kypseli and Mesopotam
(Albania), complex, asymmetrical designs
developed in multiple building phases. At Kypseli,
Kato Panagia and elsewhere, the naoi feature high
transverse barrel vaults (barrel vaults set at right
angles to the main longitudinal direction of the
naos) rather than domes.
Church of the Paregoretissa, 1282-89, enlarged 1294-96, Arta
(photo: Jpmourez, CC BY-SA 4.0) <https://tinyurl.com/
c7we7rhm>

St. Demetrius, 13th century, Kypseli (left) and St. Nicholas, Mesopotam (Albania) (right) (left photo: © Robert
Ousterhout; right photo: Wolfgang Sauber, CC BY-SA 4.0) <https://tinyurl.com/ypvz79hr>
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Church of the Koimesis at Merbaka
The church of the Koimesis at Merbaka, a
carefully constructed cross-in-square church, was
lavishly decorated on the exterior with a
combination of brick patterning, spolia, carved
stone, and glazed proto-maiolica bowls. (Protomaiolica ware was a type of pottery with a tin
glaze and light-colored fabric found throughout
the eastern Mediterranean in the 13th to 14th
centuries.) The last, in combination with some
gothic details, place Merbaka into the latter part
of the thirteenth century and within the context of
Latin patronage.
The Panagia Katholike at Gastouni and
the Blacherna at Elis

Pointed arches in the remains of the sanctuary of the church of
St. Sophia, mid 13th century, Andravida, Greece (© Robert
Ousterhout)

The churches of the Panagia Katholike at
Gastouni, the Blacherna at Elis, and churches
elsewhere fit into a growing picture of the
architecture of southern Greece during this period
as the product of a mixed workforce serving a
heterogeneous clientele. These small buildings
may have been private rather than institutional
foundations, with their outward appearance
indicative of social status rather than country of
origin.

Southern Greece

In southern Greece, part of the Byzantine territory
conquered by the Latins in the early thirteenth
century, a number of large basilicas were
constructed in a gothic style, to serve the needs
of the new, Roman Catholic population, including
a variety of mendicant orders, as at Andravida,
Stymphalia, Isova, and Glarenza.
The numerous small, domed churches of the
Peloponnese, constructed in a Byzantine style but
exhibiting gothic detailing, however, were viewed
within an Orthodox Byzantine context and thus
belonging to an earlier period, but this
interpretation is now in question.

Church of the Panagia Katholike, 1278/79, Gastouni, Greece
(photo: © Robert Ousterhout)
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Church of the Koimesis, late 13th century, Merbaka, Greece (photo: © Robert Ousterhout)
Additional Resources

Robert G. Ousterhout, Eastern Medieval
Architecture: The Building Traditions of
Byzantium and Neighboring Lands (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2019)

Church of the Blacherna, probably 13th century, Elis, Greece
(photo: © Robert Ousterhout)
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40.
Late Byzantine church architecture
Dr. Robert G. Ousterhout

Map showing major centers in the Late Byzantine period (underlying map © Google)

Constantinople reclaimed
In 1204, crusaders of the Fourth Crusade sacked
and occupied the Byzantine capital of
Constantinople, beginning the period of the Latin
Empire (the Byzantines referred to western
Europeans faithful to the pope of Rome as

“Latins” or “Franks”). But in 1261, the Empire
of Nicaea, a Byzantine successor state, retook
Constantinople and crowned Michael VIII
Palaiologos (reigned 1261–82) as their new
emperor, ending the period of the Latin Empire.
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apses (semicircular recesses) along the east façade,
topped by an asymmetrical array of domes. The
parts read individually, with a marked contrast
between the Middle and Late Byzantine forms.
The Mone tou Libos

Deësis mosaic, probably installed by Michael VIII Palaiologos
after retaking Constantinople from the Latins, c. 1261, Hagia
Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: Evan Freeman, CC
BY-NC-SA 4.0)

The “Palaiologan Renaissance” in Constantinople

In Constantinople, church architecture was revived
after the reconquest of the city in 1261. Most
constructions represent additions to existing
monastic churches, probably following the model
of the triple church at the Pantokrator monastery.

The monastic complex known as Mone tou Libos
(first established c. 907), for which the typikon (a
document outlining the organization, rules, and
liturgical observances for a monastery) survives,
was expanded c. 1282–1303 by the widow of
Michael VIII with the addition of an ambulatoryplanned church (a church with a central space
enveloped by a curved aisle, or ambulatory)
equipped with arcosolia (an arched burial niche),
where the early members of the Palaiologos
imperial family were buried.
In a second, closely related building campaign, an
outer ambulatory was added along the south and
west of the complex, with numerous additional
arcosolia tombs.

Pantokrator monastery (Zeyrek Mosque), c. 1118–36,
Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: Dismas87, CC BY-SA 4.0)
<https://tinyurl.com/dbfvyaxv>

In all, there is little attempt at visual integration.
An impressive funeral chapel as a setting for
privileged burials was a standard feature, along
with additional narthexes (the entry vestibules
preceding the nave or naos of a Byzantine
church) or ambulatories (a passage around a
central space), equipped for burials. The building
complexes are distinguished by an irregular row of

Sarcophagi under the narthex of the North Church in 1937,
Mone tou Libos (photo: Nicholas V. Artamonoff, CC
BY-NC-SA 3.0) <http://images.doaks.org/artamonoff/items/
show/140>
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Plan of Mone tou Libos (Fenari İsa Mosque) with tomb locations (adapted from Millingen, Byzantine
Churches in Constantinople)
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Mone tou Libos (Fenari İsa Mosque), Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: Byzantine Institute and Dumbarton
Oaks, CC0 1.0)

The Theotokos Pammakaristos
At the Theotokos Pammakaristos, a twelfthcentury ambulatory-plan church was expanded in
several stages, with chapels, a belfry, and an outer
ambulatory. Most important is the south
parekklesion (subsidiary chapel), a tiny but ornate
cross-in-square chapel, built c. 1310 to house the
tomb of Michael Glabas Tarchaniotes, a Byzantine
aristocrat and general who lived c. 1235 to c.
1305–08. (A cross-in-square church is a church
with a square naos and a central dome braced on
four sides by vaults and supported by four columns
or piers—giving the appearance of a cross within a
square.)

Pammakaristos church, 12th century, parekklesion added c.
1310, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: Evan Freeman, CC
BY-NC-SA 4.0)
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Theotokos Pammakaristos church, 12th century, parekklesion added c. 1310, Constantinople (Istanbul)
(adapted from plan © Robert Ousterhout)

Parekklesion, c. 1310, Pammakaristos church, Constantinople
(Istanbul) (photo: fusion-of-horizons, CC BY 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/25kzVCt>
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Vefa Kilise Mosque, Middle Byzantine with Late Byzantine additions, Constantinople (Istanbul) (Millingen,
Byzantine Churches in Constantinople)

Vefa Kilise Mosque
The building now known as the Vefa Kilise
Mosque was also expanded in several phases, with
the addition of a two-stored annex, a belfry, and
a three-domed, porticoed exonarthex with burial
vaults beneath its floor.
The Chora Monastery
Of the Palaiologan monuments in Constantinople,
the most important to survive is the Chora
Monastery, where the additions uniquely represent
a single phase of construction.

Mosaic of Theodore Metochites offering the Chora church to
Christ, Chora monastery, Constantinople (Istanbul) c.
1315–21 (photo: Evan Freeman, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)
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Annotated section and plan of the Chora Monastery (Kariye Mosque), reused portions of twelfth-century naos
highlighted (© Robert Ousterhout)

Chora Monastery (Kariye Mosque) seen from the southeast (©
Robert Ousterhout)

Restored and lavishly decorated by the statesman
and scholar Theodore Metochites c. 1316–21, the
twelfth-century naos was enveloped with a twostoried annex to the north, two broad narthexes
to the west—the inner topped by two domes, the
outer opened by a portico façade, and a domed
funeral chapel or parekklesion to the south, with a
belfry at the southwest corner.

Interior of the parekklesion funeral chapel (deocrated with
frescos) with arched tombs visible in the side walls (photo:
Evan Freeman, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)

In all of the Palaiologan complexes, complexity is
more important than monumentality in the visual
expression, and the new portions may be
understood as a response to history, an attempt
to establish a symbolic relationship with the past.
By 1330, however, the short-lived “Palaiologan
Renaissance” had ended in the capital, at least in
terms of major church construction.
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H. Panteleimon, late 13th or early 14th century, Thessaloniki, Greece (photo: Mister No, CC BY 3.0)
<https://tinyurl.com/5f56cehz>

Thessaloniki
Thessaloniki also saw the construction of
numerous churches in the Late Byzantine period.
Ambulatory-plan churches
At H. Panteleimon, H. Aikaterini, and H.
Apostoloi, all late thirteenth or early fourteenth
century in date, an attenuated cross-in-square core
was enveloped by a pi-shaped ambulatory.
(Something pi-shaped takes the form of the Greek
letter Π, pi.)
Topped by multiple domes and opened by

porticoes, the auxiliary spaces included subsidiary
chapels (see plan below). Although their
counterparts in Constantinople clearly served for
burials, the functions of the ambulatory in
Thessaloniki are less evident. Several simpler,
unvaulted churches survive from the same period.
Profitis Elias
The Profitis Elias, built c. 1360 on an Athonite
plan (with choroi and subsidiary chapels),
demonstrates the enduring vitality of architecture
in the city.
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H. Aikaterini, late 13th or early 14th century, Thessaloniki,
Greece (photo: © The Byzantine Legacy) <https://flic.kr/p/
2iYYjfC>

H. Apostoloi, late 13th or early 14th century, Thessaloniki,
Greece (photo: © The Byzantine Legacy) <https://flic.kr/p/
28VNo3h>

Plan of the church of the Holy Apostles in Thessaloniki, highlighting ambulatory and
cross-in-square elements
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Profitis Elias, exterior (left) and view of north choros (right), c. 1360, Thessaloniki, Greece (left photo:
Herbert Frank, CC BY 2.0 <https://flic.kr/p/S7yxDt>; right photo: Evan Freeman CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)

Annotated plan of Profitis Elias, Thessaloniki (adapted from plan: Archaeology Wiki, © Archive of the
Ephorate of Antiquities of Thessaloniki City)
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Mystras

Mystras (in the Peloponnese in Greece) emerged
as a major Byzantine political center with the
expulsion of the Latins in the mid-thirteenth
century (following their occupation of the region
since the time of the Fourth Crusade).
Hodegetria Church at Brontochion Monastery
Several churches of the so-called “Mystras type”
(named for their location in Mystras, Greece)
combine a basilican ground plan with a cross-insquare, five-domed gallery, the whole enveloped
by porticoes, a belfry, and additional subsidiary
spaces.
The Hodegetria (or Aphentiko) church at the
Brontochion monastery, built c. 1310–22, betrays
evidence of an ad hoc creation, begun as a simple
cross-in-square church.

Hodegetria church, Brontochion monastery, built c. 1310–22,
Mystras, Greece (photo: © The Byzantine Legacy)
<https://flic.kr/p/QAU1mC>

Hodegetria church, Brontochion monastery (adapted from Hallensleben, “Untersuchungen zur Genesis und
Typologie des ‘Mistratypus’”)
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Pantanassa monastery
The type is repeated as late as 1428 in the church
of the Pantanassa monastery.
Churches of the octagon-domed church and crossin-square types were also constructed in this
period. (An octagon-domed church is a centrally
planned church with a dome supported above eight
points.) Architectural detailing suggests close
connections with both Constantinople and Italy.

Hodegetria church, Brontochion monastery, built c. 1310–22,
Mystras, Greece (photo: © The Byzantine Legacy)
<https://flic.kr/p/2bkVRya>

Pantanassa monastery, 1428, Mystras, Greece (photo: © The Byzantine Legacy) <https://flic.kr/p/VHvdwf>
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Bulgaria

Perhaps most significant in this period is the
emergence of neighboring powers as creative
centers of architecture. Bulgaria remained closest
to Byzantium in its architectural developments.
The Pantokrator and Sv. Ivan Aliturgetos at
Nesebar
Although more robust in terms of their surface
decoration, the late churches of Nesebar, for
example, follow the construction techniques and
façade ornamentation of Constantinople. The
coastal town passed repeatedly between Byzantine
and Bulgarian control.

Pantokrator church, mid-14th century Nesebar, Bulgaria
(photo: Chrumps, CC BY-SA 4.0) <https://tinyurl.com/
fezvzybk>

The churches of the Pantokrator and Sv. Ivan
Aliturgetos date to the mid-fourteenth century and
are most distinctive for their colorful exteriors,
combining brick and stone decoration with glazed
ceramic disks and rosettes.

Detail of east façade, Pantokrator church, Nesebar, Bulgaria (photo: Wizzard, CC0) <https://tinyurl.com/
yuy46tux>
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Sv. Ivan Aliturgetos, mid-14th century, Nesebar, Bulgaria (photo: MrPanyGoff, CC BY-SA 3.0)
<https://tinyurl.com/58kducew>

Sopoćani Monastery, c. 1265, Serbia (photo: Evan Freeman, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)
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Serbia

Medieval Serbia experienced some western
European influence from the Dalmatian coast in
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries (as at
Sopoćani, c. 1265, illustrated above), but as close
ties and political rivalry with Byzantium
developed in the fourteenth century, Serbian
architecture generally followed Byzantine
developments, importing both ideas and masons.

Inside Gračanica Monastery (photo: Julian Nyča, CC BY-SA
3.0) <https://tinyurl.com/5cwxa9bt>

Lesnovo

Gračanica Monastery, before 1321, Gračanica (modern
Kosovo) (photo: Evan Freeman, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)

The reigns of both Milutin and Stefan Dušan
witnessed a great deal of construction, often
similar to developments in northern Greece. The
monastic church at Lesnovo (in modern North
Macedonia) built 1341–47, for example, is a grand
cross-in-square church with a domed narthex. It
would not seem out of place in Late Byzantine
Thessalonike in its scale, construction technique,
or style.

Gračanica Monastery
In many ways, King Milutin’s church at
Gračanica, built before 1321, represents the
culmination of Late Byzantine architectural
design. (Stefan Uroš II Milutin reigned as king of
Serbia 1282–1321.) Integrating a highly attenuated
cross-in-square naos with a pi-shaped ambulatory,
the whole is topped by five domes. With simplified
façade arcading and a pyramidal massing of forms,
the building exhibits an external clarity that belies
its complexity.
Lesnovo Monastery, 1341–47, Lesnovo (modern North
Macedonia) (photo: Tosee, CC BY-SA 3.0)
<https://tinyurl.com/y5s7rumb>
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Ravanica Monastery
Later architecture in Serbia, notably that of the
so-called Morava School, is smaller and more
decorative, often utilizing the so-called Athonite
plan (with choroi and subsidiary chapels), as at
Ravanica (1370s), with five domes, or the smaller
and simpler Kalenić (after 1407).

Voroneț Monastery, c. 1488, Moldavia (modern Romania)
(photo: Eugen Naiman, CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
hPPrUM>

Romania

Ravanica Monastery, 1370s, Serbia (photo: Petar Milošević,
CC BY-SA 3.0) <https://tinyurl.com/3p34e6cs>

Romania represents a latecomer to the
scene. Wallachia (a historical region in southeastern Romania), liberated from Hungary in
1330, came under the influence of Serbian
architecture, while Moldavia (a historical region in
north eastern Romania), liberated in 1365, shows a
greater originality.
Fifteenth-century churches like that at Voroneţ,
built c. 1488, or Suceviţa, built c. 1485, have
steeply pitched, heavy overhanging roofs and a
diminished dome above a triconch plan, the walls
entirely frescoed on the exterior. The origin of this
distinctively hybrid architecture is unclear.

Kalenić Monastery, after 1407, Serbia (photo: Ванилица, CC
BY-SA 4.0) <https://tinyurl.com/rx4t5298>

Detail of frescos on exterior of Sucevița Monastery
church (photo: Alex Berger, CC BY-NC 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/22fV8BM>
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In Novgorod, churches like the Saviour-on-theIlyina-Street (1374), are steep-roofed and roughly
built.
As Russia recovered from the Mongol invasions,
Muscovy developed its own distinctive
architecture, first seen perhaps in the Dormition
Cathedral in Zvenigorod (c. 1399).

Sucevița Monastery, 1485, Moldavia (modern Romania)
(photo: Ava Babili, CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
XbvfLY>

Russia

Russia was destabilized in the thirteenth century
by the invasion of the Mongols, with the notable
exceptions of Novgorod and Pskov, where
medieval churches survive from the twelfth
century onward.

Dormition Cathedral, c. 1399, Zvenigorod (photo: Sergey
Ashmarin, CC BY-SA 3.0) <https://tinyurl.com/ytywd97d>

Moscow emerged as the most important center,
and following the fall of Constantinople in 1453,
it assumed the role of spiritual leader of the
Orthodox world.
In the late fifteenth century, a new architectural
impetus arrived from Italy, in the form of imported
Italian architects.

Saviour-on-the-Ilyina-Street, 1374, Novgorod, Russia (photo:
Ludvig14, CC BY-SA 3.0) <https://tinyurl.com/beeeh5k4>

The Cathedral of the Dormition in the Kremlin,
constructed 1475–79 under the direction of
Aristotele Fioravanti, combined details derived
from the Cathedral of Vladimir with an Italian
Renaissance modular plan, topped by five domes;
it became the coronation church.
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Interior of the Cathedral of the Annunciation, 1484–89,
Moscow (photo: Wikimedia Commons, CC0)
<https://tinyurl.com/32sucm5u>

Aristotele Fioravanti, Cathedral of the Dormition in the
Kremlin, 1475–79, Moscow (photo: Don-vip, CC BY-SA 4.0)
<https://tinyurl.com/2am5m4r2>

Cathedrals of the Annunciation and of the
Archangel were added to the Kremlin shortly
thereafter.

Cathedrals of the Annunciation (let) and the Archangel
Michael (right) (photo: Jorge Láscar, CC BY 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/wqaMwz>

Anatolia

Cathedral of the Dormition, 1158–60, expanded 1185–89,
Vladimir (photo: Булатов Даниил, CC0) <https://tinyurl.com/
y8wsbs45>

With the defeat at Manzikirt in 1071, much of
Anatolia (see map above) passed into the control
of the Seljuqs and other Turkic beyliks, but this
does not mark the end of Christian architecture in
the region.
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Tatlarin Kilisesis, Church A, north nave, 13th century,
Cappadocia (modern Turkey) (photo: Evan Freeman, CC
BY-NC-SA 4.0)

In the thirteenth century, there is evidence of rockcut architecture in the Christian communities of
Cappadocia (in central Anatolia), as for example at
Tatlarin, Gülşehir, and Belisırma.

Orhan Mosque, late 1330s, Bursa (photo: Adbar, CC BY-SA
3.0) <https://tinyurl.com/dwr66ync>

The Orhan Mosque in Bursa of the late 1330s
corresponds closely to contemporaneous works of
Byzantine architecture in its mixed brick and stone
wall construction and its decorative details. Many
of the same features appear at the church of the
Pantobasilissa in nearby Trilye, also from the late
1330s, suggesting that the same workshops were
constructing both churches and mosques. At
Bursa, the first Ottoman capital (conquered in
1326), two Byzantine churches were appropriated
for use as the mausolea of Osman and Orhan.

Church of St. John (Karşı Kilise), Gülşehir, Cappadocia
(modern Turkey) (photo: Evan Freeman, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)

By the early fourteenth century, the Ottomans
emerged as the dominant power in northwest
Anatolia, and by the 1320s–30s, the former
nomads were actively building, and in a manner
technically and stylistically following local,
Byzantine practices, although plans and vaulting
forms may be more closely aligned with the
architecture of the Seljuqs.
Church of the Pantobasilissa, late 1330s, Trilye (photo: © The
Byzantine Legacy) <https://flic.kr/p/216u3d2>
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Hilandar Monastery, Mount Athos (photo: Саша Шљукић, CC BY 3.0) <https://tinyurl.com/2knjtn39>

Plan of Hilandar Monastery (adapted from plan in Ćurčić, “Hilandar Monastery: An Archive”)
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Monasteries
Monasticism follows Middle Byzantine models, as
for example at Hilandar on Mount Athos, founded
by Milutin c. 1303 (see image above). The
freestanding, Athonite-plan katholikon included a
large, twin-domed narthex or lite, subsequently
expanded with a large, domed outer narthex in the
latter part of the century. Both reflect the increased
role of the narthex in monastic worship.

Fortified, with the monastic cells lining the wall,
the monastery has its refectory set opposite the
entrance to the katholikon, with a phiale or holy
water font in the courtyard to one side. Similarly
planned monasteries appear throughout the
Balkans.

Katholikon, Hilander Monastery, c. 1303, Mount Athos (photo: Zeljkokiss, CC0) <https://tinyurl.com/
48ukr2mf>

Additional Resources

Robert G. Ousterhout, Eastern Medieval Architecture: The Building Traditions of
Byzantium and Neighboring Lands (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2019).

41.
Late Byzantine secular architecture and urban planning
Dr. Robert G. Ousterhout

The route and results of the Fourth Crusade (Kandi, CC BY-SA 4.0) <https://tinyurl.com/ydb7y6bv>
The Fourth Crusade and the Latin Empire

Urban planning in Constantinople

In 1204, the crusaders of the Fourth Crusade
(whom the Byzantines referred to as “Latins” or
“Franks”) sacked and occupied the Byzantine
Capital of Constantinople. In the years that
followed, the crusaders established a “Latin
Empire” that also included formerly Byzantine
regions such as the Pelopponese in southern
Greece. In terms of urban developments, the
period of Latin control encouraged some
construction in the Peloponnese, while having an
adverse effect on Constantinople. For all, the
physical evidence is limited.

After retaking Constantinople for the Byzantines
in 1261, emperor Michael VIII Palaiologos’s
refounding of the capital city may have been more
symbolic than actual. It included a unique
triumphal column positioned before the Church of
the Holy Apostles, topped by a statue group of
the emperor kneeling before St. Michael. Since
Constantine was buried in the Church of the Holy
Apostles, Michael’s new column may have
represented an attempt to present himself as a
“new Constantine” or second founder of the city
of Constantinople. Unfortunately, the column does
not survive and is only known from historical
descriptions.
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Location of the Church of the Holy Apostles (no longer extant), Constantinople (map: Carolyn
Connor and Tom Elliot, Ancient World Mapping Center, CC BY-NC 3.0) <http://awmc.unc.edu/
wordpress/free-maps/byzantine-constantinople/>

Theodore Metochites, a Byzantine statesman who
as a young man had written an encomium lauding
the city of Nicaea, strikes a very different tone
in the Byzantios, an oration on Constantinople.
While recognizing the diminished state of affairs,
he attempts to give it a positive spin:
Constantinople renews herself, so that ancient
ruins are woven into the city’s fabric to assert their
ancient nobility. While the intended message is
of unchanging greatness, the realities of ruin and
desolation are all too apparent.
Mosaic of Theodore Metochites (left) offering the Chora
church to Christ, Chora monastery, Constantinople (Istanbul)
c. 1315-21 (photo: Evan Freeman, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)
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Mystras with reconstructed Palace of the Despots (left) and Frankish castle (upper right) (photo: Guillén
Pérez, CC BY-ND 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/RdWq7k>

Urban planning in the Peloponnese

Mystras, a new city of the period, gives a better
picture of urban planning. Strategically situated on
a hill above the ancient Greek city of Sparta in
the Peloponnese (in souther Greece), Mystras
developed beneath a Frankish castle—built by
Latin occupiers in 1249 following the Fourth
Crusade—which the Byzantines captured in
1262. The rugged site with its steep slope offered
excellent defenses and did not require a complete
ring of walls.
Frankish castle built by William II of Villehardouin, 1249,
Mystras, Greece (photo: © The Byzantine Legacy)
<https://flic.kr/p/2bpR6vK>
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Plan of Mystras (adapted from Marsyas, CC BY 3.0) <https://tinyurl.com/vkf92tvy>

Subdivided internally into an upper and lower city,
the streets are often no more than footpaths and too
steep for wheeled vehicles; urban planning was at
the mercy of the topography. Indeed, many areas
within the walls were too steep for construction.
Houses often required extensive substructures, and
the only sizeable terrace within the city was given
over to the Palace of the Despots (more on this
below). Markets were probably located outside the
walls.
The situation at Late Byzantine Geraki seems to
have been similar. Located southeast of Mystras
in the Pelopponese, Geraki developed beneath
another Frankish hilltop fortress, which was ceded
to the Byzantines in 1263.

Geraki, Greece (photo: © Robert Ousterhout)
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Domestic architecture

Excavations at Pergamon
The evidence for Late Byzantine domestic
architecture is similarly limited. The excavations
at Pergamon provide some sense of a neighborhood development.
Here the houses consist of several rooms, often
with a portico, arranged around a courtyard set
off the irregular pattern of alleys and cul-desacs. Similar house forms have been noted in other
urban situations, with the focus of the house away
from the street.

Reconstruction of a Byzantine house, Pergamon (© Klaus
Rheidt)

Reconstruction of a Byzantine neighborhood, Pergamon (© Klaus Rheidt)
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Tower of Apollonia, 14th century, Greece (photo: Ggia, CC BY
3.0) <https://tinyurl.com/c7e7e8zt>

Constantinople

The so-called Laskaris House (with the Pantanassa monastery
and the Frankish castle in the background), early 15th
century, Mystras, Greece (photo: © Robert Ousterhout)

In Constantinople, nothing survives of the main
imperial residence at the Blachernae Palace,
except the so-called Tekfursaray, which may have
been a pavilion associated with it. (Blachernae
Palace was located in northwestern Constantinople
and served as the primary imperial residence in
the Late Byzantine period.) Built as a three-storied
block set between two lines of the land wall, the
lowest level was opened to the courtyard by an
arcade (a series of arches carried by columns or
piers). The mid level was apparently subdivided
into apartments, with the upper level functioning
as a large audience hall, with appended balcony
and a tiny chapel.

Mystras
Mystras also provides several good examples,
such as the so-called Frangopoulos House and
Laskaris House (named for those believed to have
inhabited them), both probably from the early
fifteenth century. Set into the steep slope, both
had vaulted substructures of utilitarian
function—cistern, stable, storeroom—to create a
level platform for the residence, which consisted
of one large room, with a fireplace to the rear and
a terrace or balcony facing the view.
Tower of Apollonia
In the countryside, fortified towers often
functioned as residences, as at Apollonia (near
Amphipolis) and elsewhere in mainland Greece.

Tekfursaray, north façade of the main palace block
before restoration, c. 1261–91, Constantinople
(Istanbul) (photo: © Robert Ousterhout)
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Location of the Tekfursaray, Constantinople (map: Carolyn Connor and Tom Elliot, Ancient World Mapping
Center, CC BY-NC 3.0) <http://awmc.unc.edu/wordpress/free-maps/byzantine-constantinople/>
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An association with Venetian palaces has been
suggested, but the ruined palace at Nymphaeon of
c. 1225 provides a useful precedent.At Mystras,
the Palace of the Despots grew over the course
of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries as several
adjoining but independent units. Its last major
addition, the Palaiologos wing, follows a threestoried format like that of the Tekfursaray, with an
enormous audience hall on the uppermost level,
with apartments and storerooms below.
Palace at Nymphaeon (modern Kemalpaşa, Turkey) (photo:
BSRF, CC BY-SA 4.0) <https://tinyurl.com/3hbmfbs5>

Palace of the Despots, probably begun mid-13th century and expanded in the early 15th century, Mystras,
Greece (photo: © The Byzantine Legacy) <https://flic.kr/p/QAT9ZS>
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FortiKcations

With the increasing insecurity and fragmentation
of the empire, defense became a growing concern
in the last centuries of the empire.
City walls
Nicaea was provided with a second line of walls
in the thirteenth century, and the Laskarids built
a series of visually-connected fortresses in an
attempt to secure their Aegean territories.

Yoros Castle, expanded during Late Byzantine period, near
Anadolu Kavağı (photo: Guilhem Vellut, CC BY 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/dFiPuA>

Byzantine fortresses
With the reconquest of Constantinople by the
Byzantines, fortresses were either strengthened
and expanded (as at Yoros on the Bosphoros) or
constructed anew to protect the city against the
rising power of the Ottomans to the east.
Double walls of Nicaea (modern İznik, Turkey) (photo: Carole
Raddato, CC BY-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/21zoXG7>

Frankish fortresses in the Peloponnese
Following the Fourth Crusade, the Franks also
constructed fortresses across the Peloponnese in
an attempt to secure control of the region, as at
Chlemoutsi (see plan below) and Glarentza (now
in ruins).

Chlemoutsi Castle, Kastro-Kyllini, 1220-23 (photo: Ronny
Siegel, CC BY 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/f5CPru>

Among the smaller fortifications of the period, the
castle at Pythion in Thrace is noteworthy. Built by
John VI Kantakouzenos c. 1331, a large fortified
tower quickly expanded with the construction of
a second tower and gateway, with inner and outer
enceintes. The four-bayed plan of the main tower,
with brick vaulting at all levels, and the extensive
use of stone machico- lations (floor openings
through which stones or other materials could be
dropped on attackers) mark Pythion as unique
among Byzantine fortifications and at the cutting
edge of military technology in the fourteenth
century.
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Plan of Chlemoutsi Castle, Kastro-Kyllini, 1220-23, in R. Traquair, “Mediaeval Fortresses in the
North-Western Peloponnesus,” The Annual of the British School at Athens, 12 (1906-1907): 274.
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Yoros Castle, expanded during Late Byzantine period, near Anadolu
Kavağı (photo: Moonik, CC BY-SA 3.0) <https://tinyurl.com/25n82jdm>

Castle, c. 1331, Pythion, Thrace (photo: © Robert Ousterhout)

Additional Resources

Robert G. Ousterhout, Eastern Medieval Architecture: The Building Traditions of
Byzantium and Neighboring Lands (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2019).

42.
The vita icon in the medieval era
Dr. Paroma Chatterjee

The “vita” icon is literally the image of a life.
(Vita is Latin for “life” and is also often used to
refer to biographies of saints.) Its usual format
consists of the magnified central portrait of a saint
surrounded by those episodes in his/her biography
that made him/her a saint. In these vignettes, the
saint appears in a smaller and relatively more
active stance as s/he goes about the business of
sanctity by performing miracles, praying, and
sometimes, even being martyred (a martyr is
someone who dies for their religious beliefs).
A vita icon of St. Nicholas

The “vita” icon of St. Nicholas, currently located
in the Monastery of St. Catherine, Sinai, Egypt,
is a perfect example. (St. Nicholas of Myra was
a fourth-century bishop to whom many miracles
were attributed and who was widely venerated in
the Byzantine Empire.) The bust of the saint looms
large at the center whereas the smaller, fullfigured, mobile version of Nicholas features on,
and as, a frame on all four sides.
Vita icon of St. Nicholas (detail), late 12th to early 13th
century, Monastery of St. Catherine, Sinai, Egypt (Princeton
University) <http://vrc.princeton.edu/sinai/items/show/6425>

One may begin to read this frame from the top
left hand corner (although we have no evidence
that viewers did so) where Nicholas appears as an
infant who miraculously stood erect in his bath.
As we proceed horizontally, we see Nicholas’
transformation to a child, an adolescent, and
finally, at the top right hand corner, an adult.
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St. Nicholas as an infant in the bath, detail from icon of St.
Nicholas, late 12th to early 13th century, Monastery of St.
Catherine, Sinai, Egypt (Princeton University)

But after that, one might be at a loss as to know
where to direct one’s gaze, for nowhere are we
given any specific visual or textual directions
(although in some examples of the “vita” icon, one
may detect, upon trying, a logical narrative design
to the episodes). We could skip to the left-hand
side of the panel and continue vertically all the
way down, or we could scan the rectangular panels
on the left and right alternately, criss-crossing the
still, hieratic, central bust as we do so. Regardless
of the visual path we choose to follow, we catch
glimpses of various moments in Nicholas’ life.

Vita icon of St. Nicholas (detail), late 12th to early 13th century, Monastery of St. Catherine, Sinai, Egypt
(Princeton University) <http://vrc.princeton.edu/sinai/items/show/6425>
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St. Nicholas as an infant, child, adolescent, and adult, details from icon of St. Nicholas, late 12th to early 13th
century, Monastery of St. Catherine, Sinai, Egypt (Princeton University) <http://vrc.princeton.edu/sinai/items/
show/6425>

Viewers may even have focused on a small
selection of scenes, or the bust alone, depending
on lighting conditions and how close they might
have been to the icon. In the flicker of candle light,
it is more than probable that a number of details
on the frames might have been lost. However, if
the “vita” icon were displayed as a proskynetarion
icon (an image placed on a stand, usually at eye
level, for veneration on a feast day), then it
probably would have been visible for
contemplation in its entirety at various moments of
the day.

(The Byzantines often venerated, or showed
devotion to, icons by bowing before them and
kissing them, believing that the honor shown to
the image passed to the holy figure it represented.)
This example of the icon of St. Nicholas suggests
a flexibility of viewership enabled by the “vita”
format in juxtaposing the monumental and
miniature versions of a saint in a non-linear
orientation.
Origins of the vita icon

The precise date of the origin of the “vita” icon
format is debated, with some arguing for the 10th
century C.E. and others positing a slightly or much
later period ranging from the 11th to the 13th
centuries. The general characteristics of the format
in the Byzantine Empire are: size (ranging from
70 cm to 2 m in height), and the remarkable
consistency of standardized scenes that appear on
the frame from icon to icon; in other words,
surviving “vita” icons of St. Nicholas often display
similar scenes. The frame is an intriguing
phenomenon in itself since from the 11th-century
onward we find the addition of precious
revetments (thin sheets) of gold, silver, and other
metals, which often feature donor portraits and
inscriptions.
Image and text

Inside the basilica at Saint Catherine’s Monastery, Sinai
(photo: Library of Congress) <https://www.loc.gov/item/
2019698512/>

“Vita” icons usually incorporate texts identifying
the saint and the episodes from his/her life. While
we might expect the narrative scenes in the frames
of “vita” icons to parallel written accounts of
saints’ lives, or “hagiographies,” which were
widely circulated in the medieval era, scholars
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have remarked on the apparent independence of
“vita” icons from the standard textual versions of
the lives of the saints depicted. (A hagiography,
from the Greek words for holy and writing, or
“vita,” is the biography of a saint.) By the 11th
century in the Byzantine Empire, saints’ lives had
been compiled into a more or less definitive
version by Symeon Metaphrastes (a Byzantine
writer and official who lived in the 10th
century) known
as
the
Metaphrastean
Menologion; yet, the “vita” icons from the 13th
century do not reflect this book so much as older
hagiographies. Some have argued that this was
probably because the 13th-century exemplars are
copies of even older “vita” icons which, in turn,
relied on the earlier hagiographical texts.

While this may have been the case from the point
of view of the creators and patrons of the icons,
from the perspective of the viewer these panels
may be read as visual statements in their own right
with the inscriptions permitting the identification
of scenes, not necessarily intended to evoke
specific passages in written hagiographies.

Vita icon of St. George, late 12th or early 13th century,
Monastery of St. Catherine, Sinai, Egypt

The mobility of vita icons
Metal revetment appears on the frame and around the central
figure on this icon of St. Theodore the Stratelates, mid-16th
century, from the church of St. Theodore the Stratelates on the
Brook (Novgorod Integrated Museum-Reservation, Novgorod,
Russia) (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2m3AzQ9>

Since a significant number of Byzantine “vita”
icons are preserved in the Monastery of St.
Catherine in Sinai, Egypt (view location on map
below), it is possible that some might have been
gifted or donated to the Monastery by pilgrims.
For example, one of the 13th-century “vita” icons
of St. George (a martyr who was widely venerated
in the Byzantine Empire and often appears as a
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youthful warrior in Byzantine art) depicts a donor
figure sandwiched between the towering,
imposing figure of the warrior-saint and the frame.
Clad in white in stark contrast to the broad swathes
of red and black characterizing George, this figure
is identified as John the Iberian (“Iberian” here is a
reference to medieval Georgia on the eastern shore
of the Black Sea) who was both monk and priest.
Alternatively, some of the icons might have been
made at the Monastery of St. Catherine itself.

sanctity writ large. Examples are known in Italy,
Cyprus, and Russia, among other places.
Vita icons, east and west

“Vita” icons were most strikingly used in the
service of one of the most radical saintly
personalities of the medieval west: Francis of
Assisi, whose life and many posthumous miracles
were included in the format. As the first person
to have been recognized officially as a genuine
stigmatic (St. Francis was blessed with the wounds
of Christ) by the Catholic Church, St. Francis
revolutionized ideas of the human body (as an
image of the divine), the natural world (Francis
preached to birds and other animals), and property
(Francis advocated the renunciation of worldly
possessions), although a number of Franciscan
ideals stemmed from existing strands of ascetic
and monastic thought and practice. (Asceticism,
from the Greek word for “training,” refers to selfdenial as a spiritual discipline; monasticism refers
to monks or nuns living lives of asceticism.)

Donor figure identified as “John the Iberian,” vita icon of St.
George, late 12th or early 13th century, Monastery of St.
Catherine, Sinai, Egypt (Princeton University)
<http://vrc.princeton.edu/sinai/items/show/6406>

More interesting than these questions of origins,
is the fact that the “vita” icon format gained
popularity across Europe within a relatively short
period. This may have occurred because of its
distinctiveness and clarity in conveying
information about saints as individuals, as well as
its ability to make a vivid visual statement about

Bonaventura Berlinghieri, Saint Francis Altarpiece, c. 1235,
tempera on wood, 5′ high (San Francesco, Pescia, Italy)
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Location of Monastery of Saint Catherine on the Sinai Peninsula (underlying map © Google)

One major difference between the Byzantine and
Western “vita” icons is that the format was almost
exclusively used in the east for well-established,
long-deceased saints (e.g. Nicholas and George)
and in the west for recently minted saints (e.g.
Francis), and initially for those associated with
the Franciscan Order such as St. Clare of
Assisi (a noblewoman who lived 1194–1253 and
became a nun and follower of St. Francis of Assisi)
and St. Margaret of Cortona (a Franciscan nun
who lived 1247–97).
Some of the Franciscan “vita” icons were also
used as altarpieces (a work of art set above and
behind an altar, see illustration below)—a category
of object that was never used in the medieval
Orthodox church, but which furnished a focus of
devotion and a high degree of visual elaboration in
the Roman Catholic churches of western Europe.
Vita icon of St. Clare (Santa Chiara Dossal),
1280s (Wikimedia Commons)
<https://tinyurl.com/pttzwptp>
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Master of the Bardi Saint Francis, Altarpiece with scenes from the life of
Saint Francis of Assisi (Bardi Dossal), c. mid 13th century, tempera on panel,
Bardi Chapel, Basilica of Santa Croce, Florence (photo: Steven Zucker, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2iUE5jm>
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Left to right: Sts. Boris and Gleb with scenes of their lives, second half of the 14th century, Moscow (Tretyakov
Gallery); Elijah the Prophet in the wilderness with scenes of his life and Deësis, second half of the 13th
century, Pskov (Tretyakov Gallery); St. Nicholas (St. Nicholas of Zaraisk) with scenes of his life, second half of
the 14th century, Rostov (Tretyakov Gallery)

In Slavic Russia, too, by the fourteenth century
we find the phenomenon of recent saints such as
Boris and Gleb, sons of prince Vladimir the Great
of Kievan Rus’ who were murdered by their halfbrother Svjatopolk in 1015 and were subsequently
venerated as martyrs, portrayed in the “vita”
format, along with icons dedicated to far more
traditional figures such as Elijah (a prophet in the
Hebrew Bible) and St. Nicholas.
Variations

Although “vita” icons most commonly appear in
tempera on wood panels, we sometimes find the
“vita” format deployed in intriguing variations in
media, such as in frescoes or textiles. In some
instances, the confection plays on the deliberate
contrast of media, displaying the central figure in
relief and the images on the frame as panel
paintings, as seen with a thirteenth-century icon of
St. George in Athens (see image below).

Detail of St. Nicholas (St. Nicholas of Zaraisk) with scenes of
his life, second half of the 14th century, Rostov (Tretyakov
Gallery) (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2m3jBp7>
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Relief icon with St. George and St. Μarina and Irene (?) on back, 13th century, 107 x 72 cm
(photo © Byzantine and Christian Museum, Athens) <https://www.byzantinemuseum.gr/en/
permanentexhibition/byzantine_world/Franks_Latins_in_Byzantium/?bxm=1108>
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Left: St. Nicholas fresco, 12th century, church of St. Nicholas tis Stegis, Kakopetria, Cyprus (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2m3mpKR>; Right: vita icon with St. Nicholas, late 13th
century, 203 x 158 cm, from the church of St. Nicholas tis Stegis, Kakopetria, Cyprus (Archbishop Makarios III
Foundation, Byzantine Museum)

Church of St. Nicholas tis Stegis, Kakopetria, Cyprus (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
2m3nwUW>

In other cases the “vita” format seeks to recreate
not just the saint per se, but a specific local image
of the saint which was probably known and
venerated previously. Such is the case of the
church of St. Nicholas tis Steges in Kakopetria,
Cyprus in which a life-sized frescoed image of St.
Nicholas was likely reproduced in the large “vita”
icon dedicated to the same saint and formerly
located in that very church. Interestingly, this vita
icon of St. Nicholas portrays Latin (western
European), and not Byzantine, donors on its frame,
thus attesting to the general appeal of the visual
format across faiths and ethnicities.
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Additional Resources
Paroma Chatterjee, Living Icons: The Vita Image
in Byzantium and Italy, 11th–13th centuries (New
York, 2014)
Klaus Krüger, Die frühe Bildkult des Franziskus
in Italien: Gestalt und Funktionswandel des

Tafelbildes im 13. und 14 Jahrhundert (Berlin,
1992)
Nancy P. Ševčenko, “The “Vita” Icon and the
Painter as Hagiographer,” Dumbarton Oaks
Papers 53 (1999): pp. 149–65.

43.
Byzantine miniature mosaics
Dr. Evan Freeman

Apse mosaic depicting the Virgin and Child, dedicated 867, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kafJ8x>

For many of us, the term “mosaics” evokes the
soaring golden walls and ceilings of the Eastern
Roman “Byzantine” Empire. But from
approximately the twelfth to the fourteenth
century, the Byzantines also began creating
mosaics that were portable and sometimes small
enough to fit in the palm of the hand. Historians
often speak of the Late Byzantine period
(1261–1453) as an age of “decline.”

During this time, the Byzantine Empire—which
was a continuation of the ancient Roman
Empire—shrank until it was finally conquered by
the Ottomans in 1453. But Byzantine miniature
mosaics, which emerged as a new art form in the
twilight of the Empire, show that even as
Byzantium’s imperial prospects faltered, artistic
creativity and patronage continued to flourish.
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Approximate boundaries of the Byzantine Empire, mid-6th century (underlying map © Google)

Approximate boundaries of the Byzantine Empire, mid-14th century (underlying map © Google)
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Mosaics

A mosaic is an artwork made by combining small
cubes (tesserae) of stone, glass, ceramic, or
another material to create a pattern or image. The
ancient Romans often used mosaics to decorate
floors, as seen at the Baths of Neptune in Ostia.
In some cases, ancient Roman mosaics utilized
small, colored tesserae that enabled them to appear
almost like paintings.

Mosaic of Christ (center) with emperor Constantine IX (left)
and empress Zoe (right), 1042–55, Hagia Sophia,
Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kafHiG>

Miniature mosaics

Floor mosaics, c. 139 C.E., Baths of Neptune, Ostia, Italy
(photo: Nicholas Hartmann, CC BY-SA 4.0)
<https://tinyurl.com/vr5z53zn>

Later, the Byzantines frequently used mosaics to
decorate the walls and ceilings of churches.
Mosaics were the costliest form of monumental
decoration in Byzantium, and were generally
favored by imperial and other elite donors, as seen,
for example, in the church of San Vitale in
Ravenna and in Hagia Sophia, the cathedral in
the Byzantine capital of Constantinople (modern
Istanbul).

From around the twelfth century to the fourteenth
century, the Byzantines also began creating
portable mosaic icons by setting small tesserae
into wax or resin on wood panels, which were
often enclosed in silver-gilt frames. These objects
are sometimes referred to as “miniature mosaics”
or “micro-mosaics.” While the Byzantines had
long used mosaics for large scale images in
buildings, this new use of mosaics to create
smaller, portable images was innovative.
Since monumental mosaics were generally viewed
from afar, individual tesserae tended to blend
together in the vision of the beholder. But since
miniature mosaics could be viewed up close,
artists began employing tiny tesserae—often as
small as 0.5–1 mm, or even smaller—to create
a blended rather than a “pixilated” appearance.
Such objects must have demanded considerable
time and skill to create.
There is little evidence to indicate where or why
miniature mosaic icons began to be produced
when they did. Some scholars theorize that
miniature mosaics may have initially emerged as a
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preparatory step in the production of monumental
mosaics, which enabled artists to plan ahead what
they would put on walls or ceilings. Because of
the cost and skill that must have been required to
produce them, miniature mosaic icons were likely
created for imperial and other elite patrons by
artists who produced luxury objects in
Constantinople. Some fifty miniature mosaic icons
survive—most of them from the Late Byzantine
period—although many are badly damaged.
Byzantine inventories suggest that more once
existed, which have not survived.

Mosaic icon of the Virgin Glykophilousa, late 13th century,
Triglia in Bithynia, near Constantinople, 107 x 73.5 cm
(photo: George E. Koronaios, CC0) <https://tinyurl.com/
rmhrnjxs>

Larger mosaic icons, such as the thirteenth-century
icon of the Virgin Glykophilousa in Athens,
sometimes measured several feet tall. Their size
suggests they may have been publicly displayed
and venerated in churches. Some may have been
installed on the templon barrier that divided the

altar area from the rest of the church. Other mosaic
icons, such as the early fourteenth-century icon
of the Virgin Eleousa in New York, were small
enough to be held in the palm of one hand. They
would have been too small for public display and
were likely used in private devotion.

Portable icon with the Virgin Eleousa, early 1300s, probably
made in Constantinople (photo: The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, CC0) <https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/
474336>

An Icon of Christ’s TransKguration

A mosaic icon of Christ’s Transfiguration in the
collection of the Louvre Museum in Paris offers an
early example of the miniature mosaic technique,
dating from c. 1200. Its miniature tesserae—made
from gilded bronze, marble, lapis lazuli, and
glass—measure between 0.5 mm and 1 mm on
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a side (about the diameter of a pencil lead). Its
owner(s) undoubtedly treasured this icon not only
for its beauty and religious significance, but also
as an object of great luxury. Based on its size, this
icon may have been displayed in a church or used
for private devotion.

and the voice of God from heaven identifies Jesus
as his Son. The apostles fall down before Christ
in fear. The white tesserae used to create Christ’s
garments and the mandorla (halo around the body
of a sacred person) of light that surrounds him,
as well as the reflective, gilded tesserae used for
the rays and background, must have helped evoke
the divine light for Byzantine viewers. The
composition closely corresponds with some of the
earliest surviving images of the Transfiguration,
such as the sixth-century mosaic in the apse of
the basilica of the Monastery of Saint Catherine at
Sinai, Egypt.

Transfiguration Apse mosaic, 6th century, the Holy Monastery
of Saint Catherine, Sinai, Egypt (photo: Europa Nostra, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/25F9WJi>

An Icon of the Virgin Eleousa

Icon of the Transfiguration, beginning of the 13th century,
Constantinople, mosaic, 52 x 36 cm (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2jMtHqV>

The icon depicts the Transfiguration as described
in the New Testament—in Matthew 17:1–13,
Mark 9:2–8, and Luke 9:28–36—when Christ
reveals his divinity to three of his apostles, Peter,
James, and John. Christ and his apostles climb a
mountain (identified by tradition as Mount Tabor).
Suddenly, Christ is transformed, radiating brilliant,
heavenly light. Moses and Elijah, prophets from
the Hebrew Bible (what Christians refer to as the
Old testament), appear on either side of Christ,

Another miniature mosaic icon (mentioned above)
depicts the Virgin and Child rather than a narrative
scene and is part of the collection at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York.
Created in the early 1300s, roughly a century after
the Louvre’s Transfiguration icon, the Met’s
miniature
mosaic
shows
the
Virgin
Eleousa (“compassionate”), who tenderly holds
the Christ child to her cheek. The Virgin Eleousa
was one of many compositions of the Virgin and
Child in Byzantium; its best-known example is
probably the Virgin of Vladimir, which was
transferred from Byzantium to Russia in the
twelfth century, where it became well-known and
widely imitated.
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Portable Icon with the Virgin Eleousa, early 1300s, probably made in Constantinople, miniature mosaic
set in wax on wood panel, with gold, multicolored stones, and gilded copper, 11.2 x 8.6 x 1.3 cm (photo:
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, CC0) <https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/474336>
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The miniature mosaic icon of the Virgin and Child
at the Metropolitan is smaller than the Louvre’s
Transfiguration, measuring 11.2 x 8.6 cm, and
likely functioned as a private devotional object.
A fifteenth-century Latin inscription on the icon’s
back testifies to its preservation in western Europe
following the fall of the Byzantine Empire in 1453.

Latin inscription, portable icon with the Virgin Eleousa
(reverse), early 1300s, probably made in Constantinople
(photo: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, CC0)
<https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/474336>

An Icon of the Forty Martyrs of Sebasteia

Virgin of Vladimir, 12th century with later repainting, tempera
on wood, (photo: Wikimedia Commons, CC0)
<https://tinyurl.com/ytstat5f>

Dumbarton Oaks in Washington, D.C. preserves
another fine example of Byzantine miniature
mosaics, this time picturing an account of
Christian martyrdom: the Forty Martyrs of
Sebasteia. The icon (illustrated below) dates to
the late thirteenth century, combines gold and
multicolored stone tesserae set in wax on a wood
panel, and has been somewhat damaged. The icon
utilizes tiny tesserae measuring less than 0.5 mm,
which must have made the production of this icon
long and difficult, but which gives the image an
almost painterly appearance.
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Miniature mosaic icon with the Forty Martyrs of Sebasteia, 13th century, Byzantine, stone and glass
on wax and wood, 22 x 16 cm (photo © Dumbarton Oaks) <https://www.doaks.org/resources/
bliss-tyler-correspondence/art/bz/BZ-1947-24.jpg/view>
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Miniature mosaic icon with the Forty Martyrs of Sebasteia, 13th century, Byzantine, stone and glass on wax
and wood, 22 x 16 cm (photo © Dumbarton Oaks)

The image recounts the tale of forty Roman
soldiers sentenced to die for their Christian faith
by exposure in a frozen lake in Lesser Armenia
around 320 C.E. The artist has taken no shortcuts,
rendering the figures in individual poses that
convey their suffering. One man in the foreground
collapses. Another, in the upper right, holds his
hands to his face in distress. The soldiers’
suffering is vindicated as the hand of God bestows
crowns of martyrdom on the soldiers from a
heavenly dome in the top of the mosaic.
Such miniature mosaic icons illustrate how the arts
flourished in the final centuries of the Byzantine
Empire. Although the medium of mosaics had
been used to decorate buildings since ancient

times, artists from the twelfth-century onward
reimagined the medium to create small, portable
icons that were nothing short of innovative.
Additional resources

Arne Effenberger, “Images of Personal Devotion:
Miniature Mosaic and Steatite Icons,” in
Byzantium: Faith and Power (1261–1557), ed.
Helen Evans (New York: The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, 2004), 209–214.
Edmund C. Ryder, “Micromosaic Icons of the Late
Byzantine Period” (PhD diss., New York
University, 2007).

44.
Late Byzantine naturalism: Hagia Sophia’s Deësis mosaic
Artwork in focus
Dr. Evan Freeman

The route and results of the Fourth Crusade (Kandi, CC BY-SA 4.0) <https://tinyurl.com/5ens5ay8>
Constantinople, lost and reclaimed

In 1204, a momentous event forever changed the
history of the Eastern Roman “Byzantine” Empire.
Western Europeans embarking on the Fourth
Crusade diverged from their path to Jerusalem
and sacked and occupied the Byzantine capital of
Constantinople (modern Istanbul). The crusaders
established a “Latin Empire” in Byzantine territory
and subjected Byzantine Christians to the religious
authority of the Pope in Rome. The crusaders also
converted Hagia Sophia — Constantinople’s great
cathedral, built in the sixth century by emperor
Justinian—into a Latin (Catholic) church.

Isidore of Miletus & Anthemius of Tralles for Emperor
Justinian, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul), 532–37
(photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
nraZY8>
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In 1261, the Byzantines recaptured their capital
and crowned Michael VIII Palaiologos as emperor,
inaugurating what historians refer to as the Late
Byzantine—or Palaiologan—period. A new
Orthodox patriarch of Constantinople was
enthroned in Hagia Sophia in September 1261,
and Justinian’s great church was used for the
Byzantine rite once again.
The Deësis mosaic in Hagia Sophia

Under Latin occupation, the capital and many of
its churches fell into disrepair, and so the
Byzantines began restoring Constantinople and its
churches. Emperor Michael VIII Palaiologos,
responsible for reclaiming the Byzantine capital, is
likely responsible for installing a monumental new
mosaic of the Deësis in the south gallery of Hagia
Sophia—a part of the church traditionally reserved
for imperial use—not long after reclaiming
Constantinople in 1261. The mosaic was probably
part of a larger restoration project in the church of
Hagia Sophia.

The looming stature of these three figures reflects
their importance in Byzantine culture. Christ, the
Son of God, appears at the center of the
composition and is labeled, IC XC, the Greek
abbreviation for “Jesus Christ.” The Byzantines
viewed the Virgin Mary—Christ’s mother—as a
powerful protector. She appears at Christ’s right
hand and is labeled, MP ΘY, “Mother of God.”
John was a prophet and relative of Christ, whose
preaching and baptizing prepared the way for
Christ’s ministry in the Gospels. He appears on
Christ’s left with the label, “Saint John the
Forerunner.”

Deësis mosaic, c. 1261, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople
(Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2kmUjJL>

Deësis mosaic, c. 1261, 5.2 x 6 m, south gallery, Hagia
Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kmTJBr>

The monumental Deësis mosaic depicts Christ
flanked by the Virgin Mary and John the Baptist
approximately two and a half times larger than life.

In the mosaic, Christ sits upon a jeweled throne
like an emperor or judge (although most of the
throne and bottom half of the mosaic have been
lost). The Virgin and John turn inward toward
Christ in a three-quarter view, and would have
originally extended their hands toward Christ in
a pleading gesture. This type of image is referred
to as a deësis (δέησις), which means “entreaty,”
suggesting an act of asking, pleading, begging.
However, this title does not actually appear in the
mosaic, and scholars debate whether the
Byzantines actually used this term much to
describe such images. This type of image reflects
the Byzantine belief that the hierarchical order of
their empire on earth mirrored heaven above.
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In the Deësis, the Virgin and John appear like
courtiers in the heavenly court, asking God to have
mercy on humanity. It is not hard to imagine why
such an image of intercession and divine mercy
might appeal to the new ruler of an empire still on
precarious footing on the world stage.
The subject of the Deësis is common in art in a
variety of media from the Middle Byzantine period
onward, often employing a similar composition to
that found in Hagia Sophia. But the Deësis was
also highly flexible: its figures could be
rearranged, replaced by others, or expanded to
include additional saints. This is the case with the
mid-10th century, ivory Harbaville Triptych, in
which Christ, the Virgin, and John—who appear
in the top center with angels—are surrounded by a
variety of saints.

Harbaville Triptych, mid-10th century, Constantinople, ivory
with traces of polychromy, 28.2 x 24.2 x 1.2 cm (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
2jMuwAN>

Location of the Deësis mosaic on the western wall of the central bay of the south gallery of Hagia Sophia,
Constantinople (Istanbul)
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The Deësis appears in medallions on this fragment of a Byzantine processional cross, c. 1050, silver gilt,
niello, 32.3 x 44.8 x 5.7 cm (photo: The Cleveland Museum of Art, CC0) <https://www.clevelandart.org/art/
1970.36>

Additionally, the Deësis was often incorporated
into larger compositions, such as templon beams
and images of the Last Judgment. Scholars have
debated possible meanings of the Deësis,
sometimes understanding the Virgin and John as
witnesses to Christ’s divinity and at other times
emphasizing their role as intercessors on behalf of
humankind.
Mosaics and light

The Hagia Sophia Deësis is responsive to the
lighting conditions where it is located. Within the
image, light appears to shine on the figures from
the left, casting shadows to the right. This pictorial
light source corresponds with the actual light
source of the window on the southern wall beside
the mosaic.

Deësis mosaic, c. 1261, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople
(Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2kmPTjM>
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This pictorial light source corresponds with the actual light source of the adjacent window (left photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 <https://flic.kr/p/2kmPSCm>; right photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA
2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/nFC65m>

Deësis mosaic, c. 1261, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul)
(photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kmUjCd>
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As a result, light and shadow seem to behave the
same within the image and in the physical space
the image inhabits, a feature that heightens the
naturalism in the mosaic.
The artists who created this mosaic also
considered how individual tesserae would reflect
light. The gold tesserae that compose the
background are arranged in a shell-like pattern and
those in Christ’s halo seem to swirl. The tesserae
within the cross in Christ’s halo are angled so they
will reflect the light differently from the rest of the
gold ground, highlighting the cross.
Late Byzantine naturalism

The Deësis at Hagia Sophia illustrates a broader
tendency toward naturalism (imitation of the
visible world) in Late Byzantine art. Let us
compare the image of Christ in the Hagia Sophia
Deësis with a Middle Byzantine mosaic of Christ

at Hosios Loukas Monastery in Boeotia, Greece,
which dates to the eleventh century.
The two images both follow the same Byzantine
conventions for depicting Christ, who holds a
Gospel book in his left hand, blesses the viewer
with his right hand, and wears a blue mantle and
a tunic with gold highlights in both images. But
in the Middle Byzantine mosaic at Hosios Loukas,
Christ’s features are simplified. The artist relies
heavily on lines to articulate form. As a result,
Christ’s body may appear somewhat flat and even
cartoon-like to our eyes. Certain aspects of the
Deësis at Hagia Sophia—such as highlights and
drapery folds—are similarly linear. But other
elements of the Deësis demonstrate a new
tendency toward naturalism. At Hagia Sophia,
Christ is more anatomically accurate. The artist
has also used modeling—carefully arranging light
and dark tesserae—to create a sense of threedimensional form. And a greater modulation of
hues has produced more convincing skin tones.

Left: mosaic of Christ, 11th century (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kscNpB>,
right: detail of Deësis mosaic, Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA
2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kqiThs>
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Neither the origins of the artist(s) who created the
Deësis mosaic, nor the reasons for the mosaic’s
naturalism, are easy to explain. But it should be
noted that this tendency toward naturalism is part
of a larger trend in Late Byzantine art, which may
also be observed, for example, in the wall painting
of the Dormition of the Virgin at Sopoćani
Monastery in Serbia, also dated to the 1260s.

This attention to naturalism in the Late Byzantine
art also corresponds with a similar interest in
naturalism among some Italian artists like Duccio,
Cimabue, and Giotto who are associated with the
beginnings of the Italian Renaissance. Active in
the late thirteenth and early fourteenth
centuries—not long after the creation of the Deësis
in Hagia Sophia—their paintings reveal similar
attention to human anatomy and the modeling of
form.
Today, the Deësis mosaic in Hagia Sophia still
stands as a reminder of the moment when the
Byzantines reclaimed their capital from the Latins
and when the arts—and an interest in
naturalism—flourished.

Dormition fresco, 1260s, church of the Holy Trinity, Sopoćani
Monastery, Serbia (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2kj2Ssk>

Left: Detail of Deësis mosaic with the Virgin, c. 1261, Hagia Sophia,
Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2kmPSuF>; right: Duccio, Madonna and Child, c.
1290–1300 (photo: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, CC0) <https://
www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/438754>
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Additional resources

Painted copy of Deesis Mosaic at The Met
<https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/
search/467825>
Annemarie Weyl Carr, “Deesis,” in The Oxford
Dictionary of Byzantium, ed. Alexander P.
Kazhdan, et al., vol. 1 (Oxford and New York:
Oxford University Press, 1991), 559–600.
Cecily J. Hilsdale, Byzantine Art and Diplomacy

in an Age of Decline (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2014), 96–99.
Robin Cormack, “The Mother of God in the
Mosaics of Hagia Sophia at Constantinople,” in
Mother of God: Representations of the Virgin in
Byzantine Art, ed. Maria Vassilaki (Milan: Skira,
2000), 118–123.
Anthony Cutler, “Under the Sign of the Deēsis: On
the Question of Representativeness in Medieval
Art and Literature,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 41
(1987): 145–154.

45.
Picturing salvation — Chora’s brilliant Byzantine mosaics
and frescoes
Architecture in focus
Dr. Evan Freeman

Christ Pantokrator mosaic, c. 1316–21, Chora church, Constantinople (Istanbul)
(photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kNmu7w>

An arresting, larger-than-life mosaic of Christ
confronts viewers entering the Chora, a church
that was once part of a monastery in the Eastern
Roman “Byzantine” capital of Constantinople
(modern Istanbul). The bust-length Christ, who
blesses viewers with his right hand and holds a
jeweled Gospel book in his left hand, appears in
the lunette, or semicircular architectural

space, above the door between the outer and inner
narthex. (The narthex is the entry vestibule
preceding the nave or naos of a Byzantine church.)
Such depictions of Christ are commonly known as
the “Pantokrator,” which means “almighty.” This
mosaic is one of many well-preserved mosaics and
frescoes in this church, which date to the
fourteenth century.
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Chora church plan with mosaics in narthex (adapted from plan © Robert G. Ousterhout)
Power and patronage

These mosaics and frescoes are the result of
patronage by a wealthy intellectual and highranking official named Theodore Metochites, who
restored the Chora c. 1316–21, where he intended
to be buried when he died. The early history of
the Chora monastery is hazy, but the core of the
current church was built in the twelfth century
by Isaac Komnenos (brother of emperor John II
Komnenos, he held the title of sebastokrator, or
crown prince) and fell into disrepair when
Constantinople was sacked by western Europeans
in 1204 during the Fourth Crusade.

About a century later, Metochites, a scholar of
classical texts who donated his personal library to the
Chora, held the position of Mesazon, or “prime
minister,” to emperor Andronikos II Palaiologos
(reigned 1282–1328), making him the second most
powerful man in the empire. As ktetor (“founder,” or
in this case, re-founder) of the Chora, Metochites
oversaw the restoration of the twelfth-century church
as well as the addition of inner and outer narthexes and
a subsidiary chapel, or parekklesion, which served as
a funeral chapel. The Chora’s rich mosaics and
frescoes—among the finest examples of Late
Byzantine art—illustrate Theodore Metochites’
ambition and his hope for salvation after death.
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Chora church plan with the reused portions of the older naos highlighted in pink (© Robert G. Ousterhout)
Jesus Christ, land of the living

Despite his seemingly stern gaze, the entrance
mosaic of Christ Pantokrator is optimistically
labeled “Jesus Christ, the land (chora) of the
living,” a play on the monastery’s name, which
likely originally referred to its location “in the
country” outside of the city walls built by
emperor Constantine (reigned 306–37 C.E. and
founded the city of Constantinople in 330).

This phrase—“land of the living”—comes from
Psalm 116:9: “I walk before the Lord in the land
(chora) of the living.” [1] The same text from
Psalm 116:9 also appears in the Orthodox funeral
service, which would have taken place in the
Chora’s funeral chapel. So, by labeling Christ
“land of the living,” Metochites put a spiritual spin
on the Monastery’s name while also expressing
hope for eternal life within the church where he
planned to be buried.
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Christ Pantokrator mosaic, c. 1316–21, Chora
church, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2kPaRne>

Location of the Chora in the city of Constantinople (map: Carolyn Connor and Tom
Elliot, Ancient World Mapping Center, CC BY-NC 3.0) <http://awmc.unc.edu/
wordpress/free-maps/byzantine-constantinople/>
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Virgin and Child mosaic, c. 1316–21, Chora church,
Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kNhrFd>

Theodore Metochites and Christ mosaic, c. 1316–21, Chora
church, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kNm53t>

Mother of God, container of the uncontainable

This mosaic of Christ faces a mosaic on the
opposite wall, which pictures the Virgin with
hands raised in prayer and the Christ child over
her torso as if in her womb. The Virgin is labeled:
“Mother of God, container (chora) of the
uncontainable (achoritou).” This phrase, which
describes the paradox that a human (Mary) could
contain the Son of God (Jesus) in her womb,
similarly references the monastery’s name. Such
prominent images of Christ and the Virgin in the
Chora reflect their important role in the Christian
story of salvation, as well as the fact that the Chora
monastery and parekklesion were likely dedicated
to the Virgin and the main church to Christ.
Donor image

Proceeding into the inner narthex, viewers
encounter a mosaic of the patron himself,
Theodore Metochites, in the lunette over the door
to the main part of the church, or naos. Christ
sits on a jeweled throne against an expansive gold
ground. Metochites kneels to Christ’s right,
dressed in extravagant garments and wearing a
flamboyant, turban-like hat, the asymmetry of the
composition emphasizing the interaction between
the two figures. This mosaic suggests Theodore’s
high position within the empire but also his
submission to Christ.

Theodore Metochites and Christ mosaic, c. 1316–21, Chora
church, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kNmxbc>

As was common in medieval donation scenes,
Metochites offers a model of the Chora—the very
church in which this mosaic is located—to Christ.
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The Chora and Hagia Sophia

For Byzantine viewers, the image of Theodore
Metochites would have called to mind two
imperial images in Constantinople’s great
cathedral, Hagia Sophia (see comparison below).
Metochites’ gesture of donation evokes the tenthcentury mosaic of emperors Constantine and
Justinian offering models of the city and Hagia
Sophia to the Virgin and Child in the southwest
vestibule. And Metochites’ kneeling gesture and
position above the central door to the naos echoes
the tenth-century mosaic of the prostrating
emperor above Hagia Sophia’s “Imperial Door.”

Deësis mosaic, c. 1316–21, Chora church, Constantinople
(Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2kNhqJt>

Deësis

To the right, on the eastern wall of the inner
narthex, a monumental Deësis mosaic shows the
Virgin asking Christ to have mercy on the world.
(The Deësis—Greek for “entreaty”—is a motif in
Byzantine art that commonly depicts the Virgin
and John the Baptist asking Christ to have mercy
on humankind, but which may also include other
holy figures.) Because of her important role as the
Mother of God, the Byzantines viewed the Virgin
as a powerful intercessor between Christ and the
faithful. John the Baptist, often included in the
Deësis, has been omitted, probably to maximize
the scale of the image within the space. Two past
patrons of the Chora kneel on either side: Isaac
Komnenos and a nun labeled “Melanie, the Lady
of the Mongols,” who may be the daughter of
emperor Michael VIII (reigned 1261–82).

The large scale of the Chora’s Deësis alludes to
the monumental Deësis mosaic installed in Hagia
Sophia’s south gallery—a section of the church
reserved for imperial use—following the Latin
crusaders’ occupation of Constantinople from
1204–61. These visual echoes, or “intervisuality”
between the Chora and Hagia Sophia, suggest
Metochites’ desire to associate himself with
Byzantium’s emperors, and his church with the
capital’s cathedral, Hagia Sophia. [2]
Christ and the Virgin

Christ and the Virgin are the main subjects of the
majority of the mosaics that fill the inner and outer
narthexes. Narrative scenes from the lives of the
Virgin and Christ adorn various architectural
spaces, and often exhibit experimentation with
figures and compositions.
In a dynamic depiction of the Annunciation, the
Virgin looks awkwardly over her shoulder as
Gabriel approaches from above. The image
responds to the triangular architectural surface in
which it is situated, resulting in an unconventional,
diagonal composition.
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Left: Chora’s donor mosaic; top right: Hagia Sophia’s southwest vestibule mosaic; bottom right: Hagia
Sophia’s Imperial Door mosaic (photos, byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA)

Left: Chora’s Deësis (photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2iZwJNm>; right: Hagia
Sophia’s Deësis (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
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The mosaics of the inner narthex culminate with
two pumpkin domes (named for their fluted shape
that resembles the undulating surface of a
pumpkin) that display mosaics of Christ and the
Virgin surrounded by their saintly ancestors from
scripture.

Annunciation mosaic, c. 1316–21, inner narthex, Chora
church, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kNm4Ee>

An image of the Virgin Mary with her parents
exhibits a remarkable intimacy and evokes
everyday life. Such “everyday” images in the
Chora challenge common generalizations about
Byzantine art as distant, spiritualized, and
otherworldly.

South pumpkin dome, c. 1316–21, inner narthex, Chora
church, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kNm43H>

Within the Chora, all human history seems to point
toward these two figures and the pivotal role they
play in the salvation of humankind.

The Virgin with her parents, c. 1316–21, inner narthex, Chora
church, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kNmwUk>

Detail of north pumpkin dome, c. 1316–21, inner narthex,
Chora church, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kNhq6e>
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Chora church plan with locations of the pumpkin domes (adapted from plan © Robert G. Ousterhout)

The main church

Only three mosaics survive in the main church
today. A mosaic of the Dormition of the Virgin
Mary appears on the back (western) wall of the
naos. And pair of proskynetaria icons of Christ
and the Virgin once flanked the templon (the
barrier between the sanctuary and naos, which no
longer survives). These three images indicate that
the emphasis on Christ and the Virgin that began in
the narthexes continued in the main church where
the Eucharist was celebrated.

Dormition mosaic, c. 1316–21, Chora church, Constantinople
(Istanbul) (photo: © thebyzantinelegacy) <https://flic.kr/p/
2g6z3Mb>
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The Parekklesion

Better preserved are the frescoes in the
parekklesion (side chapel), located to the south
of the main church, which present a message of
salvation that is fitting for this funeral chapel.
Arcosolia (arched recesses for tombs) punctuate
the walls and were intended for the burial of
Metochites and his loved ones (view location of
tombs in plan below).

Proskynetaria icons, c. 1316–21, Chora church,
Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: © thebyzantinelegacy)
<https://flic.kr/p/2g6Dm2i>

Chora church plan with tombs indicated (adapted from plan © Robert G. Ousterhout)
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Parekklesion dome, c. 1316–21, Chora church, Constantinople
(Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2kNm1VS>

One enters the parekklesion beneath a dome
decorated with frescoes of the Virgin and Child
surrounded by angels. Hymnographers appear in
the pendentives beneath the dome. Further below
are scenes from the Old Testament, including
Jacob’s ladder, Jacob wrestling the angel, Moses
and the burning bush, scenes with the Ark of the
Covenant, and more, which were understood as
“types” of Christ and the Virgin. In other words,
the Byzantines believed these episodes from the
Old Testament prefigured Christ’s salvation of
humankind. At ground level, soldier saints
surround the tombs, brandishing their weapons
like sacred guardians over the dead.

Warrior saint seem to guard the arcosolia, c.
1316–21, parekklesion, Chora church,
Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist,
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kHa7x9>

Last Judgment fresco, c. 1316–21, Chora church,
Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kNmvrf>

Judgment and Resurrection

Proceeding further into the parekklesion, the
viewer passes under a sprawling image of the Last
Judgment, sobering but also hopeful, since it
depicts the damnation but also the salvation of
souls. The parekklesion frescoes culminate at the
east end with images of resurrection, reflecting the
Christian belief that God will raise the dead at the
end of time.
The focal point of the parekklesion is the
Anastasis (“resurrection”) fresco in the apse. The
voluminous garments on the figures in this scene
are a hallmark of Late Byzantine art. Drawn from
non-biblical texts, the Anastasis visualizes Christ
descending into Hades (the underworld) following
his crucifixion to free human souls from the
captivity of death. Christ’s death on the cross has
paradoxically made him a victor over death, as
described in the Orthodox hymn for Pascha
(Easter): “Christ is risen from the dead, trampling
down death by death, and upon those in the tombs
bestowing life!” Clad entirely in white, Christ
strides dynamically over the broken locks and
doors of the underworld, and a personification of
Hades lies bound and defeated at the bottom of the
composition. Adam and Eve—the archetypal first
humans responsible for bringing sin and death into
the world—are forcefully pulled from their tombs
by the risen Christ.
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Anastasis fresco, c. 1316–21, Chora church (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
2kPXBgV>

Parekklesion, c. 1316–21, Chora church, Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/2kNm3v5>
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Chora church plan with location of frescoes of the parakklesion (adapted from plan © Robert G. Ousterhout)
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Additional Resources

Robert S. Nelson, “The Chora and the Great
Church: Intervisuality in Fourteenth-Century
Constantinople,” Byzantine and Modern Greek
Studies 23 (1999): 67–101.

Detail of Anastasis fresco, c. 1316–21, Chora church,
Constantinople (Istanbul) (photo: byzantologist, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/2kPXBgV>

Hope for salvation

Despite his considerable learning and political
ambition, Metochites remained mindful of his
mortality as he rebuilt the Chora monastery. While
his donor image clearly communicated his position
and achievements to all who entered the church,
the frescoes of the parekklesion speak to
Metochites’ anticipation of God’s judgment and
his hope for resurrection and eternal life in the
chora, or land, of the living.
Notes
[1] The Byzantines used a Greek version of the
Hebrew Bible known as the Septuagint. This
passage appears in the Septuagint Psalm 114:9.
[2] Robert S. Nelson, “The Chora and the Great
Church: Intervisuality in Fourteenth-Century
Constantinople,” Byzantine and Modern Greek
Studies 23 (1999): 67–101.

Robert S. Nelson, “Taxation with Representation.
Visual narrative and the political field of the
Kariye Camii,” Art History 22.1 (March 1999):
56–82
Robert G. Ousterhout, The Architecture of the
Kariye Camii in Istanbul (Washington, D.C.,
1987)
Robert G. Ousterhout, The Art of the Kariye Camii
(London: Scala, 2002)
Robert G. Ousterhout, Finding a Place in History,
The Chora Monastery and It’s Patrons (Nicosia:
Foundation Anastasios G. Leventis, 2017)
Robert G. Ousterhout, “Late Byzantine church
architecture” <https://smarthistory.org/latebyzantine-church-architecture/>
Robert G. Ousterhout, “Temporal Structuring in
the Chora Parekklesion,” Gesta 34.1 (1995):
63–76
Paul A. Underwood, The Kariye Djami, 4 vols.
(vols. 1–3, New York: Bollingen Foundation,
1966; vol. 4, Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1975)

46.
Smarthistory video: Byzantine GrifKn Panel
Questions for study or discussion
Dr. Anne McClanan and Dr. Evan Freeman

https://smarthistory.org/byzantine-griffin/
Thinking about context
• What function did this object likely
serve?
• What details indicate that this object was
created for a Christian setting?

• What role do materials and techniques
play in the object’s appearance and the
viewer’s experience of it?
Thinking about iconography/subject matter

Thinking about this object

• What is a griffin?

• What materials and techniques were
used to create this object?
445

• What significance did griffins hold?
• How might this imagery relate to the
object’s function?
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Thinking about art history
• In what other cultures and media do
griffins appear?
• Why do you think this motif appears
across different periods and cultures?
Watch the video.
<https://youtu.be/9HrNNOEeJ_E>

Panel with a Griffin, 1250–1300, made in Greece or the
Balkans (possibly), marble, 59.7 x 52.1 x 6.5 cm (The
Metropolitan Museum of Art) <https://www.metmuseum.org/
art/collection/search/472849>

47.
Greek painters in renaissance Venice
Cross-cultural perspectives
Dr. Andrew Casper

Nicolaos Tzafouris, Christ Bearing the Cross, late 1400s, oil on tempera and
gold ground, 69.2 x 54.6 cm (The Metropolitan Museum of Art)
<https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/437855>
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Some of the territories of the Republic of Venice c. 1500 (underlying map © Google)
Seven Hundred Icons, Two Styles

In 1499 two dealers, one Venetian and the other
Greek, placed an order for artists on the island of
Crete (then part of the Republic of Venice) to make
seven hundred icons of the Madonna and Child.
They stipulated that five hundred were to be in
the “Latin style” and the rest in the “Greek style.”
By exploring further what is meant by Latin and
Greek styles, and what their prominence tells us
about the artistic environment of Venice, we can
understand better the multicultural influences that
shaped the Renaissance in Italy.
Byzantine Venice

While other places in renaissance Italy celebrated
the heritage of ancient Rome, the art and culture

of Venice is equally indebted to its longstanding
ties to the Byzantine Empire. This is evidenced by
Saint Mark’s Basilica, a church begun in the year
1063 and filled with shimmering Byzantine-style
mosaics, altars, and icons. Those ties remained
strong in the 1400s and 1500s thanks to the
Republic of Venice’s colonization of Greek islands
that had been under Byzantine control until the
Fourth Crusade in 1204. Most prominent of those
was Crete, which came under Venetian control in
the early 1200s and remained Venetian until being
lost to the Ottoman Empire in 1669. As a result, for
the entirety of the Renaissance, Venice had among
its territorial possessions an island that retained
a culturally and artistically Byzantine character.
Artistic exchanges between Venice and Crete at
that time contributed to the formation of an artistic
environment unique in the Italian renaissance.
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Icon Painters in Venetian Crete

The artistic production of Crete during its Venetian
period remained heavily influenced by Byzantine
art. Consequently, many painters in Venetian Crete
worked in what was called the “Greek style” and
thus retained traits that we can identify with earlier
Byzantine icons.
For example, Nicolaos Tzafouris was active in
Venetian Crete in the last decades of the 1400s.
Characteristic of his work is an icon of Christ
Bearing the Cross. The subject, where soldiers
lead Christ towards the place of his Crucifixion, is
a standard religious narrative.

His representation includes a flat gold background;
simple, stylized landscape elements; restricted
pictorial space; and wispy figure types. These
Byzantine traits differ from paintings being made
in Italy around the same period in what some
called the “Latin style.” For instance, Raphael’s
painting of a similar subject (illustrated below)
privileges a luminous naturalistic setting and lively
figures in motion whose bodies appear to have real
weight and mass.

NICOLAVS ZAFVRI PINXIT at the bottom of the painting.
Nicolaos Tzafouris, Christ Bearing the Cross (detail), late
1400s, oil on tempera and gold ground, 69.2 x 54.6 cm (The
Metropolitan Museum of Art)

Significantly, Tzafouris signed his name at the
bottom of his icon in Latin “NICOLAVS ZAFVRI
PINXIT” (“Nicolaos Tzafouris painted it”). This
could signify that his icon, despite its many
references to the “Greek style” of painting, was
destined for a Venetian (not Cretan) client. Indeed,
Crete gave Venice a direct line of access to artists,
like Tzafouris, working in a style that differed
from the advancements in pictorial and anatomical
naturalism that proliferated in Venice and
elsewhere in renaissance Italy. This created an
artistic culture that was far more mixed than what
is evident when one only looks at paintings by
the famous renaissance artists Giovanni Bellini,
Giorgione, Titian, and Tintoretto that often have
more elaborate figures, detailed naturalistic
backgrounds, and displays of light and color based
on natural observation.
Nicolaos Tzafouris, Christ Bearing the Cross (detail),
late 1400s, oil on tempera and gold ground, 69.2 x 54.6
cm (The Metropolitan Museum of Art)
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Left: Nicolaos Tzafouris, Christ Bearing the Cross, late 1400s, oil on tempera and gold ground,
69.2 x 54.6 cm (The Metropolitan Museum of Art); right: Raphael, Christ Carrying the Cross, c.
1514–17, oil on panel transferred to canvas, 318 x 229 cm (Museo del Prado) <https://tinyurl.com/
njcrj3pt>
Greeks in Venice

Some Cretan painters traveled to Venice in the
sixteenth century and joined the thriving
community of immigrants organized around the
Scuola
dei
Greci
(Confraternity
of
Greeks, founded in 1498 by the community of
Greek migrants to Venice). Prominent among
them was Michael Damaskinos, who was in
Venice for part of the 1570s and 1580s before
returning to Crete.

Michael Damaskinos, Last Supper, c. 1585–91,
St. Catherine’s monastery, Herakleion, Crete
(photo: C messier, CC BY-SA 4.0)
<https://tinyurl.com/e9wsb9ru>

Along with other Cretan painters, he contributed
images to the iconostasis (a wall or screen of icons
in the interior of a Byzantine church that divides
the sanctuary from the nave) at the Greek church
of San Giorgio dei Greci (Saint George of the
Greeks) in a style of painting that mixed Byzantine
and Italian renaissance features.
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Indeed, many of his icons, such as his Last Supper,
blend traditional Greek styles with influences from
Italian artists. While he often keeps gold
backgrounds, stylized treatments of drapery whose
folds appear more regular and patterned than
naturalistic, and Greek inscriptions, Damaskinos
often reveals significant departures from the
largely Byzantine heritage of Nicolaos Tzafouris
by showing classical (ancient Greek and Roman)
architectural elements such as columns and arches,
perspectival depth, and figures rendered with
volumetric mass moving in space.
El Greco in Italy

Iconostasis, San Giorgio dei Greci, Venice (photo:
byzantologist, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
2kZepWU>

Michael Damaskinos, Last Supper (detail), c. 1585–91,
St. Catherine’s monastery, Herakleion, Crete (photo: C
messier, CC BY-SA 4.0) <https://tinyurl.com/e9wsb9ru>

The most famous of the Cretan painters who
traveled to Venice was Domenikos Theotokopoulos, better known today as El Greco (“The
Greek”). El Greco was born on Crete where he
was trained in a mixed style of painting combining
Byzantine and Venetian renaissance traits
characteristic for artists at that time. El Greco soon
migrated westward.
By the year 1567 he was in Venice, where he
stayed until his departure for Rome around 1570.
He would remain in Rome until at least 1576,
around the time he left for Toledo, Spain, where
he lived until his death in 1614. All along the way
El Greco’s style of painting changed suddenly and
dramatically.
His panel showing St. Luke Painting the Icon of
the Virgin and Child, painted while still in Crete,
mixes Greek (Byzantine) and Latin styles
(classicizing Italian and Venetian Renaissance).
Saint Luke, while thin and elongated, appears in
profile and occupies a defined three-dimensional
space. (Medieval tradition maintained that,
besides being the author of the Gospel of Luke,
Luke was also the first Christian painter and had
painted icons of the Virgin and Child from
life.) But the icon of the Virgin and Child that
he paints is rooted in the Byzantine manner by
displaying flat, frontal figures in a stylized or
patterned treatment of folded drapery against a
gold background.
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El Greco, St. Luke Painting the Virgin and Child, c. 1560–67,
tempera and oil on panel, 41.6 x 33 cm (Benaki Museum)

While Tzafouris and Damaskinos maintained a
strong adherence to Byzantine styles of painting,
El Greco’s Christ Healing the Blind shows how
much he wished to paint in a a manner reflective
of both the classicizing Italian and Venetian
renaissance manner once he arrived in Venice. The
subject is one of Christ’s most celebrated miracles,
where Christ imparted vision to a man born blind
by touching his eyes. All figures, though
somewhat scrunched together, are rendered with
anatomical precision, clad in billowing drapery,
and in animated poses that express their reactions
to witnessing this miracle. Instead of the gold
background characteristic of many Byzantine and
Cretan icons, we see an emphatically and carefully
delineated one-point perspective resembling
experimental renderings of three-dimensional
space that mark many Italian renaissance paintings
from the 1400s. One side is populated by buildings
replete with round arches and columns conforming
to the central Italian renaissance taste for the
architecture of Roman antiquity.

El Greco, Christ Healing the Blind, ca. 1570, oil on canvas, 119.4 x
146.1 cm (The Metropolitan Museum of Art) <https://www.met
museum.org/art/collection/search/436572>
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Triumphal arch in the background. El Greco, Christ Healing
the Blind (detail), ca. 1570, oil on canvas, 119.4 x 146.1 cm
(The Metropolitan Museum of Art)

Some, such as the round temple on the left and the
variation on the triumphal arch in the background,
derive from ancient examples that El Greco may
have seen in Rome. Further, the influence of
renaissance art on him is revealed through rich
coloristic effects that resemble the grand narratives
by Paolo Veronese, Tintoretto, and Titian.

Paolo Veronese, Feast in the House of Levi (detail), 1573, oil
on canvas, 18′ 3″ x 42′ (Accademia, Venice)

Titian, Christ Crowned with Thorns (detail), c.
1570–76, oil on canvas, 280 × 182 cm (Alte
Pinakothek, Munich; photo: Steven Zucker, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0)

For instance, consider the visual splendor of
Veronese’s Feast in the House of Levi, which
delights in the full range of rich tones and
luminous colors for staging this event. What El
Greco adopted from his Venetian peers was a
visible fluidity of brushwork. We see this use of
thick streaks of paint on the surface of works like
Titian’s Christ Crowned with Thorns. In so using
this technique, El Greco embraced the leading
feature that most differentiated Venetian paintings
from the central Italian emphasis on blended
brushstrokes, precise outlines, and clearly
delineated contours.
El Greco proves that Greek painters were mobile,
traversing whatever cultural divides we might
think separated the Greek/Byzantine east and the
Latin/renaissance west. But what his output also
shows is that he was capable of working in
multiple manners of painting. When merchants
like the ones referenced at the start of this essay
asked for icons in the Greek and Latin styles, El
Greco was an artist uniquely suited to produce
both.
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Additional resources
Nicolaos Tzafouris, Christ Bearing the Cross at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art

(1261–1557) (New York:
Museum of Art, 2004)

<https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/
search/437855>

Anastisia Drandaki, ed., The Origins of El Greco:
Icon Painting in Venetian Crete (New York:
Alexander S. Onassis Public Benefit Foundation,
2009).

El Greco, Christ Healing the Blind at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art
<https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/
search/436572>
Andrew R. Casper, Art and the Religious Image in
El Greco’s Italy (University Park, PA: Penn State
University Press, 2014).
Helen C. Evans, ed., Byzantium: Faith and Power

The

Metropolitan

Maria Vassilaki, The Painter Angelos and IconPainting in Venetian Crete (Farnham and
Burlington: Ashgate, 2009)
Maria Vassilaki, ed., The Hand of Angelos: an
Icon Painter in Venetian Crete (Farnham: Lund
Humphries, in association with the Benaki
Museum, Athens, 2010)

48.
Hagia Sophia as a mosque
A conversation
Dr. Elizabeth Macaulay and Dr. Steven Zucker

This is the transcript of a conversation conducted
in the Hagia Sophia in Istanbul, Turkey.
Steven: We think of Hagia Sophia as a Byzantine
church but it also has this whole other life after the
invasion of the Ottoman Turks.
Elizabeth: We tend to forget about that. We tend
to focus on this amazing Byzantine building and
we forget about its afterlife and history from 1453
until the establishment of the Turkish Republic
when it became a museum.
Steven: Buildings are living things and they accrue
meaning and they change as societies around them
change. This is just such a stark example.
Elizabeth: Because it was the most important
Byzantine church it was an obvious thing for
conversion. Because mosques and churches are
spaces for congregations changing a few key
things allow you to re-purpose the building almost
immediately.
Steven: Constantinople was the primary city in the
Byzantine East. It seems this treasure and within
the city, the real jewel was this church.
Elizabeth: As the Byzantine Empire had been in
financial decline and shrinking in terms of
territory, this was one of the few things that got
maintained and was still in good conditions where
lots of other things in Constantinople weren’t in
great shape when the Ottoman Turks took it in
1453.

Isidore of Miletus and Anthemius of Tralles (architects), Hagia
Sophia, Istanbul, 532-37 (photo: Steven Zucker, CC
BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/nKs4eF>

Steven: I’ve read that the population had
plummeted.
Elizabeth: Because of that a lot of the smaller
church’s walls weren’t in great shape but this
building still was. It was an obvious thing to
convert and also it’s got a prime position. You can
see it’s very close to the Bosphorus [Strait] and
it’s also where a lot of key buildings, later on,
are going to be built by the Ottoman Turks. It’s
unsurprising that this was the first thing that was
adapted and modified.
Steven: Because it was adapted and because it was
turned from an orthodox church into a mosque, it
survived.
Elizabeth: It becomes a symbol of authority
because if this was the symbol of the Byzantine
Empire’s religious authority and the emperor’s
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authority, then by converting it — having it
become a mosque — is a symbol of the sultan’s
power in the city and throughout the empire. It has
a huge symbolic quality of sovereignty.
Steven: What evidence do we have of that
conversion?
Elizabeth: The most obvious things are the
covering up of the mosaics. They removed some
of the later paint and plastering; you can see them.
Steven: The mosaics were covered up not because
the Muslims don’t recognize Christ as at least a
prophet but because of the prohibition of figural
imagery especially within a religious space.
Elizabeth: Certainly that and also Christ, when he
is depicted, he’s not depicted as Christ — he’s
Jesus, and he’s a prophet. He doesn’t appear with
Mary. He doesn’t appear as Christ Pantocrator,
which is this very typical image in Eastern
Orthodox churches. You can’t have him being
shown in those ways because those are very
Christian depictions of Jesus.

Elizabeth: Calligraphy is perhaps the most
important Islamic art. Arabic in the word is critical
to the foundation of Islam because the belief is
that Muhammad recited the words of God as told
to him directly. Arabic is very important. What’s
interesting to me is that a lot of these roundels —
which were later additions — are in Arabic, so a
lot of the community couldn’t read them.
Steven: Even though they were Muslim this still
would have been a foreign language.
Elizabeth: Of course, because they spoke Turkish.
When you walk into Hagia Sophia, you walk in
and you proceed towards the apse and everything
looks normal until you notice that the mihrab is
off-center.

Steven: While we may not have figural images, we
certainly have lots of symbols.
Elizabeth: Probably the most obvious thing when
you come in are the enormous bits of Arabic
calligraphy.

Mihrab, interior of Hagia Sophia, Istanbul, 532-37 (photo:
Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/nFC5s9>

Steven: The mihrab is the niche at the far end of the
building that is a way of pointing towards Mecca.
Elizabeth: It’s really the important thing because
it has to tell you which direction you’re supposed
to pray. The thing is, it’s off-center here, because
that’s the direction of Mecca.

Interior view with calligraphy, Hagia Sophia, Istanbul, 532-37
(photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/
nrb25X>

Steven: In fact, I noticed that not only is the mihrab
off-center, but all of the architectural elements that
incase it—that is the platform on which it’s placed
and the staircase to the right, or minbar—are all
oriented together, but in opposition to the church
that surrounds it.
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Elizabeth: You don’t notice it unless you’re really
paying attention. We also have the platform for
the muezzin to make the call to prayer within the
mosque, and then we also have the Sultan’s Lodge,
all of which are oriented more towards the south
than east — the way the building is oriented. You
can have these interior additions that reorient the
space in a very powerful way.
Steven: I want to go back to the Sultan’s Lodge
because it’s just magnificent.

Minbar, interior of Hagia Sophia, Istanbul, 532-37 (photo:
Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/nrbzbD>

Steven: Then probably the most obvious addition
are the incredible minarets outside…
Elizabeth: …these four very tall, thin pencil
minarets. Pencil minarets and domes are what
everyone comes to associate with Ottoman
architecture. They’re the quintessential features of
mosque architecture but also of the Ottoman urban
landscape.
Minbar, interior of Hagia Sophia, Istanbul, 532-37 (photo:
Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/p/nKrGCa>

Elizabeth: It’s gorgeous. The sultan held a very
special position. He’s the political authority but
around him developed a cult of personality. He
was viewed as being divinely appointed. His
person is sacred and there were very strict
protocols that developed in terms of who could
talk to him. In many ways, later on in the Ottoman
Empire, he gets very isolated, but this is how he
would come and worship: he has his own entrance
and then he has his own elaborate procession way
in. There’s a whole balcony that he would be able
to walk into. Everyone could see him but no one
could touch him. Also, it’s elevated. It’s not on the
same level. He’s on a different plain above.

Earliest minaret, exterior of Hagia Sophia, Istanbul,
532-37 (photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/nKrnDP>
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Steven: By pencil minaret, you’re distinguishing
them from the thicker minarets that you see maybe
in Egypt. The purpose of the minaret was as a high
place to call the faithful to prayer.
Elizabeth: In some sense it’s very functional. The
muezzin goes up and he calls everyone to prayer.
It’s a much better position for doing that than on
the ground. Your voice can travel much further.
Today we can see the speakers, the megaphones.
Steven: They woke me up this morning.
Elizabeth: They also provide you with a great
opportunity to define your skyline. By building in
a distinctive style it asserts who you are and what
your identity is but it also helps all of us today who
are looking at these buildings go, “pencil minarets
must be Ottomans.” It’s a really clear distinguishing feature because you don’t get them in
Central Asia, you don’t get them in Iran. You
really only get them where the Ottoman Empire
had a presence. There are two earlier ones. One
built by Mahmed II and then one by Sinan, the
famous architect who built many of the great
monuments in Istanbul in the Ottoman Empire.
Then we have two more that were added by Murad

III, a sultan from the late sixteenth century. The
number of minarets you have is significant. The
Sultan Ahmed Mosque or the Blue Mosque, which
is right opposite Hagia Sophia, has six, which was
a bit of a controversy when it was built because
that’s the number Mecca had.
Steven: The Blue Mosque is such a great example
of the kind of impact that Hagia Sophia as a
mosque had on the architecture throughout the
city.
Elizabeth: You can’t underestimate the importance
of Hagia Sophia both in terms of the use of domes
and its plan, and as we go and look at other
mosques and as you look at different Ottoman
creations, here you’ll start to see that no matter
how much there is innovation — and there is huge
innovation — Hagia Sophia is always somewhere
lurking in the back of an architect’s mind.
Steven: I can see why.
Watch the video
<https://youtu.be/r6383ZDXB0Q>.

Isidore of Miletus and Anthemius of Tralles (architects), Hagia Sophia,
Istanbul, 532-37 (photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)
<https://flic.kr/p/nFC5cj>

49.
Smarthistory video: Hagia Sophia as a mosque
Questions for study or discussion
Dr. Anne McClanan and Dr. Evan Freeman

https://smarthistory.org/hagia-sophia-as-a-mosque/
Thinking about context
• What circumstances prompted the
conversion of Hagia Sophia to a
mosque?
• Why might the Ottomans have
converted Hagia Sophia into a mosque?

• How did the functions of Hagia Sophia
change or stay the same when it was
converted to a mosque?
Thinking about images and text
• Why did the Ottomans cover the
Byzantine mosaics inside Hagia Sophia?

Thinking about this monument
• What concrete steps were taken to
convert Hagia Sophia to a mosque?
459

• What new roles did text play in the
Ottoman redecoration of Hagia Sophia?
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Minbar, interior of Hagia Sophia, Istanbul, 532-37 (photo: Steven Zucker, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0) <https://flic.kr/
p/nrbzbD>

Thinking about art history
• What do art historians mean when they
speak about the “afterlife” of an artwork
or monument?
• How does Hagia Sophia illustrate the
exchange of artistic traditions across
cultures?

Watch the video.
<https://youtu.be/r6383ZDXB0Q>

50.
Glossary

Abdera — Abdera was an ancient city, and later
a Byzantine settlement, located in northeastern
Greece.

basilica or the middle of a centrally-planned
building.
ambulatory-planned church — An ambulatoryplanned church has a central space enveloped by a
curved aisle, or ambulatory.

aedicula — An aedicula is a miniature building
or architectural frame; often a niche marked by
columns and a pediment.

amulet — An amulet is an object that imparts
protection, usually through motifs believed to
carry supernatural power or natural materials
believed to exercise beneficial effects.

Aegean Islands — The Aegean Islands are
islands in the Aegean Sea, off the east coast of
mainland Greece.
Afro-Eurasia — Afro-Eurasia refers to the
landmasses and interconnected societies of
Africa, Europe, and Asia.

Anastasis — The Anastasis (Greek for
“resurrection”), also known as the “Harrowing of
Hades” or “Harrowing of Hell,” is an episode
based largely on non-biblical sources, in which
Christ descended into the underworld following
his crucifixion to raise the dead from their tombs.
It was depicted in Byzantine art from the 8th
century onward.

Agnes of France — Agnes of France was born in
1171 and became a Byzantine empress (renamed
Anna) when she married emperor Alexios II
Komnenos in 1180. In 1183 she married emperor
Andronikos I Komnenos, who had Alexios II
killed.
Alexander Romance — The Alexander Romance
is an account of the life and exploits of Alexander
the Great.
Alexios II — Emperor Alexios II Komnenos
reigned from 1180–83.

Anastasis Rotunda — The Anastasis Rotunda is
a circular structure enclosing Christ’s Tomb at the
church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem.
Anatolia — Anatolia, also known as “Asia
Minor,” is a large peninsula in West Asia and the
westernmost protrusion of the Asian continent.

Alexios V — The brief reign of emperor Alexios
V in 1204 lasted less than a year.

Andronikos II Palaiologos — Emperor
Andronikos II Palaiologos reigned from
1282–1328.

ambo — An ambo was a raised platform, or
pulpit, from which the bible was publicly read in
Byzantine churches.

Ankara — Ankara was an ancient city in
Anatolia, which is now the capital of Turkey.

ambulatory — An ambulatory is the passage
around a central space, such as the apse of a

Annunciation — The Annunciation (Greek:
Evangelismos), recounted in Luke 1:26–38 and
commemorated on March 25, refers to the
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Archangel Gabriel announcing to the Virgin Mary
that the Holy Spirit would come upon her and that
she would conceive the Son of God.

Vatopedi monasteries on Mount Athos that have
lateral apses called “choroi” and subsidiary
chapels.

apotheosis — Apotheosis refers to the elevation
of a figure to the status of a god.

atrium — The atrium is the forecourt of a church,
usually surrounded by porticoes.

apse — An apse is a semicircular recess, usually
terminating the longitudinal axis of a church,
containing the altar.

atrophied Greek-cross plan — An atrophied
Greek-cross plan is a centrally planned church
with a dome braced by arches or narrow barrel
vaults on four sides.

aqueducts — An aqueduct is an artificial conduit
used to supply water to a city from another
location.
Arab conquests — In the seventh and eighth
centuries, Arab invaders conquered significant
parts of the Byzantine Empire.
Arab incursions — see Arab conquests
Arabo-Muslim — Arabo-Muslim refers to those
identifying with the Arab world (Western Asia,
North Africa, and the Horn of Africa) and the
Islamic faith.
arcosolium — An arcosolium (plural: arcosolia)
is an arched burial niche.
Ark of the Covenant — According to the
Hebrew Bible, the Ark of the Covenant was a
wooden chest covered with gold containing the
tablets on which the Ten Commandments were
inscribed.
Ascension — The Ascension of Christ into
heaven, following his resurrection from the dead,
is described in Luke 24:50–53 and Acts 1:9–12
and is commemorated on the Thursday that falls
forty days after Pascha (Easter).
ascetic — Asceticism, from the Greek word for
“training,” refers to self-denial as a spiritual
discipline.
ashlar — Ashlar is cut-stone masonry.
Athonite plan — An “Athonite” church plan
refers to churches as at the Megisti Lavra and

Baldwin II (of Constantinople) — Baldwin II
reigned as Latin emperor of Constantinople from
1228–61 (and in exile until his death in 1273).
Baldwin II (of Jerusalem) — Baldwin II ruled as
king of Jerusalem from 1118–31.
Baltic Sea — The Baltic Sea is an arm of the
Atlantic Ocean that was an important center of
trade in the middle ages.
Baptism of Christ — The Baptism of Christ in
the Jordan River by John the Baptist (sometimes
called “Theophany” or “Epiphany”) is recounted
in Matthew 3:13–17, Mark 1:9–11, and Luke
3:21–22, and is commemorated by the Eastern
Orthodox Church on January 6.
baptistery — A baptistery (also spelled:
baptistry) is a building or room containing a font
for Christian initiation.
barrel vault — A barrel vault is a type of ceiling
that forms a half cylinder.
Basil I — Emperor Basil I reigned from 867–86.
Basil II — Emperor Basil II reigned from
976–1025.
basilica — A basilica is a type of church based on
Roman assembly halls, usually composed of a
longitudinal nave flanked by side aisles.
basilican — see basilica
belfry — A belfry is a tower that houses bells.
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bema — The bema, or sanctuary, refers to the
area of the church containing the altar, typically
located at the eastern end of the building.
beyliks — Anatolian beyliks were small
principalities in Anatolia founded at the end of the
11th century.
bezel — Bezel refers to the primary decorative
area of the hoop of a ring, often flat and usually
ornamented with a design or other decorative
feature (such as a gem).
Birth of the Virgin — The birth of the Virgin
Mary to Joachim and Anna is an episode
recounted in non-biblical texts and
commemorated on September 8.
bishop — A bishop (episkopos, literally
“overseer”) held the highest rank of the three
major orders of the clergy in Byzantium (above
priest and deacon) and was recognizable by a
large sash, known as an omophorion, which was
worn around the shoulders and often decorated
with crosses.
Blachernae Palace — The Blachernae Palace
was located in northwestern Constantinople and
served as the primary imperial residence in the
Late Byzantine period.
Black Sea — The Black Sea lies between Europe
and Asia and was of great strategic and
commercial importance in the middle ages.

Buildings — The Byzantine historian Prokopios
of Caesarea wrote Buildings in praise of emperor
Justinian’s public works projects in the mid-sixth
century.
Burning Bush — The Burning Bush, located at
the Monastery of Saint Catherine at Sinai, is
believed to be the bush through which God
revealed himself to Moses Exodus 3:1-5.
Bursa — Bursa was an ancient city in
northwestern Anatolia, today one of the largest
cities in Turkey.
Byzantine foot — The Byzantine foot, or pous,
was approximately 31.23 cm, or 1.02 ft.
Byzantine rite — The “Byzantine rite” refers to
the liturgical system of the Byzantine Orthodox
Church, which includes sacraments, hours, vigils,
and a liturgical calendar of feasts and fasts.
Cappadocia — Cappadocia is a historical region
in Central Anatolia (modern Turkey).
cardo — The cardo is the north-south street in an
ancient Roman city or military camp.
casting — Casting is a process by which molten
metal is poured into a mould to produce an
object’s shape and decoration.
catacomb — Catacombs are underground
cemeteries consisting of passages and rooms with
recesses for tombs.

blind dome — A blind dome is a low windowless
dome, usually without drum.

Caucasian — see Caucasus.

bookmatching — Bookmatching refers to a
technique by which the Byzantines placed slabs of
marble side by side to mirror each other, creating
the appearance of an open book.

Caucasus — The Caucasus is the area situated
between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea, today
mainly occupied by Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Georgia, and Russia.

Boris and Gleb — Boris and Gleb were sons of
prince Vladimir I of Kiev who were murdered by
their half-brother Svjatopolk in 1015 and were
subsequently venerated as martyrs.

chancel slab — Chancel slabs, also known as
parapet slabs, are flat pieces of stone used to
create a low barrier, for example, as part of a
templon that divides the bema from the rest of the
church.
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chasing — Chasing is a technique of
metalworking that involves pressing metal on its
front surface with the application of force and
tools to create sunken patterns and designs by
compressing (rather than removing) the metal.
cherubim and seraphim — Cherubim and
seraphim are angelic beings described in the
Bible.
choros — Choros (plural: choroi)—literally
“choir”—refers to the lateral apse of an Athonite
church.

Constantine IX Monomachos — Emperor
Constantine IX Monomachos reigned from
1042–55.
Constantine V — Emperor Constantine V
reigned from 741–775.
contact relic — A contact relic is an object of
common material (like clay or textile) that was
imbued with holy power by putting it in contact
with sacred substances, for example, the body of a
holy person or oil exuded from a relic.

ciborium — A ciborium, also called a baldachin,
is a canopy raised above an altar, throne, or tomb.

control stamp — A control stamp was a mark
guaranteeing the metal content of an object and,
thereby, its monetary value.

city-state — A city-state is an autonomous city
governing the region surrounding it.

Corinth — Corinth was an ancient Greek city
located in the Peloponnese.

Clare of Assisi — Saint Clare of Assisi, who
lived from 1194–1253, was a noblewoman who
became a nun and follower of Saint Francis of
Assisi.

Council of Nicaea II — In 787, imperial and
Church authorities met at a council in the city of
Nicaea to try to resolve the Iconoclastic
Controversy over images.

clergy — The term “clergy” refers to church
leaders; in Byzantium, the three major orders of
the clergy were the bishops, priests, and deacons.

cross-domed — see cross-domed unit

cloisonné masonry — Cloisonné masonry is a
masonry technique with which individual stones
are framed with bricks.
colonette — A colonnette is a small, slender
column.
column — A column is a cylindrical support,
commonly consisting of a base, shaft, and capital.
conch — A conch is a half-dome or quartersphere vault.
Constantina — Constantina was the daughter of
emperor Constantine.
Constantine — Constantine was a Roman
emperor who ruled from 306–37 C.E.;
Christianity enjoyed greater toleration during his
reign.

cross-domed unit — A cross-domed unit is a
structural unit comprising a central dome braced
on four sides by vaults.
Crucifixion — The Crucifixion refers to Christ’s
death on the cross, described Matthew 27:32-56,
Mark 15:21-41, Luke 23:26-49, John 19:16-37,
and commemorated on Holy Friday (known as
“Good Friday” in the west) during Holy Week.
cruciform — Cruciform refers to something that
is cross-shaped.
crusader art — Crusader art refers to art
commissioned for western European patrons in
the crusader states in the 11th–13th centuries,
which often combined elements from western
European, Byzantine, and local artistic traditions.
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crusader Levant — Crusader Levant refers to the
region occupied by crusaders on the eastern
Mediterranean shores, including modern-day
Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, and Iraq.
crusaders — The crusaders were western
European fighters, often supported by the pope in
Rome, who sought to capture the Holy Land
(Palestine) and other regions from Muslims—and
sometimes fellow Christians—during the
11th–14th centuries.

diadem — A diadem is a headband, often
adorned with jewels and sometimes serving as an
indication of rulership.
diakonikon — The diakonikon was a chamber
often located to the south of the altar in Byzantine
churches where vestments and other church
objects could be stored.
divination — Divination refers to the occult arts
of trying to foresee or predict future events.

cul-de-sac — A cul-de-sac is a dead end street.

Divine Liturgy — The Divine Liturgy is a
service of the Eastern Orthodox Church, which,
like the Roman Catholic Mass, includes
hymnography and readings from the Bible, and
culminates with the celebration of the Eucharist.

damnatio memoriae — Damnatio memoriae
(literally “condemnation of memory”) refers to
the official erasure of someone’s legacy.

Dnieper River — The Dnieper River flows from
central Russia to the Black Sea and was used for
travel and trade in the middle ages.

David — David was a king of Israel in the
Hebrew Bible to whom the book of Psalms is
attributed and who became a model for Christian
kingship in the medieval period.

domed basilica — The domed basilica is a
variation of the basilica type—a church composed
of a longitudinal nave flanked by side aisles—to
which a dome has been added over the nave.

deacon — A deacon (literally “servant”) held the
lowest rank of the three major orders of the clergy
in Byzantium (beneath the bishop and priest) and
wore a sticharion (tunic) and orarion (sash) that
draped over the shoulder; there was also an order
of women deacons in Byzantium, although this
order fell out of use by the 12th century.

Dormition — The Dormition (Greek: Koimēsis,
literally “falling asleep”) refers to the death of the
Virgin Mary, described in non-biblical texts and
commemorated on August 15.

cubiculum — Cubiculum (plural: cubicula) can
refer to a small room in a Roman house or a burial
chamber in the catacombs.

decumanus — The decumanus was the east-west
street in an ancient Roman city or military camp.
Deësis — Deësis (Greek for “entreaty”) refers to
a motif in Byzantine art that commonly depicts
the Virgin and John the Baptist asking Christ to
have mercy on humankind, which in some cases
may include other holy figures.
Deposition — The Deposition refers to the
removal of Christ’s dead body from the cross
following his crucifixion.

double-shelled octagon — Double-shelled
octagon refers to a building whose outer walls and
interior space are created with two concentric
octagons.
drum — A drum is the cylindrical structure on
which a dome is raised.
Early Byzantine — Early Byzantine generally
refers to the period of Byzantine history before
the end of Iconoclasm in 843, although scholars
disagree over the use and definition of this term.
Eastern Orthodox Church — The Orthodox
Church is the second largest Christian community
after the Roman Catholic Church. Christianity
split between Orthodoxy in the East and Roman
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Catholicism in the West in 1054, an event known
as the Great Schism.

commemorated on Palm Sunday, the Sunday
before Pascha (Easter).

Edict of Milan — The Edict of Milan (313 C.E.)
was a decree, supposedly issued by Roman
emperors Constantine and Licinius, which granted
toleration to Christianity in the Roman Empire.

Ephesus — Ephesus was an ancient Greek, and
later Roman, city in Anatolia, near the west coast
of modern Turkey.
epigraph — An epigraph is an inscription.

effigy — An effigy is a representation of a
specific person, typically in sculptural form.

epigraphy — Epigraphy refers to inscriptions.

elevation — An elevation is an interior or
exterior view of a building seen from one side.

epitaph — An epitaph is an inscription at a tomb
or grave commemorating the person buried there.

Elijah — Elijah is a prophet in the Hebrew Bible.

Eucharist — The Eucharist is the ritual offering
of bread and wine to God to be transformed into
the body and blood of Christ for worshippers to
eat.

Elis — Elis was an ancient district in the
Peloponnese in Greece.
enamel — Enamel is a decorative technique in
which glass, colored with metallic oxides, is
melted and fused with metal. The Byzantines are
well known for their cloisonné enamels, which
employ strips of gold (cloisons) to create cells
that are filled with glass and fired.
encaustic — Encaustic is a wax-based painting
technique used in Egypt from at least the late 1st
century C.E.
enceinte — An enceinte is a line of fortification
enclosing a castle or town.
encomium — Encomium is a genre of classical
rhetoric that aims to praise a person or thing.
engraving — Engraving refers to cutting or
carving into a hard surface (such as metal) so as
to create a pattern.
enkolpion — An enkolpion (plural: enkolpia) is a
pendant worn on the chest, usually decorated with
sacred imagery and used in personal devotion.
Entry into Jerusalem — The Entry into of Jesus
into Jerusalem on a donkey before his crucifixion
is recounted in Matthew 21:1–11, Mark 11:1–10,
Luke 19:29–40, and John 12:12–19 and is

evangelist — The evangelists were the writers of
the four gospels included in the New Testament
(Matthew, Mark, Luke and John).
extramural — Extramural refers to something
taking place outside or beyond the walls of a town
or city.
faceting — Faceting is the cutting the surfaces of
stones to increase their refraction of light, thereby
enhancing their color and luminosity.
filigree — Filigree, or wirework, is a jewelry
making technique involving the twisting of thin
metal threads into intricate lace-like patterns.
folio — Folio (Latin for “leaf”) refers to a single
page in a manuscript, typically one half of a larger
sheet known as a bifolium. The front and back of
a folio are referred to as recto and verso,
respectively.
fora — see forum
Forerunner — see John the Baptist
forum — A forum (plural: fora) is a public space
surrounded by civic buildings and colonnades
in a Roman city.
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Franciscans — The Franciscans are an order of
mendicant friars, or monks who take an oath of
poverty.
fresco — Fresco is a painting technique in which
artists apply pigments to wet plaster so that the
painting becomes chemically bonded to the wall
itself.
frontispiece — A frontispiece is an ornamented
page at the start of a book.
Fulk — Fulk of Anjou ruled as King of Jerusalem
from 1131–43.
gallery — The gallery is the upper level in a
church, above the side aisles and narthex, where
worshippers could participate in church services.
George — Saint George was a martyr who was
widely venerated in the Byzantine Empire and
often appears as a youthful warrior in Byzantine
art.
Ghassanids — The Ghassanids converted to
Christianity in the early Christian period and
became vassals of the Roman state; they lived at
the eastern edge of the Roman-Byzantine Empire
and acted as a buffer against the eastern enemies
of Rome and as allies fighting on behalf of
Byzantines against the Sasanians.
gold tesserae — In Byzantine mosaics, gold
tesserae were not solid gold, but were created by
“sandwiching” thin pieces of gold leaf between
two pieces of clear glass.
Gospels — The Gospels (“good news”),
attributed to Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, are
the first four books in the Christian New
Testament and recount the life and teachings of
Jesus.
granulation — Granulation is a jewelry making
technique in which a surface is covered with
spherules or granules of precious metal.

Greek and Arab-Christians — In Sicily, Greekand Arab-Christian communities worshipped
according to the Orthodox Christian tradition of
the Byzantine world. While the language of the
liturgy was Greek, Arab-Christians may have also
worshipped in Arabic, as well as spoke Arabic in
their day-to-day interactions.
griffin — A griffin is a mythical animal that
combines the physical aspects of a lion and an
eagle.
groin vault — A groin vault is a type of ceiling
made from intersecting arches and often
strengthened by added strips of stone (ribbing).
Hagia Sophia, Constantinople — Hagia Sophia,
also referred to as “the Great Church” by the
Byzantines, was the cathedral of Constantinople.
hagiography — A hagiography (from the Greek
words for holy and writing), or “vita,” is the
biography of a saint.
Helena — Helena was the mother of emperor
Constantine.
heroon — In ancient Greece, a heroon was a
monument or sanctuary dedicated to a hero.
Hetoimasia — The Hetoimasia, or “prepared
throne,” is a symbolic image that combines such
elements as a throne, the Holy Spirit in the form
of a dove, a Gospel book, a cross, and instruments
of the Passion.
hippodrome — A hippodrome was a course for
horse or chariot racing surrounded by stepped
seating.
Holy Apostles, Constantinople — The Church
of the Holy Apostles (no longer extant) was a
cruciform church of Constantinople—first built
by Constantine’s sons, and rebuilt in the sixth
century under emperor Justinian I—containing
relics of some of the Apostles and incorporating
mausolea where Byzantine emperors were buried
until 1028.
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Holy Sepulchre — The Church of the Holy
Sepulchre in Jerusalem, originally constructed by
Constantine, marks the sites of Christ’s
crucifixion, entombment, and resurrection
according to Christian tradition.
Holy Thursday — Holy Thursday, known as
“Maundy Thursday” in the Roman Catholic
church, commemorates the Last Supper during
Holy Week.
Huns — The Huns were a late antique nomadic
group that threatened Byzantium’s border
territories in the fourth and fifth centuries, but by
the sixth century they were employed as
mercenary soldiers by the Empire.
hymnography — Hymnography refers to the
poetic songs sung in Byzantine churches.
Hypapantē — see Meeting of the Lord in the
Temple
Iberian Peninsula — The Iberian Peninsula is
the peninsula that encompasses Spain and
Portugal.
icon — Icon (from the Greek eikо̄n, meaning
“image”) is an image of holy figures or events.
iconoclasm — Iconoclasm refers to any
destruction of images, including the Byzantine
Iconoclastic Controversy of the eighth and ninth
centuries, although the Byzantines themselves did
not use this term.

iconomachy — Iconomachy (Greek for “image
struggle”) was the term the Byzantines used to
describe the Iconoclastic Controversy.
iconophiles — Iconophiles (Greek for “lovers of
images”), also known as “iconodules” (Greek for
“servants of images”), refers to those who
supported the use of religious images.
illuminated manuscript — An illuminated
manuscript is a hand-written book that includes
painted decorations, such as initials, borders and
illustrations.
Incredulity of Thomas — The Incredulity of
Thomas, described in John 20:24–29, refers to
one of Christ’s disciples who doubted Christ’s
resurrection from the dead. It is commemorated in
the Eastern Orthodox Church the Sunday after
Pascha (Easter).
Innocent IV — Innocent IV was pope from
1243–54.
intercolumnar icons — The term “intercolumnar
icons” refers to the icons sometimes placed
between the columns or colonnettes of a templon.
intercultural — Intercultural refers to something
occurring between or involving contact across
two or more cultural groups, usually across
geographic and/or political divides.
invective — Invective is a genre of classic
rhetoric that aims to denigrate an individual.

Iconoclastic Controversy — The Iconoclastic
Controversy refers to dispute centered in
Constantinople in the eighth and ninth century
over the use of religious images, or icons.

Irene — Empress Irene ruled as regent for her
son Constantine VI from 780–90, as co-ruler with
Constantine VI from 792–97, and as sole ruler
from 797–802.

iconoclasts — Iconoclasts (Greek for “breakers
of images”) refers to those who opposed icons.

Irene of Hungary — Empress Irene of Hungary
married John II Komnenos in 1104 and reigned
with him from 1118 until her death in 1134.

iconodules — see Iconophiles
iconography — Iconography refers to
conventional imagery and meanings in an
artwork.

Isaac Komnenos — Isaac Komnenos was brother
of emperor John II Komnenos and held the title of
sebastokrator (crown prince).
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Ivan III — Ivan III reigned as Grand Prince of
Moscow from 1462–1505.

Constantinople in 1204 by crusaders of the Fourth
Crusade.

John II — Emperor John II Komnenos reigned
from 1118–43.

Last Judgment — The Last Judgment refers to
Christ’s second coming and judgment of all
people at the end of time.

John the Baptist — John the Baptist was a
Jewish itinerant preacher and one of the most
significant figures in the New Testament,
frequently referred to as the Forerunner (Greek:
Prodromos) of Christ by the Byzantines and the
prophet John in Islam.
John VI Kantakouzenos — John VI
Kantakouzenos was a Byzantine nobleman,
statesman, and general, who also served as
emperor from 1347–54.
Justinian II — Emperor Justinian II reigned from
685–94 and again from 705–11.
Justinianic — Justinianic refers to the reign of
emperor Justinian I who reigned from 527–65.
kastra — Castrum (plural: castra) was a Roman
term for a fortified military camp.
katholikon — Katholikon (plural: katholika) is
the modern Greek term for the main church in a
monastic complex.
Kievan Rus’ — Kievan Rus’ was a confederation
of city-states that emerged in the second half of
the ninth century, whose capital was Kiev.
Komnenian dynasty — The Komnenian Dynasty
ruled the Byzantine Empire from 1081–1185.
Komnenian period — see Komnenian dynasty
Lamentation — The Lamentation, or Threnos,
refers to Christ’s mother and other followers
mourning over Christ’s dead body following the
crucifixion.
Laskarids — The Laskaris family was a
Byzantine noble family that formed the ruling
dynasty of the Empire of Nicaea, a Byzantine
successor state established following the sack of

Last Supper, The — The Last Supper, “Mystical
Supper,” or just “Supper” (Greek: Deipnos),
represents the meal that Christ shared with his
disciplines before his crucifixion, which is
recorded in Matthew 26:20–29, Mark 14:17–25,
Luke 22: 14–23, and I Corinthians 11:23–26, and
is commemorated on Holy Thursday (known as
“Maundy Thursday” in the Latin church).
Late Byzantine — Late Byzantine generally
refers to the period of Byzantine history following
the reestablishment of the Byzantine capital of
Constantinople in 1261 (following its occupation
by Latin crusaders from 1204–1261) and the fall
of Constantinople to the Ottomans in 1453.
Latin Empire — Western European crusaders
(also called “Latins” and “Franks”) of the Fourth
Crusade sacked and occupied the Byzantine
capital of Constantinople in 1204, establishing a
“Latin Empire.” The Byzantines reclaimed
Constantinople in 1261.
Latins — The Byzantines used the term “Latin”
to refer to western Europeans loyal to the pope in
Rome.
lay people — Lay people are members of a
religious faith, but not members of the clergy.
lectionary — A list or book of portions of the
Bible appointed to be read at a church service.
Lent — Lent (or Great Lent) is an annual, fortyday period of fasting that precedes Holy Week
and the celebration of Pascha (Easter) in the
Eastern Orthodox Church.
Leo III — Emperor Leo III reigned from 717–41
and was founder of the Isaurian Dynasty.
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Levant — The Levant refers to the eastern
Mediterranean region, especially the area around
Syria.

Macedonian dynasty — The Macedonian
dynasty ruled the Byzantine Empire from 867 to
1056.

liturgical — Liturgical refers to church services.

machicolations — Machicolations are floor
openings through which stones or other materials
could be dropped on attackers.

liturgical calendar — The liturgical calendar
refers to the schedule of Church services that
commemorated holy figures and events each year.
liturgical fan — Liturgical fans, known as
rhipidia in Byzantium (and flabella in the Roman
Catholic Church), served a largely symbolic
function: deacons carried them in processions and
waved them over the Eucharistic bread and wine
during the celebration of the Divine Liturgy.
liturgical vestments — Liturgical vestments are
the special clothing worn by the clergy during
church services.
loculus — A loculus is a horizontal, rectangular
burial niche.
Lombards — The Lombards were a Germaic
people who ruled parts of the Italian Peninsula
from the sixth to eighth centuries C.E.
Louis IX — Louis IX reigned as king of France
from 1226–70.
Louis VII — Louis VII reigned as king of the
Franks from 1137–80.
lunette — A lunette is a semicircular architectural
space.
Lycaonia — Lycaonia is a historical region in
Central Anatolia, southwest of Cappadocia.
lyre-backed throne — The “lyre-backed” throne,
named for its resemblance to the ancient musical
instrument, appears in Early and Middle
Byzantine art and may have been associated with
a mosaic image of Christ in the Chrysotriklinos
(main throne room) in the Great Palace of
Constantinople.

Maghreb — The Maghreb refers to Northwest
Africa, including modern-day Algeria, Libya,
Morocco, Tunisia, Portugal, and Spain.
Magi — The Magi, also known as the “wise
men” or “three kings,” follow the star from the
east to visit the newborn Jesus in Matthew 2.
mandorla — A mandorla is an aureole of light
surrounding a holy figure.
Manuel I — Emperor Manuel I Komnenos
reigned from 1143–80.
manuscript — A manuscript is a book or other
document written by hand.
Manzikirt — At the Battle of Manzikert, fought
near Lake Van (modern Turkey) in 1071, the
Seljuq Turks defeated the Byzantines, captured
the Byzantine emperor Romanos Diogenes IV,
and opened Anatolia to Turkish expansion.
Margaret of Cortona — Saint Margaret of
Cortona, who lived from 1247–97, was a
Franciscan nun.
martyr — A martyr is someone who suffers
persecution and death for adherence to a cause
(especially religious faith).
martyria — A martyrium is the tomb of a martyr
or site that bore witness to the Christian faith.
Mary the Younger — Mary the Younger was a
Byzantine saint of Armenian origin who died c.
902.
masonry — Masonry is the building of structures
from units of materials such as stone or brick.
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mausoleum — A mausoleum (plural: mausolea)
is a monumental building for burial.
mechanikos — In Byzantium, a mechanikos
(plural: mechanikoi) was an architect-engineer
with a broadly based, theoretical education.
Meeting of the Lord in the Temple — The
Meeting of the Lord in the Temple (Greek:
Hypapantē), recorded in Luke 2:22–38 and
commemorated on February 2, describes how
Mary and Joseph entered the Jewish temple with
the infant Jesus to make a sacrifice and
encountered the prophet Simeon and prophetess
Anna, who identified Jesus as the Messiah.
Melisende of Jerusalem — Melisende was queen
of Jerusalem from 1131–53 and regent for her son
Baldwin III from 1153–61.
mendicant — The medieval Mendicants were
Christian monastic orders that lived in
community, took vows of chastity and poverty,
adhered to the particular rules of the order, and
attempted to proselytize among non-Christian
peoples. Examples of the Mendicant Orders
include the Franciscans, Dominicans, and
Augustinians.
menologion — A menologion was a book
containing descriptions of saints’ lives and sacred
events arranged according to the date of their
commemoration in the Church calendar.
mercy seat — According to the Hebrew Bible,
the mercy-seat was the gold cover on the Ark of
the Covenant, which was understood as God’s
resting place.
Metaphrastean Menologion — The
Metaphrastean Menologion was a book compiled
in the 10th century by Symeon Metaphrastes,
which contained the lives of saints arranged
according to the dates of the saints’
commemorations in the Church calendar.
Methodios I — Methodius I was Patriarch of
Constantinople from 843–47.

Michael Glabas Tarchaniotes — Michael
Doukas Glabas Tarchaneiotes was a Byzantine
aristocrat and general who lived c. 1235 to c.
1305-08.
Michael VIII Palaiologos — Emperor Michael
VIII Palaiologos reigned from 1261–82.
microcosms — A microcosm encapsulates in
miniature the characteristic qualities or features of
something much larger.
Middle Byzantine — Middle Byzantine
generally refers to the period of Byzantine history
between the end of Iconoclasm in 843 and the
sack of Constantinople by the crusaders of the
Fourth Crusade in 1204.
Milutin — Stefan Uroš II Milutin reigned as king
of Serbia from 1282 to 1321.
miniatures — A miniature is an image in an
illuminated book that is set apart from the rest of
the page by a discrete border or frame.
mithraeum — A mithraeum (plural: mithraia)
was a temple for the worship of the god Mithras.
modeling — Modeling is the use of light and dark
hues to depict volume.
monastery — A monastery is a religious
community of monks or nuns.
monastic — Monastic refers to monks or nuns.
monastic typikon — A monastic typikon was a
document outlining the organization, rules, and
liturgical observances for a monastery.
Monemvasia — Monemvasia was a fortified city
on a small island off the east coast of the
Peloponnese.
Mongols — Genghis Khan united the
Mongols—a nomadic, East Asian people—as the
Mongol Empire in the early thirteenth century.
Under Genghis Khan and his successors, the
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Mongols swept across much of Asia and Eastern
Europe, conquering most of Kievan Rus’ by 1240.
monogram — A monogram is a combination of
letters that form a name, title, or invocation.
Morava School — The so-called Morava School
was an ecclesiastical architectural style that
flourished in the Serbia Late Middle Ages, from
around the mid-14th to the mid-15th century.
Morphia — Morphia of Melitene was queen of
Jerusalem from 1118–1126 or 1127.
mosaic — A mosaic is a work of art (and an
artistic technique) involving the piecing together
of bits of material (such as glass, marble, tile,
mother of pearl) to produce a pattern or image; in
Byzantium, mosaic was commonly fabricated
from bits of glass (on walls) or marble (on floors).
Moscow Kremlin — The Moscow Kremlin is the
fortified historical center of the city of Moscow
and contains several palaces and cathedrals. It
remains Russia’s center of government today.
muqarnas — Muqarnas are the complex,
honeycomb-like decoration typical of Islamic
architecture.
myrrh — In the Byzantine Empire, myrrh, or
myron, referred to a variety of fragrant oils,
ointments, and perfumes.
naos — Generally, the term naos refers to a
church or temple; in Middle and Late Byzantine
churches, the term naos often refers to the main
space of a centrally planned church (equivalent to
the nave of a basilica).
narthex — The narthex is the entry vestibule
preceding the nave or naos of a Byzantine church,
and may be doubled to create inner and outer
narthexes.
Nativity of Christ — The Nativity of Christ
refers to the birth of Jesus, commemorated on
December 25.

Nativity of the Virgin — see Birth of the Virgin
naturalism — Naturalism is the faithful
representation of the observable world.
nave — The nave is the central aisle of a basilica.
Nicaea — Nicaea (modern İznik) was an ancient
Greek city, and later, one of the major cities of the
Byzantine Empire, located in northwestern
Anatolia (modern Turkey).
niche — A niche is a shallow recess.
Nicholas — Saint Nicholas of Myra was a fourthcentury bishop to whom many miracles were
attributed and who was widely venerated in the
Byzantine Empire.
nicolo — Nicolo is semi-precious gemstone
(categorized as onyx) characterized by a whiteblue upper layer and black underlayer; its layered
colors were prized in Roman intaglio carving to
produce polychromatic effects.
Niello — Niello is an engraving technique where
lines incised into metal are darkened with a black
sulfuric compound.
Nikephoros Phokas — Emperor Nikephoros
Phokas reigned from 963–69.
Nikomedia — A city located in northwest Asia
Minor, Nikomedia was the residence of
Diocletian and his successors.
Novgorod — Novgorod was a powerful city of
Kievan Rus’, now located in Russia.
obol — An obol was a coin of ancient Greek
origin.
octaconch — An octaconch is an eight-niched
structure.
octagon — An octagon is an eight-sided shape.
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octagon-domed church — An octagon-domed
church is a centrally planned church with a dome
supported above eight points.

paideia — Paideia refers to the Greco-Roman
tradition of education that the Byzantines
inherited.

Octateuch — A traditional name for the first
eight books of the Bible, comprising the
Pentateuch, plus the Book of Joshua, the Book of
Judges, and the Book of Ruth.

Palaces of Theophilos — According to historical
sources, emperor Theophilos, who reigned from
829–42, added to Constantinople’s Great Palace
and constructed additional palaces as well.

ogival arch — An ogival arch is a type of pointed
arch common in Islamic architecture. The use of
pointed and ogee arch forms in Islamic
monuments may have informed their later
proliferation throughout Western Europe.

Palm Sunday — Palm Sunday is the annual
commemoration of Christ’s entry into Jerusalem
the Sunday before Pascha (Easter).

oikos — Oikos (plural: oikoi) is Greek for
“house.”

Panagia — “Panagia,” which means “all holy,” is
a title of the Virgin Mary, the mother of Jesus.

opus sectile — Opus sectile refers to a technique
for constructing decorative pavements with cut
and shaped pieces of stone.

Panteleimon — Saint Panteleimon (sometimes
referred to as “Pantaleon”) is believed to be a
healer who was martyred in Asia Minor in 305
C.E. during the reign of the Roman emperor
Diocletian.

orans — Orans or orant refers to a gesture of
prayer with both hands upraised, commonly used
to depict the Virgin Mary in Byzantine art.

Pantokrator — The Byzantines referred to Christ
as “Pantokrator,” which means “almighty” or
“ruler of the universe.”

Orhan — Orhan was the son and successor of
Osman I as leader of the Ottoman Turks, reigning
1323/4–1362.

parekklesion — A parekklesion is a subsidiary
chapel.

orthodoxy — “Orthodoxy” refers to right
Christian belief, believed to be essential for
salvation.

paschal candelabrum — The Paschal
candelabrum holds a large candle burned in
church services during the Easter (Paschal)
season.

Osman I — Osman I was the leader of the
Ottoman Turks and founder of the Ottoman
dynasty, reigning c. 1299–1323/4.

Passion — The “Passion” refers to Christ’s
suffering during Holy Week, which culminated
with the Crucifixion.

Otto II — Otto II reigned as Holy Roman
Emperor from 973–83.

Passover — The Passover is a Jewish holiday,
which commemorates God “passing over” the
houses of the Israelites during the last of the ten
plagues in Egypt, which led to the Israelites’
Exodus from slavery in Egypt.

Ottomans — The Ottomans were a Turkish
dynasty whose name derived from their founder,
Osman, and who ruled from the late 13th century
until the establishment of the Turkish Republic in
1924.

patriarch — The Byzantines used the term
“patriarch” to refer to the bishop of
Constantinople and other high ranking bishops of
major cities.
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Peace of the Church — The “Peace of the
Church” refers to the toleration of Christianity
following the Edict of Milan in 313 C.E.
pectoral cross — A pectoral cross is a pendant
cross worn on the chest.
pendentive — A pendentive is a curved,
triangular architectural element, used to make the
transition from a square room to a circular base
for a dome.
Pentecost — Pentecost (literally “the fiftieth
day”) refers to the descent of the Holy Spirit on
the Apostles as described in Acts 2, which is
commemorated fifty days after Easter (Pascha).
personification — Personification is the human
embodiment of an abstract concept; in the Roman
pagan cult, personifications were worshipped as
demi-gods. The Byzantines often personified
natural forces and abstract concepts by imagining
them as human characters in their art and
hymnography.
pi-shaped — Something pi-shaped takes the form
of the Greek letter Π (pi).
pier — Piers are large, often rectangular supports
that help bear the weight of a building.
pilaster — A pilaster is a rectangular column that
projects from a wall.
pilgrims — Pilgrims are people who embark on
journeys for religious purposes.
polis — Polis (plural: poleis) was the Greek word
for city.
polyptych — A polyptych is an artwork
comprising more than three panels.
portico — A portico is a structure with a roof
supported by columns at regular intervals, usually
attached to a building as a porch.
post-Byzantine — “Post-Byzantine” refers to the

period following the fall of the Byzantine Empire
to the Ottomans in 1453.
post-Iconoclastic era — The post-Iconoclastic
era refers to the period following 843, which
marked the conclusion of the Byzantine
Iconoclastic Controversy—a dispute over
religious images—in the eighth and ninth
centuries.
Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple — The
Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple, an
episode from non-biblical texts commemorated on
November 21, recounts how the Virgin Mary’s
parents, Joachim and Anna, offered the Virgin to
God in the Jewish temple, where she subsequently
dwelt and was miraculously fed bread by an
angel.
Princes’ Islands — The Princes’ Islands, or Kızıl
Adalar, are nine islands southeast of
Constantinople (Istanbul) in the Sea of Marmara,
which were occupied by several monasteries
during the Byzantine period.
Prokopios of Caesarea — Prokopios of Caesarea
was a Byzantine historian who also served as
secretary and legal advisor to Justinian’s general
Belisarios during the reign of emperor Justinian
and empress Theodora in the mid-sixth century.
proskynetaria icons — Proskynetaria icons are
large, framed icons often found on either side of
the templon (the barrier dividing the bema from
the rest of the church) in Middle and Late
Byzantine churches.
prothesis — The prothesis was a chamber often
located to the north of the altar where the bread
and wine could be prepared for the celebration of
the Eucharist and sacred vessels could be stored.
proto-maiolica — Proto-maiolica ware was a
type of pottery with a tin glaze and light-colored
fabric found throughout the eastern Mediterranean
in the 13th to 14th centuries.
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proto-Renaissance — The proto-Renaissance
refers to the period immediately prior to the
Italian Renaissance, when artists began to
anticipate the artistic innovations in naturalism
that later became hallmarks of the Italian
Renaissance; it is also known as the late Gothic or
late medieval era.
Protoevangelion of James — The
Protoevangelion of James is a second-century
narrative of the life of the Virgin which was not
included in the Bible but was nevertheless read by
Christians.
Psalms — The book of Psalms is a collection of
poems in the Hebrew Bible traditionally attributed
to King David.
psalter — A psalter is a volume containing the
Book of Psalms (one of the books of the Bible),
often with other devotional material.
pseudo-kufic — “Pseudo-kufic” refers to
decorative motifs that imitate Arabic scripts.
pulpit — A pulpit is an elevated platform used
for reading and preaching during church services.
punching — Punching refers to the use of tools
(punches) as part of repoussé and chasing to
manipulate metal in relief and recess; or the use of
tools to create holes as part of a metalwork
design.

repoussé — Repoussé is a technique of
metalworking that involves pressing metal on its
reverse surface with the application of force and
tools to create patterns and designs in relief by
expanding (rather than removing) the metal.
Resurrection — The Resurrection of Christ from
the dead occurred on the third day after his
crucifixion according to New Testament accounts,
and is celebrated each year on Pascha (Easter).
Christians also anticipate the resurrection of all of
the dead at the end of time.
revetment — Revetment is cladding or facing of
marble or other luxury stones to decorate
walls and piers.
rhetoric — Classical rhetoric refers to the
tradition of persuasion through the art of public
speaking, which was taught in ancient Greece and
Rome, and which remained influential in the
medieval period.
rinceaux — Rinceaux is a scrolling pattern of
tendrils and leaves.
Roger II — Roger II reigned as king of Sicily
from 1130–54.
Romanesque — Romanesque, which means
“Roman-like,” is a nineteenth-century term that
refers to European art and architecture from c.
1050–1200.

Raising of Lazarus — Christ raised his friend
Lazarus from the dead in John 11:38–44. The
Raising of Lazarus is commemorated in the
Eastern Orthodox Church on the Saturday before
Palm Sunday.

Romanos III — Emperor Romanos III reigned
from 1028–34.

refrigerium — A refrigerium (plural: refrigeria)
was a graveside meal to commemorate the dead.

rosette — A rosette is schematic flower motif in
which the petals are arranged radially, in a regular
pattern.

registers — Register refers to a band of
decoration.
relics — Relics are the remains of saints or holy
objects associated with saints.

Romanos Lekapenos — Emperor Romanos
Lekapenos reigned from 919–44.

roundel — A roundel is a circular form that may
contain an image or decorative element.
Sardis — Sardis was an ancient city in Anatolia,
now located in modern Turkey.
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seal — Seals were impressions made in lead,
wax, gold, or any other malleable material that
validated objects, such as letters, documents, and
containers of goods.
Secret History — The Byzantine historian
Prokopios of Caesarea wrote the Secret History
(Anekdota) as an invective (a rhetorical genre
aimed at denigrating an individual) condemning
emperor Justinian I and empress Theodora in the
mid-sixth century.
Seljuqs — The Seljuqs were a Turkic Islamic
group originating in Central Asia and composed
of several dynastic branches that invaded the
Byzantine Empire and ruled in medieval Iran and
Anatolia.
Silk Road — The Silk Road is a network of land
and sea routes that ran from East Asia to the
Mediterranean world, and dominated the trade of
luxury items, such as silk textiles, jewelries, and
gold and silver vessels.
Solomon — Solomon was the son of king David
and a king of Israel who was renowned for his
wisdom in the Hebrew Bible.
Sparta — Sparta was an ancient Greek city
located in southeastern Peloponnese, known
during the Byzantine period as Lacedaemonia.

Suzdal — Suzdal was a city of Kievan Rus’, now
located in Russia.
Symeon Metaphrastes — Symeon Metaphrastes
was a Byzantine writer and official who lived in
the 10th century.
synthronon — Synthronon refers to semicircular
seating for the clergy in the curvature of the
church apse.
Tao-Klarjeti — Tao-Klarjeti is a historically
Georgian region, which today is located in
northeastern Turkey and southwestern Georgia.
tempera paint — Tempera paint is commonly
made by mixing egg yolks with water and
pigment.
templon — A templon is a screen separating the
sanctuary from the rest of the church (also
referred to as a chancel barrier).
templon beam — A templon beam, which may
also be referred to as an epistyle or architrave, is a
horizontal beam supported by colonnettes in a
Byzantine templon (a barrier separating the bema
from the rest of the church).
tesserae — Tesserae (singular: tessera) are small
pieces of stone, glass, or other materials used to
create mosaics.

squinch — A squinch is a curved architectural
element used to make the transition from a square
space to a circular or polygonal base for a dome.

tetraconch — “Tetraconch,” Greek for “four
shells,” refers to a building with four apses.

stucco — Stucco refers to carved plaster (plaster
is a pasty composition, often made from lime,
water, and sand, that hardens on drying).

Tetrarchy — The Tetrarchy was a system of rule
shared among four Roman emperors instituted by
emperor Diocletian in 293 C.E.

stylite — Stylite saints lived atop pillars (stylos is
Greek for “pillar”) as a means of self denial.

Thebes — Thebes was an ancient Greek city
located in central Greece.

superstructure — The superstructure of a
building comprises the parts built above ground
level, which are supported by the underlying
substructure.

Theodora (wife of Justinian I) — Theodora
ruled as empress of the Byzantine Empire from
527 until her death in 548.
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Theodora (wife of Theophilos) — Empress
Theodora ruled as regent for her son, Michael III,
from 842–56.
Theodosian Code — The Theodosian Code was
a collection of Roman law issued in 438 by
Theodosius II and Valentinian III, which helped
establish Christianity as the official religion of the
Roman Empire.
Theoktistos — Theoktistos was a eunuch and
Byzantine official who served as a regent for the
young emperor Michael III and advisor to
Michael’s mother, the empress Theodora, in the
ninth century.
theology of images — Those who argued in favor
of images during the Iconoclastic controversy of
the eighth and ninth centuries developed religious
justifications for sacred images, or
“icons”—creating a theology of images.
Theophano — Theophano was niece to
Byzantine Emperor John I Tzimiskes and married
Holy Roman emperor Otto II in 972.
Theophilos — Emperor Theophilos reigned from
829–42.
Theotokos — “Theotokos” is a Greek term for
the Virgin Mary that means “God-bearer.”

trapeza — “Trapeza,” Greek for “table,” refers to
the refectory, or dining hall, of a monastery.
triclia — A triclia is an open, ceremonial
banqueting structure found above the catacombs
in Rome.
triconch — “Triconch,” Greek for “three shells,”
refers to a building with three apses.
tripartite sanctuary — In Byzantine churches,
the sanctuary, or bema (where the altar was
located), was often divided into three rooms.
triumph — A triumph was a victory celebration
that the Byzantines inherited from ancient Rome,
which featured a triumphal parade into the capital
with troops, captives, booty, and the victorious
emperor.
Triumph of Orthodoxy — The Triumph of
Orthodoxy refers to the end of the Iconoclastic
Controversy and affirmation of religious images
(icons) in 843. It is commemorated annually on
the first Sunday of Lent in the Eastern Orthodox
Church.
True Cross — The True Cross refers to relics or
remains believed to come from the wooden cross
on which Christ was crucified by the Romans.

Theotokos Pammakaristos — “Theotokos
Pammakaristos” is a title of the Virgin Mary,
meaning “All-blessed God-bearer.”

type — A type is a person or event in the Hebrew
Bible (Old Testament) understood by Christians
to prefigure events in the New Testament, usually
from the life of Christ.

Theotokos tou Libos — Dedicated to the Virgin
Mary (“Theotokos” literally means “Godbearer”), this monastery is also named for its
founder, Constantine Lips, an aristocrat and
military official.

Umayyad Caliphate — The Umayyad Caliphate,
whose capital was Damascus, Syria, ruled the
Islamic world from 661–750, during which time it
conquered significant parts of the Byzantine
Empire.

Threnos — see Lamentation

veneration — The Byzantines often venerated
(showed devotion to) icons by bowing before
them and kissing them, believing that the honor
shown to the image passed to the holy figure it
represented.

Transfiguration — The Transfiguration of Christ
with divine light is described in Matthew
17:1–13, Mark 9:2–8, and Luke 9:28–36 and is
commemorated on August 6.
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vita — Vita is Latin for “life” and is also often
used to refer to biographies of saints.

William II — William II reigned as king of Sicily
from 1166–89.

Vita Basilii — The Vita Basilii is an anonymous
biography of Byzantine emperor Basil I.

Woman with the Issue of Blood — The New
Testament recounts among Christ’s miracles the
healing of a woman who suffered from a
persistent gynecological ailment that caused her
to bleed uncontrollably. She had sought remedy
for her condition from all available sources, but
unsuccessfully. Because menstrual blood was
considered unclean, her illness would have also
caused social ostracization. Moved by her faith in
Christ’s power to heal, she approached him from
behind and touched the hem of his garment. Upon
contact, she was relieved of her illness.

Vladimir — Located east of Moscow in Russia,
the city of Vladimir was an important medieval
center from the late twelfth to the early fifteenth
century.
Vladimir I of Kiev — Vladimir I reigned as
Grand Prince of Kiev from 980–1015.
Vladimir the Great — see Vladimir I of Kiev.
Wars — The Byzantine historian Prokopios of
Caesarea wrote Wars, a history of military and
political events, during the reign of emperor
Justian I in the mid-sixth century.
Washing of the Feet — Christ washed his
disciples’ feet at the Last Supper according to
John 13:2–15.
William I — William I reigned as king of Sicily
from 1154–66.

Yaroslav — Yaroslav “the Wise” reigned as
Grand Prince of Kiev from 1019–54.
Zeno — Emperor Zeno reigned from 474–91.
Zoe — Empress Zoe, second daughter of
Constantine VIII, reigned with Romanos III from
1028–34, with Michael IV from 1034–41, and
with Constantine IX Monomachos from 1042
until her death in 1050.
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